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The vitality of the law is its implementation. The problem of compliance 

and enforcement in China are now more pronounced and pressing 

Wu Bangguo1 

 

 

                                                           
1
 Wu Bangguo, former chairman of the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress 
(NPC-SC), emphasized that in the 2

nd
 plenary meeting of the 4

th
 Session of the 11

th
 National 

People’s Congress (NPC) in 2010. 
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1.1 Weak Implementation of Chinese Law 

According to China’s top legislator at the time, Wu Bangguo, China had 

largely resolved the problem of having no laws to follow; moreover, it had 

established a complete set of laws covering every area of economic, 

political, cultural, social and ecological development in the country.2 Under 

the guidance of the “two-hands” policy (developing the economy with one 

hand and strengthening the legal system with the other),3 Chinese laws 

and regulations have undergone rapid and remarkable developments, 

particularly these rules regulating economic and commercial relations. As a 

result, the Chinese legal system now largely creates a stable environment 

for economic development (Chen, 2008).  

However, while China’s written legal system has been increasingly 

perfected, the implementation of laws (law-in-action) in China remains 

challenging. Time and again the media within and outside of China report 

on implementation issues in China. They are widely distributed in many 

fields, e.g., environment, food safety, labour, intellectual property (IP), 

healthcare, tax, occupational safety and health, corruption, etc. 

To give some examples. Starting with environmental problems, while 

China has published a relatively sufficient number of laws to address 

environmental problems, the implementation of these laws has met with 

limited success. Based on costs arising from pollution and damage to the 

ecosystem, an estimate of the cost of environmental degradation in China 

in 2010 was about 230 billion dollars, three times that in 2004.4 And even 

worse, environmental pollution endangers human life. A scientific study 

reported that outdoor air pollution contributed to 1.2 million premature 

                                                           
2
See Jerome A. Cohen. “Law Unto Itself”. South China Morning Post, on 30 March, 2011,  

http://usali.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/2011.3.30-SCMP-Cohen-Law-unto-itself.pdf. 
3
 On 17 January 1986, Deng Xiaoping, one of the former Chinese leaders, gave a talk at the 

meeting of the Central Politburo Standing Committee of the Communist Party of China (PSC) 
and proposed that it is necessary to have “two hands” for achieving the “four modernizations”, 
with one hand developing the economy and the other strengthening the legal system. 
4
See The New York Times. “Costs of Environmental Damage in China Growing Rapidly Amid 

Industrialization.”, on 29 March 2013,  
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/30/world/asia/cost-of-environmental-degradation-in-china-
is-growing.html?ref=asia.  

http://usali.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/2011.3.30-SCMP-Cohen-Law-unto-itself.pdf
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/30/world/asia/cost-of-environmental-degradation-in-china-is-growing.html?ref=asia
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/30/world/asia/cost-of-environmental-degradation-in-china-is-growing.html?ref=asia
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deaths in China in 2010, nearly 40 percent of the global total.5 Illegal, 

unsafe food practices are another recurring problem in China. One recent 

case was the “instant chicken” scandal. At the end of 2012, chicken farmers 

in Shandong Province were found to be using illegal growth-boosting drugs 

in their chickens. These chickens were then sold to KFC and other fast food 

chains in China.6 Consider labor issues. In recent years the illegal safety 

management in the mining industry in China has become increasingly 

obvious. In 2012, due to poor safety management, gas exploded in the 

Xiajiawan coal mine, and at least 45 miners were killed, 54 injured and one 

still missing.7 Another problem area is IP, which reaches well beyond 

China’s borders. According to a survey conducted by the US International 

Trade Commission (USITC), American firms lost approximately 48 billion 

dollars in 2009 due to violations of IP rights by China. Improving IP rights 

protection in China to US levels could create approximately 923,000 new 

jobs for the US.8 Healthcare is another case in point. In 2013, China Central 

Television (CCTV) reported that the Tianjin hospital nurses were bribed by 

a milk company to force feed newborn babies “first port milk” (i.e., babies’ 

first taste of milk after birth). By doing so, the milk company will gain 

long-term profits if dependence is induced to some degree. Finally, 

consider corruption. After years of enforcement campaigns, China still 

witnessed a string of high-profile corruption scandals recently. One of the 

largest political scandals may very well be the Bo Xilai case. Bo, the former 

Chongqing Party Secretary and also a member of the powerful political 

bureau, was sentenced for abusing power to seek profits for others and 

receiving huge bribes personally and through his family. He had been able 

                                                           
5
See The New York Times. “Air Pollution Linked to 1.2 Million Premature Deaths in China.”, on 

1 April 2013,  
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/02/world/asia/air-pollution-linked-to-1-2-million-deaths-in-
china.html?_r=0.  
6
See China Daily. “KFC Supplier Used Excessive Additives in Chicken Feed.”, on 21 December 

2012, http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2012-12/21/content_16037397.htm.  
7
See An Baijie (China Daily). “Mining Company Blamed for Blast”, on 11 September 2012, 

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2012-09/11/content_15748563.htm.  
8
See David Butcher. “What Chinese IP Violations Cost the U.S.”, on 2 August 2011,  

http://news.thomasnet.com/IMT/2011/08/02/what-chinese-intellectual-property-violations-co
st-american-businesses-economy/. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/02/world/asia/air-pollution-linked-to-1-2-million-deaths-in-china.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/02/world/asia/air-pollution-linked-to-1-2-million-deaths-in-china.html?_r=0
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2012-12/21/content_16037397.htm
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2012-09/11/content_15748563.htm
http://news.thomasnet.com/IMT/2011/08/02/what-chinese-intellectual-property-violations-cost-american-businesses-economy/
http://news.thomasnet.com/IMT/2011/08/02/what-chinese-intellectual-property-violations-cost-american-businesses-economy/
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to do so for years, even though China had some of the world’s most 

stringent anti-corruption laws on its books.9  

These cases stress Wu’s insight that the implementation of law is a 

significant problem in China. Accordingly, it has received increasing 

attention from regulatory scholars. Often, scholars and practitioners have 

seen the implementation challenge chiefly as an enforcement problem, and 

they argued for stronger law enforcement as a solution (Van Rooij & Lo, 

2010; Van Rooij, 2006a, 2006b; McAllister et al., 2010; Xiao, 2012; Hao, 2011; 

Yu, 2005). Van Rooij and Lo (2010), for example, analyzed the variation in 

pollution enforcement over time and by region. They showed that pollution 

enforcement varies when there is a convergence of governmental, social, 

and economic forces. They argued that the basis for such a convergence has 

been fragile because of the limited consistency of national pressure exerted, 

and the evaporation of local community and government support. In his 

theoretical exploration of how to improve environmental enforcement 

ability in China, Xiao (2012) discussed weaknesses such as the enforcement 

officers’ poor awareness of environmental protection and local 

protectionism, a lack of enforcement autonomy and limited enforcement 

capacity, low enforcement transparency, etc. Accordingly, he suggested 

enhancing enforcement by strengthening the environmental enforcement 

powers and improving the enforcement environment and transparency.  

However, simply strengthening law enforcement is not sufficient to 

improve compliance. There are some structural obstacles in law 

enforcement that are not easy to overcome, especially the fragmented 

central/local relations, close ties between enforcement officials and the 

regulated firms, and limited capacity facing with many possible violators 

(Ma & Ortolano, 2000; Van Rooij, 2006a, 2006b; Van Rooij & Lo, 2010).  

Taking limited capacity as an example, dominant deterrence theory 

teaches us that enforcement mainly enhances compliance by increasing 

sanction certainty, that is, by improving the chances of being caught. 

However, sanction certainty is much more difficult to realise in real-world 

settings. Given the limited enforcement capacity, crime rates may affect the 

                                                           
9
 See CCTV.com. “Corruption Cases in 2012.”, on 1 September 2013,  

http://english.cntv.cn/program/china24/20130109/108159.shtml. 

http://english.cntv.cn/program/china24/20130109/108159.shtml
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experienced certainty of punishment more strongly than the actual 

certainty of punishment affects the crime rate (Pontell, 1978). Even in the 

US, certainty levels have remained low for white collar crime. One can only 

imagine how low the levels are in China and how costly and difficult it is to 

raise them higher.  

Simply strengthening the enforcement strategy is not enough. It is 

necessary to bring in a compliance perspective as well. Such a perspective 

focuses on the so-called “other side of the compliance relationship”, that is, 

these who are regulated rather than these who regulate (Gray & Silbey, 

2012). It follows the logic of analyzing how the regulated actors respond to 

the regulation and seeks to explore factors that influence their responses.  

Thus far, only a few studies have taken a regulatory compliance 

perspective in China. The majority of them discuss compliance in rather 

general terms (Van der Meer, 2006; Li & Michalak; 2008; OECD, 2006, 

2009; Lei & Shen, 2002; Wang et al., 2002).10 The remainder empirically 

analyze compliance and have sought to improve understanding of the 

conditions for successful enforcement (Ma & Ortolano, 2000; Van Rooij, 

2006b, 2013).11  Because of the limited number of these studies and the 

prevailing implementation issues reported on in recent scholarly work and 

the popular media, it is necessary to explore compliance in China further. 

Such a perspective should encompass a more comprehensive view of 

compliance.  

Exploring regulatory compliance issues in China is also an inescapable 

part of a global perspective. As the second largest economy in the world, 

China’s remarkable economic performance is affecting the global economy, 

environment, politics and human welfare more than ever. A better 

understanding of compliance issues in China is therefore important for 

broadening the extant regulatory compliance literature that now largely 

builds on cases from the West12 and is less informed about cases from 

developing economies.  

This then is the aim of the current study: 

                                                           
10

 More details about recent compliance studies in China will be discussed in section 1.2. 
11
 Ibid.  

12
 The West is often used in opposition to the East. Here it mainly refers to countries with 

more advanced economies, e.g., countries in North America and Western Europe, Japan and 
Korea in Asia, Australia and New Zealand.  
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This study analyzes compliance in China, using a case of 

vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance in Hunan Province. The 

results serve to refine theories of regulatory enforcement and 

compliance, with implications for improving compliance in 

China and elsewhere. 

 

This introduction lays the foundation for the research presented in this 

thesis. The theoretical basis is presented in section 1.2, which largely builds 

on a brief review of the existing compliance literature in China and many 

other countries. Section 1.3 explains why pesticide was picked as a case to 

study compliance in China, and how it relates to the existing literature on 

pesticide compliance in the West and pesticide behaviour in China. The 

main questions that drive the current research are presented in section 1.4. 

Section 1.5 sketches the legal context of this research, and section 1.6 briefly 

addresses the limitations of the current research.  

1.2 Theoretical Basis for Studying Compliance in China 

This study proposes to examine compliance in the Chinese context. There 

are some existing studies about compliance behavior in China to draw on, 

as both Chinese and Western scholars have made efforts to explore 

compliance in China.  

To begin with the Chinese studies, some of them analyzed compliance 

from a theoretical perspective and briefly introduced some Western 

compliance theories (Ding & Li, 2004; Lu, 2009). For example, Ding and Li 

(2004) discussed legal philosophical theories concerning the issue of 

citizens’ obedience, including social contracts, utilitarian aspects, 

deterrence, and justness of the law. Others analyzed compliance largely 

from an economic perspective and touched on its costs and benefits (Ma, 

2002; Lei & Shen, 2002; Li, 2004; Xu, 2011; Wu, 2011). However, they did not 

provide empirical evidence, just a general discussion and basic fact analysis. 

For example, Wu (2011) analyzed compliance from the perspective of the 

legal economy. He focused on the cost-benefit ratio of compliance and 

argued that individuals’ considerations about compliance costs and benefits 

affect their compliance behavior.  
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Western scholars also contributed to exploring compliance in China. 

Some of them briefly analyzed how to promote compliance in the Chinese 

environmental or food safety contexts (Li & Michalak, 2008; Van der Meer, 

2006; OECD, 2006, 2009). The OECD (2006), for example, examined some 

regulatory and institutional obstacles in the Chinese environmental 

context. It highlighted a range of enforcement instruments to strengthen 

compliance, consisting of strengthening the capacities of the environmental 

administration, searching for suitable environmental policy tools in other 

countries, and developing appropriate compliance insurance strategies.  

More significantly, some scholars carried out empirical compliance 

studies (Ma & Ortolano, 2000; Van Rooij, 2006b, 2013). For example, Ma 

and Ortolano (2000) conducted comprehensive case studies and surveys. 

They analyzed Chinese enterprises’ compliance with rules of wastewater 

discharge, fees and permits. They found that informal rules related to 

authority, social connections and the Chinese concept of face, and 

economic factors including profitability, compliance cost and form of 

ownership, affected the enterprises’ compliance. Van Rooij (2006b) 

empirically studied Chinese environmental compliance based on 18 land 

and pollution cases from Kunming city. He found that the external 

economic context plays an important role in fostering compliance. Such an 

economic factor influences compliance by affecting and interacting with 

internal social, political and regulatory factors. In 2013, he further analyzed 

tax compliance through a case study of Chinese firm lawyers. He 

particularly looked at the lawyers’ perceived deterrence as well as at how 

such perceptions affect their tax compliance. He found that lawyers 

perceived a strong subjective deterrence under conditions of a very weak 

objective deterrence (Van Rooij, 2013). 

While interest in compliance in the Chinese context is growing, much 

work is still needed to understand better what explains compliance and 

what can help to improve it. Fortunately, there is a large body of research in 

the developed economies13 about why people or businesses obey the law. 

                                                           
13

 There is no universally approved criterion for what makes a country developing or 
developed. For the sake of clarity, this study only focuses on the economic indicator. The 
developed economies are often countries with more advanced economies, e.g., countries in 
North America and Western Europe, Japan and Korea in Asia, Australia and New Zealand. 
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These studies cover a wide range of regulatory contexts and areas, like 

environment and especially corporate environment (Winter & May, 2001; 

Thornton et al., 2005; Parker & Nielsen, 2012a), tax (Casey & Scholz, 1992; 

Scholz & Pinney, 1995; Wenzel, 2005; Braithwaite et al., 2007), food safety 

(Hutter & Amodu, 2009; Charlotte & Fairman, 2006; Henson & Heasman, 

1998), occupational health and safety (Rhoton, 1980; Hayes, 1998; Gray & 

Jones, 1991), and health care (Braithwaite et al., 1994; Gershon, 1995; 

Bischoff et al, 2000). 14  A few developed a comprehensive framework 

analyzing compliance motivations (Winter & May, 2001; Gunningham et al., 

2003; May, 2004; Parker & Nielsen, 2012b).15 

To sum up, much work is still needed to use these insights better to 

analyze compliance in China as well as understand their applicability 

outside of the developed world.  

This study intends to explore compliance in China through a case 

study of pesticide compliance. It will use a more comprehensive analytical 

compliance framework largely developed in the West. 16 This will allow it 

to compare the Western theories with the case of China.  

1.3 Pesticide Compliance in China: A Case Study 

This study chose pesticide as a case to study compliance in China, and this 

section discusses the rationale for that choice. Generally speaking, pesticide 

compliance is a good case to start studying compliance in China. To begin 

with, the application of pesticides can severely affect the environment and 

safety of food. Understanding pesticide compliance requires understanding 

pesticide rules regulating the environment and food safety.  

There are some Western scholars who have already explored 

compliance in similar fields. For example, May and Winter (2001) 

conducted an empirical study on compliance motivations for agricultural 

environmental regulation. They selected and examined 1562 Danish 

farmers’ compliance with social and agro-environmental regulations on 

                                                                                                                                    

Other countries (including China) are normally referred to as countries with developing 
economies. 
14

 For more examples and details, please see Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
15
 See Chapter 6. 

16
See Chapter 2 for the detailed theoretical framework developed for this dissertation. 
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limiting the pollution of drinking water, seas, lakes and waterways from 

farming. They argued that the calculated, normative and social motives and 

ability to obey, including awareness of rules and capacity to comply, are 

motivations that foster compliance.  

In addition, May (2005) discussed the role of differing regulatory 

contexts in shaping compliance. He examined and compared three types of 

regulators and their regulatory compliance as well as compliance 

motivations: Danish farmers’ environmental compliance, homebuilders and 

building safety compliance in the USA, and marine facilities and water 

quality compliance in the USA. He concluded that compliance motivations 

vary in differing regulatory contexts, and therefore more research on the 

interplay of regulatory arrangements and contexts in shaping compliance 

motivation is required. Thus, this pesticide case can be inspired by and 

build on these Western studies more broadly.17 

Pesticide compliance can also be used to explore the behaviors of 

individuals and small and medium-sized companies. In rural China, 

farmers applying pesticides are mainly individuals, small cooperatives or 

associations, or medium- or large-sized cooperatives. Chinese farmers who 

apply the most pesticides normally earn a living from selling plant 

products. They are business people who may be motivated by maximising 

profits or deterred by stringent regulatory rules and legal sanctions; they 

are at the same time citizens who live in the rural community as well as 

human beings who possess personal moral values and differing capacities.  

Thus, exploring farmers’ pesticide compliance fits between the studies 

of regulatory compliance with corporate rules by firms (e.g., Gunninham et 

al., 2003; Parker & Nielsen, 2012a) and these of regulatory compliance with 

taxes, traffic laws or other rules by individual citizens (e.g., Tyler, 1990; 

Winter & May, 2001; Thornton et al., 2005).  

Some Chinese studies also analyzed the farmers’ pesticide behaviors, 

but they did not link these pesticide behaviors to legal rules. For example, 

Zhou and Jin (2009) conducted an empirical study of 507 vegetable farmers’ 

use of highly toxic pesticides in Zhejiang province. They examined the 

impacts of age, level of education, training and market channel on the 

                                                           
17
 Ibid. 
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likelihood of spraying highly toxic pesticides. They found that farmers who 

are older, less educated and unspecialized were more likely to use highly 

toxic pesticides. Their training, marketing channel and understanding of 

vegetable safety issues also mattered. In Zheng’s (2009) study of the factors 

influencing 500 tea farmers’ pesticide application behaviour, he found that 

significant factors included knowledge of green or non-polluting pesticides, 

taking part in cooperative organizations, production scale, knowledge of 

hazards of pesticide residues to human health, years of experience with 

planting, governmental green subsidy, price of tea and ecological 

environment of tea plantations. Thus, exploring pesticide compliance in 

China can add to our knowledge of compliance and behavior in relation to 

legal rules.  

Finally, unlike some criminal violation behaviors, pesticide compliance 

is relatively confined, non-complex, and insensitive, which will make data 

collection much easier. Moreover, it is relatively easier to monitor 

non-compliant pesticide behavior.18 

In summary, inspired by and building on an increasing number of 

empirical studies on compliance, this study joins the rapidly growing 

regulation and governance literature. It ultimately aims to enrich this 

literature by adding empirical knowledge from a less well-studied context. 

It also helps us to understand better whether concepts and ideas about 

regulation and governance that have predominantly developed in Western 

contexts also hold in other contexts. 

1.4 Research Questions 

As already mentioned, the goal of this study is to examine the 

implementation of law in China through the perspective of the regulated 

actor, that is, through a compliance perspective. Compliance in China will 

be analyzed by adapting the analytical framework from the Western 

context. This will enhance understanding of what shapes compliance in the 

pesticide case first studied in China and how it can be improved. This study 

aims to provide a more comprehensive understanding of compliance and 

                                                           
18

 For more details about the chosen pesticide behaviors as proxies as well as their advantages, 
please see section 2.3.4 in Chapter 2. 
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adopts the existing compliance literature more directly, and meanwhile 

suggesting implications for enhancing Chinese pesticide enforcement. Plus 

it adds a non-Western case to the existing compliance literature. As most 

recent compliance studies were developed in the West, the global relevance 

of the present compliance theory has not yet been confirmed. Based on 

these considerations, this section proposes the main research questions of 

this study: 

 

 What are the main factors that shape vegetable farmers’ pesticide 

compliance behaviour in Hunan Province in China, and how do 

these factors interact in shaping this behavior? 

 What promising strategies are there to coordinate and strengthen 

pesticide regulation in China, aiming at increased vegetable 

farmer compliance? 

 What are the theoretical implications for regulatory compliance 

theory in the Chinese regulatory context? 

 

In order to address these main research questions, a series of detailed 

sub-questions will be answered in the following sections of this chapter as 

well as in successive chapters:  

 

 What is the legal framework of the pesticide case in China? 

 What is the regulatory framework of the pesticide case in China? 

 What are the main factors as well as their interactions that shape 

compliance according to the current compliance literature? 

 What are the research methods and tools employed for designing 

and collecting sufficient data in this study? How should they be 

analyzed appropriately?  

 What should vegetable farmers do to comply with enforced 

pesticide laws and rules in this study? To what extent do they 

already comply with these pesticide rules and regulations? 
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 How do the factors defined in this study interact to shape vegetable 

farmers’ pesticide compliance?  

 How does this study clarify our search for a possible mechanism 

facilitating governmental regulation (of pesticide in China)? 

 How does this non-Western regulatory compliance study add 

theoretical aspects to compliance theory? What are the possibilities 

for future research? 

1.5 An Introduction to the Context of the Pesticide Case 

Pesticide compliance in China is a severe problem. The World Bank 

conducted a study of China’s compliance with food safety requirements for 

fruits and vegetables. It reported that, “fragmented evidence indicates that 

food safety is a significant issue for the country’s fruit and vegetable markets. 

A 2004 DRC19 report estimates that 500,000 Chinese suffer from pesticide 

poisoning every year, and the death toll from pesticides may exceed 500”(Van 

der Meer, 2006).  

The Chinese government has undertaken numerous legal actions to 

address the pesticide issue since the promulgation of Nongyao Anquan 

Shiyong Guiding (Provisions for Safe Use of Pesticides) in 1982,20 followed 

by a series of pesticide regulatory laws and associated regulations. These 

initiatives have generally been backed up with stringent local pesticide 

rules and standards. However, despite this, the implementation of pesticide 

rules in China is challenging, given the farmers’ scattered distribution in 

remote areas, limited legal knowledge and poor finances. In the situation 

that substantial numbers of farmers continue to use illegal pesticides 

despite legal rules and environmental, health and sustainability costs, 

                                                           
19

 Here DRC refers to Development Research Centre of the State Council. In 2004, DRC and 

the State Council organized researchers and experts in more than 50 institutions to conduct 
the “China’s Food Safety Strategy” project. This project published several reports and academic 
papers, including a book entitled Zhonguo Shipin Anquan Celue Yanjiu (China’s Food Safety 
Strategy Research) which provides ample information for policymakers. 
20

 It was issued by the former Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and Fishery 
(MAAHF, which is now called the Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) after the institutional 
restructuring of the State Council in 1988) and Ministry of Health (MOH) on June 5, 1982, and 
went into effect on the date of publication. 
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pesticide compliance is becoming a subject of interest. Moreover, as the 

substantive application of pesticides may cause high pesticide residues in 

crops, especially vegetables which receive the highest application of 

pesticides in comparison to other types of crops (Ngowi et al., 2007), it is of 

particular interest to analyze vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance.  

To clarify the pesticide case, rules and regulatory agencies this study 

focuses on, it is necessary to introduce its legal context. Generally speaking, 

the legal context comprises two aspects: the legal framework and the 

regulatory framework.  

The existing legal framework concerning pesticide and vegetable safety 

regulations can be divided into two levels: the national and the local level. 

The former generally refers to laws promulgated by the National People’s 

Congress, rules and regulations published by the State Council, and 

national provisions enacted by various national ministries and commissions 

under the State Council. The latter generally refers to regulations published 

by the local people’s congress, administrative measures enacted by the local 

governments, and provincial stipulations published by the local regulatory 

enforcement agencies under the local government. Specifically, concerning 

pesticide and vegetable safety regulation, there are laws, rules and 

regulations at the national level, as well as regulations and provisions at the 

local level.21 As it is hard to measure all the related aspects, this study 

chose three core aspects as proxies for measuring the vegetable farmers’ 

pesticide compliance: types of pesticide used, disposal of pesticide 

containers and time interval.22  

Regarding the implementation framework of the pesticide regulation 

case studied, China has a “tiao-kuai” (branch and lump) regulatory 

system.23 At the vertical level, it reaches down from the State Council of 

the People’s Republic of China and Food Safety Committee of the State 

Council. Under the supervision of the central government, each of the 

                                                           
21
 For more details, please see A1, Part A in the Appendix. There are many local rules and 

regulations at the provincial, autonomous regional, municipal, city and county levels, and here 
Hunan province is taken as an example.  
22

 For more details about the three aspects, please see sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4.  
23

 Such a regulatory system consists of vertical (tiao) and horizontal (kuai) responsibilities and 
authorities (Van Rooij, 2006b: p267-68; Mertha, 2009). Specifically, “tiao” refers to the vertical 
lines of authority and is functionally coordinated; “kuai” refers to the horizontal level of 
authority and is mainly coordinated in line with the locality it governs (Lieberthal, 1997). 
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national administrative ministries or administrators supervises and 

administers relevant regulatory bureaus at the provincial, municipal, or 

county level; at the horizontal level, it comprises six national ministries or 

local regulatory bureaus at the provincial, municipal, or county level.24  

Under such a regulatory system, most of the specialized bureaus at the 

local level are subordinate to both the local government at the same level 

and the functional department at a higher level of administration, and the 

local government has more influence as it controls the bureau’s financing 

and leadership appointments. Such arrangements sometimes cause local 

protectionism, undermining of the implementation of the law, or other 

coordination problems (Van Rooij, 2006b: p264-71). In this study, as it is 

vegetable farmers whose pesticide compliance is being examined, the 

administrative departments for agriculture at or above the county level will 

be responsible for the supervision and control of the quality and safety of 

agricultural products and pesticide. 25 Furthermore, because this research 

mainly focuses on vegetable farmers in counties,26  it is the county’s 

agricultural bureau’s responsibility to regulate pesticide compliance. 

The specific theoretical framework and research methods will be 

elaborated in Chapter 2.27 

1.6 Research Limitations 

As with any empirical research, this study is limited by the research design 

and the validity and representativeness of the research data collected.28 It 

is based on a proposed theoretical framework to understand a developing 

regulatory context: vegetable farmers’ pesticide regulation in China. 

Although this study selected respondents by a stratified sampling method, 

taking into account the representativeness of various economic levels, ages, 

                                                           
24

 For more details about the relevant divisions and their responsibilities, please see A2, Part A 
in the Appendix. 
25

 For more details, please see Articles 3, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo 
Nongchanpin Zhiilang Anquan Fa (Law of the People’s Republic of China of Quality and Safety 
of Agricultural Products), and Article 5, Nongyao Guanli Tiaoli (Regulations on Pesticide 
Administration).  
26

 See Chapter 2. 
27

 Ibid.  
28

 The theoretical framework and research methods are detailed in Chapter 2. 
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farm sizes, and distributions, the research conclusions drawn are restricted 

to the Chinese case, and not extrapolated to outside China. The data in this 

study were collected by in-depth interviews and observation, which may 

result in bias or misunderstanding between the interviewer and 

respondents. The key emphasis is the strength of the systematic research 

design and the structured data collection approach characterizing highly 

anecdotal works, and particularly the employment of a qualitative 

comparative method. 29 

A second limitation is that this research focuses on studying 

compliance from the perspective of the regulated actors. Less attention is 

paid to exploring the enforcement authorities and their activities. It does 

make some contributions like analyzing state enforcement or objective 

deterrence, including how the enforcement agencies enforce the law, the 

enforcement strategy, and their enforcement capacities and autonomy.30 

Third, there are still some points in this research that remain 

unresolved. For example, the vegetable farmers’ ability to obey was simply 

measured by their financial abilities (with annual family gross income as a 

proxy). However, the influences of other relevant abilities (e.g., technical 

ability) on compliance require further exploration using a more strategic 

and feasible approach.31  

Last but not least, this study explains compliance from the perspective 

of individual vegetable farmers, and analyzes all the proposed variables 

affecting individual farmers’ compliance motivations. Compliance variables 

in the broader village context (e.g., village homogeneity and cohesion, the 

level of village organization, village leadership, vegetable selling method 

and history, and habit of pesticide application) might be vital aspects 

worthy of exploration. In addition, the influence of the broader political 

context should also be considered when comparing this pesticide case with 

others outside of China. 

                                                           
29

 See Chapter 6. 
30

 See Chapter 3. 
31
 See Chapter 5.  
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1.7 Research Outline 

The whole book consists of seven chapters including the introduction and 

conclusion. After introducing the research (Chapter 1), it starts building the 

theoretical and methodological foundations (Chapter 2). The following 

three chapters deal with the three broadly categorized compliance 

domains: amoral calculation, legitimacy and capacity (Chapters 3, 4, and 5). 

They contribute to examining the interaction between the designated 

compliance variables and compliance behavior. Chapter 6 analyzes 

compliance by combining all the variables involved in the compliance 

model using a specific qualitative comparative analytical tool. Chapter 7 

draws conclusions about the research findings and discusses the practical, 

theoretical and methodological implications. 

Chapter 2 begins by introducing the structured research theory from 

three perspectives: definition, causality and measurement of compliance. 

After that, it elaborates the specific research method. The case selection 

strategy, the case interview phases and the detailed data measurement and 

coding method are presented. Then the vegetable farmers’ self-reported 

pesticide compliance behaviors are analyzed.  

Chapter 3 examines the first compliance paradigm: amoral compliance 

calculation. A subjective utility approach, built on a specific dialogic 

scheme, is employed to examine how the regulated actors perceive the 

amoral calculation elements. After that, how amoral calculation influences 

the regulated actors’ pesticide compliance behaviors is analyzed (including 

operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance and deterrence). 

Chapter 4 analyzes the second compliance paradigm: legitimacy of 

compliance. The vegetable farmers’ perceptions of legitimacy elements are 

analyzed, including descriptive social norms, morals, general duty to obey 

and procedural justice, and how such perceptions enable or hinder 

vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance behavior is considered.  

Chapter 5 deals with the third compliance paradigm: capacity. 

Capacity here consists of two elements: ability to obey and legal knowledge. 

The vegetable farmers’ knowledge of pesticide laws and rules and their 

financial as well as technical ability to obey the law are analyzed. The 

associations between the capacity elements and the vegetable farmers’ 

pesticide compliance are also examined.  
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In contrast to the previous three chapters examining categorized 

compliance variables, Chapter 6 looks at how all the compliance variables 

interact to affect the vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance. Three 

categories (amoral calculation, legitimacy and capacity) and a total of eight 

variables (operational cost-benefit calculation, deterrence, descriptive 

social norms, morals, general duty to obey, procedural justice, legal 

knowledge and ability to obey) are analyzed altogether. This chapter 

employs a specific Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) method to 

capture different configurations or constellations of variables in the form of 

patterns or ideal types leading to compliance. 

The conclusion (Chapter 7) starts by summarizing combined research 

results from the previous chapters. Building on the main research findings, 

it presents some key insights of this study. Then it discusses some 

theoretical and methodological contributions to the existing literature, and 

provides some policy implications for enhancing pesticide compliance in 

China. Finally, it suggests some possibilities for future research. 



 

 

Chapter 2 Setting the Theoretical 

Framework and Methodology 
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2.1 Introduction 

In general, this research uses the empirical data collected to connect 

theories about how the regulated actors comply with regulatory laws and 

rules and the factors that affect the regulated actor’s compliance behavior. 

Before analyzing the regulated actors’ regulatory compliance and 

compliance motivations, it is necessary to introduce the theoretical and 

methodological foundations prepared for the whole project. The first part 

of this chapter addresses the theoretical framework. The framework focuses 

on three core concepts: definition, causality and measurement of 

compliance. It mainly defines what are compliance and regulatory 

compliance, proposes potential compliance motivations, and explains how 

to measure compliance in the specific regulatory context. The second part 

of this chapter discusses the methodology used. This section mainly 

analyzes three aspects: case selection, case interview and data 

measurement, as well as the specific coding method. The case selection 

strategy, the specific case interview phases and interview questions, the 

detailed data measurement as well as the coding methods are introduced. 

Finally, the vegetable farmers’ self-reported pesticide compliance behaviors 

are analyzed. 

The present chapter concludes that first, regarding the theoretical 

framework, the definition of compliance varies in different disciplines and 

fields. In this study, it is regulatory compliance that is studied. This study 

mainly focuses on the regulated actor’s conformance with regulatory laws 

and rules. Second, by means of examining and comparing the standard 

models of compliance motivations, this study follows a compatible and 

coherent compliance paradigm by integrating both deterrence and social 

norms models. Specifically, such an integrated paradigm comprises eight 

individual compliance variables: operational cost-benefit calculation, 

deterrence, descriptive social norms, morals, general duty to obey, 

procedural justice, ability to obey and legal knowledge. These variables are 

subdivided into three categories: amoral calculation, legitimacy and 

capacity. Third, in this study, compliance is measured in the sense of the 

specific pesticide regulatory context for vegetable farmers. 
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Regarding the methodology, broadly, this study takes an 

interdisciplinary approach, combining law, sociology, psychology and 

public administration scholarships. Specifically, a stratified sampling 

method is employed for selecting vegetable farmers. Altogether, 119 

vegetable farmers in 10 villages in 3 counties of Hunan Province in China 

were selected. Another 31 informants or insiders were also interviewed to 

provide complementary materials during the case interview period. In 

addition, three specific case interview phases were introduced: pilot study 

phase, in-depth case interview phase, and material supplementary and data 

analysis phase. The three phases coherently connect with one another, with 

the preceding phase preparing for and supporting the following one. In the 

pilot study phase, some background information and a refined interview 

question outline is prepared; in the in-depth case interview phase, a specific 

dialogical strategy is employed for conducting in-depth interviews with 

respondents, which enables the interview to flow in a natural way and 

continue on fluently; some supplementary materials and data are also 

collected after the whole interview period, and then together with other 

materials and information, they are analyzed both quantitatively and 

qualitatively by descriptive data analysis, texts and quotes, and crisp set 

Qualitative Comparative Analysis (csQCA) logic and tools. Next, the 

detailed data measurement and coding methods for variables examined in 

the research are described. Finally, based on the vegetable farmers’ 

self-reported compliance and using the methods and strategies, it was 

found that the majority indicated compliance with rules on the use of types 

of pesticides, with the percentage much higher than with these on disposal 

and time interval.  

The remaining parts of the chapter are arranged as follows. 

Compliance is operationalized into three aspects: definition, causality and 

measurement. This is succeeded by the specific methods of case selection, 

case interview and data measurement as well as coding. Finally, the 

vegetable farmers’ self-reported pesticide compliance behaviors are 

analyzed.  
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2.2 Operationalization of Compliance 

As Table 2.1 below shows, the explanation of compliance varies from 

context to context. For example, social psychologists view compliance as 

the effect of a social influence on reaching goals and attaining social or 

personal gains. As Aronson et al. (2012) explained, social psychologists treat 

people as a whole and focus on examining how thoughts, feelings and 

behaviors allow individuals to attain compliance or make them vulnerable 

to comply with others’ demands. Nevertheless, a common linkage exists 

among these different definitions, that is, behavior obeying a particular 

request, which is important for understanding compliance in the regulatory 

context. The concept of compliance is crucial for understanding the link 

between rules and the regulated behavior.  

Table 2.1 Summary of compliance definitions in different fields 

Fields General definitions 

Medical Science 
The extent to which a patient follows medical advice including 
using medical appliances, drug compliance, etc. 

Social Psychology 
Generally refers to responses in reaction to social influences in 
our daily life 

Science of 
Organizational Behavior 

Mainly refers to corporate compliance with corporate 
management and requirements 

Regulatory Law 
The extent to which the regulated actor is in compliance with 
regulated rules and regulations 

International Law 
The extent to which member countries of the United Nations are 
in accordance with international rules and treaties 

Physics The inverse of stiffness or a stiffness-like characteristic 

Psychiatry 
The extent to which a patient carries out the prescribed treatment 
of the psychiatrist 

Business administration 
The extent to which a business’ performance accords with the 
organization’s plans and expectations 

 

Throughout the existing literature on regulatory compliance, 

compliance has been discussed from various perspectives and has been 

studied through the use of differing contexts, levels and approaches (e.g., 

Kagan & Scholz, 1984; Tyler, 1990; Braithwaite et al., 1994; Hutter, 1997; 

Lange, 1999; Winter & May, 2001; Gunningham et al., 2005; May, 2005; 

Thomton et al., 2005; Parker & Nielsen, 2009a). Yet there is still no uniform 

definition. An acknowledged definition does not exist (see below in Table 

2.2 concerning different explanations of compliance defined by some 

regulatory scholars).  
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2.2.1 Question One: What are Compliance and Regulatory 

Compliance 

The term “compliance” is a core concept in this study. Understanding the 

concept of compliance is crucial for supporting debates on regulation and 

enforcement. The literal meaning of compliance generally refers either to a 

state of being in accordance with established rules, regulations or 

legislation or to the process of becoming compliant. Nevertheless, the 

meaning varies in different disciplines and fields, and accordingly how to 

analyze and compare compliance behavior vary with different methods of 

definition. Thus, how to understand and define compliance is essential in 

this regard. Table 2.2 summarizes some general understandings of 

compliance in different fields and disciplines. 

Table 2.2 Explanations of compliance in some leading regulatory studies 
Author 
(s) 

Country Specific 
regulatory 
context  

Level Approach Specific definition 

Hutter 
(1997) 

UK Environme
-ntal 

General Process It is a process of 
negotiation and discretion, 
and differentiated in 
different situations 

Cialdini 
&Trost 
(1998, 
2004) 

America General Individu
-al 

Situation A particular kind of 
response to a particular 
kind of communication 
request, which even though 
explicit or implicit, is 
urging a response in a 
desired way 

Braithw
aite et 
al. 
(1994) 

Australia Australian 
nursing 
home 

Individu
-al 

Process The extent to which each 
home meets the regulatory 
standards 

Parker& 
Nielsen 
(2009a) 

Australia 
Denmark 

Business Organiz-
ational 

Process The result of a process of 
construction and 
negotiation between 
official regulator and 
regulatee 

Parker& 
Nielsen 
(2009b) 

Australia 
Denmark 

Corporate Organiz-
ational 

Process Law and government 
agencies regulate corporate 
compliance behavior by 
means of corporate 
compliance management 
system 
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Table 2.3 Explanations of compliance in some leading regulatory studies(continued) 
Author 
(s) 

Country Specific 
regulatory 
context  

Level Approach Specific definition 

Lange 
(1999) 

UK Environm-
ental 

Organiz-
ational 

Process A “link concept” which 
addresses the relationship 
between rules and social 
practices 

May  
(2004) 

America Social and 
envirment
-al 

Individu
-al 

Situation Regarding regulation as a 
social contract for which 
compliance is based on a 
shared commitment to 
carry out the provisions of 
the contract 

Tyler 
(1990) 

America 
 

General Individu
-al 

Situation How citizens respond to 
the law 

Biegelm
-an 
(2008) 

America Corporate Organiz-
ational 

Situation A state of being in 
accordance with 
established guidelines, 
specifications, or legislation 

Van 
Rooij 
(2013b) 

 General General Process The causal interaction 
between input (legal 
norms) and output (the 
regulated behavior). 

 

As shown above, there is clearly no unified definition of compliance. 

Some scholars understand compliance as a process of how the regulated 

actors respond to regulations, while some literature defines compliance as a 

situation or desired state that the regulated actor should conform to the 

law, regulation, or demand. Yet common linkage exists among these varied 

definitions, that is, evaluating compliance requires understanding whether 

the regulated actor accords with the demands encoded in law. This study 

defines compliance as the situation of a regulated actor’s conformance with 

regulatory rules and laws. As applied to the specific context of pesticide 

regulation in rural China, this study studied the vegetable farmers’ 

compliance with pesticide regulatory rules and laws at the national and 

local levels. 
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2.2.2 Question Two: Why Compliance 

2.2.2.1 Two Models 

It is in our everyday life that the state authority exercises power over people 

and commands them to comply with the law. For regulatory compliance, 

the ideal situation is that the regulator can make sure the regulated actors 

comply with the regulations, and the regulated actor can make 

never-ending efforts to meet regulatory demands regardless of limitations 

in energy, time, and resources, while in practice this might be too idealistic. 

The fact is that the law is very often unclear and ambiguous. It cannot 

simply be applied to the “real world” by interpreting its meaning. Thus, a 

critical issue of regulatory compliance is why some people obey (or 

disobey) the law while others do not. Throughout the current compliance 

literature, many scholars have made efforts to approach this question. 

Some of them abstract and summarize different standard models of 

compliance motivations (see Table 2.3 below).  

Table 2.4 Standard models of “why obey the law” 
 Standard 

models 
Level Assumptions Specific arrangements 

Tyler 
(1990) 

Instrumental Individualistic Rationality Maximization of 
self-interest 

Normative Communal Social or 
normative 
control 

Motivated by normative or 
social influences 

Lee 
(2008) 

Deterrence 
theory 

Individualistic Rationality Maximization of expected 
utility  

The theory of 
norms 

Communal Social norms Behave according to social 
norms that prescribe which 
action is appropriate 

Kirchler 
et al. 
(2008) 

Power model Individualistic Rationality Rational weighing of the 
costs and benefits of 
evading 

Trust model Communal Voluntary Contribute to the share out 
of a sense of obligation 

Van 
Rooij & 
Van 
Geelder 
(2012) 

Legal model Individualistic Perceived 
calculation; 
procedural 
justice; general 
duty to obey 

Maximization of expected 
utility of obeying or 
disobeying the law; 
procedural justice and 
general duty to obey which 
operate regardless of costs 
and benefits 
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Table 2.5 Standard models of “why obey the law” (continued) 
 Standard 

models 
Level Assumptions Specific arrangements 

 Social 
model 

Communal or 
individualistic 

Social norms; 
morals 

Calculation of costs and benefits of 
violating social and moral norms or 
unconscious shaping of behavior (for 
descriptive social norms, injunctive social 
norms and morals); capacity to know and 
be able to comply with the law 

 

As Table 2.3 shows, Tyler (1990) argued that the regulatory compliance 

literature comprises two basic perspectives of compliance motivation: 

instrumental and normative. The former refers to the regulated actors’ 

pursuit of self-interest and making decisions by calculating the cost and 

benefit of compliance and violation. The latter usually assumes that actors’ 

compliance is motivated by their internal morality, consideration of justice 

or fairness of the authority, or other social influences. Lee (2008) claimed 

that there are traditionally two ways of approaching the question of why 

some actors comply with regulations and others do not: deterrence theory 

and the the theory of norms. According to his summary, deterrence theory 

is based on the rationality assumption which posits that the regulated actor 

makes choices in order to maximize their utility. In addition, he developed 

the term of the theory of norms, which refers to a group of 

counterarguments of the deterrence theory. He argued that the regulated 

entities behave according to social norms rather than individualistic 

rational calculation. Psychologist Kirchler (2008) proposed a framework for 

tax compliance in which both the power of the tax authorities and trust in 

the tax authorities constitute dimensions for understanding regulated 

actors’ enforced and voluntary compliance. These dimensions also interact 

and jointly influence the level of tax compliance. Van Rooij and Van 

Geelder (2012) argued that there are two ideal-typical models of compliance 

motivation: the legal model and the social model. The legal model 

motivates the regulated entities through the perceived costs and benefits of 

obeying and disobeying the law as well as procedural justice and general 

duty to obey; the social model motivates compliance by means of social 

norms and morals. Moreover, the capacity of the regulated actors also 

matters, including the ability to obey as well as the ability to know the law. 
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In general, these dichotomies often constitute the deterrence model and 

social norms model. 

Traditionally, the legal and economic literature mainly focuses on the 

standard deterrent mechanism, which is based on the assumption of 

rational choice theory. That is, regulatory actors comply because of the 

threat of legal sanctions. It usually assumes that the greater the possibility 

of sanctions for violations, the greater the obedience of the law they know 

and are able to comply with (e.g. Bentham, 1988; Becker, 1968; Thorton et 

al., 2005; Scholz, 1984). Becker (1968) primarily developed a formal 

theoretical framework explaining compliance behavior. He argued that 

criminals behave basically like other individuals in that they attempt to 

maximize utility subject to a budget constraint, while deterrence theory 

cannot fully explain compliance. First, the empirical evidence shows that 

sanction certainty is a more important driver for compliance than sanction 

magnitude, and this has not been fully explained by deterrence theorists 

(Vandenbergh, 2003). More importantly, there are many cases where 

despite low deterrence, there is still compliance, even at a considerable cost 

to the regulated actor. The deterrence model cannot predict every aspect of 

observed compliance behavior. For example, in Casey and Scholz’s (1991) 

study on tax compliance, they argued that the standard deterrence does not 

explain why an increase in compliance is not attributed solely to the 

severity of the sanction, it is also influenced by descriptive or procedural 

variables (how the risks of noncompliance are described or how the 

decision-maker’s preferences are expressed) which traditional expected 

utility models ignore.  

In contrast, the social norm model generally argues that regulated 

actors obey the law backed by mild sanctions (or even without sanctions) 

because of social norm activation. Vandenbergh (2003) conducted 

theoretical research on norms in the environmental regulatory context. He 

argued that we should also add norms to the standard deterrence, and 

summarized and refined a typology which consists of eight types of 

environmentally related social norms. In addition, Robinson and Darley 

(1997) claimed that the regulated compliance resulted from the normative 

social influence and internalized moral standards and rules more than from 

the threat of legal sanction. Another psychologist, Tyler (1990), argued that 

there are two perspectives on why people follow the law. One is the 
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instrumental perspective which is known as deterrence; the other is the 

normative perspective which is concerned with the influence of what 

people regard as just and moral as opposed to what is in their self-interest. 

He suggested the necessity of exploring what citizens think, understanding 

their values, and examining the connection between the normative 

commitment to legal authorities and law-abiding behavior. Sutinen and 

Kuperan (1999) integrated deterrence theory with theories from psychology 

and sociology that account for both tangible and intangible motivations 

influencing individuals’ compliance behavior. The model accounts for 

moral obligation and social influence in addition to the conventional costs 

and revenues associated with illegal behavior.  

A structured comparison of the standard deterrence paradigm and the 

social norms paradigm is shown in Table 2.4 below, accompanied by a 

proposed and improved integrated model. 

Table 2.6 Two ideal types of compliance paradigms (deterrence vs social norms) 
Paradigm Core 

assumptions 
Performance Limitations 

Deterrence Threat of 
sanctions 

The greater the possibility 
of sanctions for violations, 
the greater the obedience 
of the law which they 
know and are able to 
comply with 

Sanction certainty vs 
sanction severity; low or 
mild sanction but 
compliance; limited 
prediction of every aspect of 
observed compliance 

Social 
norms 

Activation of 
social norms 

The more social norms are 
consistent with the law, 
the greater the compliance 
with the law which they 
know and are able to 
comply with 

Limited understanding of the 
interaction of deterrence and 
social norms 

Integrated 
model 

Both deterrence 
and social 
norms are 
compatible 

There is an interaction 
between the threat of 
sanctions and social norms 

Unlike the singular 
deterrence or social norms 
paradigm, it is comparatively 
broader and more 
comprehensive 

 

As shown above, a point of critique that can be raised against both 

paradigms is their narrow focus. The deterrence model is confined to the 

threat of sanctions, but it does little to explain which social variables may 

influence compliance behavior; while the social norms paradigm only takes 

social norms into account, without addressing questions as to how 

cost-benefit analyses influence the regulated actor’s compliance. The 
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challenge for the current regulatory compliance research has been 

providing an integrated theory that overcomes the conflict between the two 

traditional standard paradigms of compliance (see the integrated model in 

Table 2.4). A coherent framework is needed, in which different motivations 

for action are compatible. Recent years have seen some efforts made by a 

few academic scholars. Van Erp (2008) showed that there is an interaction 

between social norms and deterrence, with stronger deterrence effects if 

social norms support legal norms, and law enforcement activates social 

norms, for instance through shaming and reputational sanctions. 

Gunningtham et al. (2005) examined regulated firms’ perceptions of how 

various instrumental, normative and social factors motivated corporate 

environmental actions. They argued that there are various, often 

interwoven strands that must be taken into account in understanding what 

motivates corporate environmental behavior. In addition, how they play 

out depends very much on the size and sophistication of the companies 

themselves and the characteristics of the industrial sectors in which they 

are located. In Nielsen and Parker’s (2012a) exploration of business firms 

and their managers’ compliance motives, they developed and distinguished 

three categories of motives: economic (maximizing economic or material 

utility), social (earning the approval and respect of others), and normative 

(normative understanding of “do the right thing”). The next section will 

continue to discuss relevant variables or categories that could be 

incorporated into the integrated compliance model. 

2.2.2.2 Eight Variables and Three Simpilfied Categories 

In order to incorporate both deterrence and social models, this study 

intends to systematically explore the mechanisms of action by which social 

norms accord with legal norms and actually influence compliance behavior. 

It draws on the existing regulatory literature to propose a conceptual 

framework that accounts for regulatory compliance behavior.32 A review of 

the existing literature shows that there are at least eight variables 

                                                           
32

 The approach taken in the study is inspired by Vandenbergh (2003), who proposed a 
conceptual framework consisting of a testable typology of social norms that influence 
corporate environmental compliance.  
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accounting for compliance: operational cost-benefit calculation of 

compliance, deterrence, descriptive social norms, morals, general duty to 

obey, procedural justice, ability to obey and legal knowledge. 33 Each of the 

selective variables is either identified by or referred from the existing 

empirical studies. These variables reflect plausible alternative factors which 

might affect compliance. All eight variables constitute the proposed 

framework, with which their influences on compliance need to be verified. 

In particular, it is notable that there are many compliance motivations in 

reality, but the research has chosen to use and analyze the most important 

motives and their implications without attempting an exhaustive 

exploration. And the focus of this study is not an extended evaluation of 

any variable, but rather setting forth a testable conceptual framework of the 

most influential variables and examining how they may influence 

compliance behavior. 

Specifically, based on Kagan and Scholz’s (1984) three images of the 

regulated actor, these eight variables are further simplified into three broad 

categories: (1) amoral calculation, which includes the operational 

cost-benefit calculation of compliance and deterrence; (2) legitimacy, 

which consists of descriptive social norms (social legitimacy), morals 

(moral legitimacy), general duty to obey (systematic legitimacy) and 

procedural justice (procedural legitimacy); (3) capacity, which comprises 

ability to obey and legal knowledge. The structured components of the 

proposed conceptual framework of motivations or determinants of 

compliance are illustrated in Figure 2.1. A specific and typical research 

subject will be used to test the proposed framework: vegetable farmers’ 

pesticide regulatory compliance. Notice that the proposed framework 

serves not only as an instrument in this study, it also has implications for 

compliance research in other regulatory fields. 

                                                           
33

 This variables proposed mainly refer to Prof. Benjamin van Rooij’s ideas (2012). His work has 
already been published (for more details, please see Liu, Ben (Van Rooij, Benjamin). "Hegui: 
Cong falü he shehuixue jiaodu de jiedu (Compliance: An interpretation from the legal and 
social studies perspective)." In Hegui, Quanqiu Gongsi Fanzhan Xin Qushi (Compliance, The 
New Development Trend of Global Companies), edited by He Jiang and Zhile Wang, 90-101. 
Beijing: Zhongguo Jingji Chubanshe (China Economic Publishing House), 2012). 
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Figure 2.1 Components of structured conceptual framework 

In light of the proposed conceptual framework, the next section will 

look at the three categories and eight compliance determinants in 

regulatory compliance studies which have investigated how the variables 

contribute to compliance behavior. 

 

Amoral calculation 

 

Amoral calculation theory assumes that an individual behaves as a 

rational actor who takes actions along the lines of profit-seeking (Kagan & 

Scholz, 1984). Amoral calculators pursue the maximization of benefits and 

the minimization of costs. In the regulatory compliance context, the 

regulated entity’s calculation consists of perceived costs and benefits of 

obeying or disobeying the law. This study defines amoral calculation as 

comprising operational calculation of profits and loss and deterrent effects 

that deter people from violating the law.  

 

Operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance 

In general, an operational cost of compliance refers to expenditures for 

capital and administration as well as reductions or delays in production to 

Compliance 

Amoral 

calculation 

Operational cost-benefit calculation 

Deterrence 

Legitimacy 

Descriptive social norms 

Morals 

General duty to obey 

Procedural justice 

Capacity 

Ability to obey 

Legal knowledge 
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comply with government requirements such as legislation or regulation; an 

operational benefit of compliance refers to some indirect and particular 

institutional benefits from the current system. Notice that here the costs 

and benefits related to detection and sanction are excluded, but will be 

discussed independently when analyzing deterrence. The operational 

calculation of profit and loss of compliance will be measured by adapting 

questions from the existing literature to the Chinese pesticide regulatory 

context, which was operationalized into perceived yield loss, price increase, 

income increase, or cost increase.  

 

Deterrence 

Amoral calculation is not just about the calculation of the operational 

costs and benefits, it also contains the threat of deterrence imposed by the 

enforcement authority for evading the law. Along with the operational 

cost-benefit calculation of compliance, deterrence is also an important 

aspect that should be taken into account.  

Deterrence theory posits that the regulated entities comply because of 

the threats and sanctions imposed by the enforcement agency. The most 

striking findings with respect to deterrence theory are the detection 

probability and the effect of violation sanction. In Thornton et al.’s (2005) 

study on how the threat of legal sanctions motivates regulated business 

firms to comply with the law, the perceived possibility of detection and 

sanction severity were analyzed. Three related aspects of the role of 

deterrence are considered here: the perceived probability of violation 

detection, detection source, and the impact that the sanction would have 

on the regulated actors.  

 

Legitimacy 

 

The regulated entities act in a larger normative and social milieu. 

Another important explanatory and predictive device that has been 

suggested to be influential in shaping compliance is the regulated actor’s 

legitimate evaluation. Much of the existing literature frames and examines 

legitimacy variables that function as social and normative control in 

addition to the deterrence model. For example, Tyler (1990) focused on the 

influence of morality, justice and obligation as opposed to self-interest. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legislation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regulation
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Sutinen and Kuperan (1999) integrated moral obligation and social 

influence with deterrence theory. Grasmick and Bursik (1990) proposed 

that significant others and conscience function as agents of social control in 

a manner similar to the State. 

In this study, the regulated actor’s legitimacy evaluation consists of 

four elements: descriptive social norms (social legitimacy), morals (moral 

legitimacy), general duty to obey (systematic legitimacy) and procedural 

justice (procedural legitimacy). Social legitimacy derives from the force of 

social groups; moral legitimacy derives from a person’s desire to behave in a 

way that accords with his or her own sense of personal morality. Such a 

personal norm is an internalized sense of obligation characterized by 

voluntary compliance. Systematic legitimacy exists when a person views the 

legal system of the state as legitimate; procedural legitimacy exists when a 

person views the legal authority he or she is dealing with as having a 

legitimate right to dictate his or her behavior. 

  

Descriptive social norms34 (social legitimacy) 

Human behavior is shaped and influenced by regulated actors’ social 

legitimacy evaluation. Such an evaluation has been conceptualized in a 

variety of ways. In Cialdini and Bober’s (1998) study of social norms, they 

were defined as rules and standards that are understood by group members 

and guide and/or constrain social behavior without the force of laws. 

Descriptive social norms generally refer to what most people do (Cialdini et 

al., 1990, 1991). How descriptive norms affect compliance involves the 

extent to which others are perceived as doing their part. In Tyran’s (2002) 

study of the effects of mild and severe legal sanctions on the provision of 

public goods, people tend to obey the law if they expect many others to do 

so even though they are backed by mild sanctions. Scholz and Mark (1998) 

argued that taxpayers’ compliance is greater when larger percentages of 

other taxpayers are believed to pay what they owe. Consistent with this is a 

presumption that one would be more likely to feel a duty to comply if 

                                                           
34

 In contrast to descriptive norms that specify what is done, they also discussed the 
“injunctive social norms” that refer to what ought to be done. These constitute the moral rules 
of the group or the society (see Cialdini, et al., 1991; Cialdini et al., 1990). Here the influence of 
injunctive social norms on compliance is not discussed as normally personal morals are 
influenced by and are consistent with injunctive social morals. 
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others are perceived as doing their part. In addition, the desire of regulated 

entities to earn the approval and respect of others is also an important 

consideration (May, 2005), even when the imagined others are not their 

friends and family but are generalized society members. In this study, the 

influence exerted when the peer groups are perceived as doing the 

regulated actor’s part will be examined.  

 

Morals (moral legitimacy) 

Moral legitimacy refers to an individual’s judgement about the right 

and wrong of compliance demands. If the law is regarded as a legitimate 

source of rules, that is, if it has "moral credibility", a person should be more 

likely to regard the law as an appropriate input. The influence of moral 

assessment on compliance behavior is examined in the extensive literature 

on moral judgment. Sutinen and Kuperan (1980) argued that morality and 

moral norms are very common throughout society and may be a significant 

motivation explaining much of the evidence on compliance behavior. There 

is evidence, largely collected by Tyler (1990), that people are inclined to 

accept the law as a source of moral authority that they themselves take 

seriously. He reviewed the literature that relates a person’s belief that a law 

reflects a valid moral rule to obey that law, and argued that it is an 

internalized obligation to follow one’s personal sense of what is morally 

right or wrong.  

This study proposes to understand regulated actors’ moral legitimacy 

by measuring their perceptions of internalised sanctions that enforce 

norms, which could include conscience, shame and guilt in response to 

violation behaviors. 

 

General duty to obey (systematic legitimacy) 

General duty to obey is a normative orientation that is shaped by 

people’s belief in the legitimacy of the state to impose regulations. It 

assumes that the vast majority obeying the law attribute their actions to 

their sense of obligation to adhere to the rules, even without a strong 

enforcement and specific enforcement actions. Considerable research 

indicates that such systematic evaluation strongly influences compliance 

decisions (Vandenbergh, 2003). Tyler (1990) examined the obligation to 

obey the law by asking to what degree they felt they should comply with 
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directives from police officers or judges, irrespective of their personal 

feelings. This study seeks to examine the regulated actor’s general 

perception of the law regardless of the content of the rules and the 

enforcement environment.  

 

Procedural justice (procedural legitimacy) 

According to Tyler (1990), procedural justice can be distinguished by 

contrasting normative and instrumental approaches. The instrumental 

perspective suggests that assessments of procedural fairness are based on 

the favourability of the outcomes received: where people feel that they have 

control over decisions, they believe that the procedure is fair; where they 

feel they lack control, they believe it is unfair. The normative perspective 

on procedural justice views people as being concerned with aspects of 

experience which include neutrality, lack of bias, honesty, efforts to be fair, 

politeness, and respect of citizen’s rights. In Tyler’s Chicago survey, 

procedural justice was examined as support for the legal authorities, 

including the police and the courts. In addition, the respondents’ 

evaluation of the quality of service from the authorities was also measured. 

The study will adapt Tyler’s questions on the perceived fairness of relevant 

legal institutions to measure regulated actors’ views on procedural 

legitimacy, which comprises their support of the local regulatory bureau as 

well as their evaluation of the quality of service from the authorities. 

 

Capacity 

 

Although legal sanctions or economic constraints or social control or 

internal norms often predict the formation of an intention to comply, 

capacity constraints could affect whether the intention is translated into 

action. According to Vandenbergh (2003: p77), “lack of financial or 

technological resources as well as the complexity of legal requirements 

constitute a barrier to compliance, even though there is an intention to do 

so”. The regulated entities may want to comply with the law (morals) or 

may feel pressure to comply with the law (social legitimacy), but since they 

have a lack of capacity to comply, it will not happen (Winter & May, 2001). 

The legal and economic literature takes the rational actor as its central 

paradigm, and typically analyzes legal problems based on the implicit 
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assumption that individuals know the law and adjust their behavior 

accordingly. Little attention has been paid to the development of the 

influences on lay beliefs about the law (Kim, 1999). If regulated entities lack 

the capacity to comply with the law, it will be insufficient to achieve full 

regulatory compliance, even though they may still comply because of social 

norms. This study defines compliance capacity as consisting of two 

elements. One is the ability to obey the law; the other is knowledge of the 

law. 

 

Ability to obey 

Generally speaking, ability to obey consists of the regulated actor’s 

ability to obtain financial, technical or information resources to carry out 

the requisite action to comply with the law. Some scholars have conducted 

empirical studies examining the regulated actors’ compliance performance 

(Winter & May, 2001; Dasgupta et al., 2000; Chan et al., 2000).This study 

aims to gauge both the technical abilities and financial resources of the 

regulated actors. 

 

Legal knowledge 

The second component of capacity relates to the regulated entities’ 

legal knowledge. Some scholars examined the regulated entities’ knowledge 

and perception of the law as well as their influence on compliance (Winter 

& May, 2001; Winter & May, 2002; Spence, 2001). This study seeks to 

examine the regulated actor’s knowledge of relevant laws and rules in the 

Chinese pesticide regulatory context.  

 

These are brief introductions to the individual compliance variables. 

More explicit theoretical explanations as well as the specific measurements 

will be given in the next three chapters (for more details, please see 

Chapters 3, 4 and 5). How these variables interact and relate to each 

another will be revealed and discussed subsequently. 

2.2.3 Question Three: How to Measure Compliance 

This section focuses on the “how” question, that is, figuring out how to 

measure compliance. It is necessary to start by setting the scene for such a 
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discussion. Two essential aspects should be taken into account. First, the 

specific regulatory setting in the study must be elaborated. In addition, 

exploring the regulated actors’ compliance motivation requires a sound 

understanding of their compliance behavior within a given regulatory 

context. Accordingly, this section is divided into two parts: one defines 

what pesticides are; the other explicitly analyzes the specific measurement 

of pesticide compliance behavior. In this study, the vegetable farmers’ 

pesticide compliance is examined. 

2.2.3.1  Definition of Pesticide 

The literature on pesticides has a range of definitions. Beaumont (1993) 

defined pesticides as chemical substances used to kill or control pests. 

According to the Joint FAO/WHO Food Standards Programme, a pesticide 

was defined as “any substance intended for preventing, destroying, 

attracting, repelling, or controlling any pest including unwanted species of 

plants or animals during the protection, storage, transport, distribution and 

processing of food, agricultural commodities, or animal feeds or which may 

be administered to animals for the control of ectoparasites” (FAO/WHO, 

2011: p23). Hough (1998) defined pesticides as any substance used in the 

control of pests, including defoliants, plant growth regulators, and various 

substances which deter insects from certain locations or attract them away 

from crops. He created four categories according to their chemical 

composition: natural, biological, inorganic and synthetic (organic) 

pesticides, with synthetic pesticides playing the dominant role and 

comprising chemical substances manufactured from combinations of 

carbon, hydrogen and oxygen with other elements. In this study, pesticide 

mainly refers to these synthetic pesticides which form the majority, as only 

some of the synthetic pesticides are highly toxic and banned from being 

sprayed on vegetables. 

2.2.3.2  The Measurement of Pesticide Compliance Behavior 

Generally speaking, a regulated actor’s regulatory-related behavior can be 

understood in two ways: one is regulatory performance, the other is 

regulatory compliance. The former refers to the actual levels of regulatory 
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behavior, regardless of whether the behavior is in accordance with the 

regulatory laws and rules or not. And the latter refers to the behavior of 

compliance with regulatory laws and rules.  

In the existing literature examining pesticide usage, pesticide 

performance has been studied most frequently. One of the earliest studies 

exploring the relationship between variables and pesticide usage is from 

Tait (1978). He measured pesticide usage as the average use of standardised 

insecticide and/or fungicide. Burrows (1983) argued that sales data, 

including average pesticide price per pound, the consultant fee per acre and 

the expected yield in pounds per acre, are the most appropriate way of 

measuring pesticide usage. In a study on the use and fate of pesticides in 

vegetable-based agro-ecosystems in Ghana, Ntow et al. (2006) examined 

the extent of use of pesticides and their pesticide management practices, 

for example, the types of chemicals that farmers use, pesticide use 

practices, to what extent farmers rely on the chemicals, and the timing of 

pesticide spraying. Erbaugh and Donnermeyer (2002) measured pesticide 

usage by asking farmers to name crops they had sprayed and the different 

pesticides they used on each crop. In a Chinese study on the safety of 

vegetables and the use of pesticides by farmers in China, usage was simply 

divided into two categories: non-highly toxic pesticide user and highly toxic 

pesticide user (Zhou & Jin, 2009). In another empirical study on the extent 

to which GE (genetically engineered) crops in China can lead to a reduction 

in pesticide use, the pesticide use was measured in three ways: frequency of 

spraying (times), quantity and cost of pesticide application for cotton 

(Huang et al., 2003).  

In this study, regulated entities’ pesticide compliance behavior is 

examined with respect to pesticide rules and laws in China.35 It is difficult 

to achieve an ideal and complete definition and list all relevant aspects 

concerning pesticide regulations and rules. Thus, this study focuses on 

three key aspects of the respondents’ pesticide compliance: use of types of 

pesticides, disposal of pesticide containers and time interval. Meanwhile, 

with respect to the diversity of vegetables and corresponding pesticide 
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 For more details about pesticide laws and rules, please see Chapter 1 on the legal framework 
of pesticide and vegetable safety regulation in China. 
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regulations for different vegetables, it is hard to examine the specific use of 

pesticides for any one vegetable. Thus, for these farmers who plant a range 

of vegetables, their general use of pesticides was examined.  

Short Summary 

This section set the theoretical framework for the whole research project 

and mainly operationalized compliance into three aspects: definitions of 

compliance and regulatory compliance; motivations of compliance; 

measurement of compliance. Following this strategy, this section applied 

them to the specific pesticide regulatory context in China and mainly 

focused on vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance. 

2.3 Methodology 

In the recent empirical literature concerning regulatory compliance, most 

studies conduct research in a quantitative way with a large number of 

respondents, while some use a qualitative method with one or several cases 

chosen for in-depth study. They are characterized by either external validity 

(representativeness of the broader terrain) or in-depth exploration and 

more nuanced understanding. In order to gain the advantages of broader 

representativeness, better validity of answers, and understanding the 

subjective perspective of regulated entities, this study takes an intermediate 

qualitative and quantitative approach. The sample size must be big enough 

to guarantee representativeness, but small enough that researchers are able 

to conduct lengthy interviews in person. Ultimately, in-depth interviews 

with a moderately large number of cases were conducted. This allowed us 

to obtain very rich materials, produce a balance between the breadth and 

depth trade-off, and explore the main variables. We also paid attention to 

the case-control design. As Benson et al. (2009: p188) argued, three criteria 

must be met for the case-control design: there must be a hypothesis that 

predicts a particular cross-sectional distribution; the distribution must be 

distinguishable from other distributions that would falsify the hypothesis; 

the data set must be able to show this distribution, if the hypothesis is true. 

The case-control design of the study will be presented next. 
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2.3.1 Case Selection 

As stated, the study seeks to explore how the variables flagged in Figure 2.1 

contribute to the vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance. The data for this 

study were taken from in-depth interviews conducted with selected cases in 

Hunan Province from December 2011 to November 2012. Hunan Province is 

a traditional agricultural province blessed with a pleasant climate, 

geographic advantage and convenient transportation favorable for 

vegetable cultivation. The average annual growth of vegetable acreage and 

vegetable yield was 3 percent and 5.7 percent, respectively, between 2005 

and 2011. Vegetable acreage amounted to 17,907,000 Mu36 and the total 

yield reached 33,374,000 tons in 2011, changing their national yield rankings 

from 8th to 7th. The vegetable industry in Hunan province has become the 

second largest industry of agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and 

fisheries (Agricultural Economic Team of the Statistical Bureau of Hunan 

Province, 2012). To capture the variation within the sample of Hunan 

vegetable farmers, a particular strategy was developed. First, the study 

focused on vegetables farmed in villages by individual or cooperative or 

association villagers, as well as vegetables farmed in agricultural 

cooperatives. Three types of vegetable farmers were interviewed: 1) 

individual vegetable farmers who usually plant small-scale vegetable fields 

in the family unit and transport and sell the vegetables themselves; 2) 

vegetable farmers who are organized and associated in agricultural 

cooperatives or associations. They also often plant small-scale vegetable 

fields in villages. These cooperatives or associations provide means for 

agricultural production like seedlings, pesticides or fertilizers, as well as 

transport and sell vegetables for them; 3) one or several farmers who 

established agricultural cooperatives and rented medium-scale or 

large-scale fields in the villages as well as hired several local farmers for 

vegetable planting. They are often rural people and are encouraged or even 

financially supported by the local government. Three counties (N, C and 
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 Mu (亩) is a Chinese unit of area measurement. 1 Chinese Mu is approximately 0.16 acres. 
Thus, 17,907,000 Mu is approximately 2,865,120 acres. 
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D)37 in Hunan province were selected on the basis of vegetable yield and 

levels of economic development to overcome the environmental challenges 

(see Figure 2.2 below). 

 

Figure 2.2 Map of distributions of respondents (N, C and D counties in Hunan 

Province, China) 

As illustrated above, N County is one of the top 100 counties 

nationwide and the third most developed county in Hunan province. It 

provides vegetables not only for the local residents but also to meet the 

demands of other cities and areas in Hunan Province. C County is an ethnic 

minority autonomous county and has been one of the poorest counties 

nationwide for years.38 It mainly produces tomato, eggplants and white 

radish which are marketed wholesale and transferred to neighboring areas 

like Guangxi Province, coastal areas like Guangdong Province or even 

exported to Hong Kong. D County is a moderately developed one with 

vegetable farmers mainly producing and selling vegetables on the local 
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 Names of counties, villages, and individuals described in this study have been coded as 
letters or combinations of uppercase letters and numbers to respect the confidentiality of the 
data collection process. 
38

 In order to use poverty relief funds in a unified way and effectively aid the poor and needy, 
the Chinese government formulated the standard of the key poverty-stricken counties to be 
aided by the state, and identified a number of such counties. The standard was defined based 
on the per-capital annual net income at the county level. 
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agricultural market. Altogether 119 vegetable farmers in the three counties 

were selected on the basis of the three types of farmers. A stratified 

sampling strategy was employed (see Table 2.5).  

Table 2.7 Sampling method of vegetable farmers 
Sampling object Way of sampling 

Sampling of villages  Vegetable production yield; per-capita GDP; 
accessibility 

Sample size of each selected village  The population of vegetable farmers in each village 

Sampling of vegetable farmers in each 
selected village  

Designated sample size; age; distribution of vegetable 
farmers in each village 

 

In terms of village selection, two relevant variables were used: 

production yield and per-capita GDP. Seven villages (three villages (N.D, 

N.L, N.X) in N County, three (D.S, D.T, D.L) in D County and one (C.D) in 

C County) were selected for the interviews of individual vegetable farmers, 

while one village (village N.R) in N County and two (villages C.X, C.M) in C 

County were selected for cooperative or association vegetable farmers. 

Accessibility was also an important factor that was taken into account. 

These villages are situated in the interviewers’ hometown or nearby where 

the interviewer can easily overcome the dialect and cultural obstacles and 

be quickly accepted by the local people. Second, the sample size of each 

village was decided by its population of vegetable farmers. Once the sample 

size was set, individual vegetable farmers in each village were finally 

selected by taking account of their age distribution. It is notable that for the 

villages with cooperatives or associations, all cooperative or association 

vegetable farmers were selected and interviewed. Moreover, 7 vegetable 

farmers in three counties who established cooperatives and planted 

vegetables on 20 acres or more were selected and interviewed according to 

accessibility. 

In addition, this study also collected data or materials from the 

pesticide regulators who inspect and impose sanctions on these who evade 

the rules, and other informants or insiders who know much about 

regulatees and their compliance behaviors. In this study, 31 informants or 

insiders were selected by their availability or accessibility to take part in the 

research (a convinent sampling) and then interviewed. They included local 

agricultural bureau officers, village committee members, pesticide store 
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owners, or other relevant insiders or informants. An overview of these 

sampling cases is introduced in Table 2.6. 

Table 2.8 Overview of sampling cases 
Vegetable farmers 

Types of farmers No. 
(%)  

Age No. 
(%)  

Education 
level 

No. 
(%) 

Acres of 
fields  

No. (%) 

Individual 
farmers 

70 
(58.8) 

≦40 19 
(16.0) 

Primary 
school or 
less 

51 
(42.9) 

≦10 108 
(90.8) 

Small 
cooperative 
/association 
(SCA) farmers 

42 
(35.3) 

40~60 75 
(63.0) 

Middle 
school  

49 
(41.2) 

10~20 4 
(3.4) 

Medium or large 
cooperative 
(MLC) farmers  

7 
(5.9) 

≧60 25 
(21.0) 

High 
school or 
more 

19 
(16.0) 

≧20 7 
(5.9) 

Relevant insiders/informants 

Types Agricultural 
bureau 
officers 

Village 
committee 
members 

Pesticide 
store 
owners 

Cooperative/ 
association 
insiders/ 
informants 

Pesticide 
distribution 
company 
officers 

Others 

No. 
(%) 

15  
(48.4) 

10  
(32.3) 

2  
(6.5) 

2  
(6.5) 

1  
(3.2) 

1  
(3.2) 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of vegetable 
farmers = 119. Total number of relevant insiders/informants = 31. 

Notice that almost all the vegetable farmers interviewed are male as in 

rural China, male laborers are traditionally responsible for spraying 

pesticides in the fields. 31 interviews with insiders or informants were 

conducted for collecting complementary materials (see Table 2.6). They are 

familiar with vegetable planting skills and pesticide application technology 

and frequently communicate with vegetable farmers. They are also the ones 

who trust the interviewer and are willing to provide truthful and inside 

information explaining the vegetable farmers’ compliance behaviors.  

2.3.2 Case Interview  

Some of the interviews were conducted with the respondent in his or her 

place of work like vegetable fields, village committee offices or local 

agricultural bureau offices, while others were conducted at home, where 

the interviewees felt most comfortable. During the period that the case 

interviews were held, in-depth interviews were also conducted with 

relevant insiders or informants. They often provided abundant information. 
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When compared to the data set collected by interviewing vegetable 

farmers, no conflicts were found, and generally they reinforced each other. 

Even though efforts had been made to make sure the sample covered the 

broadest range of types of vegetable farmers in Hunan Province and to 

represent the pesticide compliance better, it is important to be aware that 

the data were collected from a stratified sample of respondents, and any 

conclusions mostly represent these selected areas and vegetable farmers 

rather than other areas in Hunan Province or even in China.   

In order to develop and refine the fieldwork, this study collected data 

in three phases, with each building on the preceding phase. Note that these 

phases are not as strictly defined as they may seem below. They actually 

interacted with one another, which inevitably resulted in overlaps.  

2.3.2.1 Phase One: the Pilot Study Phase 

In the first phase, a pilot study was conducted to understand and elaborate 

relevant factors concerning the economic, legal and social milieu of 

pesticide regulation and the vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance 

behavior. 

The literature was reviewed to learn about current compliance 

research and the advantages and disadvantages of this research field. Next, 

professors and scholars who specialized in food safety, regulation or rural 

development in China were consulted. After finishing the drafting of the 

interview questions and selecting the locations for the case interviews, the 

interview questions were evaluated, which was quite an essential step. A 

small sample of vegetable farmers (15 from the selected areas) was used to 

pre-test the interview questions. Pre-testing is an important step before 

conducting the investigation, and it should always be conducted if the 

available resources allow. Finally, intensive individual interviews with local 

governmental officers, pesticide sellers, and vegetable cooperatives or 

associations were conducted to collect first-hand materials and 

information.  

This phase has three purposes: the first one is to understand the local 

economic, historical and social background, the second one is to gain 

knowledge of pesticide laws and rules, and the third one is to figure out the 
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domain of pesticide enforcement and collect information about the 

structure of the local pesticide enforcement agencies.  

2.3.2.2 Phase Two: the In-Depth Case Interview Phase 

Based on the background understanding and preliminary pilot study during 

the first phase, the interviewer reviewed and refined the questions for the 

in-depth interviews. Subsequently, in-depth interviews with vegetable 

farmers and other relevant parties were conducted.  

The main techniques employed in this phase included participant 

observation during farming activities and in-depth interviews in the form of 

conversations and dialogues. In particular, a special dialogical scheme was 

used for the in-depth interview. Unlike surveys with the choice of answers 

to most of the questions being fixed (close-ended) in advance, in this study 

vegetable farmers were interviewed by asking open-ended questions in a 

dialogue format. These questions were always kept the same to enable 

comparison later (please see Part D Flowcharts on Specific Interviewing 

Questions for Vegetable Farmers in the Appendix). The dialogue should 

always start with some initial questions, and then be allowed to flow in a 

certain order so the informants can continue the dialogue on their own. 

During this process, the interviewer pays attention to the conversation 

continuity and gives some timely appropriate guidance when the 

interviewee digresses from the subject. A well drafted semi-structured 

interview outline had been pre-examined in the pilot study before the 

administration of the case interview. Over the whole year of fieldwork, a 

good response was obtained owing to the trust built on the long-term 

interaction between the interviewer and interviewee as well as the use of 

anonymous interview questions designed to avoid offending respondents. 

All of the interviews were recorded and transcribed for later data analysis. 

The total of 119 interviews provided not only full answers to the set 

questions, they also revealed some additional qualitative information that 

proved helpful for interpreting the findings. Complementary interviews 

with the local governmental pesticide regulatory officers, related insiders in 

vegetable associations or cooperatives, and pesticide sellers were also 

conducted (please see Part G Additional Interviews in the Appendix).  
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In addition, similar to some empirical studies that examined the 

regulated actor’s demographic, social or economic background variables 

(Erbaugh et al., 2002; Zhou & Jin, 2009; Wei & Lu, 2004), this study took 

into account the vegetable farmers’ age, degree of education, family 

financial status, acres of vegetable fields, types of vegetable planted, years 

of experience, places for purchasing pesticides, etc. 

The interview questions were designed in English and then translated 

into Mandarin Chinese, the national language which is understood by the 

majority of rural farmers. The vegetable farmers interviewed are the heads 

of the household and/or the ones most responsible for vegetable farming. 

The interviews followed a similar format based on the interview outline, 

but also drew attention to some new topics and findings encountered 

during the interview process, and probed for more in-depth responses to 

understand the vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance. Some useful 

information which was generated during the interview process but 

excluded from the interview outline was noted down by the interviewer for 

future analysis. 

2.3.2.3 Phase Three: the Complementary Material Collection and 

Data Analysis Phase 

The complementary material collection phase together with the previous 

two phases constituted the whole data collection period. In this phase, the 

interviewer returned to the case study location and collected some 

complementary materials for these essential but missing points and new 

topics that appeared after the interviews.  

Data analysis requires sorting out and analyzing on-the-spot materials 

and information collected during the investigation, so the overarching 

questions can be explained and answered by combining the relevant 

literature and theories. Specifically, three data analysis methods were used 

in this study: 

 Descriptive data analysis (frequency analysis): it was used to 

analyze the vegetable farmers’ demographic information (age, 

degree of education, acres of vegetable fields), relevant compliance 

variables designed in the compliance model, pesticide compliance 

behavior and the associations between the two. 
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 Text analysis or quote: it was used to provide some detailed and 

sufficient materials for analyzing the vegetable farmers’ compliance 

motivations, pesticide compliance behavior and their associations.   

 The specific QCA method: it was used to analyze and explain to 

what extent the compliance motivations interacted and combined to 

shape the vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance.  

2.3.3 Data Measurement as well as Coding Method 

As already mentioned, the study aims to use the collected empirical data to 

connect theories about what the compliance variables are and how they 

interact to affect compliance behavior. First, in accordance with current 

pesticide regulatory laws and rules in China, three pesticide behaviors were 

chosen as proxies for pesticide compliant behavior: use of types of 

pesticides39, disposal of pesticide containers40 and time interval between 

pesticide spraying and vegetable picking41 . Second, eight independent 

variables were selected as plausible motivations that might affect the 

vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance. Sometimes fictitious case 

scenarios were used to avoid asking about the respondent’s own deviant 

behavior and overcoming the problem of socially desirable answers. The 

specific measurement of compliance behavior as well as the eight 

compliance variables and the specific coding method are attached as an 

appendix (see Parts B, C and D, Appendix). It is noteworthy that deterrence 

and operational cost-benefit calculation are premised on the notion that 

the regulated actors are amoral calculators; descriptive social norms, 
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 For the prohibited pesticides, according to No. 199 of Zhonghua renmin Gongheguo 
Nongyebu Gonggao (Announcement of Ministry of Agriculture of the People’s Republic of 
China), 23 types of pesticides are prohibited by the state; according to No. 194, No. 199, No. 274, 
No. 322 and No. 632 of Zhonghua renmin Gongheguo Nongyebu Gonggao (Announcement of 
Ministry of Agriculture of the People’s Republic of China), 14 types of pesticides are prohibited 
for application on vegetables, fruit trees, teas and traditional Chinese herbal medicines. 
40

 For the relevant legal rules, see Article 7, Chapter 4 of Nongyao Anquan Shiyong Guiding 
(Provisions for Safe Use of Pesticides) in 1982; Article 26, Chapter 5 of Nongyao Guanli Tiaoli 
(Regulations on Pesticide Administration) in 1997; Article 18, Chapter 3 of Zhonghua Renmin 
Gongheguo Nongchanpin Zhiliang Anquanfa (Law of the People’s Republic of China on Quality 
and Safety of Agricultural Products) in 2006. 
41

 For the relevant legal rules, see Article 27, Chapter 5 of Nongyao Guanli Tiaoli (Regulations 
on Pesticide Administration) in 1997; Article 25, Chapter 4 of Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo 
Nongchanpin Zhiliang Anquanfa (Law of the People’s Republic of China on Quality and Safety 
of Agricultural Products) in 2006. 
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morals, general duty to obey and procedural justice are built on the idea 

that the regulated actor is a political citizen who makes a legitimacy 

judgment; ability to obey and legal knowledge indicate the regulated actors’ 

capacity (Kagan & Scholz, 1984).  

2.4 Vegetable Farmers’ Pesticide Compliance Behavior 

This research conducts a compliance-exogenous method, as termed by 

Parker and Nielsen (2009a). In other words, compliance is not understood 

as a dynamic and changeable concept but rather as a predefined variable 

and then used as either a dependent or independent variable in discovering 

causal relations between it and other variables.  

As has been frequently adopted in many empirical studies of 

regulatory compliance (e.g., Kuperan & Stinen, 1998; Murphy, 2005, Winter 

& May, 2001, 2002; Nielsen & Parker, 2008; Parker & Nielsen, 2009a, etc.), a 

self-reported compliance measurement was employed in this study.42 Any 

type of social science research faces challenges, and a fundamental criticism 

usually accompanying self-reported compliance is that biased data sources 

like socially desirable answers and shaky information like memory lapses 

might happen (Parker & Nielsen, 2009a). As normally it is difficult to obtain 

a reliable and practical measure of compliance behavior when the objective 

official data are inaccessible or incredible, this suggests that the 

self-reported compliance could be a reasonable proxy for actual 

compliance.  

In the study, regulatory violations were studied rather than criminal 

violations. Three pesticide behaviors were chosen as proxies for pesticide 

compliance behaviors: the use of types of pesticides, disposal of pesticide 

containers, and the time interval between pesticide spraying and vegetable 

picking. Self-reporting was collected by open-ended interviews. These three 

norms are not the most sensitive ones in farming practices, and thus 

farmers talked quite openly about them. Moreover, the advantage of the 

factual-reporting approach is that the chosen compliance proxies do not 

directly question whether the respondents comply with the regulations or 
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 For more details about measurement, please see section 2.3.3. 
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not. The questions asked can be measured in binary code, which avoids 

referring to the norms and thus a normative or moral point of view about 

what is right and wrong.  

As suggested by Parker and Nielsen (2009a), the best solution to solve 

the bias and shaky information problem is to try to find information about 

compliance from different sources and stakeholders with differing 

viewpoints. In the study, a general validity check was done by interviewing 

a range of stakeholders including enforcement officials or other relevant 

insiders or informants, and the consistency of the findings helped alleviate 

some problems with the self-reported measurements, e.g., the high 

compliance found for the MLC vegetable farmers was also indicated by 

some regulators. Also, self-reported data have the advantage that the 

respondents themselves generally know the most about their own 

compliance performance. And the fact that many farmers openly talked 

about noncompliance showed a willingness to at least discuss this. 

Nevertheless, we should keep in mind that this research relies on 

self-reported measures which may reflect answers based on the 

respondents’ own knowledge about the questions.  

Before analyzing the influence of different compliance variables on 

pesticide compliance, it is necessary to elaborate the vegetable farmers’ 

pesticide compliance. This is summarized in Table 2.7. 

Table 2.9 Vegetable farmers’ compliance with pesticide regulations 
Pesticide behaviors Compliance performance No. of cases (%) 

Use of types of pesticides  Non-complaint 16 (13.4) 

Compliant 103 (86.6) 

Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Non-compliant 68 (57.1) 

Compliant 51 (42.9) 

Time interval Non-compliant 70 (58.8) 

Compliant 49 (41.2) 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents = 119. 

As shown, the majority did not indicate compliance with the relevant 

regulations in terms of both disposal of pesticide containers and time 

interval (57.1 percent and 58.8 percent, respectively, total n = 119). On the 

other hand, the vast majority of vegetable farmers (86.6 percent) indicated 

compliance with the regulations on the use of types of pesticides. 

Compliance levels are higher for this regulation than for the others because 

the state has issued strict regulations on this, and pesticide manufacturers 
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are forbidden to sell extremely toxic as well as five highly toxic pesticides43. 

Generally, the state has removed the sources of these pesticides, and thus 

vegetable farmers can hardly get access to them on the market except for 

these pesticides that are prohibited for application on vegetables but 

allowed on some other plants.  

Specifically, the vast majority of vegetable farmers who indicated 

noncompliance (15 of 16) are these who apply the highly toxic pesticide 

carbofuran. Only one farmer indicated the use of parathion methyl that was 

prohibited by the Ministry of Agriculture in 2002 and has been prohibited 

from being sold nationwide since 2007. The majority of 68 vegetable 

farmers who indicated noncompliance with the disposal of pesticide 

containers usually indicated throwing pesticide containers away wherever 

they spray. Compliance with the time interval was defined as a compromise 

because currently in China it is difficult to achieve an ideal safety interval44. 

The compliant farmers indicated trying to harvest vegetables one week 

after spraying pesticides and also spraying pesticides only after harvesting 

the ripe vegetables. The majority of 70 vegetable farmers who indicated 

noncompliance usually harvest vegetables within two or three days after 

pesticide spraying.  

Short Summary 

This section analyzed the methodology employed in the research. Case 

selection, case interview and the specific data measurement as well as the 

coding methods were described. Then based on the specific methods and 

tools defined and employed, the vegetable farmers’ self-reported pesticide 

compliance behavior was analyzed, which provided a preliminary 

understanding of their pesticide compliance performance. 
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 In 2002, according to Announcement No. 194 and No. 199 of the Ministry of Agriculture 
(MOA) of the People’s Republic of China, 37 types of extremely toxic and highly toxic 
pesticides were prohibited for use on vegetables, including 18 extremely toxic ones that are 
completely banned by the state, while the other 19 highly toxic ones were prohibited for 
application on vegetables, fruit trees, teas and traditional Chinese herbal medicines. In 2003, 
based on Announcements No. 274, No. 322 and No. 632 of the Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) 
of the People’s Republic of China, 5 of the 19 highly toxic organophosphorus pesticides, 

methamidophos(甲胺磷), parathion-methyl (甲基对硫磷), parathion（对硫磷, monocrotophos

（久效磷）and phosphamidon（磷胺）were completely prohibited for use in agriculture. 
44

 For more details concerning the measurement of time interval, please see Part C The 
Specific Coding Method for Independent and Dependent Variables in the Appendix.  
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2.5 Chapter Conclusion 

The aim of this chapter is to develop the framework of the theories used for 

explaining compliance and to elaborate the methods employed for data 

collection and analysis. There are limitations to the chosen theoretical and 

methodological design. First, an integrated compliance paradigm in which 

eight independent variables are incorporated is proposed, but this limits 

the theoretical exploration. Other possible compliance variables like 

injunctive social norms are excluded and ignored. Second, the empirical 

research is a multiple case study and features both quantitative and 

qualitative advantages. To overcome the representative disadvantage, a 

medium-sized group of respondents was selected by stratified sampling. 

In-depth interviews were conducted in the format of dialogues, which 

enabled the interviewer to collect detailed and nuanced information or 

anecdotes. Nevertheless, it is necessary to be aware that the data analysis is 

based on a sample of 119 in-depth interviews. No statistical inference 

beyond the sample is pursued. Third, the dependent and independent 

variables involved are measured and coded by a nominal scale: 

positive/negative for descriptive data analysis or present/absent for QCA. 

There is no variation defined between these extremes. 45  However, 

practically, a variable is sometimes more positive/present in one case and 

less in another. Then the researcher is required to deliberate the 

measurement and coding of the data. 

- Some theoretical implications  

First, this research broadly analyzed compliance by three aspects: 

definition, causality and measurement, which respectively solve the “what”, 

“why” and “how” issues concerning compliance. This also set a good pattern 

for understanding and studying compliance in different regulatory 

contexts. 

Second, following some leading scholars who adopted a more 

comprehensive theoretical model for analyzing compliance and compliance 

motivations of the regulated actors (Winter & May, 2001; Nielsen & Parker, 

2008, 2012; Parker & Nielsen, 2012b; Gunningham et al., 2003), the present 
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 However, it is possible to define ordinal interval scales when using Fuzzy Set QCA (Ragin, 
2007).  
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study used a comprehensive method, instead of analyzing the singular 

deterrence model or the social norms model, and also adopted it to a 

specific Chinese regulatory context. 

-Some methodological implications  

First, by means of combining and employing qualitative and 

quantitative methods and tools, this research conducted in-depth case 

interviews with a medium-sized group of respondents. The strength of such 

an approach lies in the possibility of tracing the process of events, causes 

and influences as well as gaining an in-depth understanding of the 

subjective and contextual conditions that shape the compliance variables, 

and enlarging the representativeness at least in the investigated areas. 

Second, in order to deal better with the challenges in measuring 

compliance and compliance motivations, the study adopted a dialogical 

method which used natural language and encouraged trust. A 

semi-structured interview consisting of factual and coherent questions was 

conducted among respondents. The dialogical strategy enabled the 

interviewer ask sensitive questions in a more natural way without sending 

any suggestive messages about right and wrong or legal and illegal. This 

made it much easier to obtain truthful and honest information.  

Third, in this study, the data collection period consisted of three 

continuous phases: pilot study, in-depth interview, and complementary 

data collection phases. It provided a good opportunity to collect sufficient 

data and materials.  

Fourth, while separately analyzing different compliance variables and 

their influences in shaping compliance, this research also considered how 

compliance variables behaved in conjunction to contribute to compliance 

behaviour. This latter aspect will be analyzed in Chapter 6 by employing a 

specified method of qualitative comparative analysis. 

Building on the theoretical framework and methodology constructed 

in the present chapter, the following three chapters will separately analyze 

and focus on how differently the variables designated in the three 

simplified categories behave and thus affect the regulated entities’ 

compliance behavior. 
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3.1 Introduction 

The illegal use of pesticides in China has increasingly produced adverse 

effects on human health and environmental sustainability. According to the 

statistics of the Agricultural Ministry and the Ministry of Health of PRC, 

hundreds of thousands of people suffer pesticide poisoning every year, the 

majority being food poisoning incidents caused by vegetable pesticide 

residues (Zhang, 2008). In the existing literature, most studies concerning 

illegal pesticides focus on enforcement (cf. State Environmental Protection 

General Administration, 2001; Song et al., 2004; Wei et al., 2011; Li & He, 

2011). Few have taken the view of the regulated actors and looked at what 

motivates pesticide compliance and violation. But understanding 

compliance motivation is an essential aspect needed to enhance the effects 

of pesticide regulation and decrease their environmental and health risks. 

Thus, it is important to explore why compliance with pesticide laws and 

rules is so disappointing in China. This study uncovers the pesticide 

compliance motivations of vegetable farmers in the centre of South China.  

This chapter concerns a highly important domain in compliance 

studies: amoral calculation. In reviewing the existing literature on amoral 

calculation in regulatory compliance, two aspects stand out. One is an 

operational cost-benefit analysis of compliance that looks at how the actors 

make rational amoral decisions on how to use pesticides based on the 

expected costs of pesticides and their yields or gross return; the other is 

deterrence, which assumes the regulated actors are motivated by the costs 

of threats in terms of punishments or legal sanctions. In this study, the 

regulated actor is crucial as we assume that how they view the operational 

costs and benefits and deterrence will determine their behavior and thus 

compliance. A micro-level subjective approach looking at individual 

vegetable farmers is consequently adopted in this research. In contrast to 

the objective approach that pre-defines the operational costs and benefits 

of compliance and deterrence, a subjective approach focuses on how the 

regulated actors approach and define the two elements themselves by 

collecting empirical evidence. For example, how do farmers view the costs 

and benefits of complying with the law compared to these of 

noncompliance? How do they evaluate the deterrent threats in relation to 
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violation behaviors? Using insights from the existing literature, this chapter 

examines how vegetable farmers perceive both operational costs and 

benefits of compliance and violation, and the risks related to violation.  

The study uses data collected as described in the previous chapter. A 

total of 119 vegetable farmers in three counties of Hunan province of China 

were selected by stratified sampling (for the specific sampling method see 

2.3.1 Case Selection in Chapter 2). A subjective utility approach was 

employed to look at how the selected regulated actors perceive the relevant 

variables. It operationalizes the theories into the questions that were used 

in the fieldwork. To uncover the real subjective perspectives about 

operational costs and benefits as well as deterrence, a particular dialogue 

type of interviewing was employed. Unlike closed questions that ask 

respondents in a fixed way, the dialogue scheme features the advantages of 

dealing with the reliability issue (e.g., changing the way of asking 

respondents sensitive questions) and the validity issue (e.g., making 

interview questions more adaptive and thus avoiding misunderstanding 

when talking to poorly educated respondents). The specific dialogue 

questions are given in detail in  Part D of the Appendix. All the qualitative 

and quantitative analyses were restricted to basic descriptive ones among 

the 119 vegetable farmers, and here no statistical inference beyond the 

sample is pursued.  

The chapter concludes, first, that the operational cost-benefit 

calculation of compliance was nearly always positively associated with the 

selected vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance, while deterrence had 

more mixed results, with quite a few farmers reporting compliance despite 

low deterrence. Second, both elements of amoral calculation proved to be 

highly contextual, with clear differences between farmers, showing the 

relevance of the idea of deterrability and the need for a subjective approach 

to amoral calculation. Some offenders (cooperative or association instead of 

individual vegetable farmers) and offences (use of types of pesticides 

instead of container disposal and time interval) were more susceptible to 

deterrence. Other factors such as their geographic location, the type of 

vegetables planted, and their knowledge and experience also contributed to 

the variation in the subjective, amoral, cost-benefit calculation. However, 

this chapter found that context was not everything as even very similar 

farmers made different calculations, and thus more individualistic elements 
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not discussed in this chapter such as personality and individual preferences 

and knowledge may be at work.  

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. We start with a 

section operationalizing the key concepts in the study. Then the calculated 

operational expenditures and monetary benefits of vegetable farmers’ 

pesticide compliance are examined. Next, the chapter seeks to explore how 

deterrence embedded in the Chinese regulatory context contributes to the 

vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance. Their perceived probability of 

violation detection and the impact the violation of regulatory demands 

would have on the regulated actors are examined. Finally, the chapter 

concludes with implications for both enforcing the pesticide regulation in 

the developing context and theoretically studying calculated compliance.  

3.2 Towards Subjective, Rational, Amoral Calculation 

The regulatory literature has been dominated by a particular understanding 

of regulated compliance behavior for a long time. Under this paradigm, 

regulated actors comply or violate by making a careful rational calculation. 

This understanding was best captured by Kagan and Scholz (1984), who 

conceptualized this type of regulated actor as an “amoral calculator”. They 

took a broad approach and pictured the amoral calculating type of 

regulated actor as one who is motivated entirely by profit-seeking and 

makes a careful assessment of opportunities and risks. Crucial to their 

approach is that such a calculation has no moral element and excludes 

moral social and individual dimensions. Kagan and Scholz were not the 

first to consider this type of compliance paradigm. Becker (1968) developed 

an economic approach to crime and argued that rational actors pursue the 

maximization of benefits and the minimization of costs. An individual 

commits a crime if the expected cost from engaging in legitimate activity 

exceeds the cost from committing the crime. Thus, the costs and benefits of 

obeying or disobeying a given set of regulations are highly influential on 

the regulated actors’ decision about compliance. With this paradigm, a key 

issue is how to define and measure the calculated components that affect 

the regulated entities’ compliance. The existing literature takes two 

approaches to the issue: objective vs subjective. Some leading studies that 

look broadly at amoral calculation are discussed. 
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Becker (1968) employed an objectively deductive modeling by 

hypothesizing the costs and benefits associated with criminal violations. He 

held that the regulated actors comply if the benefits of violation are 

exceeded by the probability of being detected and the costs of being caught. 

Building on Becker’s economic approach, Stiger (1970) took an objective 

method and defined three determinants of supply of offences which are 

subject to social control: (a) the structure of penalties of offence; (b) the 

probability of detection for each offence; and (c) certain costs of carrying 

out the offending activity. Economist Ehrlich (1972) objectively examined 

the relationship between the deterrent and preventive aspects of law 

enforcement based on a model formulated within the economic behavior 

choice theory. He broadly compared costs and benefits in relation to illegal 

behavior and defined the gain as gross returns and monetary and psychic 

costs. The former refers to the direct monetary and psychic benefits; the 

latter refers to both immediate and delayed costs. The immediate costs 

include these of purchased inputs and the opportunity costs of the 

offender's own time, that is, his returns from the alternative legitimate 

activity. The delayed costs are the ones the offender incurs if he is 

apprehended and convicted of the crime, which includes a penalty that the 

regulatory authority imposes on convicted offenders like a monetary fine, 

prison term, etc. The objective approach focuses on the objective properties 

of regulated actors’ rational amoral calculation and criminal behavior (e.g., 

the actual costs and benefits in relation to compliance or violation and the 

real crime rates). However, such a pre-defined approach to amoral 

calculation lacks empirical grounding. This study presumes that the 

perceived appraisals play an intervening role between the objective reality 

of amoral calculation and compliance behavior, which accordingly requires 

empirical tests of the regulated actors’ perceived understanding of amoral 

calculation. 

In contrast to the abovementioned objective method, Paternoster and 

Simpson (1993, 1996) constructed a subjective utility theory by testing a 

broadly proposed theoretical model based on rational choice theory. They 

hypothesized that the important elements are not the objective costs and 

benefits of corporate offending as pre-defined and modelled by economists 

such as Becker and Ehrlich but rather the subjectively perceived costs and 

benefits, that is, what persons believe they stand to gain or lose by 
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committing offences. Furthermore, they held that the theory should be 

conducted at the individual level of analysis since it is premised on 

subjective perceived understanding, and empirical tests should also be 

conducted under that premiss. Their theory was termed a modified version 

of the rational choice model by Simpson & Rorie (2012). 46 They held that a 

rational choice theory of corporate crime adopts a subjective utility 

approach, that is, what predicts compliance is what people subjectively 

consider the costs and benefits of compliance or noncompliance, rather 

than the actual probabilities of various outcomes. The subjective utility 

approach provides a good model for studying regulated actors’ rational 

amoral choice of compliance, and it also allows for inductive explorations 

when examining different individual regulated actors. Winter and May 

(2001) employed a subjective approach when conducting an empirical 

survey of farmers’ perceived compliance motivation with 

agro-environmental regulations. They focused on how farmers think and 

make decisions about compliance. The most extensive theorizing they 

followed is based on calculated compliance motivation. They defined three 

calculated motivations in bringing about compliance: the likelihood of 

detection, the likelihood of a fine, and the cost of compliance. The first two 

elements generally refer to the basic calculus of expected benefit of 

compliance; the latter generally refers to the expected compliance cost, 

which includes reductions or delays in production as well as out-of-pocket 

expenditures for capital and administration.  

In conclusion, amoral calculation can be studied objectively or 

subjectively, and can also be divided into various constitutional elements. 

We seek to follow the subjective approach in studying individual vegetable 

farmers’ compliance behavior, and their perceived calculation matters the 

most for understanding their rational amoral choice. Meanwhile, the study 

mainly concentrates on two elements of amoral calculation: one is an 

operational cost-benefit calculation which directly operationalizes the 

                                                           
46

 Simpson and Rorie (2012) reviewed the most recent studies that critically look at the 
traditional economic rational choice model to crime and punishment, and collectively called 
them “modified versions of the perspective”. They concluded that these studies mainly focus 
on the limits on rationality (e.g. access to information, individual differences), the 
non-material costs and benefits of violation behavior, and the differences of the information 
needed and utilized by offenders among different types of offence, etc. 
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regulated actors’ calculated costs and benefits of pesticide usage as the 

expected costs of pesticides and their yields or gross return. It can be 

formulated within the framework of economic rational choice theory 

(Becker, 1968; Ehrlich; 1972; Paternoster & Simpson, 1993; Simpson & Rorie, 

2012; Winter & May, 2001; Parker & Nielsen, 2012b, etc.). The theory rests on 

the hypothesis that one chooses between two mutually exclusive activities 

by comparing their perceived cost and benefit. Operational costs in relation 

to compliance generally refer to reductions or delays in production as well 

as out-of-pocket expenditures for capital and administration. Similarly, 

operational benefits in relation to legitimate activities generally refer to the 

earnings or avoidance of loss. Here the costs and benefits due to detection 

and sanction are not included in the so-called operational cost-benefit 

calculation, but are analyzed when studying the second element of amoral 

calculation, that is, deterrence (see below in section 3.4).  

3.3 Understanding Operational Costs and Benefits of 

Compliance 

3.3.1 Subjective Operational Costs and Benefits of Compliance in 

Theory 

Following the proposed two elements of compliance calculation, this 

section reviews the existing literature about how operational costs and 

benefits affect compliance behavior. It operationalizes this literature into 

questions, analyzing compliance by looking at how selected farmers make 

rational amoral decisions on how to use pesticides based on their expected 

costs and yields. The literature has objective and subjective approaches to 

analyzing the operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance or 

violation (see Table 3.1).  

Table 3.1 Objective vs subjective operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance 
in leading regulatory compliance studies 
Author(s) Perspective  Level Brief definitions of operational cost-benefit 

calculation of compliance or violation 

Stigler 
(1970) 

Objective General Certain costs of the conduct of the offending 
activity, e.g. the cost of making successful 
counterfeit money can be increased by 
complicating the genuine money 
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Table 3.2 Objective vs subjective operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance 
in leading regulatory compliance studies (continued) 
Author(s) Perspective  Level Brief definitions of operational cost-benefit 

calculation of compliance or violation 

Ehrich (1972) Objective General The direct monetary and psychic benefits 
and the immediate costs which include 
these of purchased inputs and the 
opportunity costs of the offender's own 
time, that is, his returns from the alternative 
legitimate activity 

Paternoster & 
Simpson 
(1993,1996) 

Subjective Individual Perceived costs of rule compliance including 
what is perceived to be an avoidable expense 
of compliance, and the perceived benefits of 
rule violation including market control, 
higher prices, greater worker productivity, 
lower cost per commodity unit, and reduced 
safety expenses 

Winter & May 
(2001) 

Subjective Individual The expected compliance cost which 
includes reductions or delays in production 
as well as out-of-pocket expenditures for 
capital and administration 

Simpson & 
Morie (2012) 

Subjective Individual & 
organizational 

Similar to Paternoster & Simpson’s (1993) 
modified rational choice theory of corporate 
crime 

Nielsen & 
Parker 
(2012b) 

Subjective Organizational The extent to which senior management 
prioritizes maximizing return to 
shareholders and expanding the business 

 

Much of the literature looks at the calculative or economic aspects of 

compliance motivation, and there is little that really focuses on the 

operational cost-benefit calculation defined in this study rather than the 

deterred threats of legal sanctions or punishments. As shown in Table 3.1, 

scholars primarily focused on the objective aspects of operational costs or 

benefits of compliance or violation (cf. Stigler, 1970; Ehrlich, 1972). Stigler 

(1970) mainly concentrated on the operational costs in relation to the 

offending activity. Ehrlich (1972) focused on the operational costs in 

relation to violation behavior like these of purchased inputs and the 

opportunity costs of the offender’s own time, and the operational benefits 

in relation to compliance behavior like the direct monetary and psychic 

benefits. Since the 1990s, some scholars have increasingly paid attention to 

the subjective or perceived operational costs and benefits of compliance. 

Paternoster and Simpson (1993, 1996) focused on the perceived costs of 

compliance and the perceived benefits of violation, with the former 

referring to avoidance of what is perceived to be an avoidable compliance 
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expense, the latter referring to market control, higher prices, greater 

worker productivity, lower cost per commodity unit, and reduced safety 

expenses. Winter and May (2001) concentrated on the subjective 

compliance costs, which include reductions or delays in production and 

other expenditures. In short, most of these studies, objective or subjective, 

limit their discussions to the costs of conducting legitimate activities 

and/or the benefits in relation to illegitimate behavior. Few broadly discuss 

the calculation of the sum of the benefits of compliance minus the costs 

and the sum of the benefits of violation minus the costs. Accordingly, this 

section aims to broadly look at these four aspects in relation to the costs 

and benefits of compliance and violation (except the costs and benefits in 

relation to deterrent detection and sanction).  

As already mentioned, this study seeks to follow a subjective utility 

approach of amoral calculation, and accordingly a subjective approach is 

employed to understand the vegetable farmers’ operational cost-benefit 

calculation. By doing so, a more inductive approach is required that allows 

for an understanding of their perspectives of operational costs and benefits, 

instead of predefining such costs and benefits. Here a “dialogue strategy” is 

employed. Vegetable farmers were interviewed by asking open questions in 

a dialogue, which flows in a certain order and allows more space for 

flexibility. The “dialogue-type scheme” was primarily explained by Van 

Rooij (2013a) in his study on Chinese lawyers’ perceived deterrence, which 

provides a good example for studying both subjective and “decentered” 

patterns of deterrence.47 It features an inductive and open-ended but 

structured approach. In addition, indirect and flexible dialogues help the 

interviewer to build a long-term relationship with the respondents and gain 

their trust. 

Based on these considerations, this study operationalized the 

subjective operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance as the 

calculation of the sum of perceived benefits minus the costs of specific 

pesticide compliance behavior minus the perceived sum of benefits minus 

                                                           
47

 Here “decentered” deterrence refers to a strand of study in regulatory theory that considers 
regulation no longer as the sole affair of the state but as a “de-centered” matter in which 
multiple state and non-state actors play regulatory roles including these of implementing the 
law (Van Rooij, 2013).  
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the costs of specific pesticide violation behavior. 48 Specifically, in terms of 

the use of types of pesticides, vegetable farmers were asked to compare the 

price and effectiveness49 of the pesticides they use with the prices and 

effectiveness of the alternative ones; 50 in terms of the time interval, 

vegetable farmers were asked whether what they use for a time interval is 

more or less costly or profitable in comparison with the alternative time 

interval. Detailed interview questions in the dialogue as well as the specific 

coding method are given in the appendix (see Part B, C and D in Appendix). 

Notice that only two pesticide behaviors are measured here, since it is 

assumed that there is no interaction of the operational cost-benefit 

calculation with the disposal of pesticide containers, as the vegetable 

farmers interviewed in the pilot study indicated that there is no direct and 

obvious operational costs and benefits calculation concerning disposal. In 

addition, 31 insiders or informants like agricultural bureau officers and 

village committee members were interviewed about how they consider the 

effect of operational cost-benefit calculations on vegetable farmers’ 

pesticide compliance behavior, which is helpful for providing more 

informative and supportive messages. 

The following section analyzes the vegetable farmers’ subjective 

operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance and the variations 

among different farmers.  

3.3.2 Vegetable Farmers’ Perceived Operational Cost-Benefit 

Calculation of Compliance 

The present section seeks to provide an empirical analysis of how an 

operational cost-benefit calculation affects the vegetable farmers’ pesticide 

compliance. Their perceived operational cost-benefit calculation of 

                                                           
48

 That is, (Cb-Cc) - (Vb-Vc), which indicates benefits of compliance minus costs of 
compliance subtracting benefits of violation minus costs of violation.  
49

 In order to solve the misunderstanding problem, operational costs and benefits in relation 
to compliance with rules on the use of types of pesticides are operationalized separately to the 
price and effectiveness of pesticides. 
50

 In order to solve the sensitivity problem, several strategies were employed, e.g. vegetable 
farmers were not directly asked to compare the costs and benefits of compliance and violation 
but rather asked to compare the costs and benefits of their own pesticide behaviors (compliant 
or noncompliant) and these of the alternative (noncompliant or compliant) pesticide 
behaviors (a specific example is provided in  Part C of the Appendix).  
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compliance is shown in Table 3.2, built on evidence collected from 119 

semi-structured interviews conducted in three counties of Hunan province, 

China. 

Table 3.3 Farmers’ perceived operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance 
Perceived operational cost-benefit calculation of 
compliance 

Use of types of 
pesticides 

Time 
interval 

Positive No. 97 
81.5 

49 
41.2  % 

Negative No. 22 
18.5 

70 
58.8  % 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents=119.  

As Table 3.2 shows, in terms of the use of types of pesticides, 97 

vegetable farmers (81.5 percent, total n=119) indicated a positive operational 

cost-benefit calculation of compliance. Some quotes are given below:  

 … I think the prices are almost similar, but what I use is more effective as 
some insects and diseases have already produced resistance to these 
prohibited pesticides. Vegetable farmers have given up continuously using 
them… (Quotes from case N.D. NO.5) 

 …The new brands of pesticides are more effective, especially these 
imported ones and biological ones. I do not care about the price. It is 
essential to choose these effective ones… (Quotes from case N.L1)  

As stated above, these vegetable farmers mainly calculated the gain by 

judging the pesticide’s effect. For these who believe the effect of legal 

pesticides, the resistance to illegal ones normally indicated a positive 

compliance calculation.  

In contrast, 22 vegetable farmers (18.5 percent) stated a negative 

attitude towards the general calculation of compliance in terms of cost and 

benefit, in other words, they all believed that it will be less costly and more 

effective to apply the alternative illegal ones.  

In terms of time interval, 49 vegetable farmers (41.2 percent) indicated 

a positive cost-benefit calculation of compliance, with higher profits than 

with the illegal time interval. Even though the majority of them did not 

directly indicate general calculated advantages in terms of costs and 

benefits, but similar costs and benefits in comparison to the illegal 

alternative behaviors, what they mentioned most were the “quality” and 

“safety” of vegetables. They worried that “if they sell lower quality and 

unsafe vegetables, they would take the risk of losing their business and, even 
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worse, losing all their money”. Thus, dealing with the time interval 

appropriately has the advantage of increasing the final gain. 

In contrast, 70 vegetable farmers (58.8 percent) expressed negative 

attitudes about the operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance for 

the time interval. In other words, they believed that it would be more 

profitable if they conducted illegitimate alternative activities with different 

time intervals. Their subjective general calculations concerning the costs 

and benefits were very complex. Generally speaking, four aspects were 

summarized. First of all, some vegetable farmers indicated that if they do 

not pick ripe vegetables on time, the vegetables will be overripe, not 

good-looking or even get spoiled and thus cannot be sold for a good price. 

As they do not have an instrument for measuring pesticide residues, 

customers and vegetable vendors always prefer to buy vegetables that look 

good (case N.L.NO.9; case N.X.NO.8; case D.S.NO.3). Second, some 

indicated that if they pay too much attention to the safety interval and do 

not spray pesticides on time, the diseases and pests may not be controlled 

well. Then they have to spray more pesticides, which are more costly. 

Otherwise, they lose their earnings. Third, some indicated that in order to 

take advantage of market price increases, they sometimes have to harvest 

vegetables within the time interval. Fourth, a few indicated that the yields 

will be reduced if they do not harvest ripe vegetables on time as these ripe 

ones should be picked to leave enough fertilizer for the remaining unripe 

ones. 

For different pesticide behaviors, the vegetable farmers’ perceived 

operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance varies. Why is there such 

a big difference? Let us analyze the variations among different types of 

vegetable farmers (see Table 3.3).  

Table 3.4 Perceived operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance by different 
types of farmers 
Operational cost-benefit calculation of 
compliance 

Use of types of 
pesticides 

Time interval 

Ind. SCA MLC Ind. SCA MLC 
Positive No. 51 

72.9 
39 
92.9 

7 
100.0 

32 
45.7 

10 
23.8 

7 
100.0  % 

Negative No. 19 
27.2 

3 
7.1 

0 
0.0 

38 
54.3 

32 
76.2 

0 
0.0  % 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Ind. signifies individual 
vegetable farmers; SCA signifies small cooperative/association vegetable farmers; MLC signifies 
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medium or large cooperative vegetable farmers. Total number of individual farmers = 70; total 
number of SCA farmers = 42; total number of MLC farmers = 7. 

As shown above, MLC vegetable farmers generally perceived the most 

positive operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance; it was less 

positive for SCA vegetable farmers and even less for individual vegetable 

farmers. First, in terms of the use of types of pesticides, all the MLC 

vegetable farmers (n=7) indicated that the pesticides they use are more 

profitable. They plant large-scale vegetable fields and prioritize the usage of 

highly effective and environmentally friendly pesticides even though they 

are more costly, as they believed that the legal new brands are more 

profitable, compared with the cheaper illegal alternatives. Many individual 

and SCA vegetable farmers (72.9 percent and 92.9 percent, respectively) 

stated that what they use is more profitable than the illegal ones. As some 

individual farmers explained: 

…These poisonous ones would cause death and you need to take the 
responsibility. Moreover, it is not necessary to use them. Now these new 
brands are effective, and sometimes they are inexpensive if you use the 
correct ones… (Quotes from case D.S. NO.4)  

…What I am using now is more expensive. Take the Methamidophos (甲胺

磷) as an example, it costs only a few RMB and can be used for three barrels 

of water, while the present pesticides cost at least five RMB a barrel. 
However, these environmental-friendly pesticides are more effective than 
the old ones. They have a longer efficacy period for at least ten to twenty 
days; while these old ones have a shorter period as well as a very long 
residue period… (Quotes from case D.S. NO.10)  

Some small cooperative farmers purchase pesticides from the 

cooperatives or local pesticide stores recommended by the local 

agricultural bureau. They believe that these legal pesticides which are 

recommended are much more effective in guaranteeing their harvest and 

earnings:  

…Sometimes I buy pesticides in the store operated by the agro-technical 
station in the town; sometimes I buy pesticides directly from the 
cooperative. The cooperative always gives us recommended brands of 
pesticides when we ask for suggestions…These pesticides are a little bit 
expensive but very effective. However, we should buy pesticides in the 
pesticide stores recommended by the local agricultural bureau; otherwise 
we might get some fake ones and cannot kill insects in time. Once I was 
cheated and bought a type of fake pesticide. Several days later after 
spraying, I went to the field and found that all the vegetables were dying. I 
felt helpless at that moment… (Quotes from case N.R. NO.3)  
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Some other small associate farmers usually buy pesticides from the 

association. The association helps them buy pesticides wholesale at a 

cheaper price; it can also purchase more effective and safe pesticides in 

large wholesale pesticide corporations. For vegetable farmers, it is very 

convenient and labor-saving not to have to buy pesticides themselves. An 

interview with the village leader who is also the president of the local 

vegetable association provided some details: 

… We purchase pesticides wholesale. We usually look for large agricultural 
material companies in cities nearby. They are willing to provide us lower 
prices than the retail ones. For all the associate members, they all have their 
own accounts and need not pay the pesticides they buy immediately. For 

example, the one who takes a bottle of Sanmate (多菌灵) should sign on his 

account. Then all the costs will be deducted and he can get his net income 
at the end of the year after the vegetable selling. Farmers are willing to 
purchase from us as they need not pay for pesticides beforehand… (Quotes 
from case N.R. NO.3) 

Some vegetable farmers did not perceive more profit in using legal 

pesticides, especially individual farmers (27.2 percent, total n=70). As 

shown in Table 3.3.1, the majority of these individual farmers (78.9 percent, 

total n=19) with negative attitudes live in the three villages of D county 

where farmers normally plant small-scale vegetable fields. Most of them are 

elderly and have been accustomed to applying old and illegal pesticides for 

years. Their knowledge about the calculation of costs and benefits of illegal 

types is normally positive. As some explained: 

… Carbofuran (呋喃丹, a type of illegal pesticide used for vegetables) is 
cheap. It costs five RMB per package. It is more effective. However, lots of 
these old effective pesticides have been eliminated. I do not trust these new, 
environmentally friendly pesticides. They cost more. Of course, we plant 
vegetables to increase effectiveness. The old highly toxic ones are always 
effective in killing insects, but these new brands always fail to kill them… 
(Quotes from case D.S. NO.5) 

… These new brands are expensive. The old Methamidophos (甲胺磷, a kind 

of illegal pesticide) costs six or seven RMB, but now the new one costs ten 
RMB. The effect is not as good as before…. (Quotes from case D.S. NO.3) 

These vegetable farmers normally judge the effectiveness of pesticides 

by the speed of pest-killing. They prefer to choose illegal pesticides as they 

can immediately see the pests die and fall to the ground, not like the new 

environmental brands that kill pests very slowly. 
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The second aspect, the safety interval, was mostly perceived as 

beneficial by MLC vegetable farmers as they believed that being safer 

guarantees their profit; it is also beneficial to keep up their “good image” 

and thus continue to get a subsidy from the government. One of the 

informants provided some details: 

… Basically, these cooperatives that plant large-sized fields deal with the 
time interval better, because it is much more convenient for them to plant 
in a standardized way. But ninety percent of them sell vegetables at a loss as 
the payments for workers are very high, while the vegetable prices are 
unstable and fluctuate. Most of them are motivated by the government 
subsidies. For example, large standardized vegetable farms can obtain 
subsidies of three to four hundred thousand RMB each year. They can even 
get more subsides elsewhere. I heard that someone who plants four 
hundred acres of vegetable fields got a subsidy of 1.6 million RMB. This 
means that the cooperatives should regulate the vegetable fields very well 
and obey the rules. They should plant non-polluted vegetables to apply for 
innovative funds from the technology bureau … (Quotes from an informant 
in N county) 

However, there are much less positive attitudes regarding the legal 

time interval among individual as well as SCA vegetable farmers. As some 

of them explained: 

…We harvest vegetables according to the market. These MLC vegetable 
farmers can obtain substantial governmental subsidies. They can wait for 
the safety interval even though the market price falls. But we cannot afford 
the loss… (Quotes from case N.D. NO.2)  

… It is definitely more profitable to pick vegetables earlier. We need to pick 
eggplant every two days. Otherwise the vegetables grow old. Customers do 
not buy these old, bigger and wrinkled ones. So we need to spray pesticide 
in time… (Quotes from case C.X. NO.9) 

As shown in Table 3.3.1, most of these SCA farmers who indicated less 

profit grow eggplants or tomatoes. These vegetables grow very fast during 

the summer when pesticides are sprayed frequently. The vegetables need to 

be picked every day or every other day, even after pesticide spraying. 

Furthermore, they transport and sell vegetables in a unified way. That 

means they have to harvest vegetables at the same time to catch up with 

the others. The inflexibility makes it much harder for them to control the 

time interval. 
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Short Summary 

This section studied the costs and benefits of compliance and violation and 

looked particularly at violations within the sample, seeking to understand 

what variations there are and why there are such variations. It found that 

some vegetable farmers indicated a positive costs and benefits calculation 

of compliance compared to the alternative violation behavior, while others 

calculated a negative one. Such variation could be explained by multiple 

factors. The two main ones were the pesticide behavior studied and the 

type of vegetable farmer. Other factors, including the vegetable farmers’ 

geographic location, the nature of the vegetables they planted, their age 

distribution, and their knowledge and experience, may also contribute to 

similar farmers arriving at a very different cost-benefit calculation. Thus, it 

was concluded that the vegetable farmers’ perceived operational 

cost-benefit calculation of compliance was contextual and subjectively 

plural.  

3.3.3 Operational Compliance Calculation and Farmers’ Pesticide 

Compliance  

As explained in the last section, vegetable farmers indicated a moderately 

positive calculation of compliance. This section examines how the 

vegetable farmers’ general compliance calculation is related to their 

compliance behavior. The association between their general calculation of 

compliance and their pesticide compliance is shown in Table 3.4.  

Table 3.5 The association between farmers’ perceived operational compliance 
calculation and pesticide compliance 
Compliance behaviors Perceived operational cost-benefit calculation 

of compliance 
Positive Negative 

Use of types of 
pesticides 

Compliant No. 97 6 
% 100.0 27.3 

Noncompliant No. 0 16 
% 0.0 72.7 

Total 97 22 
Time interval Compliant No. 49 0 

% 100.0 0.0 
Noncompliant No. 0 70 

% 0.0 100.0 
Total 49 70 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119. 
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There seems to be a positive relationship between the vegetable 

farmers’ perceived operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance and 

their specific compliance behaviors. The higher the positive general 

compliance calculation, the more compliance reported. One implication 

that can be drawn is that the operational cost-benefit calculation is clearly 

linked to compliance behavior. The important aspect is the vegetable 

farmers’ perception, as there is a variation in how they perceive the costs 

and benefits. Second, their perception is related to their type as it affects 

the way they are organized. Third, the circumstances of vegetable farmers 

also matter, like their geographic locations and the nature of the vegetables 

they grow. Thus, it is concluded that the general calculation of costs and 

benefits is circumstantial. 

Nevertheless, 6 vegetable farmers (27.3 percent, total n=22) who 

indicated a negative operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance 

claimed compliance with rules on the use of types. In other words, they 

indicated more profit with illegitimate alternative types. They were either 

individual or association vegetable farmers. This is different from some 

recent traditional quantitative studies that always take the costs and 

benefits as one of many variables playing a significant role (Winter & May, 

2002; May, 2005). One reason might be that in addition to the immediate 

economic and monetary calculation, delayed deterrence or non-material 

calculus like self-respect and morals or other variables discussed in later 

chapters are also determinants related to compliance (Paternoster & 

Simpson, 1993; Simpson & Rorie, 2012; William & Hawkins, 1986; Zimring & 

Hawkins, 1973). The remaining sections and following chapters will 

elaborate on this. 

Short Summary 

This section looked at how the perceived calculation of operational costs 

and benefits related to compliance. It found that, except for a few vegetable 

farmers who indicated a negative operational calculated costs and benefits 

of compliance but claimed compliance anyway, there seemed to be a 

positive relation between the vegetable farmers’ circumstantial subjective 

operational cost-benefit calculation and their compliance. The higher the 

indicated rational compliance calculation, the more compliance reported. 

Thus, it was concluded that the perceived operational cost-benefit 
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calculation might be a necessary condition for compliance, barring a few 

exceptions. 

3.4 Understanding Deterrence 

3.4.1 Subjective Deterrence in Theory 

The previous section analyzed how vegetable farmers perceived the 

operational cost-benefit of compliance and discussed how their perception 

affects their pesticide compliance behavior. In contrast to directly 

measuring the calculated costs and benefits in relation to pesticide 

compliance, this section focuses on the vegetable farmers’ deliberation on 

deterrence threats and sanctions from the external interferences, which 

mostly refers to the threats and sanctions imposed due to conducting 

illegitimate pesticide activities. 

Deterrence theory posits that only imminent threats of legal penalties 

that exceed the cost of compliance can induce profit-seeking regulated 

actors to comply with regulatory demands. One prominent and 

fundamental work is Becker’s (1968) seminal article examining crime from 

the economic perspective. Prior to Becker, in the 18th century, there had 

already been some pioneering studies in the field of crime and 

punishment.51 Since the 1960s numerous studies on deterrence have been 

undertaken (cf. Title, 1969; Gibbs, 1975; Zimring & Hawkins, 1973; Ehrlich, 

1972 &1975). Traditional deterrence studies primarily focused on general 

crime and punishment, but increasingly they also focused on regulatory 

violations and corporate crime or white collar crime (cf. Braithwaite & 

Makkai, 1991; Paternoster, 1987; Thornton et al., 2005; Gunningham et al., 

2005). Below, some principles are developed for sorting out and 

understanding the large amount of deterrence literature. 

The existing literature is rich and covers a wide range of fields. 

Following Erickson and Gibbs (1978), deterrence studies can generally be 

                                                           
51
 They are mainly Beccaria and Bentham. Both of them took the position that human beings 

behave in accordance with the principle of greatest happiness, that is, they pursue the greatest 
pleasure or happiness and reduce pain or suffering. This was later developed further by 
Bentham (1789) into full-scale utilitarianism. Based on the principle of utility, potential 
offenders can be deterred by increasing sanctions and thus more compliance occurs. 
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distinguished into two types: objective and subjective deterrence. Following 

this distinction, Table 3.5 compares a range of well-known deterrence 

studies and specifically addresses how various authors have defined 

deterrence. 

Table 3.6 Objective vs subjective deterrence in leading deterrence studies 
Author(s) Perspective  Level Brief definitions of deterrence 

Becker 
(1968) 

Objective General The use of conviction or severe punishments 
both to prevent offences and to apprehend 
offenders. 

Erickson & 
Gibbs (1978) 

Objective & 
subjective 

General Objective properties of punishment/perceived 
properties of punishment 

Chiricos & 
Walso 
(1970) 

Objective General The use of punishment (certainty and severity 
of punishment) as a threat to deter crime 

Zimring 
&Hawkins 
(1973) 

Objective General The use of punishment as a means of 
deterring crime and social control 

Ehrlich (1972) Objective General The apprehension and punishment of law 
breakers as a means of combating crimes  

Title (1969) Objective General The act of legal sanctions (certainty and 
severity of punishments) as a method to 
reduce crime rates 

Grasmick 
&Green (1980) 

Subjective Individual The effect of individual’s perceptions of the 
threat of sanctions rather than the actual 
threat on their involvement in illegal behavior 

Decker et al. 
(1993) 

Subjective Individual The effect of perceived certainty and severity 
of punishment in preventing criminal 
behavior 

Kleeper & 
Nagin (1989a, 
1986b) 

Subjective Individual The effect of perceptions of the risks of 
detection and penalties on intended 
noncompliance behavior 

Nagin & 
Paternoster 
(1991) 

Subjective Individual The preventive effects of the perceived 
sanction threats on the involvement in 
delinquent or criminal activity 

Paternoster 
(1987) 

Subjective Individual Perceptions of legal sanctions acted to deter 
self-reported illegal behavior 

Thornton et al. 
(2005) 

Subjective Corporate The threat effect of perceived risk and cost of 
violations on violation behaviors 

 

Objective deterrence operates by linking the official crime rate to the 

objective probability of arrest or imprisonment, which was researched by a 

whole body of literature in an earlier period (cf. Becker, 1968; Chiricos & 

Walso, 1970; Zimring & Hawkins, 1973; Ehrlich, 1972; Title, 1969; etc.). Later 

scholars increasingly turned their attention to perceived or subjective 
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deterrence by focusing on the regulated entities’ perceived deterrence (cf. 

Grasmick & Bryjak, 1980; Grasmick & Green, 1980; Greenberg, 1981; Decker 

et al., 1993; Kleeper & Nagin, 1989a, 1989b; Nagin & Paternoster, 1991; 

Paternoster et al., 1982; Paternoster, 1987; Thornton et al., 2005; Van Rooij, 

2013; etc.). Most of them focused on the relationship between perceived 

legal sanctions and self-reported compliance behaviors. Consistent with the 

basic deterrence doctrine, these studies considered that compliance is 

positively affected by the regulated actors’ perception of threats. In 

Thornton et al.’s (2005) study of how the threat of large legal sanctions 

functions to motivate regulated business firms to comply, the perceived 

risks and costs of violation were measured. They found that instead of 

enhancing the perceived threat of legal punishment, deterrence serves as a 

reassurance and a reminder in fostering compliance. Van Rooij (2013a) 

examined Chinese lawyers’ subjective deterrence by asking about their 

perceived general risk, detection possibility and sanction severity. This 

strand of perceived deterrence studies has adopted a perceived utility 

approach, that is, the emphasis is not on the objective effects that occur in 

reality, but rather on what individuals subjectively believe that they have to 

lose or gain by their actions. Most subjective deterrence studies mainly 

focus on three aspects of deterred threats: detection probability, sanction 

certainty and sanction severity, which follows from the earlier deterrence 

doctrine (Becker, 1968; Zimring & Hawkins, 1973; Ehrlich, 1972), even 

though the findings are not entirely consistent; some scholars have 

critically reviewed and summarized the difference (Greenberg, 1981; 

Paternoster et al., 1982; William & Hawkins, 1986; Paternoster, 1987).52 The 

present research follows the tradition of subjective deterrence studies as 

“data on perceived properties of punishment are necessary not only for 

these tests but also to assess the primary implication of the premises  

that the objective certainty of punishment is related to crime rates through 

the perceived certainty of punishment” (Erickson & Gibbs, 1978: 254). 

In addition, the deterrence literature identifies two drivers of the 

deterrence mechanism: general vs specific deterrence (Zimring & Hawkins, 

                                                           
52

 William and Hawkins (1986), for instance, summarized relevant findings and argued that 
there is little evidence for the association between perceived sanction severity and 
self-reported involvement in crime. 
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1973; William & Hawkins, 1987; Gray & Scholz, 1991; Thornton et al., 2005; 

Gunningham et al., 2005; Mendeloff & Gray, 2005; Gray & Shadbegian, 

2005; May, 2005). Zimring and Hawkins (1973) distinguished general 

deterrence and individual or special deterrence. They indicated that “an act 

of punishment may be seen as an attempt to enhance deterrent threat not 

only for all potential criminals out in the society but also for these actually 

punished by altering the way in which they will respond to such threats in 

the future” (Zimring & Hawkins; 1973:73). Similarly, Thornton et al. (2005) 

defined general deterrence as others’ punitive sanctions (signal cases) that 

deter or prevent the regulated actors from committing similar crimes, and 

defined specific deterrence as punishments imposed on offenders that deter 

or prevent them from committing further crimes. This study follows the 

tradition of general deterrence studies and seeks to understand how 

general deterrence affects the vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance. 

Furthermore, although most deterrence literature has a state-oriented 

understanding of the threat of deterrence, scholars have more recently 

started to explore the impact of so-called “third-party regulators” 

(Gunningham et al., 1998; Nielsen & Parker, 2008; Hutter, 2011; Van Rooij, 

2013; etc.). These scholars broaden the general understanding that 

regulated actors are only deterred by the enforcement agencies and official 

enforcement actions. Gunningham et al. (1998), for example, argued that 

third parties play important roles in environmental regulation. In Nielsen 

and Parker’s (2008) study of 999 large Austrian businesses’ compliance 

activities, they found that the perceived risk of complaints from a range of 

third parties, including customers, shareholders, employees and business 

partners, does influence their compliance behavior. Hutter (2011) explicitly 

examined non-state actors that may play a risk regulation role in the food 

retail and hospitality sectors, which include consumers, the media, 

insurance companies, lawyers, NGOs, etc. Another inspiring work is Van 

Rooij’s (2013) study on Chinese lawyers’ tax compliance. He discovered that 

lawyers perceived a strong subjective deterrence largely from clients and 

less from state enforcement agencies and firms. Following this promising 

line of research, the current study aims to explore if there are multiple 

deterrent threats in the pesticide regulatory context as well. 

Generally speaking, the present study seeks to understand deterrence 

by using a subjective utility approach. First, subjective deterrence is 
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assumed to serve as an intermediate link between objective sanctions and 

regulatory behavior. Second, this study focuses on both state and non-state 

risks. The perceived approach could be highly informative and allows space 

for broadly exploring the origin of the regulated actor’s perception of 

deterrence, which is not possible with the objective approach. Third, the 

study tests a regulatory deterrence model rather than a criminal one 

through the perceived approach, which tends to show a superior reliability 

and validity related to the dependent variable. Generally speaking, 

questions concerning a regulatory compliance performance are less 

sensitive and more easily accessible in contrast to these of a criminal one. 

Building on these considerations, deterrence was operationalized by 

asking the vegetable farmers about their perceived detection probability, 

sanction certainty and sanction impact in relation to illegitimate pesticide 

behavior. As already explained in the last section, a “dialogical scheme” is 

employed in the study. Detailed interview questions as well as the coding 

method have been attached in the Appendix (see Parts B, C and D in the 

Appendix). The dialogue starts by envisioning a scenario in which someone 

in the same business area violates the relevant pesticide regulations and 

asking the respondents for their perception of the general possibility of 

being detected. It serves as a guiding question encouraging them to 

volunteer as many key points as possible. Additional questions were asked 

concerning how likely is the chance of being discovered, the source of 

detection and the sanction impact. In addition, 31 insiders or informants 

like agricultural bureau officers and village committee members were 

interviewed by asking their opinions about the effect that deterrence has on 

vegetable farmers’ pesticide behaviors, which helps with providing more 

informative and supportive messages. 

The following sections are organized as follows: first, state 

enforcement or objective deterrence is analyzed; second, the vegetable 

farmers’ perceived probability of detection is analyzed; third, the vegetable 

farmers’ subjective or perceived sanction impact is examined; finally, the 

vegetable farmers’ perceived deterrence in relation to the three pesticide 

compliance behaviors is discussed.  
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3.4.2 State Enforcement/Objective Deterrence 

Before analyzing the subjective or perceptual deterrence, it is necessary to 

look at how the state actually enforces the law before discussing how it is 

perceived. The regulatory agencies often enforce compliance thorugh a 

combination of different enforcement styles. The basic enforcement theory 

suggests the state enforces the law to command and control the regulated 

entities to conform to the regulations. The deterrent enforcement style 

operates due to the certainty of inspections and severity of sanctions 

(Becker, 1968; Zimring & Hawkins, 1973; Ehrlich, 1972). Regulatory agencies 

and their officers tend to adopt a mixed enforcement style like cooperation 

and education or persuasion (Kagan & Scholz, 1984; Hawkins, 1984; Hutter, 

1989). Preliminary interviews with enforcement officers showed that the 

enforcement agency mainly enforces the rules with mixed enforcement 

practices. An officer in the plant protection section of the local agricultural 

bureau provided some details: 

… Some vegetable farmers are accustomed to these old illegal pesticides and 
want to buy them in the local pesticide stores. If the state has banned their 
usage, then the situation would be that when they go to the store, the 
sellers ask them for details. If they want to buy pesticides that have been 
forbidden for use on vegetables, the seller would persuade them not to use 
them and tell them about the regulation. For these who insist, sellers 
normally do not sell pesticides to them…We organize specialized trainings 
for pesticide store sellers. Store sellers who are detected selling illegal 
pesticides will be severely punished…Sometimes we recommend some 
pesticide brands and ask some wholesalers to organize trainings to 
popularize their products and publicize the state regulations. It often 
happens before March or after October…Meanwhile, we publicize 
regulations on the banned use of pesticide types by pasting posters in the 
local pesticide stores. This all started on 1 July 2007 when the highly toxic 
pesticides were first forbidden... (Quotes from an officer in the agricultural 
bureau in D County) 

…We are paying close attention to the safety of agricultural products. It is 
now mainly our bureau’s responsibility. We frequently publicize the safe 
use of pesticides in vegetable-growing villages, which includes publicizing 
the use of types of pesticide and the safety interval. It is very difficult to 
achieve a safety interval, but at least the use of types is under the control. I 
do not think that there is anyone who is still using illegal pesticides, 
especially in recent years. Also, our vegetables should be transported to 
other areas, and we need to do an origin inspection first to make sure there 
is no detected problem and then transport them outside. We have a 
pesticide inspection device. The quality and safety section of the 
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agricultural product department usually conducts random inspections twice 
a week, one in the vegetable base and one in the vegetable market or 
supermarket… (Quotes from an officer in the agricultural bureau in C 
County) 

It can be seen that local enforcement agencies mainly target stores 

selling pesticides, by using a mixed enforcement style of instruction and 

deterrence. The inspection from the enforcement bureau and the 

consultant role of the local pesticide store sellers co-operate in promoting 

the types used. 

Meanwhile, local enforcement agencies usually enforce with a 

prioritization (Lo & Fryxell, 2003). They mainly focus on the use of types of 

pesticide, with less and infrequent inspections covering container disposal 

and time interval. The enforcement is very weak for the latter two pesticide 

behaviors, especially for individual vegetable farmers. Consider the quotes 

below: 

…In our county, there are more than one thousand vegetable farmers who 
mainly live on vegetable production, and almost every family in rural areas 
plants vegetables and might sell some of them on the market. They are 
distributed everywhere, and some of them even live in remote rural areas. It 
is very difficult to inspect individual farmers. Sometimes we do inspections 
of cooperative vegetable farmers. It is comparatively easier to detect their 
pesticide behaviors. Also we frequently organize training courses for people 
who are responsible for the cooperatives. It is mainly the cooperatives’ 
responsibility to assure the quality and safety of vegetables. We mainly 
focus on these vegetable cooperatives. There are about 13 vegetable 
cooperatives in our county, and all of them plant large-scale vegetable 
fields. It is much easier to do an inspection. We often test the pesticide 
residue, and some of the bigger cooperatives are demanding to purchase 
instruments and to test pesticide residues every time before the vegetables 
are sold on the market… (Quotes from an officer in the vegetable section of 
the local agricultural bureau in N county) 

…It is impossible to enforce the disposal. Vegetable farmers dispose of 
pesticide containers everywhere and frequently. It is impossible to do the 
inspection… (Quotes from an officer in the agricultural environmental 
section of the agricultural bureau in D County) 

In addition, the impact of penal sanctions on pesticide violation 

behaviors seems to be very weak except when extremely bad poisoning 

accidents occur. As an officer in the enforcement agency highlighted: 

…It is very difficult to detect these violation behaviors. Even when they are 
detected, it is futile. Do you think I can really punish them according to the 
provisions of state laws?! We organize training courses and meetings every 
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year and make appeals for safe usage. However, some of them ignore our 
advice… There are a few cases of penalties but only if serious consequences 
happen. But it is very few... (Quotes from an officer in the vegetable section 
of the local agricultural bureau in N county) 

One of the main reasons is that in reality, the enforcement agencies 

are normally faced with insufficient human, financial and material 

resources. Some enforcement studies in developing contexts provided 

evidence for the limited enforcement capacity (McAllister, 2010; McAllister 

et al., 2010; Van Rooij & Lo, 2010; Lo & Fryxell, 2005). In this study, we 

noted that state enforcement is challenging. Consider for instance the 

following quotes from state enforcement agents: 

… First and most importantly, the difficulty is the financial problem. 
Nowadays the state and our local government are increasingly paying 
attention to food safety and the safe use of pesticides, and they have made 
some efforts to popularize the green prevention and control techniques, and 
to reduce the use of chemical pesticides by alternative physical approaches 
like insect-killing lamp, gyplure, etc. But this requires a huge amount of 
money, for example, one insect-killing lamp costs more than 2,000 RMB. It 
is impossible to ask farmers to invest money voluntarily. All need to be 
financed by the government. And the second difficulty is the aging of the 
personnel. For example, I am the only one who is less than 30 years old in 
our plant protection section. All of the others are almost 50 years old. The 
third difficulty is the deficiency of technical support; the updating of 
techniques goes very slowly, and we seldom have access to new techniques. 
Last but not least, from my own experience, I am not satisfied with the 
present working environment, working style and working method. As most 
other colleagues are elderly, we have quite a lot of differences in our ways of 
thinking. But the leader system decides that we seldom have the power to 
express our opinions and get approval. In general, I think the power of the 
agricultural bureau is very weak among the administrative departments… 
(Quotes from an officer in the local agricultural bureau in N county)  

… In our county the pesticide regulatory section was newly established in 
2011. The quotas authorized by the provincial government are 4 persons, but 
in fact the workload is assigned to our agricultural legal enforcement group. 
The workload is very heavy, but without funds…The vegetable section was 
affiliated to the commerce bureau, and only one person takes responsibility 
for it. Now it has been affiliated to the agricultural bureau according to the 
newly published documents in the county. But the authority has not been 
transferred yet…Now a loophole exists in the regulation on fixed-point 
operations of highly toxic pesticides. The new <Regulations on the Control 
of Agricultural Chemicals > has not been promulgated yet… (Quotes from an 
officer in the local agricultural bureau in D county)  

Officers in the enforcement agencies mentioned “incapacity”, 

“incapable” and “heavy workload” of enforcement most frequently. In 
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addition, the lack of explicitness about the enforcement responsibilities and 

weak enforcement autonomy frequently lead to failures of law enforcement 

or even no enforcement. More details are provided below by some 

enforcement officers: 

… It is a lack of legally binding documents. There are comparatively fewer 
regulations and rules on rural agricultural environment protection. Another 
thing is that the regulatory responsibility is very vague. In our province, it 
used to be the Agricultural Department’s responsibility to take charge of 
rural clean projects, but now it has been transferred to the Department of 
Environmental Protection... (Quotes from an officer in the agricultural 
environmental section of the agricultural bureau in D county) 

… We seldom do random inspections of pesticide residues on vegetables…In 
our county it is now the bureau of animal husbandry’s responsibility. The 
situation of multiple regulations turns out to be a weak regulation…Even 
though we have the equipment for detecting pesticide residues, we have 
stopped doing inspections… (Quotes from an officer in the agricultural 
bureau in D county) 

Thus, it can be seen that the pesticide enforcement involves very weak 

inspection capabilities as well as “mild” sanctions in the selected areas. 

Moreover, the insufficient financial and technical support, heavy workload 

and lack of labour, and limited enforcement autonomy largely weaken the 

enforcement deterrent. Although the authorized agency is so weak, a 

surprising number of vegetable farmers actually indicated compliance with 

the pesticide rules. Is there a highly perceived state deterrence among the 

vegetable farmers? Or any other threats that stimulate their compliance 

behavior? Then it would be of interest to see how the regulated farmers 

perceive the state deterrence. 

3.4.3 Perceived Detection Probability 

The basic “deterrence” theory indicates that the regulated actors are 

calculators. They tend to behave by pursuing more utilities when they 

encounter external threats that could harm them. In order to develop a 

subjective understanding of the vegetable farmers’ perceived deterrence, 

the researcher first asked them about how they generally perceive the 

possibility of detection, instead of directly asking about their perceived 

state deterrence. The overview of vegetable farmers’ perceived detection 

probability is clarified in Table 3.6. 
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Table 3.7 Overview of farmers’ perceived detection probability 
Perceived a probability of 
detection  

Pesticide behaviors 

Use of types of 
pesticides 

Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Time 
interval 

Positive No. 86 
72.3 

8 
6.7 

21 
17.6 % 

Negative No. 33 
27.7 

111 
93.3 

98 
82.4 % 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119. 

In terms of the use of types of pesticides, the percentage (72.3 percent) 

of vegetable farmers who perceived a positive detection probability is much 

higher than that for the other two pesticide behaviors (6.7 and 17.6 percent, 

respectively). Some vegetable farmers indicated that the enforcement 

bureau mainly focuses on the use of types of pesticides, and also they often 

conduct inspections on this. As some of them explained: 

…There are some regular inspections of vegetables. Sometimes the 
inspectors go to the vegetable market and do inspections there. It is much 
easier to be detected if you apply illegal pesticides… (Quotes from case 
N.L.NO.15) 

… You will definitely be detected if you apply illegal pesticides. All our 
tomatoes are sold on the vegetable wholesale market in Guangdong 
province. The inspectors there will do inspections for pesticide residues. In 
addition, in the past few years the officers in the provincial bureau came 
very often and did inspections in our village. They picked tomatoes in our 
fields directly for inspections… (Quotes from case C.M.NO.1) 

However, other farmers clearly indicated that the enforcement 

agencies seldom do inspections on the use of types of pesticides. As one 

vegetable farmer clarified: 

…Usually it is impossible to be detected as there are hardly any inspections. 
Unless someone has been poisoned and died, there will be no inspection… 
(Quotes from case D.S.NO.4) 

As explained above, the objective state enforcement for pesticide 

compliance is very low. Why is there such a high perception of being 

caught if violations of use of legal pesticides happen? Also, why is there 

such a big difference among different pesticide behaviors? It is necessary to 

examine whether there are differences among the different types of farmers 

first (see Table 3.7). 
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Table 3.8 Overview of farmers’ perceived detection probability by different types of 
farmers 
Perceived a 
probability of 
detection 

Pesticide behaviors 

Use of types of 
pesticides 

Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Time interval 

Ind. SCA MLC  Ind. SCA MLC Ind. SCA MLC 

Positive No. 42 37 7 2 0 6 11 3 7 
% 60.0 88.1 100.0 2.9 0.0 85.7 15.7 7.1 100.0 

Negative No. 28 5 0 68 42 1 59 39 0 
% 40.0 11.9 0.0 97.1 100.0 14.3 84.3 92.9 0.0 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Abbreviations: see Table 
3.3. Total number of individual farmers = 70; total number of SCA farmers = 42; total number of 
MLC farmers = 7. 

As shown in Table 3.7, there seems to be a big difference among 

individual, small cooperative or association (SCA) vegetable farmers, and 

medium or large cooperative (MLC) vegetable farmers, especially 

concerning time interval and disposal of pesticide containers. Most 

vegetable farmers who perceived a risk of being caught for these two 

offences are MLC vegetable farmers. Consider quotes from some of them: 

…The local agricultural bureau has organized meetings for all of us 
cooperatives. The officers emphasized frequently the appropriate disposal of 
pesticide containers… Some individual vegetable farmers might disobey the 
time interval, but we cooperatives who plant large-scale vegetable fields 
dare not do that. The enforcement officers will come for random 
inspections…  (Quotes from case N. C3) 

… It is hard to detect these individual vegetable farmers. The possibility is 
nearly zero. The local government cannot enforce in such distant areas with 
so few officers. The detection probability is very low. The enforcement 
activities normally target big vegetable farmers who farm hundreds of acres 
of vegetable fields. The local agricultural bureau officers do random 
inspections once a month, but they seldom go to these who farm 
small-scale fields. It is easier to regulate and enforce inspections on large 
farms… (Quotes from case N.C2) 

…The local agricultural bureau will do random inspections of water, soil, 
fertilizers and pesticide residues. For instance, this year the inspection 
officers have done twice random inspections of our vegetable farmers who 
plant large-scale fields… (Quotes from case N. C4) 

For different vegetable farmers, some are deterred more easily than 

others, that is, the deterrability varies (Jacobs, 2010). Their capacity and/or 

willingness to perform the costs and benefits calculation of violation 

behaviors differ. Nevertheless, the variations among different types of 

vegetable farmers do not explain why so many of them see a risk of being 
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caught for pesticide usage, nor does the objective deterrence stated above 

explain it as the chances of being detected by the state are objectively very 

low. So something else must be involved. One possible explanation could 

be that detection comes from other related sources. Thus, after asking 

about the perceived detection probability, the interviewer continued on to 

ask about the source of the perceived detection as well as the likelihood of 

detection with respondents who said yes or got answers from people who 

volunteered but said there was no possibility of being detected. First, the 

overview of the vegetable farmers’ perceived detection source is shown in 

Table 3.8. 

Table 3.9 Overview of farmers’ perceived detection source 
Detection sources Pesticide behaviors 

Use of types of 
pesticides 

Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Time 
interval 

The enforcement 
agencies 

No. 30 8 9 
% 25.2 6.7 7.6 

The “third parties” 
involved 

No. 38 0 12 
% 31.9 0.0 10.1 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents = 119. 

Clearly, vegetable farmers indicated other detection sources than the 

state authority. It is interesting to find that many respondents started to 

talk about “third parties”53 even when the interviewer did not ask them 

directly. Even when asked if illegal pesticide behaviors can be discovered 

still many farmers began to discuss non-state detection. Especially for the 

use of types, the detection percentage from the “third parties” is much 

higher than that of the other two pesticide behaviors. Then why is there a 

variation in deterrence sources among different pesticide behaviors? I first 

examined different types of vegetable farmers’ perceived detection source 

for pesticide behaviors (see Table 3.9). 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
53

 Here the “third parties” refer to all non-state actors involved in deterrence. 
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Table 3.10 Overview of perceived detection sources by different types of farmers 
Detection sources Pesticide behaviors 

Use of types of 
pesticides 

Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Time interval 

Ind. SCA MLC  Ind. SCA MLC Ind. SCA MLC 
The 
enforcement 
agencies  

No. 11 13 6 2 0 6 2 1 6 

% 15.7 31.0 85.7 2.9 0.0 85.7 2.9 2.4 85.7 

The “third 
parties” 
involved 

No. 27 10 1 0 0 0 10  1 1 

% 38.6 23.8 14.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.3 2.4 14.3 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Abbreviations: see Table 
3.2. Total number of individual farmers = 70; total number of SCA farmers = 42; total number of 
MLC farmers = 7. 

Individual vegetable farmers indicated the greatest probability of being 

caught by the “third parties”, especially for the use of types; SCA vegetable 

farmers described threats from both the state and the “third parties”; MLC 

vegetable farmers indicated that most threats originated from the 

enforcement authorities. Then it was necessary to look individually at how 

different vegetable farmers perceived the different detection sources as well 

as the likelihood of being detected. 

3.4.3.1  Perceived State Detection 

For the use of types of pesticides, vegetable farmers perceived the greatest 

probability of being detected by the enforcement agency (as shown in Table 

3.8), in comparison to the other two offences. Among the 30 vegetable 

farmers, 29 of them also stated that the possibility of being caught was 

high. Some of all three types of vegetable farmers indicated a probability of 

detection by the local agricultural bureau. As one of them explained: 

…The possibility of being found out is very high if someone uses illegal 
pesticides. Officers in the local agricultural bureau who are responsible for 
the inspection come at some unannounced time. They will randomly 
inspect vegetable fields. Now is not the season when pesticides are sprayed 
very often, so they seldom come. They will come very often when pesticides 
are frequently used, especially in May and June… (Quotes from case 
N.L.NO.7) 

Meanwhile, some associate vegetable farmers indicated a probability of 

being detected by both the local enforcement agency and the enforcement 

agency of the city where they market their vegetables. Here is a quote from 

one vegetable farmer:  
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…Ten years ago it was quiet normal to use phoxim (辛硫磷)…Now with the 
increase of consumers’ demand for safer vegetables and the improvement of 
the government’s safety standards, on one hand consumers reject 
vegetables with spraying of highly toxic pesticides, on the other hand, the 
government takes action by inspecting the vegetables on the market… The 
possibility of being found out if we apply highly toxic pesticides is very high, 
for example, when we transport a cartful of tomatoes to the big vegetable 
wholesale market, the local inspection bureau will conduct a random 
inspection…In addition to the inspections from the local bureau where the 
tomato is sold, the native agricultural bureau also made announcements to 
ask us not to spray highly toxic pesticides. They told us which pesticides are 
poisonous and cannot be used…They do ask us not to use them... Now we 
farmers have to obey the rules. We have no other choice… (Quotes from 
case C.M.NO.3) 

The high possibility of being caught by enforcement officers often 

restrains vegetable farmers from violating the use of legal pesticides. 

However, for both the container disposal and time interval, only a few of 

them indicated a state detection probability. Regarding the container 

disposal, eight vegetable farmers (6.7 percent) indicated a probability of a 

violation being discovered by the local enforcement agency, and only six 

MLC ones indicated a high detection possibility. As one of them responded:  

…Yes. The possibility is very high as we use lots of pesticides each time and 
there is often a pile of pesticide containers. If we dispose of them 
inappropriately, we are easily caught. The local agricultural bureau has 
organized training courses for us vegetable farmers who plant large-scale 
vegetable fields and demanded that we dispose of pesticide containers 
according to the relevant regulatory laws and rules. Otherwise it creates 
environmental pollution… (Quotes from case N.C3) 

The high possibility of being detected impedes these farmers from 

carrying out illegal disposal. Although another two (1.7 percent) individual 

farmers perceived a risk of illegal disposal being detected by the 

enforcement agency, both of them indicated that the possibility was low. 

All the other vegetable farmers (93.2 percent) indicated no possibility of 

being detected.  

Regarding the time interval, among these nine vegetable farmers who 

indicated a state detection probability (7.6 percent), seven of them felt the 

possibility of being caught was high; six of them were MLC vegetable 

farmers and one was a SCA farmer. Consider the quote below:  

…The local agricultural bureau randomly inspects for pesticide residues. We 
vegetable farmers who plant large-scale vegetable fields are the key targets. 
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Taking this year as an example, they selected two large-scale vegetable 
planters, with once in the first half of the year and once in the second half. 
They usually select two types of vegetables for inspection: the leading 
vegetables you sell and the ones that produce a crop for a long period... 
(Quotes from case N.L1) 

Another two individual vegetable farmers indicated a low possibility of 

being detected. As one of them stated: 

…Usually, the possibility of being found out is very low. Now the state has 
prohibited the production of highly toxic pesticides, and people seldom use 
low-toxic ones. We live in a small area and the enforcement officers seldom 
come. They usually go to the vegetable wholesale market in big cities … 
(Quotes from case N.D.NO.2)  

We conclude that, consistent with the objectively low state 

enforcement as well as the emphasis on detecting pesticide residues, 

vegetable farmers perceived the most state deterrence for violation of rules 

on the use of types; also, among the three types of vegetable farmers, MLC 

farmers perceived the most state deterrence for the three pesticide 

behaviors. 

3.4.3.2  Perceived Detection from the “Third Parties” 

How can there be a high perceived detection probability without strong 

state enforcement? Are there any other threatening sources of detection? 

Recent studies have broadened the traditional perspective that is limited to 

state deterrence; pressures from various “third parties” other than official 

regulatory agencies could also be harnessed or “enrolled” to drive the 

regulated actor’s compliance (May & Winter, 1999; Nielsen & Parker, 2008; 

Black, 2003; Van Rooij, 2013; Grabosky, 1995). The “third parties” could be 

non-governmental organizations or individuals, which were defined by 

Gunningham et al. (2003) as different “stakeholders”. They sometimes work 

together to foster compliance. Here this study defines “third parties” as any 

non-state actor that might impose threats on the regulated entities and 

stimulate them to comply with the law. An overview of relevant “third 

parties” for the vegetable farmers is shown in Table 3.10. 
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Table 3.11 Overview of “third parties” that farmers’ perceived detection probability 
originated from 
Pesticide behaviors The “third parties” involved 

Vegetable 
vendors 

Customers Cooperatives 
/associations 

Total 

Use of types of pesticides No. 13 15 10 38 
% 10.9 12.6 8.4  

Disposal of pesticide containers No. 0 0 0 0 

% 0.0 0.0 0.0  

Time interval No. 0 12 0 12 
% 0.0 10.1 0.0  

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119. 

There are multiple sources that activate the vegetable farmers’ 

perceived detection probability. Here the “third parties” mainly refer to 

vegetable vendors or consumers like individual customers, supermarkets or 

schools, or cooperatives or associations that vegetable farmers join. They 

are discussed separately below. 

 

Perceived risk originating from vegetable vendors 

 

In terms of the use of pesticide types, 13 individual vegetable farmers 

(10.9 percent) described a risk originating from the vegetable vendors to 

whom they often sell vegetables wholesale. They also indicated a high 

possibility of being discovered. The majority of these farmers live in the 

villages of N county. They often sell vegetables wholesale to vegetable 

vendors who transport them for resale in the provincial city nearby. As one 

of them explained: 

…Usually, it is impossible for vegetable farmers to use illegal pesticides. Our 
vegetables are almost always sold to acquaintances…If anything poisonous 
is detected, the customers would find the vegetable vendor and then the 
vendor would find the vegetable farmers. It is risky. We are natives. It can 
be traced very easily… (Quotes from case N.D.NO.5) 

In terms of both container disposal and time interval, no threat from 

vegetable vendors is indicated. The reason might be that vegetable vendors 

do not care about disposal. And for these who did not perceive threats due 

to an illegal time interval, the main reason might be that they often apply 

low-toxic pesticides that very seldom cause direct poisoning. And it usually 

takes time to produce obvious harm to people’s health. As one vegetable 

farmer indicated:  
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… Usually, I harvest vegetables three or four days after pesticide spraying. 
Especially in the summer, the pests are very serious. I have to spray pesticides 
more frequently. Now we are using all low-toxic ones. It is very difficult to be 
detected as it does not cause serious poisoning… (Quotes from case 
N.L.NO.14) 

Perceived risk originating from customers 

 

In terms of use of pesticide types, 15 individual vegetable farmers (12.6 

percent) indicated a risk originating from customers. Only 2 farmers felt 

that the possibility is low, and they will not be detected unless poisoning 

accidents occur; the other 13 farmers indicated a high possibility of being 

caught. The majority of these farmers live in the villages of D county and 

often sell vegetables to individual customers or supermarkets or schools. 

Below they explained the risk: 

… I dare not use these old pesticides. They are poisonous and unsafe and 
may bring major trouble. I sell vegetables to the supermarket, and their 
demands regarding vegetables are very strict. If there is any poison 
detected, they can find us and demand compensation very easily. So I only 
sell safe vegetables to the supermarket… (Quotes from case D.T.NO.1) 

…We often sell vegetables to the supermarkets nearby. This is a long-term 
relationship. If your vegetables cause any poisoning, the supermarket would 
ask you to accept responsibility. Of course, they would not trust you 
anymore, and you would lose your business… (Quotes from case D.S.NO.10) 

In terms of disposal of pesticide containers, there is no perceived risk 

from customers. The reason might be that vegetable customers do not care 

about the disposal. In terms of time interval, 12 vegetable farmers (10.1 

percent) indicated a risk originating from customers. And 6 of them 

indicated a high possibility of being caught, with 5 individual vegetable 

farmers and one MLC farmer. As some of them explained: 

… It seldom happens that someone picks green onions within the safe 
interval. Otherwise it will be very troublesome. We usually sell vegetables to 
acquaintances. They can trace us very easily. We cannot afford the loss… 
(Quotes from case D.L.NO.12) 

… Once when I sold vegetables in a town, some of my customers told me 
that some other farmer’s vegetables are not safe, and they dare not buy his 
vegetables. The town is very small and people know each other very well. If 
you sell unsafe vegetables, people will know… (Quotes from case D.L.NO.6) 

Another 6 vegetable farmers indicated a low possibility of being found 

out by customers. As one of them explained: 
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… Usually the possibility of being found out is very low. Even though 
someone does not obey the time interval, it does not cause poisoning 
immediately. Now the state has prohibited the production of highly toxic 
pesticides, and all the ones we use are low-toxic ones. Generally, it would be 
not poisonous after a few hours’ spraying. Even if it were detected by 
customers, it is very difficult to distinguish the harm to human health… 
(Quotes from case N.X.NO.9)  

Perceived risk originating from cooperatives or associations 

 

SCA vegetable farmers are often organized into cooperatives or 

associations which usually provide pesticides and purchase or help them 

sell vegetables in a unified way. In terms of the use of pesticide types, 10 

vegetable farmers (8.4 percent) expressed a risk originating from the 

cooperatives or associations they join. They also indicated a high possibility 

of being caught. As some of them highlighted: 

…We do not use highly toxic pesticides. Boss Xie (the one who is 
responsible for the cooperative) has already announced that to us 
beforehand. He said that if someone offers peppers with pesticide residues 
exceeding the standard, he will refuse to purchase them, as all the peppers 
will be mixed and these excessive ones will affect the whole batch. It would 
be a big loss… (Quotes from case N.R.NO.3) 

…Of course we will not use these highly toxic ones on vegetables. Boss Xie 
has already informed us of this. I usually buy the pesticides he recommends 
and sends here… (Quotes from case N.R.NO.4) 

For both disposal of pesticide containers and time interval, there is no 

perceived threat from the cooperatives or associations. The interview with 

the cooperative’s representative explained the difference among the three 

offences: 

…Our cooperative cooperates with vegetable farmers and signs contracts 
with them. I usually buy pesticides wholesale and then transport and sell 
them to the vegetable farmers. Sometimes I recommend that they buy legal 
and appropriate pesticides in the local pesticide stores. On the one hand, it 
is cheaper, and on the other, it is safer for quality. I demand that these 
vegetable farmers do not use highly toxic pesticides as all the peppers will 
be sold to a pepper-processing factory. It demands no use of highly toxic 
pesticides. In addition, the local agricultural bureau warned us not to use 
illegal pesticides. Sometimes they organize meetings for us about vegetable 
safety…Regarding the container disposal, there are no demands. It depends 
on their basic essence and consciousness... Regarding the time interval, it is 
difficult to achieve a safe interval. Vegetable farmers have to pick the ripe 
ones although it is sometimes inappropriate. The only thing I can do is to 
suggest to them to avoid spraying before harvesting peppers. It does 
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happens and is morally reprehensible, but that is all we can do… (Quotes 
from the cooperative’s representative) 

As illustrated above, there is a much higher perception about being 

caught by the “third parties” for violation of the use of pesticide types, in 

comparison to that for the other two offences. Here again, different types of 

vegetable farmers seem to vary (see Table 3.11). 

Table 3.12 Overview of perceived detection probability originating from the “third 
parties” by different types of farmers 
“Third parties” 
involved 

Pesticide behaviors 
Use of types of 
pesticides 

Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Time interval 

Ind. SCA MLC  Ind. SCA MLC Ind. SCA MLC 
Vegetable 
vendors  

No. 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

% 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Customers No. 15 0 0 0 0 0 10 1 1 
% 21.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.3 2.4 14.3 

Cooperatives/ 
associations 

No. 0 
0.0 

10 
23.8 

0 
0.0 

0 
0.0 

0 
0.0 

0 
0.0 

0 
0.0 

0 
0.0 

0 
0.0 % 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Abbreviations: see Table 
3.3. Total number of individual farmers = 70; total number of SCA farmers = 42; total number of 
MLC farmers = 7. 

As shown above, there seems to be a big variation among different 

types of vegetable farmers, especially regarding the use of types. 

Specifically, individual vegetable farmers perceived the most risk from both 

the vegetable vendors (20.0 percent, total n=70) and customers (21.4 

percent); SCA vegetable farmers perceived the most risk from cooperatives 

or associations (23.8 percent, total n=42). Why are there different “third 

parties” that pose threats for different types of vegetable farmers? It might 

be of interest to focus on each type of vegetable farmer and their attitudes 

to different threats. Rural vegetable farmers in China live in a community. 

Human behavior is constructed by the social structure, which is described 

by Black (2000) as the social geometry of human behavior, that is, the social 

characteristics of these involved, such as their degree of past interaction or 

their level of wealth. Regulated vegetable farmers live in a society built on 

the social system, human communication, and other social elements. The 

“distance” between the regulated and other relevant actors involved in the 

society affects the deterrence source. The closer the relational distance 
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between vegetable farmers and relevant actors, the more deterrence is 

perceived. Chinese vegetable farmers live in an “acquaintance society”54 

characterized by interpersonal relationships and networks (Fei, 1992). The 

“relational distance” is constructed by personal communication and 

relationships. The closer distance between vegetable farmers and their 

acquaintances decides that the “third parties” serve important roles in 

shaping their perceived deterrence. “Acquaintances” and “close 

relationship” are frequently referred to by them:  

…We dare not to use these poisonous pesticides. Their usage causes 
poisoning for sure. We and the vegetable vendors know each other. If you 
sell vegetables to them and someone gets poisoned, they can find you…It is 
very easy for them to find us. Usually, vegetable farmers frequently contact 
and sell vegetables to some vendors. We are acquaintances, “strangers at the 
first meeting, and friends at the second". We seldom sell vegetables to 
strangers. For example, I sell cucumbers to someone today and some 
customers get poisoned. It is guaranteed that he will find me…We conduct 
business every day, of course we dare not do so… (Quotes from case 
N.D.NO.2) 

…We are acquaintances. We are very familiar with each other. If there is any 
problem, he can find us very easily, unless you do not want to make a 
long-term business and do not care about losing the guanxi… (Quotes from 
case N.D.NO.5) 

…We normally sell vegetables to some acquaintances, and we know each 
other. If you sell vegetables in the town to someone and he gets poisoned, 
he will definitely ask you to take responsibility… (Quotes from case 
D.L.NO.8) 

… Sometimes I sell vegetables to the local supermarket. The supermarkets 
usually buy vegetables in the cities nearby. Sometimes they buy vegetables 
from the local vegetable farmers. We have a vegetable wholesale market 
very early in the morning every day. The supermarkets, local schools, 
vegetable vendors always come to buy vegetables wholesale. Of course, they 
will choose their acquaintances. They often choose with four principles: 
first, choose nice-looking and cheaper vegetables; second, choose familiar 
and most frequent sellers; third, choose these vegetables with rich types and 
quantities; fourth, you should keep your promise in your business, if you 
sell vegetables that have already been ordered by others, you will lose your 
customers and business… (Quotes from case D.S.NO.3) 

                                                           
54

 “Acquaintance society” was primarily proposed by Fei Xiaotong, Xiangtu Zhongguo. 
Shanghai: Guancha, 1948 (translated as From the Soil: The Foundations of Chinese Society, 
Univ. of California Press, 1992). Fei was a pioneering Chinese researcher and professor of 
sociology and anthropology. Acquaintance society generally refers to interpersonal 
relationships. 
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…Whenever there is a technical problem, I can make calls to Boss Xie (the 
person responsible for the cooperatives that the farmer joins). He responds 
very quickly and sometimes even invites agro-technicians to help us. I like 
the cooperative form very much. We need not pay anything for the 
technical aid. I like Boss Xie. I think he is a nice person. His sister lives in 
our village, and we have known each other for many years. Of course he is 
doing so partially for his own interest. But without him, it is very difficult 
for us to find a market… (Quotes from case N.R.NO.3) 

In traditional Chinese rural society, people are connected very tightly. 

Vegetable farmers, especially these individual and cooperative or 

association farmers, live in an acquaintance society. They very often 

conduct business with people they know very well and these who also know 

them very well. The connection tie is closely built on and embedded in 

long-term trust and personal “guanxi”55. To some extent, it even replaces 

the function of rules and laws. Once the trust is destroyed, it is difficult to 

re-enter the “guanxi” circle and search for support. Closer “relational 

distance” implies that the “third parties” act as the vegetable farmers’ 

crucial contact persons, which become crucial deterrent sources affecting 

their pesticide compliance behavior. Vegetable farmers indicated that the 

greatest threat was losing their connections and not doing their business 

successfully. The “third parties” here are usually their direct customers who 

buy and consume their vegetables or indirect customers who buy 

vegetables for businesses, or the cooperatives or associations that the 

vegetable farmers join. In addition, the enforcement agency here 

sometimes acts as a promoter in stimulating the perceived risk from the 

“third parties”: 

… Last year when I organized vegetable farmers to plant peppers, the 
agricultural law enforcement group called me and demanded that I pay 
attention to the pepper safety… I usually take part in meetings organized by 
the agricultural bureau. They pay great attention to guaranteeing the 
vegetable quality and safety … (quotes from the person responsible for the 
cooperative) 

Thus, it is concluded that the “relational distance” built on trust and 

personal relationship or “guanxi” affects the different vegetable farmers’ 

perceived risks from different “third parties” involved. The perceived risk is 

                                                           
55

 Guanxi describes the basic dynamic in personalized networks of influence and is a central 
idea in Chinese society (from Wikipedia). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/China
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higher when there is a closer relational distance between the regulated 

actor and the “third party” involved. Meanwhile, the enforcement authority 

sometimes acts as a promoter motivating the vegetable farmers’ perceived 

threats.  

3.4.3.3  Perceived Mixed Detection Probability 

Some other vegetable farmers perceived a multi-faceted detection 

probability, including both the state and non-state threats, which is evident 

only for the use of pesticide types. Specifically, 18 vegetable farmers (15.1 

percent) indicated mixed risks for the use of pesticide types as well as a 

high detection possibility. Consider these quotes from some of them:  

…Most of us who have already planted vegetables for more than five or six 
years do not spray highly toxic pesticides. Our vegetables are randomly 
selected for examination. The inspection officers come whenever and 
wherever possible. If they detect you using illegal ones, they will remove 
your vegetables and even impose sanctions. In addition, our neighbors are 
almost all vegetable farmers. They notice if you spray illegal pesticides. 
Then they will tell other persons. It is not good for us… (Quotes from case 
N.L.NO.5) 

…The village forbids us to use illegal and toxic pesticides. Almost all the 
pesticides we use are from the association. They sell appropriate pesticides 
to us wholesale. No matter who uses the illegal ones, he should take 
responsibility for that. In addition, all our eggplants are packaged and 
labelled with the name of the production area. If there is any problem, they 
can easily find us. Thus, we absolutely do not use these illegal ones… 
(Quotes from case C.X.NO.9)  

The majority of them (14 of 18) are association vegetable farmers. They 

are organized by the association that is financially supported by the local 

agricultural bureau. All of them indicated a high detection probability from 

the association and the local agricultural bureau or the enforcement bureau 

of the cities in which they sell vegetables. One of them explained further:  

… You will be found out if you apply illegal pesticides. The village 
association has already emphasized the use of legal ones a lot. Also, the 
vegetables will be sold on the market in Guangdong. The local government 
there will do inspections in the vegetable wholesale market… (Quotes from 
case C.X.NO.17) 

The “co-regulation” largely reinforces the deterrent threats. A village 

leader who is also the president of the vegetable association provided some 

details: 
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… Our eggplant is an extended seasonal vegetable, and it was registered as a 
green vegetable from 2007 to 2010. The trademark “Nanshang Ding” was 
preliminarily registered by the local agricultural bureau and then continued 
to be financially supported by the Zhaoyang Corporation. The corporation 
allowed us to use the trademark and package the eggplant with the 
trademark. In addition, we were the vegetable base for the Hong Kong area 
(2009-2012), which is approved by the Provincial Entry-Exit Inspection and 
Quarantine Bureau. They have very strict standards on climate and 
pesticide residues. The inspection officers in the provincial and county 
levels come and conduct inspections very often. In addition, all the 
vegetable farmers in our village join the eggplant association. The 
association has published relevant regulations on the use of pesticide types, 
and all the members are ordered to use highly effective and low-toxic 
pesticides; we are especially forbidden to use these highly toxic ones. We 
announce this to new members when they join the association. Also, 
anyone who uses prohibited pesticides and is discovered on the market 
takes full responsibility. Associate farmers plant vegetables together, and it 
is very convenient for them to supervise each other. Anyone who sprays 
illegal ones could be reported to the association. If his poisonous vegetables 
affect other members’, he will not get all his vegetable earnings from us, as 
we sell vegetables together and keep an account each time, and all the 
members are paid at the end of each year…  

Short Summary 

This section studied subjective deterrence and particularly looked at 

variations within the sample, seeking to uncover the underlying reasons 

behind them.It found that vegetable farmers indicated a range of detection 

probability in terms of different offences and different offenders. 

Specifically, in terms of offences, the greatest detection probability was 

indicated for the use of types of pesticides; in terms of offenders, medium 

or large cooperative vegetable farmers indicated the greatest detection 

probability. Furthermore, the vegetable farmers’ detection sources varied. 

Besides the subjective state deterrence, pressures from various “third 

parties”, rather than official regulatory agencies, also played a role in 

stimulating compliance. Here the “third parties” included vegetable 

vendors, customers, and cooperatives or associations. Such variations could 

be explained by multiple factors, including the pesticide behaviors studied, 

the type of vegetable farmers and the geographical locations. Furthermore, 

the variations were constructed and shaped by the “relational distance” 

between vegetable farmers and the relevant actors. The “relational 

distance” built on trust and personal relationship (“guanxi”) affected the 

vegetable farmers’ perceived threats from different “third parties”. 
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Generally speaking, the closer the relational distance between the regulated 

actor and the “third parties” involved, the greater the perceived threats. 

3.4.4 Perceived Sanction Impact 

After the questions of perceived detection probability and detection source, 

the interviewer asked about the perceived sanction impact if the illegal 

behaviors were discovered. 56 Here it is notable that no vegetable farmers 

who indicated a negative detection probability stated any sanction impact, 

because vegetable farmers who indicated a negative possibility always 

indicated it has nothing to do with the sanction as there is no possibility of 

being found out at all, or there is no sanction unless serious poisoning is 

detected.  

Specifically, in terms of the use of types of pesticides, all 86 vegetable 

farmers who indicated a detection probability (72.3 percent) confirmed a 

sanction impact. Some of them mentioned a state administrative sanction 

which would ultimately affect their earnings. As some vegetable farmers 

explained: 

… If someone who uses illegal pesticides is detected by the inspection 
officer, he will be punished very severely. All the vegetables will be 
plucked… (Quotes from case N.L.NO.7) 

… If they are found to be poisonous by the local agricultural bureau, all the 
vegetables are forbidden to be sold on the market. Then the farmers will 
lose money… (Quotes from case C.M.NO.3) 

Some others indicated a greater economic consequence. Consider a 

quote from one vegetable farmer: 

… This may cause very severe consequences. If there is any detection on the 
market, all the eggplants in our village will be rejected and not sold on the 
market. Furthermore, we have to pay all the expenditures including the 
transport fees, package fees, etc… (Quotes from case C.X.NO.6)  

In addition to the perceived administrative sanctions or financial loss, 

some vegetable farmers who indicated threats from “third parties” stated 

other forms of sanctions. As some of them explained:  

                                                           
56

 Unlike most objective deterrence literature that examines sanction severity, this study 
examines the regulated actors’ sanction impact, as it is more adaptive to the subjective 
approach. 
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…We sell vegetables in baskets. The vegetable vendors can distinguish the 
owners by the baskets very easily. If you apply illegal pesticides and cause 
any poisoning, he can easily find you and ask you to take responsibility. 
Meanwhile, you will lose your business and guanxi… (Quotes from case 
N.D.NO.5) 

…The cooperative asked us not to use these highly toxic pesticides. If your 
peppers are found to be poisonous, he will not purchase your peppers any 
more. Then it will be difficult to sell your peppers at other places. We live in 
a remote village, and transportation is very inconvenient… (Quotes from 
case N.R.NO.7) 

…Once there is any disqualification reported, the whole carload of tomatoes 
will not be permitted to be sold on the market again. Furthermore, even 
without a label, the wholesalers know the tomatoes are from your village, 
and they would assume that all tomatoes here are problematic. Then they 
will never come to buy tomatoes… (Quotes from case C.M.NO.3) 

The stringent consequences of taking responsibility, loss of “guanxi” 

and financial loss restrain vegetable farmers from violations of the use of 

legal pesticides. But similar to the perceived detection probability, only a 

few of them indicated a sanction impact for both the container disposal and 

time interval. In terms of disposal, only 6 MLC vegetable farmers (5.0 

percent) mentioned a sanction. As one of them responded:  

…If you were found out by the enforcement officers, I do not think they will 
impose a sanction. But it is not good for your reputation… (Quotes from 
case N.C3) 

The risk to reputation rather than penalty restrains these farmers from 

illegal disposal. As discussed in the last operational cost-benefit calculation 

section, they might want to retain their “good image” and thus keep the 

economic subsidy from the local bureau. All the other vegetable farmers 

(95.0 percent) indicated no sanction impact. In terms of time interval, 

similarly the vast majority of vegetable farmers (89.1 percent) indicated no 

sanction impact. Only 21 vegetable farmers who stated a positive detection 

probability (17.6 percent) indicated an economic sanction. Here are quotes 

from some of them:  

… Once you have been detected by the local agricultural bureau, none of 
your vegetables can be sold any more. That’s a big loss for us… (Quotes from 
case N.L1) 

… Of course, you can be found out if you do not obey the safety interval and 
thus cause poisoning. It is very risky. The customers can trace the vegetable 
shop, and then the vegetable shop owner can find us. It is your own 
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responsibility and has nothing to do with the pesticide store owners… 
(Quotes from case D.S.NO.6) 

Most other vegetable farmers indicated that there is no sanction 

impact as violations are rarely detected, and for these that were detected 

the sanction is not severe unless some serious poisoning occurred. 

Generally speaking, the sanctions vegetable farmers mentioned most are 

administrative penalties, prohibition of vegetable selling, compensation for 

victims, or loss of “guanxi” and thus financial loss, except for the 6 MLC 

farmers who mentioned reputational risk for a violation of legal disposal.  

Even though most vegetable farmers indicated the existence of risks, 

from either the state or the “third parties” involved, very few of them 

indicated the so-called “signal cases” proposed by Thronton et al. (2005). 

Only one individual vegetable farmer and one cooperative farmer who 

plant large-scale vegetable fields mentioned signal cases for the violation of 

the legal time interval: 

… I remember that last year the “cucumber event” happened in Europe, but 
I cannot remember the name of the country. Perhaps Britain or 
Germany…However, I did not hear about any cases nearby. Usually, if 
people sell vegetables with pesticide residues surpassing the legal limit, it is 
hardly ever discovered immediately… (Quotes from case N.X.NO.9) 

… I heard that there were several water spinach poisoning incidents the year 
before last, but the individual vegetable sellers could not be found, and the 
victims gave up trying to trace them. It is very difficult to find the offenders. 
They are individual vegetable farmers who sell vegetables everywhere 
without centralized management. The sellers and buyers do not know each 
other. Unlike these farmers who plant large-scale vegetable fields and sell 
vegetables to supermarkets or schools, they usually have short-term 
business relationships, and these vegetable farmers cannot be found easily… 
(Quotes from case N. L5) 

It seems that here the “signal” cases did not come up naturally in the 

conversation. Even though they were mentioned by a few farmers, they 

could not serve as reminders or reassurance. In addition, none of vegetable 

farmers mentioned any personal experience of being caught (specific 

deterrence; Thronton et al., 2005). This might be largely because the 

method used here is different from Thronton et al.’s (2005), as they asked 

directly about such cases. Nevertheless, largely general deterrence is 

imposed on the vegetable farmers here. Even though most vegetable 

farmers did not indicate the state will inspect the violation behavior and 
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impose sanctions and there are no nearby lessons teaching them to obey 

the rules, some of them did perceive a general deterrence which threatens 

and prevents them from committing violations. As one farmer who 

mentioned state deterrence of the illegal use of types explained: 

… The enforcement officers in the local agricultural bureau often come for 
random inspections. I do not know when they would come. But if you apply 
illegal pesticides, it is highly possible that you would be caught. If you were 
caught, you will be punished heavily… (Quotes from case N. L.NO.11) 

Short Summary 

This section concluded that the perceived sanction impact was mainly 

economic or financial. The regulated actors indicated that most sanctions 

were administrative penalties, prohibition of vegetable selling, 

compensation for victims, or loss of “guanxi” and ultimately financial loss, 

etc. The impact could be perceived as high as these farmers indicated that 

they mainly live from vegetable production, and the economic influences 

are very significant for them.  

3.4.5 Farmers’ Perceived Deterrence and Pesticide Compliance 

As explained in the last section, vegetable farmers perceived a differing 

deterrability of different offences and offenders. This section analyzes how 

vegetable farmers’ perceived deterrence is related to their self-reported 

compliance behaviour. The association between their perceived deterrent 

risk and their compliance behavior is shown below (see Table 3.12). 

Table 3.13 Association between farmers’ perceived risk and their compliance 
behaviors 
Compliance  
behaviors 

Perceived a high 
detection probability 

Perceived a sanction 
impact 

Positive Negative Positive Negative 
Use of types of 
pesticides 

Compliant No. 83 20 86 17 

% 100.0 55.6 100.0 51.5 

Noncompliant No. 0 16 0 16 
% 0.0 44.4 0.0 48.5 

Total 83 36 86 33 

Disposal of 
pesticide 
containers 

Compliant No. 6 44 6 44 

% 100.0 38.9 100.0 38.9 

Noncompliant No. 0 69 0 69 
% 0.0 61.0 0.0 61.0 

Total 6 113 6 113 
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Table 3.14 Association between farmers’ perceived risk and their compliance 
behaviors (continued) 
Compliance  
behaviors 

Perceived a high detection probability Perceived a sanction 
impact 

Positive Negative Positive Negative 
Time interval Compliant No. 13 36 21 28 

% 100.0 34.0 100.0 28.6 
Noncompliant No. 0 70 0 70 

% 0.0 66.0 0.0 71.4 
Total 13 106 21 98 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119. 

There is an overlap between the perceived high detection probability 

and sanction impact. These who indicated a negative detection probability 

always indicated no sanction impact. They indicated that either it has 

nothing to do with the sanction as there is no possibility of being found 

out, or there is no sanction unless serious poisoning incidents occur. 

Generally speaking, it seems that there is a positive relation between 

vegetable farmers’ perceived high detection possibility as well as sanction 

impact and the self-reported compliance. The higher the perceived 

detection probability and sanction impact, the greater the compliance 

reported. In addition, vegetable farmers who indicated a high possibility of 

being detected sometimes discussed their own compliance behavior, or 

when talking about their own behavior sometimes also discussed the risk of 

detection. Below are some quotes in which farmers themselves link 

detection to compliance. 

…If you sell vegetables sprayed with highly toxic pesticides, vegetable vendors 
can easily find you as we are all acquaintances. It is impossible for us to use 
illegal ones. Very few farmers use illegal pesticides. Now we are using these 
highly effective but low-toxic ones… (Quotes from case N.D.NO.1) 

…I choose pesticides by the vegetable diseases and pests. I usually use these 

low-toxic pesticides like abamectin (阿维菌素). I dare not to use these highly 
toxic ones. Otherwise the customers would get poisoned. It is not good for 
me. I cannot afford the responsibility…  (Quotes from case N.T.NO.2)  

However, all the vegetable farmers who perceived no possibility of 

being caught as well as no sanction indicated noncompliance. As one of 

them explained:  

…Now lots of old pesticides are not sold on the market. Some new brands are 

ineffective. I prefer to use some old pesticides like carbofuran (呋喃丹). It is 

very effective for killing insects. I think it is impossible to be found out if 
someone uses highly toxic pesticides. Customers prefer to buy vegetables 
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without pests on it. Some girls even are scared of insects. Vegetables without 
pests and pest holes sell better… (Quotes from case D.S.NO.5)  

Meanwhile, as elaborated in the last section, the sanctions most 

vegetable farmers mentioned seem to be modest and mainly economic. 

Nevertheless, they may be perceived as having a high impact on these 

families that mainly live from vegetable production, and the economic 

effects are devastating for them. As highlighted by one vegetable farmer 

below:  

…The price of vegetables is unstable and changes a lot, especially when 
seasonal vegetables come onto the market, it is worthless. In addition, 
customers prefer to buy good-looking vegetables. The appearance of 
vegetables seems to be essential in deciding the vegetable price… “Good 
vegetables without good prices”. We work very hard every day. But finally 
the vegetable vendors earn the majority of profits. We sell vegetables to 
them wholesale at a low price. They transfer vegetables to the agricultural 
wholesale market in the big cities and sell them at double or even three 
times the price. The consumers pay the bill but we do not earn a lot… 
During summer, the price is worse. We normally go out to sell vegetables 
wholesale at five or six o’clock in the afternoon and sometimes they are still 
not sold at midnight. We can continue to sell them on the second day, but 
on the third day they are not fresh anymore. We have to dispose of all of 
them… I used to work in the factory in the city, but I cannot support my 
family like that. I could only earn about 10,000 to 20,000 RMB per year. This 
is inadequate. Just my son’s educational fees cost tens of thousands per year. 
We can earn more by vegetable production even though it demands much 
labor… (Quotes from case N.L.NO.9)  

Second, some vegetable farmers who did not perceive a risk of being 

detected also stated compliance (55.6 percent, total n=36; 38.9 percent, 

total n=113; 34.0 percent, total n=106, respectively). Why do these regulated 

entities comply without deterrence? They are not just SCA or MLC 

vegetable farmers. There are also individual vegetable farmers. Consistent 

with the deterrence doctrine that generally emphasizes the deterrent legal 

effect, the subjective deterrence often assigns risk to the regulated actors’ 

perceived legal threat from the regulatory enforcement agencies. A broader 

study of compliance motivations is required, and the conventional view on 

the bivariate relationship between legal sanctions and crime is being 

criticized. Some scholars revealed that risks from extralegal threats such as 

social control and social influence are at least as great a deterrent as the 

legal threat (Meier & Johnson, 1977; Nagin & Grey, 2001; Gunningham et al. 

2005; Paternoster & Simpson, 1993, 1996; Simpson & Rorie, 2012). Meier and 
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Johnson (1977) even prioritize extralegal effects in their study of conformity 

of use of marijuana. They compared the relative efficacy of extralegal 

influences with the controlling effects of legal threats and found that 

extralegal threats like age, fear of physical consequences of such use, and 

beliefs that marijuana use is immoral are more salient and threatening. 

Thus, the puzzle of “excessive” compliance might be solved by extralegal 

threats like the fear of peer disapproval, embarrassment, etc. (Nagin & 

Pogarsky, 2001). This will be illustrated in the next chapter about legitimacy 

and the vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance. It could also be explained 

by an operational cost-benefit calculation, which has already been 

elaborated in the last section. 

Short Summary 

This section looked at how the vegetable farmers’ perceived deterrence was 

related to compliance. It found that generally there was a positive relation 

between the regulated actors’ perceived detection probability as well as 

sanction impact and compliance behavior, especially for the use of types of 

pesticides. That is, the higher the perceived detection probability and 

sanction impact, the greater the compliance reported, except that some 

vegetable farmers did not see a risk of being detected but still complied. 

Thus, it was concluded that deterrence was a subjectively contextual 

condition for compliance. 

3.5 Chapter Conclusion 

This chapter seeks to explore how amoral calculation shapes regulated 

actors’ compliance in a non-Western regulatory context. It aims to 

understand how vegetable farmers perceive the operational costs and 

benefits of pesticide compliance as well as how they perceive deterrent 

threats of violation behaviors, and tries to explain the effect on compliance 

behaviors. 

-Some practical implications for enforcing pesticide compliance in China 

First, in this study, the perceived rational cost-benefit calculation 

played an important role in enforcing compliance. Vegetable farmers 

tended to comply if their perception of calculated cost and benefit of 

compliance outweighed that of violation. Educating them and raising 
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awareness about the pesticide compliance calculation may be a feasible 

starting point for some farmers who have a negative attitude. For different 

types of farmers, the strategy should be distinctive and adaptable. For 

example, in this case less enforcing strength was needed for medium and 

large cooperative vegetable farmers or small cooperative or association 

vegetable farmers. The cooperatives or associations themselves could serve 

as informants, educating and convincing farmers about the advantages of 

the compliance calculation. The enforcement authorities should pay more 

attention to the individual vegetable farmers, and employ the local 

agricultural technology stations to transform and convey their messages. In 

addition, given the scarce enforcement resources, enforcement officers 

should adjust enforcing resources to different pesticide behaviors. Based on 

this case, more educational strategies should aim at increasing the positive 

compliance calculation of the time interval. Economic incentives, in the 

form of particular subsidies provided by the government, could be 

complementary instruments for enforcing compliance. As already discussed 

in this study, additional financial incentives for medium or large 

cooperative vegetable farmers stimulated them to comply with the law.  

Second, state regulation or state enforcement is not the only 

instrument enforcing compliance. The non-state deterrent system could 

also be a powerful mechanism furthering regulatory compliance. Then the 

issue is how to distinguish different “third parties” involved in the specific 

regulatory compliance context. Normally, the “third parties” are closely 

connected to the regulator and the regulated actor. They may serve as 

direct deterrent threats, or operate by informing or providing messages 

about the state enforcement. In that case, vegetable vendors and customers 

are mainly deterrent threats for individual vegetable farmers; cooperatives 

or associations are mainly deterrent threats for small cooperative or 

association vegetable farmers; enforcement agencies are mainly deterrent 

threats for medium or large cooperative vegetable farmers. The 

enforcement authority should cooperate with the non-state enforcement 

instrument, depending on the nature of the regulated entities.  

Third, relevant enforcement laws and rules in China have created some 

incentives for the actors involved in pesticide compliance. For 

policy-makers, the case provides a good empirical example for presenting 

these incentives; it also hopes to provide some details and inspirations for 
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future policy-making, e.g., clarifying the responsibilities of different actors 

involved depending on the specific regulatory context. 

-Some theoretical implications 

First, based on the specific case studied, some insights could be added 

to the compliance theory: both operational calculation and deterrence are 

essential elements for studying compliance motivations in a Chinese 

regulatory context. The vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance could be 

explained by either the operational cost-benefit calculation or the deterrent 

threats. 

Second, this non-Western regulatory compliance study hopes to add 

some inspiration to the developing “regulation pluralism” (Gunningham & 

Sinclair, 1999). Multiple relevant actors were involved in the Chinese 

pesticide regulatory context. They served dual functions, specifically, as 

direct threatening sources or consultants and communicators reinforcing 

the deterrent strength. The study provided empirical evidence that multiple 

actors also acted in a non-Western context. 

Third, except for amoral calculation, how social norms influence 

compliance needs to be explored further. It is notable that, without 

perceiving a positive rational calculation or deterrence, some vegetable 

farmers also claimed compliance, and a few even indicated compliance 

without the presence of either. Other factors such as the fear of social 

pressures or personal norms might be possible reasons for explaining the 

“excessive” compliance. 

Fourth, in the Chinese regulatory context, the Chinese regulatory 

culture should be considered. In the study, the “guanxi” mechanism played 

an important role in activating a deterrent effect between the regulators 

and the regulated actors. It also served as a form of sanction impact. 

Fifth, a subjective utility approach is necessary for research on 

compliance. In this study, a subjective approach was employed by asking 

the regulated actors’ perceived views on the involved variables. It allowed 

space for exploring multiple actors involved in the deterrent system, as well 

as providing substantial information. Furthermore, a dialogical strategy was 

designed to collect the regulated actors’ subjective information. The 

dialogue began with some innocuous initial questions and flowed naturally 

by asking open questions. It was also possible to change sensitive questions 

into innocuous ones and to ask questions in a simpler way.  
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4.1 Introduction 

The present chapter seeks to look at how the legitimacy of law is related to 

compliance with it. It presents a view on compliance that moves beyond 

the amoral calculation discussed in Chapter 3. It uses the term legitimacy to 

summarize a broad series of studies that emphasize that compliance results 

because people agree with the law, because they think most people obey 

the law, because they believe that complying with the law is important, or 

because they think that the law itself has been made or is enforced in a 

procedurally fair manner. The legitimacy of law for our study of compliance 

consists of four elements. Our concept of the four types of legitimacy was 

largely inspired by Benjamin Van Rooij.57 The first one is descriptive social 

norms which assume that regulated actors are motivated by what most 

similar other people do (social legitimacy); the second is morals that 

analyze compliance by looking at the regulated actor’s intrinsic moral 

judgment (moral legitimacy); the third is the general duty to obey that 

assumes actors’ compliance behavior is shaped by their belief in the 

legitimacy of the state power to impose regulations (systematic legitimacy); 

the fourth is procedural justice that understands compliance through the 

regulated actors’ discernment of the enforcing officers’ honesty, the 

enforcement authorities’ procedural fairness and the overall assessment of 

the enforcement agencies (procedural legitimacy). The term legitimacy is 

thus used in a very specific manner to capture the diverse strands of 

compliance literature that stress elements other than amoral calculation or 

capacity (see next chapter). It is not used to portray a broader philosophical 

or political science concept, and that relevant literature is not used here. 

The chapter starts by explaining the theoretical framework of 

legitimacy as well as its four elements. Based on the framework, open 

interviewing questions concerning legitimacy were formulated, and 119 
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 The concepts about the four types of legitimacy refer to Benjamin van Rooij’s ideas that 
were inspired by Yunmei Wu. His work has already been published (for more details, please 
see Liu, Ben (Van Rooij, Benjamin). "Hegui: Cong falü he shehuixue jiaodu de jiedu 
(Compliance: An interpretation from the legal and social studies perspective)." In Hegui, 
Quanqiu Gongsi Fanzhan Xin Qushi (Compliance, The New Development Trend of Global 
Companies), edited by He Jiang and Zhile Wang, 90-101. Beijing: Zhongguo Jingji Chubanshe 
(China Economic Publishing House), 2012). 
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vegetable farmers were selected and interviewed (for the specific sampling 

method, see Section 2.3.1 Case Selection). In order to study the vegetable 

farmers’ perceived four elements of legitimacy as well as analyze their 

associations with compliance, a particular dialogue was designed. It 

features an informative function and flows in a certain natural order of 

asking respondents (see Part C in the Appendix). Note that all the 

qualitative and quantitative analyses are restricted to basic descriptive ones 

among the 119 vegetable farmers. No statistical inference beyond the 

sample is pursued here.  

Based on the systematic data collected from the 119 vegetable farmers 

and the specific measurement for legitimacy, we concluded that in general, 

there was a situational compliance legitimacy. It was manifested in two 

ways: first, when the vegetable farmers’ perceived or indicated descriptive 

social norms of compliance or morals being positively related to their 

self-reported compliance behavior was a situational issue, in other words, 

vegetable farmers only reported compliance in the context where they 

focused on either of the two elements; there seemed to be no obvious 

association between their indicated general duty to obey or procedural 

justice and their reported compliance behavior. Second, the vegetable 

farmers’ perceived or indicated descriptive social norms of compliance, 

morals, and general duty to obey were also situational and circumstantial, 

except procedural justice. The three elements of legitimacy were shown to 

be rather contextual and highly varied among different vegetable farmers in 

different settings. These variations might be explained by variables like the 

type of vegetable farmer, the geographic location, what kind of vegetables 

they plant, their educational level and the pesticide training and knowledge 

they received, the local economic development, and their personal 

experience or other relevant experiences.  

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. It first 

operationalizes legitimacy into four elements by examining the existing 

literature. Second, descriptive social norms of the vegetable farmers’ 

pesticide compliance are analyzed and discussed. This includes their 

indicated moral and its association with their self-reported compliance. 

Third, it analyzes pesticide compliance by looking at the vegetable farmers’ 

normative general duty to obey and procedural justice. Fourth, some 

possible enforcing strategies are presented for pesticide regulatory 
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enforcement in the Chinese context, as well as some theoretical 

implications for studying compliance legitimacy in a non-Western context.  

4.2 Towards Legitimacy 

Throughout the existing literature, there is a diverse and rich body of 

compliance scholarship that does not see compliance as a result of an 

amoral cost-benefit calculation or capacity (for the latter, see the next 

chapter) but instead sees it as the result of moral and social and even 

political factors. This study brings this literature together under the name 

of legitimacy of law with four dimensions: moral legitimacy (morals), social 

legitimacy (descriptive social norms), systematic legitimacy (general duty 

to obey the law), and procedural legitimacy (procedural justice).  

Kagan and Scholz (1984) depicted the regulated actor under the 

paradigm of “political citizen” who complies because of a belief in the rule 

of law or long-term interest. Other scholars focussed on just some aspects 

of legitimacy. Psychologist Tyler (1990), for instance, mainly concentrates 

on personal moral legitimacy and procedural legitimacy of the authority. 

The former indicates that people obey the law because they feel it is just. 

The latter suggests that people obey the law because they feel that the 

authority enforcing the law has the right to dictate their behavior. In other 

words, “the way people behave is typically a reflection of their opinions 

about: 1) what is right and wrong and 2) their obligations to law and legal 

authorities” (Tyler, 1997: P223).  

In contrast to Tyler, some scholars broadly discussed compliance 

motivations. Scholz and Pinney (1995) argued that citizens’ beliefs about 

their duty to obey the law provide not only a direct motivation to comply, 

but also influence compliance through cognitive processes that bias 

self-interested beliefs about tax compliance. They measured tax duty using 

five standard questions which largely refer to personal morality. 58 

Suchman (1997) looked beyond the rational choice theory of compliance 
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 Two questions ask how guilty the respondent would feel for failing to report $500 or $5000, 
respectively, two questions ask how the respondent would feel about carelessly but 
unknowingly failing to report the same amounts, and one asks what moral obligation the 
respondent feels about paying all taxes ( Scholz and Pinney, 1995, p502). 
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and analyzed compliance by looking at two other perspectives. The first is 

the normative theory that posits that actors’ responses to the law reflect the 

internalization of social norms and moral principles, and the second is the 

cognitive or constitutive theory that holds that actors make compliance 

decisions on the basis of taken-for-granted roles and scripts. It is mostly an 

unconsciousness-obedience process. In a study of Malaysian fishermen, 

Kuperan and Sutinen (1998) argued that people tend to obey a law made 

and implemented by authorities perceived to be legitimate. They framed 

compliance legitimacy as two aspects. One is the individual’s moral 

development and standards of personal morality and perceptions of how 

just and moral the rules being enforced are (using the psychological 

cognitive theory linking socialization processes with compliance behavior). 

The other involves the social environmental influences, including peers’ 

opinions (using social learning theory). In a similar study of fishermen’s 

compliance with quota restrictions in the UK, the influences of moral 

obligation, peer attitudes and perceptions of regulations and regulatory 

legitimacy were examined (Hatcher et al., 2000). Sutinen and Kuperan 

(1999) further developed a model accounting for tangible and intangible 

motivations influencing an individual’s decisions about whether to comply 

with a given set of regulations. Specifically, the model accounts for moral 

obligation and social influence in addition to the conventional costs and 

revenues associated with illegal behavior. The model was empirically tested 

by examining compliance motivation in the regulatory context of fishery 

management in Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines (Kuperan et al., 

1997). They found that morals, legitimacy and the behavior of others are 

important determinants of compliance in addition to self-interest. Nielsen 

and Parker (2012, Parker & Nielsen, 2012b) distinguished social and 

normative motives and emphasized that the former originate from social 

pressure and the latter from internalized beliefs. They assigned them to 

different categories. Social motives were operationalized by social approval 

or acceptance, reputation, or other social desires. The theorizing of 

normative motives was operationalized into two separate dimensions. One 

relates to the actors’ personal sense of substantive justice, which is their 

substantive agreement with the goals of the specific law, and represents a 

form of moral legitimacy. The other refers to a more general internalized 

belief or trust in the legitimacy of the law and authorities, that is, people 
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see the law and its enforcement as procedurally just, and thus a form of 

procedural legitimacy. In general, Parker and Nielsen (2012b) largely looked 

at social influences, the moral legitimacy of the rules, and the procedural 

legitimacy of the enforcement authorities. Vandenbergh (2003) broadly 

discussed the legitimacy elements. He set forth a typology of the most 

influential norms added to the standard deterrence model, which can be 

categorized into two aspects: internal norms that refer to the moral 

commitment to comply with the law; external norms that refer to social 

control when violation may trigger external social sanctions. Specifically, he 

proposed a conceptual framework of eight norms that account for 

corporate environmental compliance. 59  Specifically, the norm of law 

compliance is closely related to systematic legitimacy, as it “is a distinct 

norm that creates a sense of obligation in some situations without regard to 

the influence of the other substantive or procedure norms” (Vandenbergh, 

2003: P81). The norm of fair process is closely related to procedural 

legitimacy, as it “relates to the procedures that govern the interactions 

between the agencies and the regulated party” (P103). The norm of 

conformity is closely related to descriptive legitimacy, as “an individual 

should act as others do” (P112). 

To sum up, the legitimacy compliance model and its component 

elements can be framed differently, but generally include personal morals, 

social influences, general duty to obey, and procedural justice of the 

enforcement authorities. This chapter seeks to integrate recent perspectives 

on legitimacy accounting for regulatory compliance and adapt them to the 

Chinese pesticide regulatory context. Accordingly, it mainly focuses on four 

elements: descriptive social norms (social legitimacy), morals (moral 

legitimacy), general duty to obey (systematic legitimacy), and procedural 

justice (procedural legitimacy). Descriptive social norms of compliance 

refer to the influence of most similar other people on the regulated actors’ 

compliance behavior, which is largely rooted in societal interference. 

Morals in terms of compliance indicate the individual’s personal intrinsic 

beliefs about right and wrong in response to violation behaviors. Moral 
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 The eight norms are norms of law compliance, human health protection, environmental 
protection, autonomy, fair process, good faith, reciprocity and conformity. 
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beliefs are related to but distinct from the legitimacy of the legal rules and 

rule enforcers (Paternoster & Simpson, 1993). The general duty to obey and 

procedural justice mostly concern systematic legitimacy and procedural 

legitimacy. They derive separately from the individual’s consideration of 

legitimacy of the legal system and their view of the justness and fairness of 

the authorities when making or enforcing the law. 

4.3 Understanding Descriptive Social Norms of Compliance 

4.3.1 Descriptive Social Norms of Compliance in Theory 

This section looks at the existing literature on descriptive social norms of 

compliance. Human behavior is shaped and influenced by the regulated 

actors’ social norms. Deutsch and Gerard (1955) primarily distinguished 

different kinds of social influences; the one to accept information obtained 

from another as evidence about reality was termed “informational social 

influence”. The term “another” refers to “another person” or a “group” or 

“oneself”. This distinction is also made in Cialdini et al.’s (1991) study of the 

role of norms in human behavior. They call what is typically done by others 

“descriptive norms”. These “descriptive norms” motivate people by 

providing evidence as to what will likely be effective and adaptive action: “If 

everyone is doing it, it must be a sensible thing to do” (Cialdini et al., 1990; 

Cialdini, 2001). Cialdini and Trost (1998) defined it as these norms 

emerging out of interaction with others and being derived from what other 

people do in any given situation. 

Some scholars have made efforts to explore the influence that 

descriptive social norms have on subsequent compliance behaviors (e.g., 

Casey & Scholz, 1991; Cialdini, 2007; Tyran, 2002; Scholz & Lubell, 1998; 

Christensen, et al., 2004, etc.). Cialdini (2007) argued that descriptive social 

norms which involve perceptions of what others actually do influence 

compliance decisions powerfully. In Tyran’s (2002) study of the effects of 

mild and severe legal sanctions in the provision of public goods, they found 

that people tend to obey the law if they expect many others to do so even 

though the law is backed by mild sanctions rather than severe ones. Scholz 

and Lubell (1998) argued that taxpayers’ compliance is greater when larger 

percentages of other taxpayers are believed to pay what they owe.  
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Accordingly, this section uses the theory of descriptive social norms 

and focuses on how vegetable farmers perceive the descriptive social norms 

of pesticide compliance, and particularly looks at the variations in their 

perceptions. It analyzes how such perceptions affect their compliance 

behavior. Here the descriptive social norms of compliance are the extent to 

which most similar other people are perceived as complying. This study 

measures how vegetable farmers perceive the compliance behavior of other 

people doing similar work. Thus, people who also plant vegetables and 

whom they know best.  

Based on these considerations, the vegetable farmers were asked 

whether most similar others do the same as they do in terms of the three 

specific compliance behaviors.60 The question follows naturally from the 

respondents’ indication of their own compliance performance regarding the 

three specific pesticide behaviors. The detailed interview questions and the 

coding method are included in the Appendix (see Parts B, C and D in the 

Appendix). 

The remainder of the section is devoted to analyzing the vegetable 

farmers’ perceived descriptive social norms of compliance as well as the 

variations in their perceptions and how these perceptions influence their 

compliance behavior.  

4.3.2 Vegetable Farmers’ Perceived Descriptive Social Norms of 

Compliance 

The present section analyzes how descriptive social norms are constructed 

in the Chinese pesticide regulatory context. Based on interviews with 119 

selected vegetable farmers, as shown in Table 4.1, their descriptive social 

norms of different forms of pesticide compliance are presented.  
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 Notice that in this study, vegetable farmers were asked to compare what they do with what 
most similar others do, and thus the three types of vegetable farmers were asked, “Do most 
similar other vegetable farmers do the same as you do?”. 
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Table 4.1 Vegetable farmers’ perceived descriptive social norms of compliance 
Descriptive social norms of 
compliance 

Pesticide behaviors  
Use of types of 
pesticides 

Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Time 
interval 

Positive No. 101 
84.9 

45 
37.8 

45 
37.8 % 

Negative No. 18 
15.1 

74 
62.2 

74 
62.2 % 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119. 

The vegetable farmers’ perceived descriptive social norms of 

compliance vary for different pesticide behaviors. In terms of the use of 

types of pesticides, the majority (84.9 percent) indicated positive 

descriptive social norms of compliance. In other words, they believed that 

most relevant others use legal types of pesticides. As explained by some of 

them:  

… Yes. Usually most vegetable farmers use low-toxic pesticides. There are 
specialized vegetable pesticides for vegetable planting. Basically these 
vegetable pesticides are low-toxic ones… (Quotes from case N.L.NO.13)  

… Yes. Now people seldom use these highly toxic pesticides with high 
residues. The present pesticides are all low-toxic ones… (Quotes from case 
N.L1)  

In contrast, 18 vegetable farmers (15.1 percent) indicated that most 

other vegetable farmers similar to them use illegal types of pesticides. As 

one typical quote explains below:  

… I think most of us use carbofuran (呋喃丹，a type of illegal pesticide). It 

is mainly for killing ground insects. It only requires a very low dosage each 
time… (Quotes from case D.S.NO.3)  

Regarding both the disposal of pesticide containers and time interval, 

only 37.8 percent (n=45) and 37.8 percent (n=45) of vegetable farmers, 

respectively, indicated positive descriptive social norms of compliance. As 

some of them explained:  

… Almost all farmers living in local areas are doing the same. We normally 
do not dispose of pesticide containers everywhere. If that is not the case, 
you can see them for certain. But you cannot see them, right? … (Quotes 
from case N.L.NO.4)  

… Sure. Most of us pay attention to the time interval. We live on growing 
vegetables. We need to plant safe vegetables. Otherwise you have to take 
responsibility… (Quotes from case D.L.NO.6)  
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Nevertheless, the majority of them indicated negative descriptive 

social norms in relation to compliance (62.2 and 62.2 percent, respectively). 

Consider the examples below:  

… Yes. Most vegetable farmers dispose of them in the field when spraying. 
They are useless. Nobody wants to recycle these containers… (Quotes from 
case N.R.NO.4)  

… It is quite normal. Nobody cares. Unlike in cities where everything is 
enforced by rules, here we usually dispose of containers wherever we fill the 
pesticide sprayer with water… (Quotes from case N.R.NO.10)  

… Sure. As a specialized vegetable farmer you know it is necessary to spray 
pesticides very often. Otherwise it would be too late when you detect 
insects… (Quotes from case N.L.NO.15)  

First, we found that there are differences in the perceptions of 

descriptive social norms of compliance among the three pesticide behaviors 

studied. In general, a majority of the vegetable farmers indicated positive 

descriptive social norms of compliance with the rules on the use of types of 

pesticides, and comparatively fewer for container disposal and time interval 

rules. As discussed in Chapter 3 regarding objective deterrence, the 

enforcement agencies often enforce in order of priority. More efforts were 

made to enforce rules on the use of types of pesticides than on the disposal 

of pesticide containers and time interval. The situation might influence the 

farmers’ perception of what most similar others do, and thus they perceived 

more positive descriptive social norms of compliance with rules on the use 

of types. 

Second, we found that there are differences in the vegetable farmers’ 

perceived descriptive social norms of compliance for the three pesticide 

behaviors studied. Some farmers indicated positive descriptive social norms 

of compliance while others indicated negative ones. Three types of 

vegetable farmers were interviewed in the project, so it would be helpful to 

look first at the variations for each behavior amongst different types of 

vegetable farmers (see Table 4.2).  
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Table 4.2 Farmers’ perceived descriptive social norms of compliance by different 
types of farmers 
Descriptive social 
norms of compliance 

Pesticide behaviors  
Use of types of 
pesticides 

Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Time interval 

Ind. SCA MLC  Ind. SCA MLC Ind. SCA MLC 
Positive No. 53 

75.7 
41 
97.6 

7 
100.0 

26 
37.1 

12 
28.6 

7 
100.0 

28 
40.0 

10 
23.8 

7 
100.0 % 

Negative No. 17 
24.3 

1 
2.4 

0 
0.0 

44 
62.9 

30 
71.4 

0 
0.0 

42 
60.0 

32 
76.2 

0 
0.0 % 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Abbreviations: see Table 
3.3. Total number of individual farmers = 70; total number of SCA farmers = 42; total number of 
MLC farmers = 7. 

As shown in Table 4.2, all the MLC farmers indicated that other similar 

MLC vegetable farmers seldom use highly toxic pesticides with high 

residues; they all use low-toxic ones. Moreover, 75.7 percent of individual 

vegetable farmers and the vast majority (97.6 percent) of SCA vegetable 

farmers indicated positive descriptive social norms of compliance. These 

individual vegetable farmers believed that most similar other vegetable 

farmers sprayed legal and low-toxic pesticides. SCA vegetable farmers are 

organized by cooperatives or associations which normally provide them 

with the means of production including pesticides. The pesticides they use 

are very similar. As one of them explained:  

… Yes. Most other cooperative vegetable farmers use similar pesticides as we 
usually purchase pesticides from the cooperatives. We seldom go to the 
local pesticide stores unless we cannot buy the specific pesticides we want 
from the cooperatives… (Quotes from case N.R.NO.10)  

A considerable number of individual vegetable farmers (24.3 percent) 

indicated negative descriptive social norms of compliance, the majority of 

which (64.7 percent) lived in the three villages (villages D.S, D.T and D.L) 

of D county where people normally plant small-scale vegetable fields. These 

vegetable farmers are almost elderly and have planted vegetables for years. 

They are accustomed to using some illegal types of pesticides (e.g. 

Carbofuran, 呋喃丹) and believe that most other vegetable farmers similar 

to them also spray illegal types.  

In terms of the disposal of pesticide containers, all the MLC vegetable 

farmers indicated that most other similar vegetable farmers dispose of 

pesticide containers appropriately. As one of them explained:  
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… I think other larger vegetable farmers like us do not throw pesticide 
containers away anywhere. But most individual vegetable farmers do litter... 
(Quotes from case N.L3)  

In contrast, a minority of individual and SCA vegetable farmers 

indicated that most similar others dispose of pesticide containers legally 

(37.1 and 28.6 percent, respectively). Among the 26 individual vegetable 

farmers who indicated a positive descriptive social norm of compliance, 21 

were from the villages of N county in the suburb. The main reason might be 

that the local government in N county financially supports constructing 

many waste storage pools in local rural areas in the suburb, which is 

convenient for nearby vegetable farmers to dispose of pesticide containers. 

There are far fewer such pools in D county. Vegetable farmers there tend to 

dispose of pesticide containers anywhere as they have done for years. The 

majority of SCA vegetable farmers (71.4 percent) indicated negative 

descriptive social norms of compliance in terms of disposal. They either live 

in remote rural areas in N county or in C county where there is less 

development and fewer waste storage pools.  

In terms of the time interval, all the MLC vegetable farmers indicated 

positive descriptive social norms of compliance. A minority of individual 

and SCA vegetable farmers indicated that most similar others deal with the 

time interval legally (40.0 and 23.8 percent, respectively). For individual 

vegetable farmers, the majority of them (60 percent) who live in all the 

other villages except D village of C County indicated a negative attitude to 

the descriptive social norms of compliance. Consider the following quotes: 

 … Sure, we farmers who specialized in vegetable planting usually spray 
pesticides every three or four days, especially when the pest infestation is 
very severe in summer. Otherwise it would be too late to control the pest… 
(Quotes from case N.L. NO.5)  

… I usually pick vegetables three or four days after pesticide spraying. I 
think most vegetable farmers who plant vegetables for years usually deal 
with the time interval as I do… (Quotes from case N.L.NO.15)  

Interestingly, all seven vegetable farmers in D village of C County 

indicated the opposite. They all agreed that most similar other vegetable 

farmers deal with the time interval appropriately. The main reason might 

be that they all plant radishes in high-altitude areas. The temperature is 

comparatively low throughout the year, which is not conducive to pest 

reproduction. During their growth period, radishes need much less 
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pesticide than other vegetables. Consequently, it is much easier for 

vegetable farmers there to control the time interval.  

For SCA vegetable farmers, the majority of these who indicated 

negative descriptive social norms of compliance plant either eggplants or 

tomatoes. As one vegetable farmer explained:  

… We pick, package and transfer vegetables in a unified way. Meanwhile, we 
usually buy pesticides from the association and spray pesticide together. We 
need to pick tomatoes every two days in summer. Sometimes after picking 
the ripe ones, we need to spray pesticides immediately… (Quotes from case 
C.X.NO.1)  

Thus, it is very difficult for vegetable farmers to control the time 

interval as vegetables need to be picked and transferred frequently in a 

unified way during the summer.  

Generally speaking, in terms of the three pesticide behaviors, most 

MLC vegetable farmers (type C) indicated positive descriptive social norms 

of compliance, but fewer SCA and individual vegetable farmers did so. 

Short Summary 

This section analyzed how vegetable farmers indicated their descriptive 

social norms of pesticide compliance. A big difference was found in their 

indication of descriptive social norms of compliance in terms of the three 

pesticide behaviors. The variation here was partly explained by the type of 

vegetable farmer, the geographic location, the financial support they get, 

and the nature of the vegetables they plant. Thus, it was concluded that the 

perceived descriptive social norms of compliance are circumstantial.  

4.3.3 Descriptive Social Norms of Compliance and Farmers’ 

Pesticide Compliance  

As discussed in the last section, the vegetable farmers’ indicated descriptive 

social norms of compliance vary a lot. Then how do these norms relate to 

their self-reported compliance behavior? This section continues to explore 

the association between the vegetable farmers’ indicated descriptive social 

norms and their pesticide compliance (see Table 4.3).  
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Table 4.3 Association between farmers’ indicated descriptive social norms and 
pesticide compliance 
Pesticide behaviors  Perceived descriptive social norms of 

compliance 
Positive Negative 

Use of types of pesticides Compliant No.  101 2 
% 100.0 11.1 

Noncompliant No. 0 16 
% 0.0 88.9 

Total 101 18 
Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Compliant No. 45 5 
% 100.0 6.8 

Noncompliant No. 0 69 
% 0.0 93.2 

Total 45 74 
Time interval Compliant No. 45 4 

% 100.0 5.4 
Noncompliant No. 0 70 

% 0.0 94.6 
Total 45 74 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119. 

As illustrated in Table 4.3, there seems to be a positive relation 

between the vegetable farmers’ perceived descriptive social norms of 

compliance and their pesticide compliance behavior. In other words, the 

higher the norms, the greater the compliance reported. Thus, we concluded 

that their descriptive social norms of compliance are clearly linked to their 

pesticide compliance. Here their perception matters as there are variations 

in how they perceive the descriptive social norms of compliance. In 

addition, their perception is related to the types of vegetable farmer. 

Finally, other circumstances like the geographic location, the financial 

support they get, and the nature of the vegetables they plant are also 

influential.  

It is notable that descriptive social norms are not uniformly in force at 

all times and in all situations. These farmers with positive attitudes toward 

descriptive social norms of compliance reported compliance, while a few 

farmers indicated negative descriptive social norms of compliance but 

complied. Specifically, in terms of the three pesticide behaviors, 11.1 percent 

(total n=18), 6.8 percent (total n=74) and 5.4 percent (total n=74), 

respectively, of vegetable farmers who indicated negative descriptive social 

norms of compliance did comply. Consider the following quotes:  

… Normally, pesticide containers are plastic or glass. The glass container is 
used for EC (Emulsifiable Concentrate) pesticides. I usually take these 
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glasses home and bury them in the caves of the mountains. I usually burn 
the plastic ones or throw them in the waste pools nearby… But a lot of 
people have a bad habit. They dispose of glass containers of pesticides 
wherever they spray. This is very dangerous. A little child could pick it up, 
or someone could step on it when working in the field as we always work 
barefoot. Moreover, these plastic containers pollute environment severely. 
They do not decay for decades… (Quotes from case N.R.NO.3)  

… I usually deal with the safety interval by following the pesticide 
instructions. Let’s say the watermelon is nearly ripe and should be sold 
within ten days. I will not use pesticide if the safety interval is more than 
twenty days. But if it is less than ten days, I might use it… A lot of people in 
rural areas might break the safety interval. Generally speaking, only these 
who know the safety interval pay attention to it. Many old farmers are not 
aware of the safety interval. I usually choose pesticides based on the nature 
of vegetables. But some old men usually choose the cheaper ones. 
Sometimes they even spray any remaining pesticides specialized for rice on 
vegetables after spraying them on rice … (Quotes from case D.T.NO.2)  

Based on these quotes above and the number of cases they represent, it 

seems that sometimes other influential factors like morals strongly foster 

their compliance behavior even though the social influence is tolerant of 

the inappropriate behavior. As Cialdini, Reno and Kallgren’s (1990) study 

on the utility of social norms in accounting for littering has found, by 

making people self-aware, they could enhance the likelihood that these 

with a strong personal norm against littering would not litter.  

Furthermore, by carefully checking all the cases where there is a 

negative linkage between descriptive social norms of compliance and 

pesticide compliance behavior, it is interesting to find that there are always 

positive morals at play (for how to define and measure morals, please see 

the next section on understanding morals). Descriptive social norms have a 

demonstrable impact on action, but the impact will differ depending on 

whether the actor focuses on norms of culture, the situation, or the self, 

even when other types of norms might be relevant or negative in the 

situation (Cialdini, Kallgren & Trost, 1991; Cialdini & Trost, 1998; Kallgren et 

al., 2000). It seems here that these farmers who indicated negative 

descriptive social norms of compliance mainly focused on personal norms. 

The vegetable farmers’ pesticide behaviors followed personal norms that 

were made focal, even though they did not match the descriptive social 

norms of compliance in the situation. Thus, how descriptive social norms 

influence the vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance provides further 

evidence for the focus and situational theory.  
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Short Summary 

This section focused on the association between the vegetable farmers’ 

indicated descriptive social norms of compliance and pesticide compliance. 

A positive connection was found between them, except for a few vegetable 

farmers who indicated negative opinions of descriptive social norms of 

compliance but still complied. Such “excessive” compliance could be 

explained by other factors like personal norms. We concluded that 

descriptive social norms only influenced compliance when it was focal in 

the setting. Thus, there was a situational relationship between descriptive 

social norms of compliance and pesticide compliance.  

4.4 Understanding Morals 

4.4.1 Morals in Theory 

The influence of moral assessment on compliance behavior has been 

examined widely in the literature. One early study was Schwartz and 

Orleans’s (1967) examination of the impact of sanctions on legal 

compliance. They argued that the normative moral obligation to obey the 

law could have a greater positive impact on securing tax compliance than 

the threat of sanctions.61 Grasmick and Green (1980) examined people’s 

moral commitment to legal norms.62 They argued that people who viewed 

a law as moral are more likely to say that they have obeyed it. Tyler (1990) 

argued that people are inclined to accept the law as a source of moral 

authority that they themselves should take seriously. He defined moral 

values as an internalized obligation to follow one’s personal sense of what is 

morally right or wrong. In his Chicago study, he found that personal 

morality is clearly a more important influence on compliance than the 

obligation to obey and support for the authorities. He measured personal 

morals by asking respondents whether breaking each law examined was 
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 Schwartz and Orleans measured citizens’ moral obligation to pay income tax by a series of 
specific questions. For more details, please see Schwartz, Richard D. and Sonya Orleans. 1967. 
"On Legal Sanctions". The University of Chicago Law Review, p287. 
62

 In their study, moral commitment was measured by the following item: for each offence, 
please tell me if you think it is (1) never wrong to do it, (2) seldom wrong to do it, (3) 
sometimes wrong to do it, (4) usually wrong to do it, or (5) always wrong to do it. 
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morally “very wrong”, “somewhat wrong”, “not very wrong”, or “not wrong 

at all”. Paternoster and Simpson (1993, 1996) differentiated moral beliefs 

and legitimacy and defined morals as “the extent to which persons perceive 

a particular criminal act to be morally offensive” (Paternoster & Simpson, 

1993, p44). They found that a personal moral is a very important source of 

inhibition of criminality when examining four corporate offences. 63 

Sutinen and Kuperan (1999) argued that morality and moral norms are very 

common throughout society and may be a significant motivation explaining 

much of the evidence on compliance behavior. They distinguished personal 

moral values as an internal sense of personal morality. That is, an 

obligation to follow one’s own sense of what is right or wrong. In Bobek 

and Hatfield’s (2003) primary study on tax compliance, they employed the 

full model derived from the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), and added 

the theory of moral obligation to TPB’s explicit constructs, including 

attitudes, subjective norms and perceived behavior control. They claimed 

that moral obligation plays a complex moderating role, but high levels of 

moral obligation do not appear to be enough to eliminate cheating. In 

short, the regulated actors’ moral legitimacy could play an important role in 

fostering compliance. As already discussed in the last section, morals could 

also be salient norms that stimulate compliance in addition to social norms. 

Morals can be framed differently, and this study seeks to follow the 

examination of personal moral values rather than the moral obligation of 

obeying the law.  

How to define the specific characteristics of personal morals has been 

examined already by a few scholars. Etzioni’s (1988) distinguished several 

characteristics of moral acts. One of the primary characteristics is that 

moral acts are motivated intrinsically by non-material rewards, that is, 

internal satisfaction is realized independently of extrinsic consequences. 

Grasmick and Bursik (1990) proposed the idea of self-imposed costs like 

shame or guilt feelings when actors offend their own conscience by 

engaging in behaviors they consider morally wrong. Threats of shame, a 

self-imposed punishment that stems from moral obligation, could also be a 
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 The four corporate offences are price fixing, bribery, manipulation of sales statistics, and 
violation of Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) emission standards. 
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mechanism for reducing the expected utility of illegal behavior (Grasmick 

et al., 1991), and thus link morals to deterrence and costs and benefits. 

Suchman (1997) argued that actors’ ingrained moral values of “good or 

bad”, “proper or improper” and “morally right or wrong” affect their 

decision-making. In contrast to these who focus on sanctions for the 

violation of norms, Vandenbergh (2003) directly measured respondents’ 

environmental compliance by asking their perceptions of human health 

and environmental protection.  

This section takes morality theory and analyzes how vegetable farmers 

viewed the legal norms, using open questions that allowed them to express 

their internalized moral sanctions that enforce norms and how such a 

normative moral norm influences their pesticide compliance. Here moral 

legitimacy generally refers to an individual’s judgements about the right 

and wrong of compliance demands, which could include their conscience, 

shame and guilt in response to violation behaviors as well as their influence 

on compliance behaviors. Based on these, vegetable farmers were asked 

openly about what they thought of these who do any of the three specific 

pesticide violation behaviors. The question follows naturally from the 

respondents’ comparing their own specific pesticide behaviors with the 

alternative legal or illegal behaviors. The detailed interviewing questions as 

well as the specific coding method are included in the appendix (see Parts 

B, C and D in the Appendix).  

The remaining parts of the section are organized as follows: first, how 

vegetable farmers indicate morals as well as the variations in their moral 

legitimacy of three violation behaviors are analyzed. Second, how such 

moral legitimacy is related to their self-reported compliance behavior is 

explored further.  

4.4.2 Vegetable Farmers’ Indicated Morals 

This section seeks to explore how vegetable farmers respond to the 

questions concerning internalized morality. The descriptive analyzes of 

their views toward the three specific pesticide violation behaviors are 

presented in Table 4.4.  
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Table 4.4 Vegetable farmers’ indicated morals 
Morals Pesticide behaviors 

Use of types of 
pesticides 

Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Time 
interval 

Positive No. 104 
87.4 

77 
64.7 

75 
63.0 % 

Negative No. 15 
12.6 

42 
35.3 

44 
37.0 % 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119. 

Generally, vegetable farmers were more analogously inclined towards 

the positive morals (and thus negative attitudes toward illegal pesticide 

behaviors) for the three pesticide behaviors compared to all the other 

variables analyzed so far here and in Chapter 3. To understand better how 

farmers explain their views about morals as well as the different levels of 

their morals, the study categorised their moral discourses into several 

classes.64 Kohlberg’s (1971) theory of development of moral stages divides 

moral levels into three classes: pre-conventional level, conventional level, 

and post-conventional level. In each level, two stages are distinguished.65 

We classified the vegetable farmers’ indicated positive moral discourses 

based on Kohlberg’s moral levels (see Tables 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 below for 

different pesticide behaviors). 

Table 4.5 Farmers’ categorized moral discourses for use of types of pesticides 
Morals Specific discourses Moral levels No. % 

Positive Economic consideration for legal usage Pre-conventional 2 1.9 
It is prohibited by government  4 3.8 

It is bad Conventional 43 41.3 
Harmful to human health/environment  49 47.1 
It is a responsibility  2 1.9 
Conscience consideration 4 3.8 

Total 104 

Negative It is harmless  Pre-conventional 7 46.7 
Economic consideration for illegal usage 6 40.0 
It is a habit  2 13.3 

Total 15 
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Notice that vegetable farmers’ indicated moral values sometimes interact with one another. 
Nonetheless, in this study, all these cases were categorized with discretion, by emphasizing 
their main discourses. 
65

 The pre-conventional level consists of the punishment and obedience orientation (stage one) 
and the instrumental relativist orientation (stage two); the conventional level consists of the 
interpersonal concordance or “good boy-nice girl” orientation (stage three) and the “law and 
order” orientation (stage four); the post-conventional level consists of the social-contract 
legalistic orientation (stage five) and the universal ethical-principle orientation (stage six). 
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Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119. 

In Table 4.5, the majority of vegetable farmers (87.4 percent) stated 

positive moral attitudes about the use of types of pesticides or, to put it 

differently, indicated negative views on the violation of rules on the use of 

types of pesticides.  

Specifically, two farmers (1.9 percent, total n=104) indicated “the 

economic discourse for legal usage”. As one of them expressed, “it is 

unnecessary to use highly toxic pesticides. The pesticides I use can kill pests, 

although they are expensive. But for us vegetable farmers, price is the second 

important thing” (quotes from case N.X.NO.2). Four farmers (3.8 percent) 

stated that these types of pesticides are prohibited by the government and 

this makes using them immoral. As one of them explained: 

… I think it is a kind of immoral behavior, because production of these 
pesticides is prohibited. They are too toxic. Nevertheless, I do not know why 
someone can continue to buy these banned pesticides on the market… 
(Quotes from case N.R.NO.10) 

Here these moral discourses pursue avoidance of punishment or 

self-interests and thus a pre-conventional level of morals. Another 43 

farmers (41.3 percent) simply judged the illegal use of types as a kind of 

“bad behavior” and thus a “bad discourse”. Also, 49 farmers (47.1 percent) 

mentioned damage to human health or the environment in relation to the 

illegal use of types of pesticides. Consider the quotes below: 

… I personally think it is not good. It is too harmful to human health. It is 
highly toxic with a long-term pesticide residue… (Quotes from case 
N.X.NO.9) 

… I would feel bad if I spray these highly toxic pesticides. It would cause a 
bad effect on human health, even though sometimes it is hardly detectable. 
Moreover, it is harmful to ourselves as we also need to eat vegetables… 
(Quotes from case D.S.NO.4) 

Two farmers (1.9 percent) also indicated responsibility-related 

attitudes and four farmers (3.8 percent) indicated conscience-related 

attitudes toward the illegal use of types of pesticides and thus 

“responsibility” and “conscience” discourses. As one farmer explained: 

… It is certainly not good. If others who eat my vegetables are poisoned, I 
would be conscience-stricken… (Quotes from case N.D.NO.2) 
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As such, these farmers are concerned about social approval or the 

welfare of others and society, and thus a conventional moral level. In 

contrast, 12.6 percent (total n=119) of vegetable farmers indicated positive 

attitudes towards violations of the use of types of pesticides. Some of them 

(46.7 percent, total n=15) took it as “an accepted way that we have been 

accustomed to for years, and it would not cause severe consequences”; others 

(40.0 percent) referred to an economic discourse by saying it is “an effective 

way for killing insects and guaranteeing the harvest”; a minority (13.3 

percent) expressed a habit discourse by saying “we have always used these 

pesticides”. All these discourses are defined in the pre-conventional moral 

level.  

In terms of the disposal of pesticide containers (see Table 4.6), 77 

vegetable farmers (64.7 percent) indicated negative attitudes towards illegal 

disposal.  

Table 4.6 Farmers’ categorized moral discourses for disposal 
Morals Specific discourses Moral levels No. % 

Positive 
 

Have no choice Pre-conventional 14 18.2 

Descriptive social norms of compliance  Conventional 6 7.8 

It is bad  31 40.3 
Harmful to environment/human health/village 
image  

26 33.8 

Total 77 

Negative It is harmless Pre-conventional  3 7.1 
It is a habit  1 2.4 
Disregard it 2 4.8 
Economic consideration 1 2.4 
Descriptive social norms of noncompliance  Conventional 35 83.3 

Total 42 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119. 

Specifically, 14 farmers (18.2 percent, total n=77) indicated that “we 

have no choice as there are no proper disposal facilities nearby” and thus a 

“have no choice” discourse. These moral discourses are in the 

pre-conventional level.  

Some other farmers indicated conventional-level morals. Six vegetable 

farmers (7.8 percent) indicated that they “dispose as most similar others do” 

and thus “descriptive social norms of compliance discourse”. Thirty-one 

vegetable farmers (40.3 percent) simply expressed that illegal disposal is a 

kind of bad behavior and thus a “bad discourse”. Another 26 farmers (33.8 
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percent) related illegal disposal as harmful to the environment, human 

health or the village’s image. As some of them explained:  

… I think it is not good to dispose of these pesticide containers everywhere. 
It is not only harmful to the environment, but it also affects human health. 
Anyway, you should not litter… (Quotes from case N.L.NO.4)  

… It will badly pollute the environment. However, lots of people still do not 
pay attention to protecting the environment. Even though some pesticides 
are low toxic and comparatively environmentally friendly, it is not good to 
dispose of them everywhere. It pollutes water very seriously and even kills 
fish… (Quotes from case N.X.NO.9)  

… I think it is not good. Now we see too many pesticide containers in the 
ditches. The situation was totally different in the past. Now people dispose 
of pesticide containers wherever they spray pesticides. The containers flow 
from small ditches to large ditches and then to rivers… (Quotes from case 
D.T.NO.7)  

Even though the majority of vegetable farmers indicated negative 

views on illegal disposal, a few of them (35.3 percent) stated affirmative 

views. Specifically, three farmers (7.1 percent, total n=42) indicated that 

“nobody cares about it, and it does not harm anyone”, or “pesticide 

containers are thrown on the ditch embankment rather than in the river. It is 

harmless”(Case N.X.NO.8; case D.S.NO.3), namely “the harmless discourse”; 

one farmer (2.4 percent) indicated that “it is not good. But even if the 

government constructs rubbish bins, people would continue to dispose of the 

containers everywhere. It is what farmers always do. It is our habit. People do 

not want to spend time disposing of pesticide containers in the bins” (Case 

D.S.NO.3), and thus a “habit” discourse; another two farmers (4.8 percent) 

and one farmer (2.4 percent) expressed “disregard” and “economic”-related 

discourses, respectively. For these farmers, a chronic lack of awareness of 

environmental protection supports their inappropriate disposal. These 

discourses are all at the pre-conventional level. 

Many farmers (83.3 percent) specified the descriptive social norms of 

noncompliance with disposal (e.g., “it is not like in cities. People living in 

rural areas all litter” (case N.L.NO.9)). These farmers are used to illegal 

disposal and had accepted and internalized it unconsciously. They 

indicated a conventional level of morals. 

Regarding the time interval (see Table 4.7 below), 75 vegetable farmers 

(63.0 percent) indicated negative views on an illegal time interval.  
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Table 4.7 Farmers’ categorized moral discourses for time interval 
Morals Specific discourses Moral levels No. %  

Positive 
 

Have no choice Pre-conventional 16 21.3 
Economic consideration 7 9.3 
Reputation consideration Conventional 1 1.3 

It is bad 19 25.3 
Harmful to human health 19 25.3 
It is a responsibility  5 6.7 
Conscience consideration 8 10.7 

Total 75    
Negative It is harmless Pre-conventional 39 88.6 

Descriptive social norms of noncompliance  Conventional 5 11.4 

Total 44    

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119. 

Specifically, 16 farmers (21.3 percent) indicated the “have no choice” 

discourse in relation to the illegal time interval. Seven farmers (9.3 percent) 

mentioned the economic pressure in relation to the illegal time interval, 

namely “the economic discourse”. These discourses are all at the 

pre-conventional level. 

One MLC farmer indicated that “it is not good as there are pesticide 

residues. Also, it is not good for our reputation as we plant such a large field. 

If we do not guarantee the quality, people will not come” (quoted from case 

C.L1). It seems that he cares about his reputation as it concerns economic 

interests. Nineteen farmers (25.3 percent) simply regarded violation of the 

time interval as something bad and thus a “bad” discourse. Another 19 

farmers (25.3 percent) related an illegal time interval to human health. As 

one of them explained:  

… It is not a good behavior. Some obey the rules while others do not. But I 
think we should wait for several days until there is no poison remaining. 
People eat vegetables. We need to obey the rules… (Quotes from case 
N.L.NO.3)  

In addition, 5 (6.7 percent) and 8 (10.7 percent) vegetable farmers 

referred to the “responsibility” and “conscience” discourses, respectively, in 

relation to the violated time interval. As some of them explained:  

… Someone who lacks responsibility might do it that way. But people like 
me do not do it that way. Someone might pick vegetables two days after 
spraying pesticides. It is not good for human health… (Quotes from case 
D.L.NO.6)  
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… It is about human conscience. You cannot pick vegetables immediately 
after pesticide spraying. It is immoral… (Quotes from case N.L.NO.6) 

… Nowadays we all need to keep a clear conscience. We should pick 
vegetables some time after pesticide spraying. Taking myself as an example, 
I eat the same vegetables. It should be healthy for all of us… (Quotes from 
case D.L.NO.10) 

All these discourses either obey the social rules or express concern 

about others’ welfare and thus a conventional level of morals. Unlike these 

farmers who posited that it is immoral, 44 vegetable farmers (37.0 percent) 

expressed positive views on an illegal time interval. Specifically, 39 farmers 

(88.6 percent, total n=44) indicated the “harmless” discourse. They 

indicated that “the present pesticides are all low-toxic ones and they are not 

very harmful to human health”, or “it is not so serious to harvest vegetables 

after a couple of days”. These farmers have a pre-conventional level of 

morals. Five farmers (11.4 percent) indicated that “we all do it like this”. They 

indicated “descriptive social norms of the noncompliance discourse” and 

thus a conventional level of morals. 

Generally speaking, in terms of all three pesticide violation behaviors, 

no vegetable farmers indicated a post-conventional level of morals. This is 

quite understandable given their comparatively limited education and poor 

economic status.  

In addition, farmers who indicated positive morals more frequently 

referred to a conventional level, like “descriptive social norms of 

compliance”, “bad”, “harmful to human health/environment”, “lack of 

responsibility”, or “conscience-stricken”. These who indicated negative 

morals tended to express a pre-conventional level of morals, like the 

“harmless” or “habit” discourses.  

Such a variation could be explained by the Schwartz norm activation 

theory66, which states that there are two factors activating “moral norms”. 

One is “awareness of the consequences of the individual’s act regarding the 

welfare of others” (commonly referred to as “AC”), and the other is “an 

ascription of personal responsibility for causing or preventing these 

consequences” (commonly referred to as “AR”) (Vandenbergh, 2003, p73). 

                                                           
66

 For details, see Vandenbergh’s (2003) explanation of “norm activation”, in which he 
elaborated a triggering mechanism that has been widely employed in empirical studies by 
social psychologists: the Schwartz norm activation theory.  
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Here we can see that the vegetable farmers’ awareness of the negative 

consequences of using pesticides illegally (e.g. the harm to human health or 

the environment) or the feelings of responsibility to prevent such 

consequences activate their intrinsic moral rules.  

It could also be helpful to look at the differences among different types 

of vegetable farmers. These differences for each pesticide behavior are 

presented in Table 4.8.  

Table 4.8 Farmers’ indicated morals by different types of farmers 
Morals  Pesticide behaviors 

Use of types of 
pesticides 

Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Time interval 

Ind. SCA MLC  Ind. SCA MLC Ind. SCA MLC 
Positive No. 56 41 7 44 26 7 47 21 7 

% 80.0 97.6 100.0 62.9 61.9 100.0 67.1 50.0 100.0 
Negative No. 14 1 0 26 16 0 23 21 0 

% 20.0 2.4 0.0 37.1 38.1 0.0 32.9 50.0 0.0 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Abbreviations: see Table 
3.3. Total number of individual farmers = 70; total number of SCA farmers = 42; total number of 
MLC farmers = 7. 

Different types of vegetable farmers indicated different attitudes 

toward questions concerning morals. Generally speaking, MLC vegetable 

farmers had more negative attitudes (as indicated by a positive score on 

morals in Table 4.8) to violations of pesticide behavior than individual and 

SCA farmers.  

Regarding the use of types of pesticides, all seven MLC farmers 

indicated that “it is harmful and morally wrong to use illegal types of 

pesticides” or “it is unhealthy for the human body” or “it is not good, and I 

should take responsibility for others’ health”. Generally, these farmers are 

comparatively well-educated (two graduated from university, two 

graduated from high school, and the remaining three graduated from 

middle school). Some of them stated that they normally get pesticide 

knowledge by reading state regulations and rules for pesticide. Also, they 

claimed to “have lots of opportunities to get access to pesticide technical 

trainings or meetings organized by the local agricultural bureau”. Frequent 

and repeated education and training on the legal usage are beneficial for 

internalizing their personal beliefs on using pesticides appropriately. The 

positive link between education and moral reasoning was shown by Chan et 

al. (2000). They argued that well-educated taxpayers tend to have a better 

understanding of the tax system and a higher level of moral development. 
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Thus, MLC vegetable farmers’ comparatively high level of education might 

influence their moral values. 

For individual vegetable farmers, 20.0 percent indicated negative 

attitudes toward morals. These 14 vegetable farmers were distributed over 

several villages, but 10 of them live in just three villages (villages D.S, D.T 

and D.L) of D county where fewer announcements and educational 

activities on pesticide knowledge were conducted by the local agricultural 

bureau in comparison to other villages. Most of these farmers regarded the 

use of illegal pesticides as a normal behavior which they have done for 

many years. Such personal values might be morally internalized and thus 

influence their ethics.  

Among SCA vegetable farmers, the vast majority (97.6 percent, total 

n=42) indicated negative views towards the use of illegal pesticides. Only 

one farmer expressed that “it has nothing to do with ‘right’ and ‘wrong’, the 

pesticide effectiveness is the most important thing”. It seems that the 

economic factor caused his misperception of the use of illegal pesticides. 

Concerning container disposal, all of the MLC vegetable farmers (n=7) 

responded to illegal disposal as “non-environmental friendly” or “polluting 

environment” or “not good for keeping clean and tidy villages”. These 

farmers plant large vegetable fields and normally have a large quantity of 

empty pesticide containers (plastic bags or glass). They are generally 

well-educated and have more environmental protection knowledge and a 

higher awareness of protecting the local environment.  

In addition, 44 individual vegetable farmers (62.9 percent) stated 

positive views toward improper pesticide container disposal. In contrast, 26 

farmers (37.1 percent) expressed negative views, including 18 farmers from 

the three villages of D county (villages D.S, D.T and D.L). As discussed in 

the last section, D county is less well developed, and financial support for 

enforcing pesticide regulations is limited. A local agricultural officer who 

works in the agro-environmental section explained:  

… I think what matters most for improving farmers’ environmental 
protection awareness is the economic development level. For these villages 
that are rich, people in the villages have strong environmental protection 
awareness, and they naturally pay more attention to the environment and 
health problems. However, there is no such kind of village in our county. 
Most villagers in our county lack such awareness and do not care about 
environmental protection. Sometimes even though waste storage pools are 
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constructed by the local government, without enough money to pay the 
transportation fee, wastes will be piled by the roadside. These poor villages 
cannot afford such fees, because the village needs to employ a cleaner to 
clean these wastes each week… (Quotes from an interview with an officer of 
the local agricultural bureau)  

It seems that the vegetable farmers’ environmental protection 

awareness concerning pesticide disposal is related to the development of 

the local economy. People who live in well-developed areas might be more 

aware of dealing with waste appropriately, while these who live in poor 

areas might be accustomed to the littering in rural areas and do not regard 

it as an improper activity related to ethics.  

For the SCA vegetable farmers, 26 (61.9 percent) indicated negative 

opinions of improper disposal, while 16 (38.1 percent) indicated positive 

views. Of the latter, 7 live in village N.R and 9 in village C.X., but it is 

surprising that no farmer in village C.M. had positive views about illegal 

disposal (and thus a negative score of morals on illegal disposal) even 

though the economy is less developed than that of the other two villages. 

Almost all the vegetable farmers interviewed in the village expressed that 

“pesticide containers should be burned or buried appropriately. Otherwise it 

is not good for the environment, and it also does not good for the village 

image”. The village leader provided more details:  

… In the past, villagers did not pay attention to pesticide container disposal. 
They littered everywhere. But in recent years, the situation has changed a 
lot. The Provincial Inspection and Quarantine Bureau officers started 
coming every year after our village was selected as one of the four vegetable 
bases for the Hong Kong area. Villagers gradually paid more attention to the 
environment and are more active in disposing of pesticide containers 
appropriately as they think it is not good for the village’s appearance. We 
also ask them to pay attention to protecting the environment… (Quotes 
from an interview with a village leader in village C.M.) 

It seems that the vegetable farmers’ intention to keep the village 

“good” and “clean” as well as the environmental protection knowledge they 

received have been internalized as their moral judgment and thus influence 

their opinions on inappropriate disposal. It seems that there is a role for 

government education types of enforcement as well as economic 

opportunities that are linked to environmental quality.  
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Finally, similar to the last two pesticide behaviors, all seven MLC 

vegetable farmers indicated negative attitudes toward an illegal time 

interval (and thus a positive score of morals). As one of them indicated: 

… Regardless of the legal rules, we need to make sure we sell vegetables on 
the market after conducting our own pesticide residue tests. It concerns 
your own conscience… (Quotes from case N.L1)  

As already discussed, these farmers have more opportunities to access 

legal knowledge and attend pesticide training courses on dealing with the 

time interval properly, which seems to make it much easier for them to 

accept the legal time interval and regard it as a “proper” and “right” thing 

that should be obeyed.  

Of the individual farmers, 47 (67.1 percent) indicated negative 

attitudes toward an illegal time interval (and thus moral support for such 

legal rules), and 23 (32.9 percent) indicated positive attitudes toward such 

violations (and thus negative moral support for the legal rules). All of the 

latter are located in the villages with SCA farmers except village D of 

County C, where all the farmers plant radishes in high-altitude areas. The 

climate temperature advantage means that fewer pesticides are required. It 

is thus much easier for them to obey the legal time interval. They have 

followed such behavior for years and have already internalized it as proper 

behavior.  

Of the SCA vegetable farmers, 21 (50.0 percent, total n=42) indicated 

negative attitudes towards an illegal time interval (and thus moral support 

for rules on a time interval). Most of them stated that “it is bad as it is 

harmful to the human body”. However, the other half indicated that “it is 

acceptable if I do not obey rules on time interval as now people use low-toxic 

pesticides that are less toxic and harmless”. The majority (20 of 21, 95.2 

percent) of these SCA farmers who had positive views about the illegal time 

interval are located in the two villages with SCA farmers in C county. They 

conformed to their old habit of dealing with the time interval 

inappropriately and were less educated by the associations or the local 

enforcement agency. Here it can be seen that the vegetable farmers’ 

knowledge about the time interval influences their moral judgment.  

Short Summary 
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This section examined the vegetable farmers’ intrinsic moral reasoning 

about pesticide violation behaviors. It sought to look closely at how 

vegetable farmers respond to the specific pesticide violation behaviors as 

well as the variations in their indicated morality. Variations were found 

among the vegetable farmers’ indicated personal norms, which could be 

categorized into differing discourses. They could also be classified into 

different levels according to Kohlberg’s (1971) theory of moral levels. 

Vegetable farmers who indicated positive morals were more frequently at 

the conventional level; these who indicated negative moral values were 

more frequently at the pre-conventional level of morals. The activation of 

the vegetable farmers’ awareness of negative consequences as well as 

personal responsibility could influence their personal morals. There are also 

variations of moral discourses within the three pesticide violation 

behaviors. Explanations of such variations might be multiple and 

contextual, including the pesticide behaviors studied, the type of vegetable 

farmer interviewed, economic interests, educational level, pesticide training 

and knowledge they get, the local economic development, and their 

pesticide-related habits. 

4.4.3 Morals and Farmers’ Pesticide Compliance  

This section explores the association between the vegetable farmers’ 

personal morality and their self-reported compliance behavior. Some 

studies have empirically examined the moral reasoning of compliance or 

violation behaviors and demonstrated that an individual’s compliance is 

influenced by their personal moral beliefs (Tyler, 1990; Grasmick & Bursik, 

1990; Paternoster & Simpson, 1993; Sutinen & Kuperan, 1999). In Table 4.9 

the association is shown based on the empirical exploration with the 119 

vegetable farmers.  
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Table 4.9 Association between farmers’ morals and pesticide compliance 
Pesticide behaviors  Morals  

Positive Negative 
Use of types of 
pesticides 

Compliant No.  103 0 
 % 99.0 0.0 
Noncompliant No. 1 15 
 % 1.0 100.0 

Total 104 15 
Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Compliant No. 50 0 
 % 64.9 0.0 
Noncompliant No. 27 42 
 % 35.1 100.0 

Total 77 42 
Time interval Compliant No. 49 0 

 % 65.3 0.0 
Noncompliant No. 26 44 
 % 34.7 100.0 

Total 75 44 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119.  

Generally speaking, there seems to be a positive relationship between 

morality and the vegetable farmers’ compliance with pesticide rules, 

especially for the use of types of pesticides. Vegetable farmers who viewed 

the legal rules as morally legitimate are more likely to comply with the law. 

Specifically, 103 (99.0 percent, total n=104), 50 (64.9 percent, total n=77) 

and 49 (65.3 percent, total n=75) vegetable farmers who indicated a positive 

morality reported that they were compliant with the three pesticide 

regulations, respectively. Here their perception matters as there are 

variations among how they judge the violated behaviors. In addition, their 

perception is related to the type of vegetable farmer, their educational level, 

the pesticide training and knowledge they get, the local economic 

development, or their pesticide-related habits.  

Next, we looked for any differences between the different types of 

moral discourses vegetable farmers used and their compliance behaviors. 

The associations between their moral arguments and pesticide compliance 

for the three pesticide behaviors are presented in Tables 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12. 
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Table 4.10 Association between farmers’ moral discourses and pesticide compliance 
for use of types 
Morals Specific discourses Compliance 

Positive Negative 

Positive Pre-conventional The economic discourse for legal 
usage 

No. 2 0 
% 1.7 0.0 

The prohibited by government 
discourse 

No. 4 0 
% 3.4 0.0 

Conventional The bad discourse No. 43 0 
% 36.1 0.0 

The harmful to human 
health/environment discourse 

No. 48 1 
% 40.3 0.8 

The responsibility discourse No. 2 0 
% 1.7 0.0 

The conscience discourse No. 4 0 
% 3.4 0.0 

Negative Pre-conventional The harmless discourse No. 0 7 
% 0.0 5.9 

The economic discourse for 
illegal usage 

No. 0 6 
% 0.0 5.0 

The habit discourse No. 0 2 
% 0.0 1.7 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119.  

Table 4.11 Association between farmers’ moral discourses and pesticide compliance 
for disposal 
Morals Specific discourses Compliance 

Positive Negative 
Positive Pre-conventional The “have no choice” discourse No. 0 14 

% 0.0 11.8 
Conventional The descriptive social norms of 

compliance discourse 
No. 6 0 
% 5.0 0.0 

The bad discourse No. 21 10 
% 17.6 8.4 

The harmful to 
environment/human 
health/village image discourse 

No. 23 3 

% 19.3 2.5 

 

Table 4.12 Association between farmers’ moral discourses and pesticide compliance 
for disposal (continued) 
Morals Specific discourses Compliance 

Positive Negative 
Negative Pre-conventional The harmless discourse No. 0 3 

% 0.0 2.5 
The habit discourse No. 0 1 

% 0.0 0.8 
The economic discourse No. 0 1 

% 0.0 0.8 
The disregard the law discourse No. 0 2 

% 0.0 1.7 
Conventional The descriptive social norms of 

noncompliance discourse 
No. 0 35 
% 0.0 29.4 
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Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119.  

Table 4.13 Association between farmers’ moral discourses and pesticide compliance 
for time interval 
Morals Specific discourses Compliance 

Positive Negative 
Positive Pre-conventional The “have no choice” discourse No. 0 16 

% 0.0 13.4 
The economic discourse No. 1 6 

% 0.8 5.0 
Conventional The reputation discourse No. 1 0 

% 0.8 0.0 
The bad discourse  No. 18 1 

% 15.1 0.8 
The harmful to human health 
discourse 

No. 18 1 
% 15.1 0.8 

The responsibility discourse No. 5 0 
% 4.2 0.0 

The conscience discourse No. 6 2 
% 5.0 1.7 

Negative Pre-conventional The harmless discourse  No. 0 39 
% 0.0 32.8 

Conventional The descriptive social norms of 
noncompliance discourse 

No. 0 5 
% 0.0 4.2 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119. 

Generally speaking, vegetable farmers who had a conventional level of 

positive morals more frequently indicated compliance than these with a 

pre-conventional level of morals; vegetable farmers who had negative 

morals always indicated noncompliance, whether at the pre-conventional 

or the conventional level.  

Surprisingly, not all the vegetable farmers who expressed positive 

morality indicated compliance. Specifically, in terms of the use of types of 

pesticides, one individual vegetable farmer (1.0 percent, total n=104) 

indicated that “it is not good for human health, but the effectiveness is very 

good. I have to choose it.” It seems that here the economic factor pressures 

him to choose illegal pesticides even though he personally disapproves of 

such an act.  

Regarding the disposal of pesticide containers, 35.1 percent (n=27, total 

n=77) of noncompliant vegetable farmers indicated positive personal beliefs 

about the appropriate disposal of pesticide containers according to the 

relevant regulatory rules. They indicated “have no choice” or “harmful to 

environment” or “bad” discourses. As some of them explained: 
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… It is not good. It pollutes rivers very badly. But nobody wants to recycle 
these containers. We have no choice. There are waste storage pools nearby, 
but they are built for storing wastes in the town, not for our rural areas… 
(Quotes from case C.X.NO.9) 

… It is not good. There are too many pesticide containers in the ditches. It 
would never happen in the past. But now more and more people throw them 
in the ditches and then they flow into big ditches and then rivers… (Quotes 
from case D.T.NO.7) 

… We have no choice as no one recycles them. These glass bottles, plastic 
bottles and bags are thrown everywhere, such as in the pools, dams or rivers, 
etc. … (Quotes from case N.R.NO.10) 

It seems that for these vegetable farmers, even though they 

intrinsically believe that it is “improper”, “bad” or “wrong” to dispose of 

pesticide containers everywhere, the situation of “without the support of a 

proper recycling or disposal system” or “most similar other people’s 

misconduct of disposing of pesticide containers” encourages them continue 

to litter. One possible reason is that morals influence compliance through 

the link between capacity and morals. Another explanation could derive 

from Cialdini et al.’s (1991) focus theory, which argues that the norms of a 

society, a setting or a person will have a demonstrable impact on action, 

but the impact will be different depending on whether the actor is focused 

on the norms of the culture, the situation or himself. And more explicitly, 

the regulated actor’s compliance behavior might be influenced by his/her 

cultural background, regulatory context, the situation he/she experiences, 

or his/her personal norms. For these farmers who indicated most similar 

others do the same, descriptive social norms seem to be at play as they were 

activated and made focal, even though the farmers’ personal moral values 

were opposed in the situation. Moreover, in Wenzel’s (2001, 2005b) study of 

taxpayers’ misperceptions of descriptive social norms about tax compliance, 

he adopted the concept of “false consensus67” and argued that taxpayers 

might “tend towards non-compliance but experience vague moral 

inhibitions”, “they project their own behavioral tendencies onto other 

taxpayers and assume that many others feel the same and indeed are 

non-compliant” (Wenzel, 2001: p7). The vegetable farmers might be 

                                                           
67

 Here “false consensus” generally refers to the situation that “taxpayers wrongly think that 
most taxpayers act less honestly than they themselves do” (Wenzel, 2001). 
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influenced by the misperception of descriptive social norms of compliance 

and followed what most people do and thus do not comply, although they 

personally do not endorse it.  

Regarding the time interval, 34.7 percent (n=26, total n=75) of 

vegetable farmers expressed positive morals but still indicated 

noncompliance. They indicated “have no choice”, “economic”, “bad”, 

“harmful to human health”, or even “conscience” discourses.  Below are 

quotes from some of them: 

… It is definitely not good. But he has no other option. If he does not pick the 
vegetables on time, they will get overripe ... (Quotes from case N.D.NO.5) 

… It is not good for human health. But we have no other choice. If you do not 
use pesticides, your yields will be decreased badly. If you use pesticides and 
pick vegetables after the time interval, your eggplants will get overripe… 
(Quotes from case C.X.NO.18) 

Here it can be seen that although these vegetable farmers disapprove 

of harvesting vegetables within the safe interval, the pressure of 

“production yields or economic factors” demands their noncompliance with 

regulatory rules on the time interval. This also adds to Cialdini and 

Wenzel’s theories as they mainly focus on the descriptive social norms 

and/or personal morals, without checking their interactions with economic 

factors. 

Short Summary 

This section discussed the association between the vegetable farmers’ 

indicated moral values and their self-reported pesticide compliance. A 

positive association was found between the two of them. There were also 

some unexpected outcomes. Some vegetable farmers who indicated 

negative attitudes toward illegal pesticide behaviors nevertheless reported 

noncompliance. Here other factors including capacity, economic stimulus, 

the “self-other discrepancy”, or the focus theory might be plausible causes. 

Thus, it was concluded that there is a situational relationship between 

morals and the vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance.  
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4.5 Understanding General Duty to Obey  

4.5.1 General Duty to Obey in Theory 

A third aspect of legitimacy that is relevant for compliance is the legitimacy 

of the state power to impose regulations or rules. We label this systematic 

legitimacy, indicating the legitimacy of the legal system as a whole. This 

study focuses here on a core aspect of the perceived general duty to obey 

the law. This is premised on the notion that the vast majority obey the law 

from an intrinsic sense of obligation to adhere to the rules simply because 

they are the rules, regardless of their content, whether they are enforced, or 

whether this poses high costs. From a compliance perspective, the sense of 

obligation to obey the law has an advantage over moral obligation as people 

insist that they ought to obey the law, not just that the law is consistent 

with their own moral judgments. A primary inspiring work on systematic 

legitimacy was Rousseau’s (2006) social contract theory. Social contract 

theory posits that the State is formed through a social contract and that as 

such, people have joined the State and made themselves subordinate to its 

rules and thus must obey them. In Weber’s (1947) theory of social and 

economic organization, he emphasized that one of the basics of legitimacy 

was the perceived obligation to obey the content of the command. In 

Wasserstrom’s (1962) philosophical discussion on the justification of the 

obligation to obey the law, he argued that at least two views could be held 

concerning the nature of the stringency of one’s obligation to obey the law: 

we have an absolute obligation to obey the law, and disobeying the law is 

never justified; and second, we do have an obligation to obey the law, but 

the obligation is a prima facie rather than an absolute one. The latter can be 

further categorized into two types: there is an obligation to obey the law, 

but the obligation can be overridden by conflicting obligations; or there is 

no special obligation to obey the law, but it is in fact usually obligatory to 

do so on other grounds.  

Numerous studies demonstrate that such systematic legitimacy 

influences compliance. Scholars like Winter and May (2001; May, 2005) 

analyzed the influence of duty to comply on regulatory compliance. They 

categorized duty to comply as twofold: the general moral principles 

comprised of one’s sense of civic duty to obey laws; or a more specific 
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evaluation of the appropriateness or value of a given regulation. 

Accordingly, they constructed an index which consists of three specific 

statements measuring Danish farmers’ normative compliance motivation 

with agro-environmental regulation.68  They found that in the Danish 

context, normative duty to comply is as influential as calculated motivation 

in bringing about compliance. They discussed duty to obey in a broad 

sense, which mostly comprised moral, obligation and procedural justice 

stemming from the normative perspective. It seems that they analyzed duty 

to comply by mainly focussing on the personal moral values. Drawing on 

the existing literature, Vandenbergh (2003) proposed that the norm of law 

compliance could create a sense of obligation in some situations and thus 

influence compliance. He depicted such an influence as “an individual 

should comply with laws even when they are inconsistent with moral 

obligations”. Nevertheless, he did not test this hypothesis in an empirical 

field.  

There is evidence largely collected by Tyler (1990), who published his 

seminal work on why people obey the law, in which general duty to obey 

and its influence on compliance were examined. He held that citizens may 

comply with the law because they view the legal authority they are dealing 

with as having a legitimate right to dictate their behavior. He argued that 

legitimacy is a far more stable base for enforcing compliance than personal 

norms or morality from the perspective of the authorities in a political or 

legal system. Such legitimacy rests on a conception of the obligation to 

obey any commands that an authority issues. He held that the most direct 

way in which legitimacy has been measured is as the perceived obligation 

to comply with the enacted rules or laws of an authority. In other words, 

people feel that the rules ought to be obeyed. Tyler examined general levels 

of obligation to obey the law by asking the respondents to what degree they 

felt they should comply with directives from police officers or judges, 

                                                           
68

 The three statements are separately: farmers have a moral obligation to comply with the 
environmental regulation of farming; the rules about manure are so unreasonable that one 
need not comply; environmental authorities should take stronger action with the 
environmental sinners that are spoiling the name and reputation of farming (Winter & May, 
2001: p695).  
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irrespective of their personal feelings.69 However, he did not analyze how 

duty to obey influences compliance separately but put it together with 

procedural justice like legitimacy, and analyzed how legitimacy affects 

compliance. As discussed by Tyler, the Chicago study “confirms the 

influence of legitimacy on compliance”, but “it does not directly examine 

the nature of the perceived obligation to obey the law that brings about 

compliance” (Tyler, 1990: p66).  

Generally speaking, a legitimate obligation to obey the law could be 

framed differently and could also play an important role in the voluntary 

acceptance of regulatory rules and laws. This study is concerned with the 

role of law in the everyday life of the regulated actors. It analyzes whether 

these who view the law as more legitimate are more likely to obey them. 

Accordingly, it seeks to look at the vegetable farmers’ perceptions of the 

general duty to obey the law as well as how such perceptions affect their 

pesticide compliance behavior. It follows Tyler’s approach and examines 

the vegetable farmers’ overall levels of obligation to obey the law regardless 

of the content of the rules and the enforcement environment. It 

operationalizes the general duty to obey as the regulated actors’ general 

views or opinions on the obligation to obey the law, which has three 

aspects: people should obey the law even if it is a bad law, even if it is not 

enforced, or even when the costs of obeying it are high, with the first one 

representing the content of the law and the last two representing the 

enforcement environment. Based on these considerations, the vegetable 

farmers were interviewed openly by asking if they agreed with the 

statement consisting of the three aspects and to explain why they agreed or 

not. The question was included as one of the three final questions after 

asking other variable-related questions. The Appendix contains the detailed 

interview questions as well as the specific coding method (see Parts B, C 

and D in the Appendix).  

                                                           
69

 Specifically, Tyler’s examination of the obligation to obey was divided into two waves: in the 
first wave he evaluated six separate questions, while in the second wave he asked six questions 
with the last two questions modified. They are: people should obey the law even if it goes 
against what they think is right; I always try to follow the law even if I think that it is wrong; 
disobeying the law is seldom justified; it is difficult to break the law and keep one’s self-respect; 
a person who refuses to obey the law is a menace to society; obedience and respect for 
authority are the most important virtues children should learn (Tyler, 1990, pp45-46). 
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The remainder of this section begins with a subsection analyzing the 

vegetable farmers’ perceptions of the general duty to obey, and it 

particularly looks at the variations amongst their indications; then it 

discusses further how such a perception is connected to their self-reported 

pesticide compliance. 

4.5.2 Vegetable Farmers’ Perceived General Duty to Obey 

Vegetable farmers’ overall perceptions on the question concerning the 

general duty to obey are presented in Table 4.13. Generally speaking, the 

majority of vegetable farmers indicated a positive attitude towards the 

general duty to obey. That is, they agreed that people should obey the law 

even if it is a bad law, even if it is not enforced, or even when the costs of 

obeying it are high.  

Table 4.14 Farmers’ perceived general duty to obey 
 General duty to obey 
Positive No. 83 
 % 69.7 
Negative No. 27 
 % 22.7 
Elusive No.                               9 

% 7.6 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119.  

In order to understand this better, their specific discourses are 

categorized and listed in Table 4.14.70  

 

Table 4.15 Farmers’ specific discourses on perceived general duty to obey 
 Categorized discourses No. Percent  Total  

Positive Law from the state/NPC/central government and thus 
must be obeyed 

19 22.9 83 

It is morally right to obey/one should not do illegal things 7 8.4 

Law is good/open  6 7.2 
Law was made by experts who know what is best/is 
reasonable and evidence-based  

6 7.2 

Government is good  5 6.0 
Too powerless  4 4.8 

                                                           
70

 Similar to the categorizations of morals, here vegetable farmers’ indications about general 
duty to obey were categorized with discretion and mainly named by the keywords. The 
specific categorizations of all the cases were co-defined with Benjamin Van Rooij.  
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Table 4.16 Farmers’ specific discourses on perceived general duty to obey 
(continued) 

 Categorized discourses No. Percent  Total  

 It is a duty/responsibility 4 4.8  
Law at the center is good but locally it is bad  4 4.8 
No order if disobey the law/maintain peace/do not 
damage the masses 

4 4.8 

Will be punished if disobey the law 3 3.6 
The law is made by the majority/has popular legitimacy 2 2.4 
We are equal before the law 2 2.4 
Others 7 8.4 
Agree/fully agree but did not give detailed explanation  44 53.0 

Negative Depends on local fit/doubt the content/make personal 
judgment of the law  

13 48.1 27 

Obeying the law can be costly/only obey if it benefits 6 22.2 
Local bad/corruption officials/local officials do not care 
about us  

5 18.5 

Depends on if it is enforced/enforcement is weak/too 
many violations 

5 18.5 

The law is unequal/too powerless to use law  4 14.8 
No success in litigation/litigation is costly 3 11.1 
Others 6 22.2 

Elusive Law is distant/disregard the law  4 44.4 9 
It is hard to say  2 22.2 
Do not understand the law/do not know  3 33.3 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119. 

As shown in the table, vegetable farmers indicated various discourses 

concerning the general duty to obey, and some of them even indicated 

multiple discourses. Specifically, for these farmers who expressed a positive 

attitude, 19 farmers (22.9 percent, total n=83) affirmed the general duty to 

obey by referring to the state/NPC/the central government. Consider for 

instance some quotes below:  

…Yes. I agree. Laws come from the state and thus must be obeyed… (Quotes 
from case D.T.NO.5) 

… I agree. Because the promulgation of the state laws, rules and policies is 
pored over by committee members of the NPC (the National People’s 
Congress) and Commission of Legislative Affairs… (Quotes from case 
C.X.NO.1)  

… The law is enacted by the state. As a farmer, we should obey the law 
formulated by the central government. Because the state is a complete body 
and the formulation of the law is a deliberation process of lots of professors 
and experts. It should be correct… (Quotes from case N.L.NO.12) 

As shown above, it seems that these vegetable farmers believed in the 

state or central government and regarded the law as a product enacted, 
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empowered and authorized by the state or central government. Such a 

strong feeling largely influences their intrinsic identification with the law. 

Seven farmers (8.4 percent) indicated moral discourses. They related 

the obligatory duty to their internalized moral judgment. As some of them 

expressed:  

… People should not do illegal things… (Quotes from case N.D.NO.5)  

… No person should disobey the law. It is morally right to obey the law… 
(Quotes from case D.T.NO.3) 

It seems that these farmers took the obligation to obey as something 

that matters in their personal judgement. Accordingly to Tyler (1990, p25), 

there are two types of internalized obligation: one is “derived from the view 

that the legal authority they are dealing with as having a legitimate right to 

dictate their behavior”; the other is an obligation “derived from a person’s 

desire to behave in a way that accords with his or her personal morality”. The 

difference between the two is whether it is linked to the political authority. 

Personal morality may accord with the dictates of the authorities or the 

other way around. Here it seems that such an internalized moral obligation 

is consistent with systematic legitimacy and strengthens their justification 

of the general duty to obey the law.  

There are six farmers (7.2 percent) who indicated that the law is 

good/open and thus should be obeyed (e.g., case N.L.NO.6; D.S.NO.6). 

Another six farmers (7.2 percent) indicated that the law was made by 

experts who know best or is reasonable and evidence-based. Consider for 

instance the quote below: 

… Overall, we should obey the law, no matter it is good or bad. The 
promulgation of the law is always reasonable and evidence-based. Otherwise 
it cannot be issued… (Quotes from case D.S.NO.1) 

There are five farmers (6.0 percent) who indicated that “we have a good 

government” and thus affirmed a general duty to obey (e.g., case D.S.NO.6). 

There are four farmers (4.8 percent) who indicated a duty/responsibility 

discourse. They regarded obeying the law as something that matters for a 

general duty/the duty of Party members/ a citizen’s duty/a sense of 

responsibility. As some of them explained:  
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… I am older now. As a Party member, I should obey the policies 
promulgated by the central government. No matter it is constitutional law 
or something else… (Quotes from case D.S.NO.2) 

…We should obey the law. It depends on one’s responsibility. Someone who 
lacks responsibility tends to disobey the law… (Quotes from case N.X.NO.8) 

… We must obey the law. It is every citizen’s duty. We must do our own 
business well as farmers… (Quotes from case C.X.NO.17) 

There are four farmers (4.8 percent) who indicated that they are too 

powerless and thus have to obey the law (e.g., case D.L.NO.2); four farmers 

(4.8 percent) affirmed a general duty to obey the law and indicated that the 

law at the center is good but locally it is bad (e.g., case D.L.NO.8); four (4.8 

percent) indicated an order discourse. They stated that if they break the 

law, there will be no order/ it is good to maintain peace/not having law 

damages the masses (e.g., case N.D.NO.1; case N.X.NO.4; case D.S.NO.4); 

three (3.6 percent) indicated that if they disobey the law, people will be 

punished, and thus expressed positive attitudes towards the general duty to 

obey the law (e.g., case D.L.NO.11). 

Another two farmers (2.4 percent) stated positive views about the 

general duty to obey and were categorized as “the equality discourse”. 

Consider for instance the quote below: 

… We are all equal in front of the law. We need to obey the law if it is 
promulgated… (Quotes from case N.L.NO.13)  

It seems that these farmers who affirmed obeying the law regarded it 

as a symbol of equality. Another two farmers (2.4 percent) referred to a 

majority discourse. Consider for instance the quote below:  

… The law is promulgated based on the agreement of the majority. It is not 
promulgated by one person or two persons. It is not based on the 
agreement of one person or two persons, either. The law is called a law as it 
is based on the agreements of the majority… (Quotes from case N.L.NO.3)  

There are seven farmers (8.4 percent) categorized as “other”. They 

stated that “the law is useful”; “compliance is not too difficult”; “impossible 

to distinguish good and bad law”; “it does not matter if you understand the 

law or not”; “law must be good otherwise it would not have been made”; 

“we get instructions to obey the law from the state”; “you cannot do as you 

like”. They all indicated a positive general duty to obey.  
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There are 44 vegetable farmers (37.0 percent) who indicated 

agreement with the general duty to obey but did not give any explanation. 

It seems that they approved of the obligation to obey the law 

unconsciously.  

Regarding these 27 farmers who had negative opinions, 13 of them (48.1 

percent) indicated that it depends on the local fit of the law, or expressed 

doubts about the content of the law, or made personal judgments about the 

fairness and values of law. As some of them expressed: 

… It depends on what kinds of laws they are. Do they face the majority and 
reality? Or do they just face some persons? Now lots of state laws are not so 
good. There are terrorists in the international society, and they even have 
weapons against the government. In China there are gangs … (Quotes from 
case D.S.NO.3) 

…I support these good laws. However, for these bad ones, I do not know 
what to do with them… (Quotes from case C.D.NO.5) 

There are six farmers (22.2 percent) who referred to the costs and 

benefits of obeying the law and were categorized as “the cost-benefit 

discourse”. Consider for instance some quotes below:  

… It depends on what the law is. I will always obey the law if you pay me 500 
RMB per month, regardless of whatever it is. Human beings live for 
surviving. Otherwise you can do nothing if you just obey the law, right? … 
(Quotes from case D.T.NO.6)  

… Obeying the law means that you need to pay if you go to court. Even 
though you win, you still need to pay. It is the reality… (Quotes from case 
D.T.NO.7)  

For these vegetable farmers, the costs and benefits of obeying the law 

influence their attitudes towards the general duty to obey it. Five farmers 

(18.5 percent) indicated that the central government is good but the local 

governments are not, or there is no necessity to obey the law controlled by 

corrupt officials, or local officials do not care about us (e.g., case D.T.No.2; 

D.S.No.11). Another five (18.5 percent) farmers stated that it depends on 

whether the law is enforced, or enforcement is weak, or there are too many 

violations. They all expressed a disagreement with the general duty to obey. 

As one of them explained:  

… It depends on what law it is and how the government enforces the law. 
Taking the pesticide regulation as an example, now the pollution is very 
severe. The pesticide residue is very harmful. A lot of people throw pesticide 
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containers everywhere, which causes bad effects. A lot of residues persist in 
the rivers, soil, etc.… (Quotes from case N.X.NO.9) 

There are four farmers (14.8 percent) who indicated being unequal/too 

powerless to use the law discourse. As one of them explained: 

… There is too much corruption. But you dare not talk. The masses have lots 
of complaints about it. But these problems remain unsolved as we have no 
money to go to court. These are thorny issues… (Quotes from case 
C.X.NO.4)  

Three farmers (11.1 percent) indicated that they will have no success in 

litigation or litigation is costly and thus negative opinions of the general 

duty to obey (e.g., case C.X.No.15). 

Moreover, there are six farmers (22.2 percent) who defined “other” 

discourses. They respectively indicated that “does not know the law”; 

“government only cares for stability”; “it depends on whether the law was 

made by the majority”; “we do what we want”; “depends on one's sense of 

responsibility”; “there are too many laws”. They generally expressed negative 

attitudes towards the general duty to obey. As some of them explained: 

… I disagree. Basically, I do not understand the law very well. There are too 
many laws, and I think some of them are not so good. When I watch TV, I 
often have such kinds of feelings… (Quotes from case C.M.NO.3)  

… The law should be promulgated based on the willingness of the majority… 
(Quotes from case D.S.NO.3) 

For the nine vegetable farmers who indicated elusive attitudes, four 

(44.4 percent) stated that the law is distant from them; two (22.2 percent) 

indicated that “it is hard to say”; three (33.3 percent) indicated elusive 

messages with “do not know” or “do not understand the law”. Consider for 

instance a quote below: 

 … It is not our business. We vegetable farmers just need to take care of our 
crops… (Quotes from case N.X.NO.5)  

Thus, it is concluded that there are variations of opinions on the 

general duty to obey among different vegetable farmers. Do the types of 

vegetable farmers matter? The variations among different types of 

vegetable farmers were examined next. Table 4.15 presents the different 

views on the general duty to obey by different types of vegetable farmers.  
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Table 4.17 Farmers’ indicated general duty to obey by different types of farmers 
 General duty to obey 

Ind. SCA MLC 

Positive No. 47 30 6 
% 67.1 71.4 85.7 

Negative No. 17 9 1 
% 24.3 21.4 14.3 

Elusive No. 6 3 0 
% 8.6 7.1 0.0 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Abbreviations: see Table 
3.3. Total number of individual farmers = 70; total number of SCA farmers = 42; total number of 
MLC farmers = 7. 

As shown in Table 4.15, there are only slight differences in the general 

duty to obey indicated by different vegetable farmers. Specifically, 67.1 

percent (total n=70) of individual vegetable farmers indicated positive 

views towards the general duty to obey; 71.4 percent (total n=42) of small 

cooperative or association vegetable farmers indicated positive opinions 

about the general duty to obey; 85.7 percent (total n=7) of medium or large 

cooperative vegetable farmers indicated positive views that the law should 

be obeyed regardless of the three given conditions. It seems that here the 

type of vegetable farmer has nothing to do with his/her views about the 

general duty to obey.  

But after checking the vegetable farmers’ texts concerning the general 

duty to obey, interestingly, it was found that their judgments about the 

general duty to obey originated either from their personal experiences in 

relation to the authorities’ enforcement or from their general knowledge 

about the law and reality, even without directly asking them questions 

about their personal experiences. Some farmers approved of the statement 

that people should obey the law regardless of the three conditions. Their 

judgments largely emanated from their personal experiences. As some of 

them explained:  

… I agree with the saying that I experienced such things. I have only one 
child and have received the single child privilege card. According to the 
one-child policy, I was entitled to obtain double land compensation fees 
when the state expropriated the village land to construct a road. But I only 
got half as other village members did not agree to give me a double fee. 
Then I appealed to the local court, and finally I won the lawsuit. However, I 
did not get my money back as all the money has already been distributed to 
the villagers. Even though the executive division came, it is still an unsolved 
problem … (Quotes from case C.X.NO.6)  
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… I agree with it. The state policy is very good. Now it is regulated that 
elderly people over 60 years old can get a subsidy of 60 RMB per month. 
There is also a rural CMS (Cooperative Medical System). People who plant a 
field can also get a subsidy of 100 RMB per month. It is much better than in 
the past. Nevertheless, the local government officers often do not enforce 
the policies. Taking the CMS as an example, some local authorities do not 
enforce the law. The state regulates that only these peasants who are 
hospitalized can apply for reimbursement. Although someone is not 
hospitalized, he/she can also get a reimbursement if he/she seeks for 
personal “guan xi” … (Quotes from case N.R.NO.1)  

… We should obey the law. The state law is good. However, the enforcement 
is not so good. These who are incapable cannot win the lawsuits even 
though they are entitled to win… (Quotes from case C.X.NO.15)  

Here it can be seen that these vegetable farmers who agreed with the 

general duty to obey supported the state law. But they criticized the local 

enforcement agencies as they usually violate the law, according to their 

personal experiences or other related experiences. They held that the 

enforcement authorities should enforce the law. This is similar to 

Vandenbergh’s (2003) discussion about the norm of law compliance. He 

argued that the norms of fair process may counteract the effects of the 

norm of law compliance.  

Nevertheless, there are still some farmers who disagreed with the 

indication of the general duty to obey by referring to their own experiences. 

Consider for instance some quotes below:  

… I agree with all the correct laws. I agree with most of the policies of the 
central government. I only disagree with a few. For example, there was a 
young couple who had different opinions. They went to the court for 
divorce. The government did not do any investigation and approved the 
divorce. Plus, they need to pay for it. Now more and more couples are 
getting divorced. Some young men have been corrupted ideologically. They 
have already got married, but they are engaged in a new relationship. 
However, the government does not do anything, unless they go to the 
court… (Quotes from case D.T.NO.4) 

…As to me, I need to understand the law myself and distinguish if it is good 
and beneficial for us. If it is a bad law, or a blind law, I will not stand for it. 
For example, some policies from the higher government demand us to do 
something. But they do nothing except demand. There are lots of green 
mountains in our villages. They called for us to cut all the trees and make 
the mountains into terraces. But after that, they never came. They did not 
tell us what we should do next. I think it is not good. Another example is 
that they asked us to plant tea trees last year and even transported the 
seedlings. We followed the policy and planted the trees. But after that they 
did nothing to help us. The policy was issued by the central government. 
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But we did not get any subsidy. All the money was taken away by some 
middlemen.  We supported the policy and agreed to plant trees as it helps 
us to construct our village. But the enforcement officers did nothing to help 
us. Now the mountains have become barren mountains without trees… 
(Quotes from case N.R.NO.3) 

Thus, it is concluded that the vegetable farmers’ judgment about the 

legitimacy of rules in relation to their own experiences with pesticide 

enforcement tends to affect their views about the general duty to obey the 

law. Vegetable farmers either justified the rules by criticizing the 

enforcement activities in reality, or abused the rules as well as the duty to 

obey by referring to their own experiences or other relevant experiences 

when dealing with pesticide enforcement officers.  

Short Summary 

This section examined the vegetable farmers’ attitudes towards the general 

duty to obey. It mainly looked at how vegetable farmers perceived their 

general obligatory duty to obey as well as the variations among their 

perceptions. It found that some vegetable farmers held positive views and 

agreed with the saying that people should obey the law even if it is a bad 

law, even if it is not enforced, or even if the costs of obeying it are high. 

Others indicated negative or elusive opinions. Such variations could be 

partly influenced by the vegetable farmers’ personal moral obligation. It 

could also be explained by other factors than the type of vegetable farmer, 

that is, their personal experiences or other experiences in relation to the 

fairness of government enforcement.  

4.5.3 General Duty to Obey and Farmers’ Pesticide Compliance  

This section seeks to explore the association between the general duty to 

obey and the vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance. In Table 4.16, this 

association is presented.  
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Table 4.18 Association between the farmers’ stated general duty to obey and 
pesticide compliance 
Pesticide behaviors  General duty to obey 

Positive Negative Elusive 
Use of types of pesticides Compliant No.  75 21 7 

% 90.4 77.8 77.8 
Noncompliant No. 8 6 2 

% 9.6 22.2 22.2 
Total 83 27 9 
Disposal of pesticide containers Compliant No. 37 9 4 

% 44.6 33.3 44.4 
Noncompliant No. 46 18 5 

% 55.4 66.7 55.6 
Total 83 27 9 
Time interval Compliant No. 33 13 3 

% 39.8 48.1 33.3 
Noncompliant No. 50 14 6 

% 60.2 51.9 66.7 
Total 83 27 9 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119.  

For the use of types, vegetable farmers who indicated a positive general 

duty to obey more frequently tended to comply (90.4 percent, total n=83). 

However, for these who indicated a negative duty, the majority of them still 

indicated compliance (77.8 percent, total n=27). Regarding the disposal of 

containers, farmers with a positive general duty to obey indicated quite 

similar percentages of compliance and noncompliance (44.6 and 55.4 

percent, respectively), but these farmers with a negative general duty to 

obey indicated less compliance, which is in line with the theory. Regarding 

the time interval, the majority of farmers with a positive general duty to 

obey indicated noncompliance (60.2 percent). This percentage was even 

higher than that of farmers with a negative duty who also indicated 

noncompliance (51.9 percent). These data reveal a complex relationship 

between general duty to obey and compliance behaviour. It seems that 

there is no clear relation between the two. A review of the literature 

suggests that people who indicate an obligation to obey the law are more 

likely to comply with the law (Brown, 1974; Tittle, 1980; Tyler, 1990). The 

deviance here might originate from the vegetable farmers’ limited 

knowledge of pesticide laws. Tyler (1990) proposed that the other 

attitudinal factors included in the compliance model might contribute to 

the variations in the influence of legitimacy on compliance. In this study, 

deterrence, operational cost-benefit calculation, morals, or descriptive 
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social norms included in the compliance model might be plausible reasons. 

The vegetable farmers’ evaluation of procedural fairness might also be an 

influential factor, which will be elaborated in the next section.  

Short Summary 

This section mainly analyzed the association between the general duty to 

obey and the vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance. It  found no strong 

connection between the two. Some vegetable farmers who stated positive 

views about a general duty to obey indicated noncompliance, while other 

vegetable farmers who expressed negative opinions about a general duty to 

obey indicated compliance. This might originate from their limited 

knowledge of pesticide laws, or other factors in the compliance model like 

deterrence, operational cost-benefit calculation, descriptive social norms, 

morals, or procedural justice.  

4.6 Understanding Procedural Justice  

4.6.1 Procedural Justice in Theory 

The last section mainly focuses on the regulated actor’s legitimate 

judgment of rules. It examines their evaluations of the procedural fairness 

of authorities. In the existing literature, some scholars have already 

discussed such procedural legitimacy and how it functions in stimulating 

compliance. Psychologist Tyler (1990) defined legitimacy as the belief that 

authorities and institutions are appropriate, proper and just from the 

psychological perspective. He argued that distinct from shaping people’s 

behavior over incentives or sanctions, legitimacy is an additional form of 

power that enables authorities to influence their behavior. Thus, one of the 

effective approaches of enhancing compliance is the exercise of fair 

procedures by the authority. According to Tyler, procedural justice can be 

distinguished by contrasting instrumental and normative approaches. The 

instrumental perspective suggests that assessments of procedural fairness 

are based on the favorability of the outcomes received, while the normative 

perspective views people as being concerned with aspects of experience 

which include neutrality, lack of bias, honesty, efforts to be fair, politeness, 

and respect of citizen’s rights. Public views about the legitimacy of the legal 
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authorities are linked to judgments about the fairness of the procedures 

with which these authorities make decisions (Tyler, 1997). Paternoster and 

Simpson (1993) understood the rational choice model of corporate 

compliance in a comprehensive way. They defined a perceived sense of the 

legitimacy of the rules and rule enforcers as an important variable 

explaining corporate compliance or violation. In Paternoster et al.’s (1997) 

study on the effect that fair procedures on the part of police officers have 

on inhibiting spouse assault, they found that procedural justice did 

suppress subsequent violence. When police acted in a procedurally fair 

manner when arresting assault suspects, the rate of subsequent violence 

was significantly lower than when they did not.  

To understand the influence that procedural justice imposes on 

compliance, one essential issue is to understand how people evaluate 

procedural justice. A primary study was based on Leventhal’s (1980) theory 

of procedural justice, in which he identified six component elements of 

procedural justice: representativeness, consistency, suppression of bias, 

accuracy, correctability and ethicality (Tyler, 1990: 118-23; Paternoster et al., 

1997: 167-68). In Tyler’s (1990) Chicago study on testing the hypothesis that 

legitimacy has a positive influence on compliance, he examined procedural 

justice as support for the legal authorities. In addition, respondents’ 

evaluation of the quality of service from the authorities was measured. 

Sunshine and Tyler (2003) measured procedural fairness by using two 

overall questions: how often the police make decisions about how to handle 

problems in fair ways, and how often the police treat people fairly. 

Vandenbergh (2003) explained the norm of fair process as “an individual 

should not be treated arbitrarily or be denied an opportunity to defend her 

behavior”. He argued that the procedure governs the interactions between 

the enforcement agencies and the regulated party rather than the 

implementation of these procedures. This study largely follows Tyler’s 

method of measuring the perceived procedural fairness of relevant local 

government authorities, and mainly adapts three aspects: honesty of the 

enforcement officers, decision fairness of the enforcement authority, and 

the overall evaluation of the enforcement authority.  

Based on these considerations, this study interviewed vegetable 

farmers by asking them three questions concerning procedural justice in an 

open way. The three aspects concern the respondents’ views or opinions on 
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the honesty of the pesticide enforcement officers, the fairness of the 

decisions of the pesticide enforcement authority, and the overall 

assessment of their general performance. These questions followed after 

interviewing respondents about the general duty to obey. Some details and 

the specific coding method are included in the appendix (see Parts B, C and 

D in the Appendix).  

The following subsection starts by analyzing the vegetable farmers’ 

perceptions of procedural justice of the pesticide enforcement authority as 

well as the variations among their perceptions. A subsequent subsection 

concerns the association between the vegetable farmers’ perceived 

procedural justice and their self-reported pesticide compliance behavior.  

4.6.2 Vegetable Farmers’ Perceived Procedural justice 

In this study, vegetable farmers were interviewed by asking them about 

three aspects concerning procedural justice in relation to the enforcing 

activities of the local agricultural bureau. Table 4.17 presents their 

perceptions of procedural justice.  

Table 4.19 Vegetable farmers’ perceived procedural justice 
 Procedural justice 
Positive No. 10 

% 8.4 
Mixed

71
 No. 64 

% 53.8 
Negative No. 34 

% 28.6 
Elusive/missing No. 11 

% 9.2 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119. 

As shown in Table 4.17, similar to Tyler’s Chicago study in which the 

respondents’ support for the police and courts as well as the evaluation of 

their performance were not particularly high, only 8.4 percent of vegetable 

farmers (n=10, total n=119) indicated positive attitudes about procedural 

justice. As one of them explained:  

                                                           
71
 In the research, the mixed perceptions are distinguished from the positive or negative 

perceptions as the respondents indicated positive or negative views about any one or two of 
the three questions concerning procedural justice rather than all three questions. 
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… I agree that the agricultural officers are honest… I am satisfied with their 
decisions… They are doing well, especially on agricultural production… 
(Quotes from case C.X.NO.9)  

Different from the vast majority of farmers who indicated positive 

attitudes, 28.6 percent of vegetable farmers (n=34) had negative views 

about procedural justice. As some of them indicated:  

… It is hard to say. I think that they are not so honest… It is not fair, I 
think… It is hard to say. The authorities never care about us. The officers 
would never come to every family. There is even no relevant news broadcast 
on TV. They also never trumpet the news… (Quotes from case N.X.NO.9) 

… I do not think that the officers of the local agricultural bureau are 
honest… Their work is just so so… (Quotes from case N.D.NO.3)  

For these vegetable farmers, their doubts about the legitimacy of the 

procedural fairness of the enforcement authorities made them disagree that 

the pesticide enforcement procedure is fair. On the other hand, 53.8 

percent of vegetable farmers (n=64) indicated comparatively mixed 

attitudes. They neither expressed strongly supportive views about 

procedural justice nor completely denied it. As some of them explained: 

… Not all of them are honest. About seventy to eighty percent of them are 
honest… It is very difficult to talk about fairness. State policy emphasizes 
agricultural development. But there are still some officers who abuse power 
for personal gain. The state policies tend to support the strong parties, but 
the weak parties hardly get any financial support… (Quotes from case 
N.L.NO.5) 

… It depends on his quality. It depends on if he himself is honest or not… It 
is hard to say. Some of them came to ask. But it was just “new brooms 
sweep clean”. They just asked and left if it is troublesome… It is just so so. 
We plant small-scale vegetable fields. The government does not care about 
us… (Quotes from case N.L.NO.12)  

… Generally speaking, these who work in rural areas are a little bit more 
honest. But it is not for sure…  It is just so so. Some are fair, while some are 
not… They do nothing helpful for us. It all depends on us ourselves. There is 
no subsidy. Only these big companies and big vegetable bases could get 
subsidies. We individuals depend on ourselves, and the government does 
not care about us… (Quotes from case N.L.NO.15) 

Except for these who indicated mixed attitudes, there are still 11 

vegetable farmers (9.2 percent) who were scored as elusive/missing. They 

either indicated that they had no idea about all three questions, or they 

could not give an opinion as they had never dealt with the local agricultural 

bureau officers, or the officers never came to the village.  
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Thus, it is concluded that there are some variations of judgment of 

procedural justice among different vegetable farmers. So do the types of 

vegetable farmers matter? The variations among different types of 

vegetable farmers are analyzed in Table 4.18.  

Table 4.20 Farmers’ perceived procedural justice by different types of farmers 
 Procedural justice 

Ind. SCA MLC 
Positive No. 5 4 1 

% 7.1 9.5 14.3 
Mixed No. 35 24 5 

% 50.0 57.1 71.4 
Negative No. 23 11 0 

% 32.9 26.2 0.0 
Elusive/missing No. 7 3 1 

% 10.0 7.1 14.3 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Abbreviations: see Table 
3.3. Total number of individual farmers = 70; total number of SCA farmers = 42; total number of 
MLC farmers = 7. 

As Table 4.19 shows, it seems that there is no big difference in views 

about procedural justice among different types of vegetable farmers. 

Medium or large cooperative vegetable farmers indicated slightly more 

positive and mixed attitudes toward procedural justice than the other two 

types. After carefully checking the vegetable farmers’ indications about 

procedural justice, we find that their judgments about the procedural 

justice of local agricultural bureaus were largely based on their personal 

experiences. These who indicated positive views about procedural justice 

frequently volunteered their own personal experiences in dealing with the 

local agricultural bureaus or other relevant experiences. As explained by 

some of them: 

… Yes. They are indeed honest. I used to contact them. They are nice… They 
did not do any decisions for us. But these technical officers who sell seeds 
and pesticides are nice… (Quotes from case D.S.NO.11) 

… I agree that they are honest… I think they are doing well. They will come 
if there is any pest problem with the vegetable plant. There was an 
agricultural science and technology station in the past, but now it does not 
exist… Overall I think they are doing well… (Quotes from case C.X.NO.2) 

On the contrary, other vegetable farmers denied procedural fairness of 

the local agricultural bureau by referring to their personal experiences. 

Consider for instance some quotes below:  
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… They are not so honest. Last time they were supposed to issue some 
subsidies for these who planted vegetables. But few of us got subsidies. The 
financial subsidies were given to the large vegetable bases. Although some 
of them did not plant lots of vegetables…The officers of the local 
agricultural bureau seldom come. The government has a close relationship 
with the rich. I heard that someone who only kept a few pigs got a subsidy 
of a several hundred thousand RMB. However, other persons who kept 
hundreds of pigs did not get any subsidy. It always happens… (Quotes from 
case N.L.NO.8)  

… It depends on their personal qualities. It depends on if he himself is 
honest or not… It is hard to say. Some of them came in the very beginning. 
But all they did was just asking… I think that their work is just so so. We 
plant small-scale vegetable fields. The local government does not care about 
us… (Quotes from case N.L.NO.12) 

… We seldom deal with local agricultural bureau officers. Sometimes they 
come and ask for our vegetable production, or deliver some 
announcements… The fairness of their decisions is just so so… I have no idea 
about their job performance. We seldom deal with the agricultural bureau… 
(Quotes from case N.L.NO.4) 

… I do not agree at all. There are lots of officers working in the agricultural 
bureau. They are paid by the state on time and in full. But few of them truly 
provide guides for the farmers. In our county, the government pays little 
attention to the vegetable production. The state emphasizes grain 
production. However, vegetable development is very weak in legal, 
technical and financial supports… I do not agree that their decisions are fair, 
either… I know little about the local agricultural bureau’s work on 
developing rice. But I do know that I am not satisfied with their job on 
vegetable production. The state advocates that science should go to the 
countryside. But I seldom see science materials in our county. Sometimes I 
have to borrow some necessary material from other places. We had a 
vegetable section in the past. But it was re-affiliated to the commerce 
bureau later. Now there is little enforcement on vegetable regulation… 
(Quotes from case D.S.NO.1)  

… I do not think that the officers are honest. I love to tell the truth. Taking 
pesticides as an example, some pesticides the agricultural technology 
station sells are fake. But we cannot distinguish them. They always tell us 
what they sell are good ones. But sometimes what we bought cannot kill 
pests. Then they suggested that we use more. But it sometimes does not 
work. I think the pesticides and fertilizers in the agricultural technical 
stations are too expensive as the prices are controlled by them. Sometimes I 
wanted to buy fertilizers in the agricultural technical station, but they 
compelled us to also buy ammonium bicarbonate at higher prices. The state 
controlled the price in the past, but now it does nothing… We plant 
large-scale green onions in the village. Some villagers knew from the 
computer that there were subsidies in other places. But we never received 
any subsidy. We have no “guanxi”. Now the government is not good. They 
seldom help us. Few officers are good… (Quotes from case D.L.NO.9) 
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… I never met officers in the local agricultural bureau. I did not hear that 
they came here either… The local agricultural bureau seldom helped us. In 
our village, there are more than 50 households who plant vegetables. The 
vegetable fields are over 150 acres. We are supposed to get financial 
subsidies from the government. But we never get any subsidies. We gave up 
planting rice and have planted green onions here for more than 10 years. 
But the government continues to ask us to pay for irrigation fees, even 
though we need to use water in the reservoir. This is wrong… (Quotes from 
case D.L.NO.2)  

Generally speaking, the interviewed vegetable farmers tended to refer 

to their own personal experiences or other experiences when asked about 

procedural fairness. As Tyler (1990) already discussed when analyzing if the 

meaning of procedural justice is universal, he found that “the 

characteristics of the person do not influence the criteria used to assess 

whether a procedure is fair. In other words, different types of people define 

the meaning of procedural justice in the same way”. He argued that “the 

meaning of procedural justice changes in response to the nature of the 

person’s experience with the legal authorities” and “this suggests that 

definitions of the meaning of justice within particular settings may be part of 

the cultural beliefs shared by members of our society” (Tyler, 1990, p156-57). 

We largely found that what vegetable farmers have experienced influenced 

their views on the legitimacy of the legal authorities.  

Short Summary 

This section mainly analyzed the vegetable farmers’ views about procedural 

justice and subsequently the variations among their attitudes. It  found 

that the vast majority of interviewed vegetable farmers indicated negative 

or mixed attitudes toward procedural justice, while a few of them indicated 

positive views. It  also found that such a variation was not explained by 

the nature of the vegetable farmers or other variables but largely originated 

from their personal experiences or other related experiences in relation to 

the pesticide-enforcing activities of the enforcement authorities.  

4.6.3 Procedural Justice and Farmers’ Pesticide Compliance  

As discussed in the last section, vegetable farmers tended to posit similar 

negative attitudes toward the procedural fairness of the local agricultural 

bureau. This section mainly discusses the association between the 
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vegetable farmers’ perceived procedural justice and their pesticide 

compliance behaviors (see Table 4.19).  

Table 4.21 Association between farmers’ perceived procedural justice and pesticide 
compliance 
Pesticide 
behaviors 

 Procedural justice 
Positive Mixed Negative Elusive/missing 

Use of types of 
pesticides 

Compliant No.  7 58 29 9 
% 70.0 90.6 85.3 81.8 

Noncompliant No. 3 6 5 2 
% 30.0 9.4 14.7 18.2 

Total 10 64 34 11 
Disposal of 
pesticide 
containers 

Compliant No. 3 35 9 3 
% 30.0 54.7 26.5 27.3 

Noncompliant No. 7 29 25 8 
% 70.0 45.3 73.5 72.7 

Total 10 64 34 11 

Time interval Compliant No. 5 23 15 6 

% 50.0 35.9 44.1 54.5 

Noncompliant No. 5 41 19 5 
% 50.0 64.1 55.9 45.5 

Total 10 64 34 11 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119.  

Similar to the general duty to obey, it seems that there is no clear 

relationship between procedural justice and compliance behaviour. 

Specifically, taking the use of types as an example, more vegetable farmers 

who indicated a positive procedural justice stated compliance,which is 

consistent with the theory (70.0 percent, total n=10). However, the majority 

of farmers who indicated a negative procedural justice also stated 

compliance (85.3 percent, total n=34). Thus, it is concluded that there is no 

obvious relationship between procedural justice and the vegetable farmers’ 

pesticide compliance behavior. This is different from Tyler’s (1990, 1997) 

procedural justice theory. Tyler argued that people’s judgement about 

procedural justice affected their views on the legitimacy of the authorities 

and these views in turn shaped compliance. The inconsistency here might 

be attributed to the situation that procedural fairness is discussed in the 

specific context of pesticide regulation rather than being examined by 

asking about their experiences with the political and legal authorities, 

including the police and courts (Tyler, 1990: P8). Moreover, different 

methods of measuring procedural justice might influence the results. This 

study mainly analyzed three aspects (honesty of enforcement officers, 
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decision fairness and the overall evaluation of the pesticide enforcement 

authority), while Tyler (1990) designed a series of detailed questions 

concerning the fairness of percedures excercised by the political and legal 

authorities. Finally, procedural justice is discussed in a Chinese regulatory 

context rather than a Western one. The differences in these two regulatory 

systems or regulatory cultures might contribute to the variation. This 

research strives to add some inspirations for analyzing and discussing how 

procedural justice influences compliance in a non-Western regulatory 

context. Similar to the deviance for the general duty to obey, here the 

“excessive” compliance could be explained by other motivations discussed 

in the compliance model. Deterrence, operational cost-benefit calculation, 

morals, descriptive social norms, or general duty to obey might be reasons 

contributing to the vegetable farmer’s pesticide compliance.  

Short Summary 

This section focused on analyzing how the perception of procedural justice 

influences the vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance behavior. It  found 

that there was no obvious link between the two, which might be attributed 

to the different regulatory contexts, different methods of measurement or 

different regulatory systems and cultures. There was a large proportion of 

vegetable farmers who reported the absence of positive perceived 

procedural justice but still complied. Such excessive compliance might be 

fostered by other relevant factors discussed in the compliance model, like 

deterred threats, operational cost-benefit calculation, descriptive social 

norms, personal morals, etc.  

4.7 Chapter Conclusion 

This chapter seeks to understand how the proposed legitimacy shapes 

compliance in the Chinese pesticide regulatory context. It mainly discusses 

the vegetable farmers’ perceptions of the four component elements of 

legitimacy as well as the variations amongst their perceptions, and tries to 

uncover their influences on pesticide compliance behaviors. Some caveats 

apply to this study. First, even though it proposes a theoretical framework 

for understanding compliance within the legitimacy paradigm, this does 

not mean that all the norms are included in the framework (e.g. the 
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injunctive social norms). Second, analyzing legitimacy independently does 

not mean that the deterrence model or other variables are excluded. Third, 

some research puzzles in the study still remain unsolved, such as the 

inconsistency of the general duty to obey and procedural justice’s 

influences in shaping compliance in the Chinese pesticide regulatory 

context.  

- Some practical implications for enforcing pesticide compliance in 

China 

First, the amoral calculated approach or deterrent sanctions and legal 

punishments and/or economic incentives are not the only strategies 

enforcing compliance. Situational legitimacy could also be a plausible 

factor fostering compliance. Vegetable farmers might even comply with the 

presence of positive legitimacy element(s) even though the elements of 

amoral calculation are absent. 

Second, in general, the enforcement authorities should take legitimacy 

issues more into account, especially descriptive social norms of pesticide 

compliance and morals, as they are strongly related to compliance. 

Following Kagan and Scholz (1984), enforcement agents should act more as 

politicians and teachers rather than police.  

Third, descriptive social norms could be powerful strengths 

influencing pesticide compliance. In this case, the enforcing strategy should 

be adaptive to different types of vegetable farmers. The pesticide 

authorities should pay more attention to educating and changing the 

perceptions of descriptive social norms of compliance of the individual and 

small cooperative or association vegetable farmers. Given the situation of a 

limited enforcing capacity, the enforcement resources should be tilted to 

disposal of pesticide containers and time interval. 

Fourth, moral appeals could also be powerful sources of pesticide 

compliance control. Strengthening the vegetable farmers’ ethics may prove 

to be a very effective strategy against pesticide violation. An enforcement 

intervention in terms of providing information about the consequences of 

pesticide violation as well as an individual’s responsibility to prevent such 

consequences might be a workable mechanism to activate vegetable 

farmers’ moral rules. In addition, improving their education levels as well as 

their legal knowledge by providing pesticide training courses and technical 
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instructions could also be a feasible method influencing their intrinsic 

moral rules and thus enforcing compliance. 

Fifth, strengthening the sense of the general duty to obey might be 

beneficial in the furtherance of some vegetable farmers’ pesticide 

compliance. Publicizing the legitimacy of the rules might be a strategy for 

stimulating compliance. In addition, the pesticide enforcement agencies’ 

intervention to improve the vegetable farmers’ moral obligation to comply 

might also help as it may interact with and influence their general duty to 

obey and thus enhance compliance. However, the limit here is that the 

general duty to obey is not clearly linked to compliance. The farmers’ 

perceptions of obligation to obey are linked to their personal experiences, 

which cannot be affected by simply improving enforcement.  

Sixth, enhancing procedural justice itself might not directly support 

pesticide compliance, while promoting the procedural fairness of pesticide 

enforcement could indirectly foster compliance by affecting the vegetable 

farmers’ consciousness of the obligatory duty to obey the law. First, for the 

pesticide enforcement agency, it is necessary to understand how 

information is communicated and spread among vegetable farmers and 

exercise enforcement discretion appropriately. Second, it might be helpful 

to publicize the existence of fair procedures for pesticide enforcement.  

Seventh, financial incentives and economic support could also be 

stimuli to motivate vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance. For example, 

in this case, the economic support of constructing waste storage pools 

stimulated compliance with rules on pesticide container disposal. However, 

economic constraint tended to incur violations with the time interval even 

though some vegetable farmers morally disapproved of an illegal time 

interval.  

- Some theoretical implications 

First, the compliance legitimacy study in the Chinese pesticide 

regulatory context demonstrates that the legitimacy approach could be 

powerful in explaining compliance in a non-Western regulatory context. In 

this study, a situational relationship between pesticide compliance and the 

legitimacy elements was elaborated. In other words, how the legitimacy 

elements influence pesticide compliance was a circumstantial issue. The 

vegetable farmers’ legitimacy perceptions affected their pesticide 

compliance in a situational way. Their legitimacy perceptions varied under 
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differing circumstances, including the type of vegetable farmer, geographic 

location, the local economy, the nature of the vegetables they plant, their 

educational level, pesticide knowledge and technical training, and their 

personal experiences.  

Second, this study proposed a theoretical framework for examining the 

influence of legitimacy on compliance, which added some inspirations to 

the social and moral scholarship. In this study, four component elements 

were incorporated in the legitimacy paradigm and separately analyzed 

based on empirical data, which set an example for analyzing social and 

normative views comprehensively.  

Third, the Chinese case adds some inspirations to the existing 

literature on compliance. The scores on all legitimacy variables seemed 

similar to these from earlier studies. This was surprising given the 

developmental and authoritarian nature of China. Especially scores on 

procedural justice and general duty to obey the law were not as low as was 

expected. Nonetheless, procedural justice seemed to behave differently. It 

had a comparatively low score in comparison to other variables. However, it 

was quite reasonable when considering the Chinese legal system and the 

regulatory culture.  

Fourth, the larger n qualitative approach features inductive and 

informative advantages, which brings out new and different views in 

contrast to the existing literature. It helps with figuring out the situational 

or circumstantial relationship between pesticide compliance and 

independent legitimacy; that the four elements of legitimacy interweave 

and affect one another; that legitimacy is linked to costs and benefits as 

well as capacity, although economic factors or capacity variables were not 

directly measured in this chapter. Some of them might be consistent with 

one another and strengthen compliance; some of them might counteract 

one another and only the stronger part influences compliance. Finally, it 

was discovered that some legitimacy elements have more influence on 

compliance than others, with moral and social legitimacy performing more 

strongly than systematic and procedural legitimacy. 
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5.1 Introduction 

The present chapter looks at a third domain, capacity, which has been 

mentioned by many regulatory studies but only empirically studied by 

some. This term is used to summarize the recent literature analyzing that 

compliance is facilitated or constrained by the regulated actors’ financial 

ability or other relevant abilities of obeying the law, or their acquiring and 

understanding of compliance-related legal knowledge. Along with the 

motivations that foster or stimulate compliance like the previously 

discussed elements of amoral calculation and legitimacy, another vital 

aspect is that regulated actors should be capable of carrying out the 

regulated activities. Otherwise, they might be unable to comply because of 

a lack of the required capacity. Chapter 4 already found that the vegetable 

farmers’ moral values are influenced by their knowledge, education or 

training, which thus influence compliance. Here, the capacity to obey the 

law consists of two elements: ability to obey and legal knowledge. The 

former assumes that the regulated actors’ compliance is shaped by their 

ability to obey the law; the latter analyzes compliance by looking at their 

knowledge about the laws and rules. 

This chapter adapts its analysis to the proposed theoretical framework 

of capacity with two component elements. Based on the theoretical 

framework, interview questions concerning capacity were operationalized. 

Research data were collected by asking 119 vegetable farmers open 

questions concerning their ability to obey the law as well as their legal 

knowledge. This study employs a special dialogical strategy for approaching 

farmers naturally and appropriately. It also features an informative and 

inductive function (for the detailed measurement as well as coding method 

and interviewing questions, see Parts B, C and D in the Appendix). Both the 

qualitative and quantitative analyses were based on the 119 vegetable 

farmers interviewed. No statistical inference beyond the sample is pursued. 

Given the systematic data collected from the 119 vegetable farmers and 

the specific measurement for capacity, this chapter concludes that, first, 

there was no obvious association between the vegetable farmers’ financial 

ability (using annual family gross income as a proxy) and their pesticide 

compliance. Second, there was some moderate relationship between their 
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legal awareness and their pesticide compliance, with these who indicated a 

high awareness of legal rules more frequently indicating compliance, 

although some exceptions existed. In addition, different sources of legal 

knowledge also influenced pesticide compliance differently. These who 

indicated relevant legal knowledge obtained directly from the law or 

translated by the official source more frequently stated compliance. Third, 

their indications of capacity elements varied. Specifically, for financial 

ability, such variations could be explained by some circumstantial variables 

like the type of vegetable farmer, the geographical location, the local 

economic development and the local governmental policies; regarding 

technical ability (using the subjective need of technology as a proxy), there 

was less variation about their subjective need for technology; regarding 

legal knowledge, their indicated legal knowledge also varied. In addition, 

they specified different legal and extralegal actors who provided legal 

translation. Such variations could be largely explained by the types of 

vegetable farmers and pesticide behaviors studied. Furthermore, vegetable 

farmers tended to choose translators of legal knowledge depending on the 

trustworthiness and consistency of the sources.  

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. It first 

operationalizes capacity into two components by examining the existing 

literature. Second, the vegetable farmers’ indications about ability to obey 

and its association with their pesticide compliance are analyzed and 

discussed. This is followed by their indicated legal knowledge and its 

association with pesticide compliance. Finally, some feasible approaches for 

Chinese pesticide enforcement are discussed, as well as some theoretical 

implications for adding to the compliance theory. 

5.2 Towards Capacity 

Some studies in the existing literature concerning compliance motivations 

look at the regulated actors’ capacity to obey the law, in addition to amoral 

calculation and legitimacy.but do not analyze the amoral calculated 

variables and legitimacy elements. Kagan and Scholz (1984) depicted such 

regulated entities under the capacity paradigm as these who are “prone to 

be incompetent”. Within the corporate regulatory context, they argued that 

capacity elements involve supervising subordinates, calculating the risks 
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intelligently, establishing organizational mechanisms that keep all 

operatives abreast of and attentive to the growing dictates of the law. 

Parker and Nielsen (2011, 2012b) argued that compliance motivations are of 

secondary importance if the regulated actor does not possess the capacity 

to comply. They concluded that regulated firms vary in relation to 

economic resources, technical knowledge, legal knowledge, managerial 

capacity and oversight, and other resources, and that these differences to a 

large degree explain differences in compliance behavior. Vandenbergh 

(2003) argued that external constraints may influence compliance even 

when there is an intention to do so. Specifically, he introduced the lack of 

financial or technical resources that may limit the ability to obey, and the 

complexity of legal requirements which may constitute another barrier to 

actual compliance.  

Some scholars empirically examined how capacity affects compliance. 

Burby and Paterson (1993) argued that the successful enforcement of 

regulations depends on the capacity of the regulated actor to behave as 

intended. In their research into the private sector’s compliance with state 

environmental regulations, capacity was measured by the regulated actors’ 

educational levels and the presence of engineering expertise at the 

construction site. They found that capacity is negatively associated with 

compliance with maintenance requirements but positively associated with 

compliance with installation requirements and actual retention of sediment 

on construction sites. In Winter and May’s (2001) examination of Danish 

farmers’ motivations for compliance with agro-environmental regulations, 

they analyzed the farmers’ ability to comply with two component elements: 

knowledge of the rules, which refers to the regulated entities’ awareness of 

what a given regulation requires; and capacity to comply, which refers to 

the regulated entities’ financial and technical capacities to carry out the 

requisite actions. They found that the farmers’ awareness of the rules is 

critical both as a direct contributor to enhancing compliance and in 

interacting with different compliance variables and the ability to comply. 

For these farmers who have a lower level of awareness of the rules, an 

increased ability to obey positively influences compliance; while for these 

who have a higher level, there is no statistical evidence for an effect of an 

increased ability to obey on compliance. May (2004) regarded ability to 

comply as the most basic set of considerations influencing compliance 
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motivations, which consisted of factors that enhance the ability to comply 

and ones that constrain it. The former refers to the knowledge of 

regulations and technical and financial capacity; the latter refers to the 

constrained costs of compliance, with respect to actual monetary outlays 

and competitive disadvantages such as delays in production and 

communication and other gaps caused by disparate operations and 

subcontracting. Gray and Silbey (2011) emphasized the examination of “the 

other side” of the compliance relationship, that is, focusing on these who 

are regulated rather than these who regulate. By using an in-depth 

participant observation strategy, they found that individual employees’ 

capacities to comply and different conceptions of the regulations and 

regulators depend on their degree of agency, knowledge, hierarchy, 

autonomy and experience within the organization and whether they have 

direct contact with the regulators.  

May (2005) indirectly analyzed how capacity influences compliance 

motivations by examining how it affects deterrent fear and civic duty to 

comply. He analyzed capacity to act in three regulatory settings 

(agro-environmental regulations for Denmark farmers, water quality 

regulations for marine facilities in California and Washington, and building 

code regulations for homebuilders in the state of Washington). In the three 

regulatory settings, capacity to act was measured and compared with 

awareness of the relevant rules and technical assistance, respectively.72 The 

results showed that, for boatyard operators, the level of awareness of the 

relevant regulations had a negative influence on having high deterrent 

fears. Greater awareness of the rules was also shown to be associated with a 

greater likelihood of having a stronger sense of civic duty to comply.  

In contrast to these who looked at the positive side of capacity as it 

enhances compliance, a group of criminologists discussed the dark side of 

capacity that stimulates violation within the context of white-collar crime: 

the regulated actor’s opportunity to violate (e.g. Coleman, 1987; Hirschi & 

Gottfredson, 1987; Vila, 1994; Benson et al, 2009; Tillyer et al., 2011; 

Huisman, 2013, etc.). The opportunity theory mainly refers to the settings 

                                                           
72

 As it was impossible to devise adequate measures, technical assistance was not measured for 
homebuilders. 
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that allow the crime to occur. Coleman (1987) argued that no matter how 

strong an individual’s motivation may be, if there is no opportunity, there 

will be no crime. Motivation and opportunity are often closely associated in 

a particular setting, but they also are clearly distinct as “a motivation is a 

subjective construction of an individual’s personal desires, while an 

opportunity is rooted in a set of objective social conditions” (Coleman, 1987: 

p424). He argued that an opportunity’s attractiveness is determined by at 

least four factors: the regulated actor’s perceived gain that he might reap 

from the opportunity; perceived potential risk; the compatibility of the 

opportunity with the ideas, rationalizations, and beliefs the actor already 

has; the evaluation of the illicit opportunity in comparison with other 

opportunities of which the actor is aware. He summarized elements that 

shape the distribution of opportunities for white-collar crime, which are 

law and enforcement, industries, organizations and occupations. Benson et 

al. (2009) focused on three theories exploring how crime opportunities are 

formed by the immediate environment, and discovered and evaluated by 

potential offenders: routine activity theory73, crime pattern theory74 and 

situational crime prevention theory75. In general, the opportunity theory 

conceives of capacity in a broader sense and largely analyzes compliance 

from the perspective of objective crime opportunities, which comprise 

internal corporate traits and external conditions. 

Generally speaking, different scholars frame capacity differently. The 

present chapter aims to integrate recent studies of capacity that account for 

regulatory compliance and mainly follow the orientation towards the 

positive side of the capacity to obey, instead of broadly analyzing the 

regulated actor’s opportunity to violate. It also focuses on crimes of 

omission instead of crimes of commission, and thus the opportunity to 

violate is less relevant.76  

                                                           
73

 The routine activity theory posits that three elements must be in place for a crime: a target, 
a motivated offender, and a common place where the offender can gain access to the target.  
74

 The crime pattern theory assumes that any particular white-collar crime is dependent on 
the “nodes” and “paths” used by the offender. 
75

 The situational crime prevention theory suggests that potential offenders make decisions on 
whether or not to engage in criminal activity by particular characteristics of the opportunities 
presented to them. 
76

 Here crimes of omission refer to failure to perform acts required by law; crimes of 
commission refer to the acts of perpetrating offences, e.g. assault, robbery.  
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This chapter mainly focuses on two elements that have been largely 

examined by the most recent studies: ability to obey and legal knowledge. 

Ability to obey generally refers to the regulated entities’ financial and 

technical ability. Legal knowledge generally refers to the regulated entities’ 

awareness of the relevant regulatory laws and rules. 

5.3 Understanding Ability to Obey 

5.3.1 Ability to Obey in Theory 

This section begins by examining the existing literature on ability to obey, 

and questions operationalizing the regulated actors’ ability to obey are 

proposed and refined. First, a table listing recent regulatory studies 

concerning the theory of the ability to obey is presented (see Table 5.1). 

Table 5.1 Theory of ability to obey in relevant regulatory studies 
Author(s) Level Specific regulatory 

context 
Relevant definitions of ability to 
obey 

Chan et al. 
(2000) 

Individual Tax Noncompliance opportunity like 
education, income level, income 
source and occupation 

Dasgupta et 
al. (2000) 

Organizational Environmental Resource variables including 
technology and education 

Winter & 
May (2001) 

Individual Agro-environmental Financial ability 

Huisman 
(2001) 

Organizational Environmental/ 
occupational safety 

Resource variables including 
technology and education 

Zhou & Jin 
(2009) 

Individual Pesticide Age; education level; professional 
years; training received 

 

As is evident, only a few studies analyze the ability to obey. In Chan et 

al.’s (2000) empirical study comparing tax compliance in the USA and 

Hong Kong, they included noncompliance opportunity variables like 

education, income level, income source and occupation into a 

comprehensive compliance model. In their research, they mainly focused 

on two noncompliance opportunity variables, namely education and 

income level. They found that income level is unrelated to compliance 

among American and Hong Kong subjects. Also a direct, negative 

education effect was found, which was moderated by an indirect, positive 

link between education and compliance through higher stages of moral 
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development and better attitudes. That is, educated taxpayers may be more 

aware of noncompliance opportunities, but their higher level of moral 

reasoning and more favorable taxpayer attitude may promote greater 

compliance. Dasgupta et al. (2000) analyzed how resource variables 

including technology and education affect the environmental regulation of 

plants in Mexico. They found that new technology is not significantly 

cleaner in practice, but education promotes clean production. Winter and 

May (2001) argued that regulatory compliance often entails costs and 

hypothesized that compliance is greater when the regulated actor has a 

greater financial ability to comply. They measured the farmers’ financial 

capacity to obey the agro-environmental regulations using an index 

consisting of five attributes77. They found that for these farmers who have a 

lower level of awareness of the rules, an increased ability to obey positively 

influences compliance; while for these with a higher level, there is no 

statistical evidence for an influence of an increased ability to obey on 

compliance. Within the regulatory context of environmental and 

occupational safety, Huisman (2001) examined corporate abilities including 

knowledge, technology and other organizational factors. In Zhou and Jin’s 

(2009) empirical exploration based on 507 vegetable farmers in Zhejiang 

province, they found that older and less well educated and unspecialized 

vegetable farmers were more likely to use highly toxic pesticides. These 

who received less training also had a tendency to apply highly toxic 

pesticides.  

This section examines the theory of the ability to obey and mainly 

focuses on two aspects that matter for measuring vegetable farmers’ ability 

to obey relevant pesticide rules: financial ability and technical ability. On 

the one hand, regulatory compliance often entails financial costs (e.g. new 

equipment and materials and other administrative requirements). Pesticide 

compliance requires financial investments.78 On the other hand, regulatory 

                                                           
77

 The five attributes are: agricultural machinery up to date; state of buildings; access to loans 
or other subsidies; financial resources for investment; and possibility for a proper standard of 
living by running a farm (for more details, see Winter & May, 2001: p696).  
78

 Specifically, regarding the use of types of pesticides, the legal ones and especially ones that 
protect the environment usually cost more than the old and illegal ones. Regarding the 
disposal of pesticide containers, new waste storage pools need to be constructed, and this 
requires financial support not only from the local government but also from the local farmers. 
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compliance is very often related to technical requirements which require 

the regulated entity to master related technology. Thus, this section seeks 

to examine the vegetable farmers’ indicated financial and technical ability, 

and particularly looks at the variations among their indications. After that, 

it analyzes how such indications influence their self-reported pesticide 

compliance. As it is difficult to measure the farmers’ pesticide 

compliance-related financial and technical abilities directly, we use annual 

gross family income as a proxy for their financial ability,79 while technical 

ability was indirectly measured by asking about their subjective need of 

technology, which consists of their subjectively reported necessity for 

technical support as well as the opportunities of obtaining sufficient 

technical support80. 

Based on these considerations, vegetable farmers were asked about 

their annual family gross income and to whom they turn for help when they 

encounter technical difficulties as well as their opportunities of taking part 

in technical training courses. The question about family income was asked 

as one of the first questions,81 which followed naturally after asking about 

their vegetable businesses; the question about where they turn for help 

when encountering technical difficulties was asked as one of the final 

questions, with a supplementary question about their opportunities of 

                                                                                                                                    

Regarding the time interval, these pesticides that protect the environment cost more, but 
normally have a shorter time interval, making it much easier for vegetable farmers to obey the 
rules on time interval. In addition, sometimes the financial ability to cover an economic loss is 
required when farmers have to wait for a longer time interval. 
79

 This study hypothesized that the vegetable farmers’ financial ability is largely related to 
their annual family gross income as regulatory compliance often entails financial costs (e.g. 
new equipment and materials and other administrative requirements). Accordingly, pesticide 
compliance also comes with financial costs. It seems that for these farmers who earn less than 
the average family income, it might be more difficult for them to obey the law. Moreover, in 
comparison to annual family profit, it is much easier to get truthful and honest and technically 
accurate answers about gross income. Hence, this study uses annual family gross income as a 
proxy for the vegetable farmers’ financial ability.  
80 

This study hypothesized that the greater need of technology vegetable farmers reported, the 
less technical ability they had, and more explicitly, the more need of technical support; and 
the fewer opportunities of sufficient technical support they reported, the less technical ability 
they had. 
81

 Here all the individual and SCA vegetable farmers plant and use pesticides at the level of the 
household unit. They use family income to pay for pesticide compliance. Although the MLC 
farmers plant larger fields and hire several workers, they are also individual farmers who pay 
for compliance with the family income, except for one SCA farmer who operates the 
cooperative with several partners and used their farm income instead. 
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getting technical support. For the detailed interview questions as well as 

the coding method, please see the attached appendix on ability to obey.  

The following subsections cover the vegetable farmers’ indications 

about their ability to obey, and the variations among their indications are 

analyzed; in addition, the association between their indications about 

ability to obey and their pesticide compliance is discussed. 

5.3.2 Vegetable Farmers’ Indicated Ability to Obey 

This section seeks to analyze how vegetable farmers indicated their 

financial and technical abilities to obey the relevant pesticide rules and 

laws. It starts with their reported financial ability. 

5.3.2.1  Vegetable Farmers’ Indicated Financial Ability 

This section mainly focuses on the vegetable farmers’ reported financial 

ability. As explained above, the annual family gross income was used as a 

proxy for this, and the average family income in rural areas in 2011 (40,000 

RMB) was set as the standard level for comparing the farmers’ family 

income. A low annual family gross income was defined as less than 40,000 

RMB and vice versa (for more details, please see the specific coding method 

for ability to obey in the Appendix). In Table 5.2, the vegetable farmers’ 

indicated annual family gross income based on interviewing 119 vegetable 

farmers is presented.  

Table 5.2 Overview of farmers’ indicated annual family gross income 
 Annual family gross income 

High No. 45 
% 37.8 

Low No. 74 
% 62.2 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119. 

The majority of vegetable farmers (62.2 percent) indicated a low 

annual family gross income, and as some of them explained: 

… It is not for certain. For these who plant vegetables for more than ten years, 
they can earn more than hundreds of thousands of RMB. However, I just 
started planting vegetables. I can only earn 30 to 40 thousand RMB (Quotes 
from case N.L.NO.10) 
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… I do not earn a lot…about 10 to 20 thousand RMB… (Quotes from case 
N.X.NO.9) 

… I planted two acres of vegetables last year…usually the gross income is four 
to five thousand per acre… (Quotes from case D.S.NO.8) 

In contrast, 37.8 percent of vegetable farmers (n=45) indicated a high 

annual family gross income. Some quotes are given below: 

… It is hard to say. There are big differences among different persons. The 
costs were very high at the beginning. Our fields used to plant rice. The 
grasses in the fields grew very fast. It is not conducive for planting vegetables. 
We spent a lot of money to trim them. Now we can earn about 50 thousand… 
(Quotes from case N.L.NO.4) 

… I planted 5 acres last year. Usually, the gross income is 8 thousand per 
acre… (Quotes from case N.L.NO.5)   

… I planted about 12 acres last year… It depends on the harvest. The gross 
income could be 8 to 9 thousand per area if the market price is good… 
(Quotes from case N.X.NO.8) 

As discussed above, these vegetable families normally earn about 

40,000 RMB or more per year. Compared to these who indicated a low 

family gross income, they might be more capable of taking certain actions 

based on the relevant pesticide regulations.  

There are clearly variations among the indicated family gross income 

(used as a proxy for ability to obey). As three types of vegetable farmers 

were interviewed in the study, we analyzed next the differences among 

different types of vegetable farmers (see Table 5.3). 

Table 5.3 An overview of indicated annual family gross income by types of farmers 
 Annual family gross income 

Ind. SCA MLC 

High No. 35 3 7 
% 50.0 7.1 100.0 

Low No. 35 39 0 
% 50.0 92.9 0.0 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Abbreviations: see Table 
3.2. Total number of individual farmers = 70; total number of SCA farmers = 42; total number of 
MLC farmers = 7. 

The indicated annual family gross income varies according to different 

types of vegetable farmer. Generally speaking, MLC vegetable farmers had 

the highest annual family gross income, then the individual vegetable 

farmers, and finally the SCA vegetable farmers.  
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Specifically, all seven MLC vegetable farmers indicated a high annual 

family gross income. As three of them expressed: 

… I planted several hundred acres of vegetables last year. The gross income 
was more than two hundred thousand. I can also get some subsidies 
provided by the local government. They supported us to construct 
infrastructure, including ditch construction, sprinkler irrigation inputs, etc… 
(Quotes from case N.L2) 

… I planted about 400 acres of vegetables this year. The gross income should 
be more than one hundred thousand… I can also get some financial subsidies 
from the local government. It is about one thousand per acre… (Quotes from 
case N.L4) 

… We planted about 170 acres of vegetable fields this year… The gross income 
should be more than five hundred thousand… The government provided us 
with two hundred thousand in subsidies… (Quotes from case C.L2) 

MLC vegetable farmers are normally more capable of renting larger 

fields, and their average family gross income is more than that of other 

individual or SCA vegetable farmers. In addition, as already discussed in 

Chapter 3 when analyzing the vegetable farmers’ perceived operational cost 

and benefit calculation of the legal time interval, MLC vegetable farmers 

can obtain government subsidies for vegetable planting, while SCA and 

especially individual vegetable farmers hardly receive any subsidies from 

the local government. As already discussed in Chapter 3 when analyzing the 

objective deterrence, local enforcement agencies often enforce with a 

prioritization. For the local agricultural bureau, it is much easier to provide 

financial support to the MLC vegetable farmers as there are fewer of them 

and they are much easier to concentrate on. This is similar to Parker and 

Nielsen’s (2006) empirical study on the implementation of trade practices 

compliance systems in Australia, in which they argued that the size of the 

business influences their compliance with the trade practices compliance 

systems in Australia. Their study found that larger organizations generally 

have a greater capacity to implement compliance systems more fully, in 

terms of financial and human resources available for implementation, and 

also have access to advice and information on the implementation of a 

compliance system. 

Second, 35 individual vegetable farmers (50.0 percent, total n=70) 

indicated a low annual family gross income, the majority (n=32) being 

distributed in D county and C county (25 and 7, respectively) where the 
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local economy is less developed in comparison to that of N county. As an 

officer who works in the local agricultural bureau of D county explained: 

… I think the biggest difficulty for enforcing the rules on disposal is the 
shortage of financial resources. Now our state is gradually paying attention 
to it, but still focusing more on large cities. The Provincial Clean Project 
allocates 20 million RMB to support the project construction. Only 100 
villages in the whole province can be funded. Each receives 200,000 RMB, 
but it is far from enough. At least another 500,000 RMB is needed. While 
the financial conditions in the local town and county levels are very tight… 
(Quotes from an officer in the agricultural environmental section of the 
local agricultural bureau in D County)  

In contrast, 35 individual farmers (50.0 percent) indicated a high 

annual family gross income. The majority of them (28 of 35) were located in 

N county where the local economy is more developed in comparison to 

both D county and C county. Meanwhile, individual vegetable farmers in N 

county normally plant larger acres of vegetable fields and sell vegetables to 

the larger cities nearby. An insider who has more than 10 years of 

experience selling pesticides and planting vegetables in N county provided 

some details: 

… In N county, most individual vegetable farmers near the county city plant 
vegetables in the family unit. A couple who plants 5 to 6 acres can make 
about one hundred thousand RMB per year if they are doing well and also 
work very hard… (Quotes from an insider in N county) 

Third, for SCA vegetable farmers, the majority of them (92.9 percent, 

total n=42) indicated a low annual family gross income. They are located 

either in a remote village in N county (village N.R) or in C county where the 

local economy is comparatively less developed. Only 3 vegetable farmers 

(7.1 percent) indicated a high family gross income. They all stated that their 

family gross income was more than 40 thousand. As two of them explained: 

… I planted about six acres of peppers last year… My family gross income was 
more than 50 thousand RMB, about 70 to 80 RMB… (Quotes from case 
N.R.NO.4) 

… I planted two acres of peppers last year. The gross income was about 6 
thousand RMB per acre… Except for growing pepper, I also work in a cement 
plant…My family gross income was about 40 thousand RMB last year… 
(Quotes from case N.R.NO.8) 

Thus, it seems that most SCA vegetable farmers lack financial abilities 

as they are mostly located in less developed areas. 
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5.3.2.2  Vegetable Farmers’ Indicated Technical Ability 

This section looks at the vegetable farmers’ technical ability, mainly their 

subjectively reported need of technology, including their subjective need of 

technical support as well as opportunities for getting technical support, 

which was operationalized by questions of whom they usually ask for help 

when they encounter technical difficulties as well as their opportunities for 

attending technical training courses. 

First of all, regarding the vegetable farmers’ subjective need for 

technical support, they all indicated either less need because they could 

solve the technical difficulties themselves or the existence of a need but 

they could solve the difficulties by asking other relevant parties. Consider 

the quotes below: 

… I think that planting vegetables needs less technology. Only physical 
strength and patience are required. You need to work every day and work 
very hard… (Quotes from case N.L.NO.4) 

… I have my specialized technical professional. He was elected as a model 
worker and has lots of experience with planting chives… (Quotes from case 
N.L2) 

… I have planted vegetables for years, and I usually solve the difficulties 
myself… (Quotes from case D.S.NO.3) 

… I have an acquaintance. He is a technician and works in the local 
agricultural bureau, also I know someone who has lots of experience in 
pesticide usage. I can call them if I have difficulties… (Quotes from case 
C.L2) 

… We do welcome these professionals to come and give us some advice. But 
now no one cares about us. Fewer people continue to plant vegetables as 
there is a lack of appropriate guidance… Now I have to solve the technical 
difficulties myself… (Quotes from case D.T.NO.1) 

Thus, it seems that the farmers’ need for technology and thus technical 

ability is less comparable as they either don’t need to ask for assistance or 

could solve the difficulty by asking relevant parties. But what they stated 

was insufficient for figuring out if they need any technical support. These 

who indicated less need for assistance might not realize that they need 

more help, or they realized that they need more help but could not get 

support and thus had to solve the problem themselves; for these who 

indicated more need for assistance, it does not necessarily have to mean 
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that they had less technical ability compared to these who indicated more 

as perhaps they want to learn more. 

Regarding the opportunities for attending technical training courses, 

79 vegetable farmers (66.4 percent) indicated that they had never had 

access to technological training. As some of them explained: 

… There used to be vegetable training courses organized by the local 
agricultural bureau. But it was almost 10 years ago. Now the government 
never supports us… (Quotes from case D.S.NO.3) 

… I did not take part in any training. I plant vegetables from my own 
experience… (Quotes from case D.S.NO.8) 

… I did not take part in any training. We live in rural areas. Usually, no one 
would come to help us… (Quotes from case N.X.NO.9) 

Although the remaining 40 vegetable farmers (33.6 percent) indicated 

experience with technological training courses, few of them indicated that 

they could get sufficient technological support. Consider the quotes below: 

… Yes. The vegetable station of the local agricultural bureau used to organize 
us and told us about how to plant vegetables. But I seldom took part in this. I 
am too busy… (Quotes from case N.L.NO.4) 

… I took part in training about planting vegetables, which was organized by 
the local agricultural bureau, but I did not take part in any training about 
pesticides… (Quotes from case C.L2) 

… The government organized training courses for us in 2004. They called us 
to plant vegetables and invited an expert from S city to help us. It lasted for 
three years. We all planted good vegetables during that period. But later the 
government officers seldom came, and the expert never arrived… (Quotes 
from case D.T.NO.1) 

It seems that even when they took part in a training course, the 

training was not good and did not turn out to be helpful in solving the 

technical problem and improving their technology. Thus, we conclude that 

few vegetable farmers have sufficient technical training opportunities. This 

also means that the farmers’ indications about technical opportunities were 

less comparable as they indicated quite similar technical opportunities.  

Generally speaking, the vegetable farmers’ reported need of technology 

including need for technical support and opportunity of getting sufficient 

technical support are less comparable. Moreover, measuring their need of 

technology is a complex question which requires more supplementary 

questions for deeper data collection. Based on the above considerations, it 
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is better to ignore the need for technology as an index for measuring ability 

to obey. 

Short Summary 

This section focused on analyzing the vegetable farmers’ indications 

concerning ability to obey and particularly looked at the variations among 

their indications. The findings showed that there were variations among 

the different vegetable farmers’ reported financial ability, with some 

indicating a high family gross income while others indicated a low family 

gross income. Such variations could be explained by the type of vegetable 

farmer, the geographical location, the local economic development, and the 

local governmental policies. Thus, it was concluded that the vegetable 

farmers’ indications of financial ability were circumstantial. In addition, 

there was less variation in their subjective need for technology, which also 

requires a deeper exploration.  

5.3.3 Ability to Obey and Farmers’ Pesticide Compliance 

As discussed in the last section, the vegetable farmers’ indications about 

financial ability vary. This section analyzes how such variations affect their 

pesticide compliance behaviors. The association between their indications 

about financial ability and their pesticide compliance is presented in Table 

5.4. 

Table 5.4 Association between annual family gross income and farmers’ pesticide 
compliance 
Pesticide behaviors  Annual family gross income 

High Low 
Use of types of 
pesticides 

Compliant No.  39 64 
 % 86.7 86.5 
Noncompliant No. 6 10 
 % 13.3 13.5 

Total 45 74 
Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Compliant No. 26 24 
 % 57.8 32.4 
Noncompliant No. 19 50 
 % 42.2 67.6 

Total   45 74 
Time interval Compliant No. 21 28 

 % 46.7 37.8 
Noncompliant No. 24 46 
 % 53.3 62.2 

Total  45 74 
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Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119. 

There did not seem to be an obvious association from the table. First, 

vegetable farmers who indicated high annual family gross income did not 

always indicate compliance with the relevant rules on the three pesticide 

behaviors, especially regarding time interval. Specifically, there are six (13.3 

percent, total n=45), 19 (42.2 percent) and 24 (53.3 percent) vegetable 

farmers who had a high financial ability to obey but separately indicated 

noncompliance with the rules on the three pesticide behaviors. For these 

vegetable farmers, other variables involved in the compliance model like 

operational cost-benefit calculation, deterrence, descriptive social norms, 

personal norms, general duty to obey or legal knowledge could be possible 

factors contributing to their pesticide noncompliance. 

Second, vegetable farmers who had a low annual family gross income 

did not always indicate noncompliance with the relevant rules, especially 

for the use of types of pesticides. Specifically, there are 64 (86.5 percent, 

total n=74), 24 (32.4 percent) and 28 (37.8 percent) vegetable farmers for 

the three pesticide behaviors. This seems to be different from Parker and 

Nielsen (2012b), who stated that capacity is a precondition before 

compliance motivations enter the picture. For these vegetable farmers, 

other compliance variables like operational cost-benefit calculation, 

deterrence, descriptive social norms, moral values, general duty to obey or 

legal knowledge could be influencing their pesticide compliance. 

Short Summary 

This section seeks to explore the association between the vegetable farmers’ 

indicated financial or technical abilities and their pesticide compliance 

behavior. It was concluded that, first, there was hardly any association 

between technical support and their pesticide compliance as they seldom 

referred to relevant technical support. Second, there was no obvious link 

between their financial ability and their pesticide compliance. Some 

vegetable farmers indicated high financial ability but stated 

noncompliance, and some vegetable farmers indicated low financial ability 

but stated compliance. Such “excessive” compliance or noncompliance 

could be explained by other compliance variables involved in the 

compliance model. 
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5.4 Legal Knowledge 

5.4.1 Legal Knowledge in Theory 

In this section, the recent literature that focuses on the regulated actors’ 

legal awareness is examined. The review of the recent literature concerning 

the theory of legal knowledge is summarized in Table 5.5. 

Table 5.5 Theory of legal knowledge of relevant regulatory studies 
Author(s) Level Specific regulatory 

context 
Relevant definitions of legal 
knowledge 

Kim (1999) Individual  Workers’ legal awareness of 
legal rights 

Spence (2001) Organizational Environmental Business firms’ awareness or 
understanding of the rules 

Winter & May 
(2001) 

Individual Agro-environmental Farmers’ awareness of rules 

Huisman (2001) Organizational Environmental/ 
occupational safety 

Business firms’ awareness and 
understanding of rules 

Winter & May 
(2002) 

Individual Agro-environmental Farmers’ awareness of rules and 
information sources 

May (2004) Individual Building  Homebuilders’ knowledge of 
code provisions 

 

Similar to the ability to obey, only a few scholars discuss the regulated 

actors’ awareness of the rules. Kim (1999) examined workers’ legal norms 

and found that they consistently overestimate their legal rights. He argued 

that their erroneous beliefs about the law are not influenced by variations 

in state law and experiences and background factors but rather they 

confuse norms and the law, that is, “workers do not readily distinguish 

between informal norms and enforceable legal right, between what they 

believe the law should be and what it actually is” (Kim, 1999: 448). Spence 

(2001) argued that most noncompliance results not from calculations by 

rational polluters, but rather a lack of awareness or understanding of the 

rules. He examined the complexity of environmental regulatory 

requirements and summarized at least four elements: environmental 

regulations are too numerous; too difficult to understand; too fluid or 
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ever-changing; and too hard to find;82 and each of these characteristics 

makes compliance difficult. Winter and May (2001) found that farmers’ 

awareness of rules is critical both as a direct contributor to enhancing 

compliance and in interacting with different compliance variables and the 

ability to comply. In their research, the farmers’ awareness of rules was 

measured by a subjective method, by asking their assessment of the extent 

of agreement with a statement.83 To measure the extent of legal knowledge 

in the building regulatory context, May (2004) asked the regulated 

homebuilders to rate the familiarity of employees and subcontractors with 

the code provisions. A strong positive influence was found of knowledge of 

code provisions on affirmative compliance motivations like the sense of an 

obligation to comply.  

In contrast to these studies directly measuring the regulated actors’ 

legal knowledge or legal awareness, Winter and May (2002) paid particular 

attention to the different influences that differing information sources have 

in bringing about compliance with environmental regulations in Denmark. 

They found that the direct effects of information upon compliance are 

weak; there are indirect effects through its influence on the farmers’ 

awareness of rules and their sense of duty to comply. Furthermore, they 

argued that different information sources vary in their influence on the 

awareness of rules. Information from official and professional sources has a 

higher impact upon awareness of rules than that from informal sources. 

There is a body of literature that mainly analyzes the processual policy 

implementation and focuses on the law translation process and how 

organizations, interest groups or other social factors operate and interact in 

constructing the process (e.g., Schoenfeld, 2010; Grattet & Jenness, 2005; 

Jenness & Grattet, 2005; Verma, 2013; Marshall, 2005; McCann, 2006). In 

James Boyd White’s (1994) study of justice as translation, he argued that 

translation is “not only about relations with languages and cultures  

relations with‘texts’ but about relations with individual people (and 
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 For more details, see Spence, David B. 2001. "The Shadow of the Rational Polluter: 
Rethinking the Role of Rational Actor Models in Environmental Law." California Law Review, 
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 The statement is “I believe I am well informed about environmental rules that apply for 
farming” (for more details, please see Winter & May (2001): 685). 
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groups) as well”. Grattet and Jenness (2005) analyzed how extralegal 

influences, discretion and statutory ambiguity affect the reception, 

interpretation and ultimately reconstitution of law in the local contexts by 

using the case of hate crime policing by California law enforcement 

agencies. They found significant variations in how hate crime was defined 

at local levels, which attributes of discretion the local law enforcement 

agencies possess, the ambiguity of law, and the surplus of legal definitions 

of hate crime available in the larger environment to which law enforcement 

must respond. Schoenfeld (2010) considered the ways in which timing 

influences the translation of compliance as legal translation happens on 

both the front end and back end of litigation. The former refers to the 

process of legal framing; the latter refers to the process of “how the 

language and content of court decisions is understood for the purposes of 

implementation” (Schoenfeld, 2012: 734). Verma (2013) applied Schoenfeld’s 

conceptualization of “legal translation on the back end” and understood it 

as a double “back end” legal translation process involving both the 

influences of state actors and relevant implementers in the local contexts. 

Based on the above considerations, this section seeks to analyze the 

vegetable farmers’ awareness of the legal rules, and to figure out the process 

of how their legal awareness or legal consciousness is translated, and 

particularly looks at the multiple actors involved in the process. Then we 

discuss how such legal knowledge affects their pesticide compliance. In this 

study, their legal knowledge was operationalized by referring to the 

relevant pesticide regulations and rules. 

The vegetable farmers were asked about whether they knew that the 

state had issued any rules on the three pesticide behaviors. These who gave 

a positive response were then asked to specify the rules as well as to specify 

their sources of knowledge. The questions follow naturally after asking 

about their perceived detection possibility and sanction severity of the 

relevant violated pesticide behaviors. Detailed interview questions and the 

coding method are included in the Appendix (see Parts B, C and D in the 

Appendix). 

The remainder of the section is arranged as follows: it begins with 

analyzing and comparing the vegetable farmers’ indicated legal knowledge, 

and then the variations among their indications as well as the underlying 

reasons are discussed. Next, how their indicated legal knowledge about the 
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related pesticide behaviors affects their pesticide compliance behavior is 

explored further. 

5.4.2 Vegetable Farmers’ Indicated Legal Knowledge  

The present section seeks to examine the vegetable farmers’ indicated legal 

knowledge of relevant pesticide rules and laws. But first, a question 

concerning their general legal knowledge was asked. Not surprisingly, the 

majority of them (89.1 percent) stated that they “never read something 

about the law”. Almost all the remaining farmers claimed that they had read 

something about law, but they could not give specific examples. Only two 

of them could recite some laws like the Agricultural Law or Food Safety 

Law. Thus, we conclude that vegetable farmers normally have a very limited 

general legal knowledge from reading the law books. Then we examined 

how they responded to questions of specific knowledge about the rules 

covering the three pesticide behaviors. Their indicated specific knowledge 

is presented in Table 5.6. 

Table 5.6 Overview of farmers’ indicated legal knowledge 
Legal knowledge Pesticide behaviors 

Use of types of 
pesticides 

Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Time interval 

High
84

 No. 107 35 69 
% 89.9 29.4 58.0 

Low No. 12 84 50 
% 10.1 70.6 42.0 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents=119.  

Generally speaking, in contrast to the majority of vegetable farmers 

who expressed a limited general legal knowledge from reading about the 

law, a surprisingly large number claimed to have a high level of legal 

knowledge about the three pesticide behaviors. The majority (89.9 percent, 

total n=119) indicated relevant legal knowledge in terms of the use of types 

of pesticides. As some of them explained:  

… Yes, there are regulations. These pesticides containing “phosphorus” are 
prohibited from being applied on vegetables. However, some elderly people 
do not know this. They choose pesticides by their effect. These pesticides 
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containing “phosphorus” have a residual period of at least twenty days… 
(Quotes from case N.D.NO.3)  

… The state regulates us to use low-toxic pesticides, or environmentally 
protective pesticides… (Quotes from case N.L.NO.1)  

… Yes, there are regulations. We must use some low-toxic pesticides…We 
plant green vegetables and the residue must be controlled to a certain degree. 
The time interval should be within a certain number of days… (Quotes from 
case N.L.NO.5)  

However, there are still some vegetable farmers (n=12, 10.1 percent) 

who indicated a low level of legal knowledge. As some of them stated:  

… I do not know. I am just a farmer… (Quotes from case D.S.NO.8)  

… I do not know. I seldom use pesticides. What I often use are just 

Trichlorfon (敌百虫) or Bisultap（杀虫双). Our vegetables are non-polluted… 

(Quotes from case C.D.NO.5)  

In terms of the disposal of pesticide containers, the majority (70.6 

percent, total n=119) indicated a low level of legal knowledge. They either 

stated that “there are no regulations” or “I do not know”. Nevertheless, 35 

vegetable farmers (29.4 percent) indicated that “there are regulations” or 

“these pesticide containers should be buried in the soil or burned”.  

Regarding the time interval, the majority (58.0 percent, total n=119) 

indicated a high level of legal knowledge. As two of them explained: 

… Generally speaking, the time interval is about a week. But the present 
pesticides are all low-toxic ones… (Quotes from case N.X.NO.7)  

… There must be some regulations. When we had meetings, the officers in 
the local agricultural bureau had announced that… (Quotes from case 
N.D.NO.3)  

However, some vegetable farmers (n=50, 42.0 percent) indicated a low 

level of legal knowledge about the rules governing the time interval. They 

indicated that “there are no regulations” or “we deal with the time interval by 

our own experience”.  

As discussed above, there are differences in the vegetable farmers’ 

indicated legal knowledge of different pesticide behaviors. The percentage 

of vegetable farmers (89.9 percent) who claimed a high level of legal 

knowledge about the use of types of pesticides is comparatively greater 

than for disposal of pesticide containers and time interval (29.4 percent and 

58.0 percent, respectively). As already mentioned in Chapter 3 when 

discussing the objective state deterrence, this might be due to the 
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prioritization strategy of the enforcement agencies. Below are some quotes 

from enforcement officers: 

… We pay a lot of attention to the safety and quality of the agricultural 
products. It is mainly our agricultural bureau’s responsibility. As the safety of 
agricultural products also concerns people’s safety, we organized 
announcements on the safe usage of pesticides in the villages. We 
highlighted the use of types of pesticides and publicized which pesticides are 
prohibited and which ones are permitted to farmers… (Quote from an officer 
of the local agricultural bureau in C county) 

… Now our state is increasingly paying attention to the agricultural 
environmental protection. But at the county level, the awareness is not that 
strong. The awareness is increasing, but it still needs years to change the 
situation. For farmers, it still needs time to popularize their awareness… 
(Quote from an officer of the agricultural environmental division of the local 
agricultural bureau in N county) 

It seems that the enforcement authorities mainly focus on publicizing 

the policies about the use of types of pesticides, but less attention is paid to 

the disposal of pesticide containers or time interval. 

The vegetable farmers’ indicated legal knowledge about each pesticide 

behavior also varies. Some of them claimed a high level of legal knowledge 

while others indicated a low one. The differences among different types of 

vegetable farmers was examined (see Table 5.7).  

Table 5.7 Overview of farmers’ indicated legal knowledge by types of farmers 
Legal 
knowledge 

Pesticide behaviors 
Use of types of 
pesticides 

Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Time interval 

Ind. SCA MLC  Ind. SCA MLC Ind. SCA MLC 
High

85
 No. 59 41 7 15 13 7 49 13 7 

% 84.3 97.6 100.0 21.4 31.0 100.0 70.0 31.0 100.0 
Low No. 11 1 0 55 29 0 21 29 0 

% 15.7 2.4 0.0 78.6 69.0 0.0 30.0 69.0 0.0 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Abbreviations: see Table 
3.3. Total number of individual farmers = 70; total number of SCA farmers = 42; total number of 
MLC farmers = 7. 

As shown in Table 5.7, there seems to be a big difference among the 

different types of vegetable farmers’ indicated legal knowledge, especially 

for container disposal and time interval. Generally speaking, MLC vegetable 
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farmers indicated the highest level of legal knowledge in terms of the three 

pesticide behaviors. As some of them stated: 

… Some pesticides are prohibited from being applied to vegetables, like 

Methamidophos (甲胺磷), Rogor（乐果）, or Carbofuran（呋喃丹）. These are 
all highly toxic pesticides. The state advocates us to use highly effective and 
low-toxic pesticides… (Quotes from case N.L1) 

… Yes, the pesticide residue should be controlled. For some pesticides, the 
safety interval is seven days, and for others, the safety interval is ten days. 
But some bio-pesticides only require three days of time interval. It is 
necessary to obey the safety interval. We should spray pesticides in advance 
when it is a peak season of vegetable harvesting. The best way is to avoid 
applying pesticides during that period…  (Quotes from case C.L1) 

Thus, the legal knowledge about relevant pesticide behaviors of 

different types of vegetable farmers varies. Nevertheless, these variations do 

not explain why so many of them claimed a high level of legal knowledge, 

considering their limited general legal knowledge from reading about the 

law. So perhaps something else is at work. One possibility is that the 

vegetable farmers learned specific rules governing the relevant pesticide 

behaviors from other sources than from the law. It would be interesting to 

examine how these vegetable farmers who indicated they had relevant legal 

knowledge responded to the question about their knowledge source. Their 

indicated sources of legal knowledge are presented in Table 5.8. 

Table 5.8 Overview of farmers’ indicated sources of legal knowledge 
Sources of legal 
knowledge 

Pesticide behaviors 

 Use of types of 
pesticides 

Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Time 
interval 

The law No. 2 0 1 
% 1.7 0.0 0.1 

Other sources No. 105 35 68 
% 88.2 29.4 57.1 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents=119.  

The vegetable farmers stated that they obtained relevant legal 

knowledge not only from the law but from other sources also. Some of 

them even volunteered “other sources”, although the interviewer did not 

directly ask them about which knowledge source. Specifically, only two (1.7 

percent) and one (0.1 percent) vegetable farmer separately indicated legal 

knowledge gained from the law in terms of the use of types of pesticides 

and time interval, while 88.2 percent, 29.4 percent and 57.1 percent of 
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vegetable farmers claimed legal knowledge of the three pesticide behaviors 

from “other sources”.  

Regarding the use of types, the percentage of legal knowledge from 

“other sources” is comparatively higher than these of the other two 

pesticide behaviors. It would be interesting to explore this variation of legal 

knowledge sources among different pesticide behaviors. This section next 

looks at the sources of legal knowledge by different types of vegetable 

farmers (see Table 5.9).  

Table 5.9 Overview of farmers’ indicated legal knowledge sources by types of 
farmers 
Sources of legal 
knowledge 

Pesticide behaviors 
Use of types of 
pesticides 

Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Time interval 

Ind. SCA MLC Ind. SCA MLC Ind. SCA MLC 
The law  No. 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

% 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.3 

Other 
sources 

No. 57 41 7 15 13 7 49 13 6 

% 81.4 97.6 100.0 21.4 31.0 100.0 70.0 31.0 85.7 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Abbreviations: see Table 
3.3. Total number of individual farmers = 70; total number of SCA farmers = 42; total number of 
MLC farmers = 7. 

There seems to be no big differences in sources of legal knowledge 

among the different types of vegetable farmers. Except for two individual 

farmers (2.9 percent, total n=70) and one MLC farmer (14.3 percent, total 

n=7) who indicated a high level of legal knowledge originating from the law 

in terms of the use of types and time interval, respectively, all the other 

farmers stated that their legal knowledge originated from other sources. 

The next section will specifically look at what these sources of legal 

knowledge are. 

5.4.2.1  Legal Knowledge from Reading about the Law 

As discussed above, few vegetable farmers indicated that their legal 

knowledge came from reading about the law. Specifically, for the use of 

types of pesticides, only two individual vegetable farmers indicated legal 

knowledge originating from the law; one stated that “because of the food 

poisoning incident happened in C city, the local government published 

regulations on the use of types of pesticides”, the other claimed that “it is the 

state policy”.  
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Regarding the time interval, only one MLC vegetable farmer indicated 

having obtained legal knowledge from the law. He indicated that “it is the 

state policy. For example, if I want to register a green vegetable brand for my 

pepper, the pesticide residue should be tested and authenticated according to 

the state regulation”. 

Generally speaking, and consistent with their limited general legal 

knowledge obtained from the law, vegetable farmers indicated a very 

limited legal knowledge originating from the law concerning the three 

pesticide behaviors. The following section will specifically look at their 

indicated legal knowledge from other sources. 

5.4.2.2  Legal Knowledge from Legal and Extralegal Sources 

Considering the farmers’ limited education level as well as their limited 

accessibility to the “law-on-the-books”, and as the law itself is very often 

ambiguous and full of discretion, a special legal translational mechanism is 

required. Building on the legal translation theory, I conceive of legal 

translation as the process that both legal and extralegal actors serve as 

translators translating and disseminating the “law-on-the-books” into the 

message of the “law-in-action”.  

This section argues that legal translators are not limited to the legal 

actors like the local enforcement agencies; other extralegal actors like the 

pesticide store owners, the vegetable cooperatives or associations that the 

farmers join also play roles. Both the legal and extralegal actors constitute 

translators translating the message of the “law-on-the-books”. Moreover, 

based on Winter and May’s (2002) examination of informational 

approaches to compliance with environmental regulations, the state and 

non-state actors constitute three types of information sources: official 

sources and unofficial sources that include professional and informal 

sources. Specifically, official sources are “these authoritative sources that 

devise and directly implement regulations”; professional sources refer to 

“both the organized interests and other third parties who have a professional 

stake in the regulatory issue”; informal sources refer to “other regulatees and 

publications related to the trade” (Winter & May, 2002:119). An overview of 

the multiple sources of the vegetable farmers’ legal knowledge is shown in 

Table 5.10. 
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Table 5.10 Overview of multiple sources of farmers’ legal knowledge 
Pesticide 
behaviors 

Multiple sources involved 
Local 
agricu-
ltural 
bureau 

Pestici
-de 
stores 

Coopera-
tives/ 
Associat-
ions 

Pesticid-
e 
instructi
-ons 

News-
papers 
or TV 

Personal 
experien
-ces or 
others 

Mixed 
source-
s 

Use of 
types of 
pesticides 

N
o. 

23 53 17 0 2 2 8 

% 19.3 44.5 14.3 0.0 1.7 1.7 6.7 

Disposal 
of 
pesticide 
containers 

N
o. 

17 0 5 11 0 1 1 

% 14.3 0.0 4.2 9.2 0.0 0.8 0.8 

Time 
interval 

N
o. 

9 9 0 50 0 0 0 

% 7.6 7.6 0.0 42.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119. 

As shown in Table 5.8, vegetable farmers indicated multiple sources of 

legal knowledge for different pesticide behaviors. By using Winter and 

May’s (2002) classification of information sources, they can be categorized 

into three types: the official source that includes the agricultural bureau; 

the professional sources that include the pesticide stores and cooperatives 

or associations; the informal sources that include pesticide instructions, 

newspapers or TV, personal experiences or others. They are discussed 

separately below.  

            

The official source of legal knowledge 

 

Regarding the use of types of pesticides, 23 vegetable farmers (19.3 

percent) indicated that their legal knowledge is translated by the local 

agricultural bureau. Some of them provided details of the translation 

process:  

... When we attend the meetings organized by the local agricultural bureau, 
the officers often educate us about the use of types of pesticides. We are 
prohibited from storing highly toxic pesticides at the vegetable base. We 
should obey the state rules… (Quotes from case N.L5) 

… There are rules. These highly toxic pesticides are prohibited for application 
on tomatoes. The officers in the local agricultural bureau and the health 
bureau came and told us about it. They sometimes came to test pesticide 
residues… (Quotes from case C.M.NO.6) 
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… Yes, there are regulations. The state regulates that these highly toxic 
pesticides are prohibited for use on vegetables. I knew it from the local 
agricultural bureau… (Quotes from case C.M.NO.9)  

Regarding disposal of pesticide containers, 17 vegetable farmers (14.3 

percent) indicated that their legal knowledge was translated by the local 

pesticide enforcement agency. Consider the quotes below: 

… Yes. These pesticide containers should be buried. The officers in the local 
agricultural bureau used to organize meetings and told us about it… (Quotes 
from case N.X.NO.1)  

… There are rules. In the past years, the officials in the local agricultural 
bureau have announced them. Also the village leader has emphasized it… 
(Quotes from case C.X.NO.10) 

Regarding the time interval, 9 vegetable farmers (7.6 percent) also 

indicated obtaining legal knowledge from the enforcement agency. As two 

of them explained: 

… The state has regulations on time interval. The local agricultural bureau 
officers have already told us about it… (Quotes from case N.D.NO.3) 

… The state should have rules on time interval. We should obey the rules. 
The local agricultural bureau officers come sometimes and do inspections 
and test pesticide residues. They are paid by the state and it is their duty… 
(Quotes from case N.D.NO.5) 

The professional source of legal knowledge 

 

The pesticide stores 

In general, the vegetable farmers’ indicated professional sources of 

legal knowledge include the pesticide stores or their cooperatives or 

associations. To begin with the pesticide stores, 53 vegetable farmers (44.5 

percent) indicated that their legal knowledge on the use of types of 

pesticides was translated by the pesticide stores. As some of them 

explained: 

… There are posters in the pesticide stores. We can see it when we go to buy 
pesticides. The pesticide sellers do not sell prohibited pesticides to us. You 
should take the responsibility if you spray highly toxic pesticides… (Quotes 
from case N.D.NO.1)  

… A pesticide seller told me about it. He showed me a document about the 
prohibited pesticides… (Quotes from case N.L.NO.3)  
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… If you go to the store and buy pesticides, the seller will tell you about which 
pesticides are low toxic ones that can be sprayed on vegetables… (Quotes 
from case N.X.NO.3)  

None of the vegetable farmers indicated obtaining legal knowledge for 

the disposal of pesticide containers from the pesticide sellers. Nine 

vegetable farmers (7.6 percent) indicated that their legal knowledge of the 

time interval was translated by the pesticide store. Consider the quotes 

below: 

… We usually listen to the pesticide sellers. They often introduce some 
pesticides to us and tell us about the time interval… (Quotes from case 
D.S.NO.10)  

… Yes, there are regulations. When we go to the store, the pesticide sellers 
will tell us about the time interval… (Quotes from case D.L.NO.5) 

… Usually the pesticide sellers tell us about it. For example, vegetables 
should be picked one week later after using some pesticides. However, we 
usually use less pesticide… (Quotes from case N.R.NO.12) 

Generally speaking, the percentage of vegetable farmers whose legal 

knowledge of the use of type of pesticides was translated by the pesticide 

stores is much higher than that for the other two pesticide behaviors. As 

already discussed in Chapter 3 concerning the objective state deterrence, 

the local pesticide enforcement agencies often enforce with a mixed style 

by educating vegetable farmers and promoting their legal awareness 

through the local pesticide stores. They also enforce in terms of priorities 

and mainly focus on the use of types of pesticides. An interview with a 

pesticide seller provided some details of the translation process: 

… Now there are too many pesticide brands. Vegetable farmers always need 
recommendations. They normally buy the ones that I recommend. For 
example, if one farmer comes and tells me that his Chinese cabbages have 
pests, I can immediately recommend one pesticide for him. They are willing 
to accept my opinions. I have operated my store for more than seven years 
now. My store is different from these private pesticide stores. It is 
recommended by the local agricultural bureau. The majority of vegetable 
farmers nearby are willing to come to our store… about eight percent of 
them, except these who have a lot of experience in vegetable plant and 
pesticide usage… Most of them ask my opinion about the types of 
pesticides… (Quotes from an interview with a pesticide store owner) 

Thus, these pesticide sellers are very close to the vegetable farmers and 

play an important role in translating legal knowledge about the use of types 

of pesticides for them.  
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Cooperatives or associations 

Other vegetable farmers indicated that cooperatives or associations are 

the translators of their legal knowledge of pesticides. Specifically, in terms 

of the use of types of pesticides, 17 vegetable farmers (14.3 percent) 

indicated that cooperatives or associations were their translators of legal 

knowledge. Below some details concerning the legal knowledge translation 

were provided by the cooperatives or associations: 

… There is a rule on the use of types of pesticides in the village association. 
These highly toxic pesticides are prohibited. It is not healthy to human 
health. We all buy these low toxic ones… (Quotes from case C.X.NO.9) 

… The village association has emphasized the use of types. Only these 
low-toxic pesticides can be applied. Also the association will not buy these 
highly toxic ones for us. They have announced that already…  (Quotes 
from case C.X.NO.9) 

As for the disposal of pesticide containers, five vegetable farmers (4.2 

percent) indicated that their legal knowledge was translated by the 

cooperatives or associations. They all indicated that the associations or the 

cooperatives they join are their information source. On the other hand, no 

vegetable farmer indicated that they got their legal knowledge of the time 

interval from the cooperatives or associations. 

 

The informal source of legal knowledge 

 

Some vegetable farmers indicated that their legal knowledge was 

translated by informal sources, which included pesticide instructions, 

newspapers or TV, personal experiences or others.  

 

Pesticide instructions 

Regarding the use of types of pesticides, no vegetable farmer indicated 

that his legal knowledge was translated by the pesticide instructions. 

Regarding container disposal, 11 vegetable farmers (9.2 percent) indicated 

that they learned about the appropriate way of disposing of pesticide 

containers by reading the pesticide package. Regarding time interval, a 

large number of farmers (n=50, 42.0 percent) also expressed that they knew 
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about the safety interval by reading the instructions on the pesticide 

containers.  

 

Newspapers or TV 

Two vegetable farmers (1.7 percent) indicated that they obtained legal 

knowledge about the use of types of pesticide by reading newspapers or 

watching TV. As two of them indicated: 

… We sometimes watch TV programs about agricultural technology. There is 
a TV channel that specializes in agricultural development and technology. If 
I remember correctly, it is CCTV 7… (Quotes from case N.X.NO.9) 

… These rules on the use of types of pesticides are all shown in newspapers or 
on TV… (Quotes from case C.X.NO.1) 

Personal experiences or others 

Two vegetable farmers (1.7 percent) indicated that they acquired their 

legal knowledge about the use of types of pesticide from personal 

experience. As they explained: 

… Yes, I have planted vegetables for years. I know about which ones are 
permitted and which ones are prohibited… (Quotes from case N.L.NO.16) 

… It is not necessary for me to learn it from somewhere else. I have planted 
vegetables for several years… (Quotes from case N.X.NO.1) 

Regarding disposal, one vegetable farmer (0.8 percent) indicated that 

she knew about the rules on disposing pesticide containers from her 

daughter who works in a big city. No farmer indicated that he had gained 

his legal knowledge of the time interval from personal experience or other 

farmers.  

 

Mixed sources 

There were also some vegetable farmers whose legal knowledge was 

translated by mixed actors. Specifically, eight vegetable farmers (6.7 

percent) indicated mixed sources of legal knowledge about the use of types 

of pesticides. They normally gave at least two types of legal knowledge 

sources. Below are quotes from some of them: 

… I knew about it when I was a child, for example, 1605 (a kind of highly toxic 
pesticide) is extremely toxic. Moreover, the officers of the local agricultural 
bureau often come and tell us about which pesticides are prohibited and 
which ones are permitted… (Quotes from case N.D.NO.3)  
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… The cooperative has already told us that these highly toxic pesticides 
cannot be sprayed on pepper… Moreover, I have planted crops for decades, 
and I am very familiar with lots of pesticides. Also, when we go to the 
pesticide stores, the sellers often tell us about the pesticides. I often go to the 
pesticide store recommended by the local agricultural bureau as it is 
trustworthy. The sellers often recommend specific pesticides for specific 
pests, and they will not sell you others. When I went to the store, they told 
me that these highly toxic pesticides with high residues cannot be sprayed on 
vegetables anymore… (Quotes from case N.R.NO.3) 

One vegetable farmer (0.8 percent) indicated mixed sources of legal 

knowledge for the disposal of pesticide containers. He indicated that he 

knew about how to deal with pesticide containers by reading the pesticide 

containers and watching TV.  

Generally speaking, these legal knowledge sources interact. As an 

interview with a local agricultural bureau officer indicated: 

… We normally have three methods for popularizing agricultural knowledge 
to farmers. One is by posting relevant messages on the agricultural 
technological web page of our agricultural bureau. One is by passing the 
message to the township governments, and the township government passes 
the message to the agricultural technical station, and then to the farmers. 
The third way is to broadcast relevant messages on local TV. There is a 
program broadcasting such messages.  

In general, for the different pesticide behaviors, vegetable farmers 

indicated a variety of legal knowledge translators. There are also variations 

among different vegetable farmers’ indicated legal knowledge sources. Do 

the types of vegetable farmers matter? This section focuses on the different 

types of indicated sources of legal knowledge. An overview of their legal 

knowledge translated by “other sources” except from reading the law 

according to the three types of farmers is presented in Table 5.11. 

Table 5.11 Overview of indicated legal knowledge translated by “other sources” by 
types of farmers 
The “other sources” 
involved 

Pesticide behaviors 
Use of types of 
pesticides 

Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Time interval 

Ind. SCA MLC  Ind. SCA MLC Ind. SCA MLC 
The local 
agricultural 
bureau 

No. 7 9 7 6 5 6 4 0 5 

% 10.0 21.4 100.0 5.0 11.9 85.7 5.7 0.0 71.4 

Pesticide 
stores 

No. 42 11 0 0 0 0 7 2 0 

% 60.0 26.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 4.8 0.0 
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Table 5.12 Overview of indicated legal knowledge translated by “other sources” by 
types of farmers (continued) 
The “other sources” 
involved 

Pesticide behaviors 
Use of types of 
pesticides 

Disposal of 
pesticide containers 

Time interval 

Ind. SCA MLC  Ind. SCA MLC Ind. SCA MLC 
Cooperative-s/ 
associations 

No. 0 17 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 

% 0.0 40.5 0.0 0.0 11.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Pesticide 
instructions 

No. 0 0 0 8 2 1 38 11 1 

% 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.4 4.7 14.3 54.3 26.2 14.3 

Newspapers 
or TV 

No. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

% 1.4 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Personal 
experiences 

No. 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

% 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Mixed sources No. 5 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

% 7.1 7.1 0.0 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Abbreviations: see Table 
3.3. Total number of individual farmers = 70; total number of SCA farmers = 42; total number of 
MLC farmers = 7. 

Generally speaking, individual vegetable farmers had most of their 

legal knowledge translated by pesticide stores or pesticide instructions; 

SCA vegetable farmers had most of their legal knowledge translated by 

cooperatives or associations, especially for the use of types of pesticides and 

disposal of pesticide containers; MLC vegetable farmers had most of their 

legal knowledge translated by the local agricultural bureau.  

Specifically, for individual vegetable farmers, pesticide sellers are the 

ones whom they contact most frequently. Almost all the individual 

vegetable farmers buy pesticides from the local pesticide stores, especially 

these ones operated by the local agricultural technical station and 

recommended by the local agricultural bureau. When asking vegetable 

farmers an open question about where they buy pesticides, all the 

individual vegetable farmers stated that they often buy pesticides from the 

local pesticide stores, and the majority said that they often buy pesticides 

from the stores operated by the local agricultural technical station86. As two 

of them indicated: 

                                                           
86

 The agricultural technical station is an institutional organization established at the 
township level. It is normally affiliated to the local agricultural bureau.  
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… I normally buy pesticides in the agricultural materials stores operated by 
the agricultural technical station. The officers know a lot about agricultural 
technology. They will recommend pesticides to you … (Quotes from case 
N.X.NO.9) 

… I do not believe these private stores. They often sell fake pesticides. The 
contents of the pesticides sold by the agricultural technical stations are more 
accurate, as they are institutions and are supervised by the township 
government and the county government. They are much more trustworthy. I 
used to buy pesticides in other stores, but the contents were often inaccurate. 
I have to spray twice the dose or even three times the dose. They sell these 
pesticides with similar prices but they sell too many fake pesticides… (Quotes 
from case D.S.NO.7) 

Similarly, as an interview with a staff member who works in the market 

research department of a big pesticide wholesale company explained: 

… Our company conducts investigations on farmers’ choice of brands of 
pesticides every year.  We found that, from the farmers’ perspective, the 
main factor that influences their purchase of pesticides is the 
recommendation of the local agricultural materials store. This is based on 
our investigations. We interviewed farmers about how they choose pesticide 
brands, and the majority of them chose the pesticide recommended by the 
local pesticide retail stores. There are three types of pesticide retail stores. 
One is the store that operated by the local agricultural technical station, and 
they are also the ones who primarily sell agricultural materials; one is the 
store operated by the former supply and marketing cooperative. There were 
supply and marketing cooperatives in every town, but later they were 
cancelled by the state. Then lots of former employees who used to work in 
the supply and marketing cooperatives continued to operate and sell 
agricultural materials. The third type is the private one. After the open 
policy, lots of small private businessmen came out. They also sell agricultural 
materials. In general, officials who work in the pesticide stores operated by 
the agricultural technical stations know the most about agricultural 
technology. So they do business better than the other two types. Farmers 
prefer to buy pesticides in their store. It is much easier for them to popularize 
new products and new technology… (Quotes from a staff member who works 
in the market research department of a big pesticide wholesale company in C 
city) 

Thus, it is concluded that individual vegetable farmers’ choice of types 

of pesticides is mostly influenced by the pesticide stores, especially ones 

operated by the local agricultural technical station as they know the most 

about agricultural technology and are more trustworthy. Notice that 

regarding container disposal and time interval, most individual farmers 

indicated that their legal knowledge was translated by pesticide 
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instructions (11.4 percent and 54.3 percent, respectively), which is largely 

because of the ignorant policy of the enforcement agencies. 

SCA vegetable farmers often buy pesticides directly from the 

cooperatives or associations, or choose types of pesticides recommended by 

the cooperatives or associations they join. They have frequent contact with 

and trust these cooperatives or associations. Notice that for the time 

interval, many SCA vegetable farmers indicated that most of their legal 

knowledge was translated by the pesticide instructions (n=11, 26.2 percent). 

MLC vegetable farmers mostly indicated that their legal knowledge 

was translated by the local agricultural bureau. As discussed already, the 

local agricultural bureau normally prioritizes these MLC vegetable farmers, 

and supports them financially and technically. These MLC vegetable 

farmers can get most of their knowledge about the rules of pesticide 

behavior there. An officer who works in the local agricultural bureau 

provided some details of the translation process: 

… We often organize meetings for these persons who are responsible for the 
vegetable cooperatives. But it is impossible to announce the usage of 
pesticides for every farmer… (Quotes from an officer who works in the 
agricultural products quality and safety testing center of the local 
agricultural bureau in N county) 

In general, there are multiple sources of legal knowledge, but it seems 

that vegetable farmers tend to select sources translated by those they trust 

most and those they frequently communicate with. This is similar to 

Winter and May’s (2002) study on farmers’ selection of information 

sources. They found that regulatees tend to rely on a limited number of 

sources despite the availability of multiple sources. And more importantly, 

regulated actors’ choice of an information source is based on their 

perceived competence of that source, which consists of perceived 

trustworthiness and consistency of advice. 

Short Summary  

This section examined the vegetable farmers’ indicated legal knowledge as 

well as the legal and extralegal actors who translated this legal knowledge 

for them, and particularly looked at the variations within the sample. First, 

the findings showed that there are variations in their indicated legal 

knowledge in terms of different pesticide behaviors and different types of 
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vegetable farmers. Specifically, in terms of pesticide behaviors, they had the 

most relevant legal knowledge about the use of types of pesticides; in terms 

of different types of vegetable farmers, MLC vegetable farmers had the most 

relevant legal knowledge.  

Second, knowing the law directly was not a precondition for knowing 

the relevant rules. Although the majority of farmers did not know the law, 

many of them knew about the rules contained in the law. Different legal 

and extralegal actors operated as legal translators to create the vegetable 

farmers’ legal awareness or legal consciousness. These actors were the 

official sources including the agricultural bureau, the professional sources 

including the pesticide stores and cooperatives or associations, and the 

informal sources including pesticide instructions, newspapers or TV, and 

personal experiences or others. Such variations could be largely explained 

by the type of vegetable farmer and the pesticide behavior studied. They 

might also be attributed to the trustworthiness and consistency of the 

sources of the legal knowledge. 

5.4.3 Legal Knowledge and Farmers’ Pesticide Compliance  

The last section examines the vegetable farmers’ indications of legal 

knowledge as well as their varied legal knowledge sources. It looks at the 

association between their indicated legal knowledge and their pesticide 

compliance behaviors, as presented in Table 5.12. 

Table 5.13 Association between farmers’ indicated legal knowledge and pesticide 
compliance 
Pesticide behaviors  Legal knowledge 

High Low 
Use of types of 
pesticides 

Compliant No.  92 11 
% 86.0 91.7 

Noncompliant No. 15 1 
% 14.0 8.3 

Total 107 12 
Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Compliant No. 28 22 
% 80.0 26.2 

Noncompliant No. 7 62 
% 20.0 73.8 

Total 35 84 
Time interval Compliant No. 37 12 

% 53.6 24.0 
Noncompliant No. 32 38 

% 46.4 76.0 
Total 69 50 
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Notes: Percentages do not always add up to 100 because of rounding. Total number of 
respondents =119. 

There seems to be a moderate relationship between the vegetable 

farmers’ indicated legal knowledge and their pesticide compliance 

behavior. On the one hand, vegetable farmers who had a high level of legal 

knowledge more frequently indicated pesticide compliance. Specifically, 

taking the use of types of pesticide as an example, 92 vegetable farmers 

(86.0 percent, total n=107) who indicated a high level of legal knowledge 

expressed compliance, and only 15 (14.0 percent) who expressed a low level 

of legal knowledge stated noncompliance. For these vegetable farmers who 

had a high level of legal knowledge but still indicated noncompliance with 

relevant pesticide rules, other variables included in the compliance model 

like deterrence, operational cost-benefit calculation, descriptive social 

norms, and morals might possibly contribute to their noncompliance. On 

the other hand, vegetable farmers who indicated a low level of legal 

knowledge more frequently indicated noncompliance, except for the use of 

types of pesticides. Taking the disposal of pesticide containers as an 

example, 62 vegetable farmers (73.8 percent, total n=84) who indicated a 

low level of legal knowledge indicated noncompliance, and only 22 (26.2 

percent) indicated compliance. For this unexpected compliance by farmers 

with a low level of legal knowledge, other variables included in the 

compliance model like operational cost-benefit calculation, deterrence, 

descriptive social norms, and morals might contribute to their compliance. 

Moreover, as discussed in Chapter 4 when analyzing the vegetable farmers’ 

moral values, improving their legal knowledge could be an indirect way of 

stimulating compliance by influencing their intrinsic moral values.  

This section next examines whether different sources of legal 

knowledge influence pesticide compliance differently (see Table 5.13). 
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Table 5.14 Association between different sources of legal knowledge and farmers’ 
pesticide compliance 
 Compliance behaviors 
Legal 
knowl-
edge 

Specific 
sources 

Use of types of 
pesticides 

Disposal of 
pesticide containers 

Time interval 

Comp-
liant 

Noncom-
pliant 

Compl
-iant 

Noncom-
pliant 

Copli
-ant 

Noncom-
pliant 

High Law N
o. 

2 0 0 0 1 0 

% 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 

The 
official 
source 

N
o. 

22 1 17 0 6 3 

% 18.5 0.8 14.3 0.0 5.0 3.4 

The 
professi-
onnal 
source 

N
o. 

59 11 1 4 5 4 

% 49.6 9.2 0.8 3.4 5.0 5.0 

Table 5.15 Association between different sources of legal knowledge and farmers’ 
pesticide compliance (continued) 
 Compliance behaviors 
Legal 
knowl-
edge 

Specific 
sources 

Use of types of 
pesticides 

Disposal of pesticide 
containers 

Time interval 

Compl-
iant 

Noncom-
pliant 

Compl-
iant 

Noncom-
pliant 

Copli-
ant 

Noncom-
pliant 

 The 
infor-
mal 
sourc-
e 

N
o. 

3 1 9 3 25 25 

% 2.5 0.8 7.6 2.5 22.7 22.7 

Mixed 
sourc-
es 

N
o. 

6 2 1 0 0 0 

% 5.0 1.7 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Low  N

o. 
11 1 22 62 11 39 

% 9.2 0.8 18.5 52.1 7.6 27.8 

 

Generally speaking, for the three pesticide behaviors, there is some 

link between different sources of legal knowledge and their pesticide 

compliance; that is, these farmers who indicated that their relevant legal 

knowledge originated from either the law or the official source more 

frequently stated compliance. This is similar to some extent to Winter and 

May’s (2002) examination of the influence of different sources of 

information on Danish farmers’ compliance with agro-environmental rules. 

They found that different information sources vary in influencing the 

farmers’ awareness of rules, and information from official and professional 

sources has a higher impact upon their awareness of rules than that from 

informal sources. 
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Short Summary  

This section mainly analyzed the association between the vegetable 

farmers’ indicated legal knowledge and their pesticide compliance 

behaviors. The findings revealed a moderate relationship between the two, 

with a high level of legal knowledge more frequently associated with 

compliance and a low level with noncompliance. However, some compliant 

vegetable farmers indicated a low level of legal knowledge, and some 

noncompliant ones had a high level of legal knowledge. Such exceptions 

could be explained by other variables included in the compliance model. 

Furthermore, the relationship between their different sources of legal 

knowledge and pesticide compliance was also explored. 

5.5 Chapter Conclusion  

The chapter seeks to understand how the proposed capacity shapes 

compliance in the Chinese pesticide regulatory context. It mainly explores 

how vegetable farmers indicated their financial abilities and technical 

opportunities as well as their legal knowledge about the relevant pesticide 

behaviors. It also analyzes how such indications contribute to their 

pesticide compliance. Some caveats must be added to this chapter. First of 

all, capacity itself is a complex concept and requires a comprehensive 

understanding. In this chapter, our analyses were limited to three aspects: 

the vegetable farmers’ financial ability (with the annual family gross income 

as a proxy), need of technology and legal knowledge. Although this chapter 

concludes that annual family gross income and need of technology are less 

important for their pesticide compliance, it cannot be inferred that other 

capacity-related elements that were not examined are less important. 

Second, how financial and technical abilities affect their pesticide 

compliance requires further exploration. This chapter used annual family 

gross income and the reported subjective need of technology as proxies. It 

would be helpful if a more precise method could be constructed and 

employed. Third, how state and non-state actors interpret and construct 

the farmers’ legal awareness or legal consciousness requires further 

exploration in a nuanced way. Although I am very interested in how the 

policy is enacted at the state level and implemented in the local context, my 
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data only reveals the relevant legal and extralegal actors who translate the 

legal rules and construct the farmers’ legal awareness in the specific 

regulatory context. More data concerning the local enforcement agencies’ 

legal documents, processes of legal discretion and legal decisions, and other 

interest groups’ activities in influencing the legal translation process are 

required. Fourth, the inconsistency of the influence of financial ability and 

legal knowledge on compliance in the Chinese pesticide regulatory context 

needs further exploration, e.g., examining the influence of other 

ability-related elements; or directly measuring and analyzing the influence 

that legal awareness has on the regulated actor’s moral values.  

- Some practical implications for enforcing pesticide compliance in 

China 

First, unlike amoral calculation and legitimacy, capacity generally 

appeared to be less powerful in stimulating pesticide compliance. 

Nevertheless, to some extent, it played a moderate and indirect function in 

enhancing pesticide compliance. Among the three capacity elements 

examined in the study, legal knowledge seemed to be more relevant to 

compliance than the other two (annual family gross income and subjective 

need of technology). It could also play an indirect role in fostering 

compliance by influencing the regulated actors’ moral rules. Moreover, it 

cannot be inferred that capacity was less influential and irrelevant in other 

regulatory contexts like the organizational context and more complex 

regulatory context.  

Second, pesticide compliance might be stimulated by promoting the 

vegetable farmers’ legal knowledge. Their legal knowledge source was not 

simply limited to the law books but largely manifested with complexity. 

Then the issue became to distinguish differing legal knowledge sources 

involved in the specific regulatory context. Normally, such knowledge 

sources were judged by their trustworthiness and consistency. In this case, 

pesticide sellers were the individual vegetable farmers’ main source of legal 

pesticide knowledge; cooperatives or associations were the SCA vegetable 

farmers’ main source of legal pesticide knowledge; MLC vegetable farmers 

obtained most of their legal pesticide knowledge from the local agricultural 

bureau. The enforcement agencies should combine the official, professional 

and even informal instruments depending on the nature of the regulated 

entities. If rural farmers are comparatively less well educated, it is much 
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more effective to improve their legal knowledge by such an indirect 

method. 

- Some theoretical implications  

First, the capacity approach to the Chinese pesticide regulatory context 

demonstrated that ability was not the necessary condition as some scholars 

including Parker and Nielsen (2012b) made it out to be. There was also 

compliance when the capacity was lower. This might be attributed to the 

situation that the capacity was not measured or captured with the absolute 

lowest level. But it also meant that capacity was not a black or white matter 

with there being sufficient or insufficient capacity, but rather there could 

be low capacity but still compliance.  

Second, this study proposed a theoretical framework for examining 

how capacity elements influence compliance, which added some 

inspiration to the capacity scholarship. Three component elements were 

incorporated in the capacity paradigm, which set an example for analyzing 

capacity comprehensively.  

Third, knowing the pesticide rules does not need to be a precondition 

for knowing the contents of the relevant rules. The legal knowledge study 

suggested that a special translational mechanism, operating through both 

legal and extralegal actors translating the enacted rules into the 

“law-in-action” and disseminating them to the relevant actors, had critical 

implications for enforcing compliance.  

Fourth, similar to the last two chapters, the larger n qualitative 

method, as well as the dialogical strategy benefited from informative and 

inductive features. They helped to explore the association between capacity 

elements and compliance. Furthermore, they helped to reveal the multiple 

actors involved in enhancing the regulated actors’ legal awareness. 
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Explaining the Complexity of Patterns 
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6.1 Introduction  

So far, all the variables defined and designated in the compliance model 

have been examined in isolation, and this has provided some good insights 

into the data. However, it does not allow for a better understanding of the 

complex interactions and combinations of motivations that may explain 

compliance. The previous three chapters studied compliance from the three 

perspectives of amoral calculation, legitimacy and capacity, respectively. 

They not only found that different variables influence compliance 

differently, they also discovered that some variables interweave and join 

forces together and thus influence compliance (e.g., see chapter 4 about the 

links between amoral and moral attitudes, between morals and descriptive 

social norms, between morals and capacity, between general duty to obey 

and procedural justice). All these show that the different variables cannot 

be neatly disentangled. In response, the present chapter seeks to 

understand what they mean in combination, that is, how all the variables 

interact in shaping compliance, for which a systematic qualitative method, 

QCA, is used. QCA is an innovative analytical technique originally 

developed by Charles Ragin (1987). Different from the quantitative 

variable-oriented method, it allows for exploring how individual variables 

behave in specified conjunctions or configurations to produce effects on a 

phenomenon (Ragin & Sonnett, 2004). It sees cases as different data sets 

with different combinations of values of their independent and dependent 

variables. Then by applying the specific QCA logical inference rules, a few 

cases are compared to determine the descriptive inferences or implications 

supported by the data. 87 

Throughout the existing compliance literature, there are generally two 

different but complementary ideas that justify an analysis of the data 

building on QCA logic and tools. Both ideas are premised on the notion 

that compliance results from a combination of different variables. Some 

studies focus on a large range of variables that shape compliance and 

                                                           
87

 For these readers who may be unfamiliar with QCA, it may be helpful to read an online 
instructive explanation: http://www.u.arizona.edu/~cragin/fsQCA/index.shtml. Also there are 
abundant numbers of QCA studies that can be found online. 

http://www.u.arizona.edu/~cragin/fsQCA/index.shtml
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examine which ones contribute to compliance. They seek to simplify 

compliance into patterns to help understand complex combinations of 

compliance variables. For example, Winter and May (2001) analyzed 

compliance motivations including a combination of calculated, normative 

and social motivations, and awareness of rules and capacity in the 

agro-environmental regulatory context in Denmark. By using a quantitative 

statistical method they found possible factors that contributed to 

compliance. The second approach is to group these variables into a few 

ideal types (two or three). Such an ideal-type approach contributes to a 

simplified understanding of compliance, e.g., Kagan and Scholz (1984) 

extracted three ideal types of compliance motivations: amoral calculation, 

beliefs in the rule of law, and competence of the regulated entity. Inspired 

by the two approaches which have already led to both theoretical and 

methodological advances in understanding compliance, this chapter applies 

an explorative use of the QCA method which may hold the promise of 

better understanding how variables and their interactions are related to 

compliance. Building on QCA logic and tools, this chapter explores the data 

in two ways: one involves discussing the interactions between all individual 

variables and exploring a path(s) through which variables interact to 

produce compliance; the other discusses the interaction between the 

variables when grouped into the ideal types found in the existing literature: 

capacity, amoral calculation and legitimacy. By employing the two 

currently dominant approaches, this chapter seeks to advance the 

understanding of compliance by appreciating the interactions among the 

variables. 

Based on the QCA analysis for data gathered from 119 in-depth 

interviews with vegetable farmers in three counties of Hunan province in 

China, this chapter draws the following conclusions. We found that while 

the patterns approach normally traces relatively confined patterns of 

variables in explaining compliance, this chapter depicts a different picture 

when using QCA logic and tools: there were complex paths with plural and 

contingent combinations of variables leading to compliance. We also found 

that the QCA data did not fit the ideal typical approach discussed in the 

literature. Not singular but plural constellations of the three broader 

categories were discovered. Nevertheless, the ideal typical approach could 

be used as a tool, to some extent, by simplifying complex patterns and 
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understanding how variables interacted to shape compliance as well as 

figuring out possible underlying compliance dynamics. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. First, the recent two 

types of literature on simplifying compliance are introduced: the variable 

pattern approach and the ideal typical theorizing, and the specific aims of 

the chapter are emphasized. Then  the methods of data collection are 

introduced as well as specific measurement approaches, and  the QCA 

data are analyzed on the basis of both simplifying approaches and the 

results subsequently discussed further. The conclusion discusses the 

implications for enforced pesticide regulation in the developing context 

and for compliance studies in general. 

6.2 Literature Review and Conceptual Development  

Recent years have witnessed a rapid development of compliance studies 

and an extensive increase in the literature in differing regulatory contexts. 

This chapter focuses on two particular strands that have sought to simplify 

compliance through patterns and ideal types. Each is built on the notion 

that compliance can be explained by combinations of several variables and 

extends the deterrence theory to understand a broader range of regulatory 

compliance behavior. The variable pattern approach focuses on particular 

variables and patterns found in their interactions in the data, while the 

ideal-types approach theorizes compliance first in ideal types and then uses 

variable measures to study them.  

6.2.1 Understanding the Patterns Approach 

Chapter 2 has already elaborated and defined eight relevant compliance 

variables involved in the study: deterrence, operational cost-benefit 

calculation of compliance, descriptive social norms, morals, general duty to 

obey, procedural justice, ability to obey and legal knowledge. All of them 

reflect plausible alternative factors that might affect compliance. Building 

on these variables, the literature considers compliance as patterns.  

The variable pattern approach has proved itself in different disciplines 

and domains (e.g., economics, criminology, psychology, political science 

and regulation), as well as in differing regulatory contexts. Studies have 
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engaged with both individual and organizational levels. Some recent 

regulatory compliance studies that have sought to identify combinations of 

variables or relationships among variables that explain compliance are 

summarized in Table 6.1. The majority of them were discussed in Parker & 

Nielsen’s (2012a) highly influential collection contributing to corporate 

compliance. Moreover, they explain compliance in a top-down manner 

(deductively oriented) by starting with a review of the literature and then 

deciding to focus on a number of variables. 

Table 6.1 Variable patterns in some recent regulatory compliance studies 
Author (s)

88
 Specific regulatory context  Variables involved  

A B C D E F G H 

Tyler (1990, 2012) General regulation + +  + + +   

Grasmick & Bursik 
(1990) 

Tax, petty theft and drunken 
driving regulation for US 
citizens 

+  + +     

Hutter (1997, 2012) Occupational health and safety 
regulatory context in England 
and Wales 

+ +  + +    

Winter & May (2001) Agro-environmental regulation 
for Danish farmers 

+ +   +  + + 

May (2004) Building safety regulation for 
US homebuilders 

+ +  + +  + + 

Vandenbergh (2003) Environmental regulation +  + + +  + + 

Lee (2008) Environmental regulatory 
context in America 

 +    +   

Paternoster & 
Simpson (1993); 
Simpson & Rorie 
(2012) 

Corporate regulatory context + + + + +    

Thornton et al. 
(2005); Kagan et al. 
(2012) 

Corporate environmental 
regulation in US, Canada, 
Australia and New Zealand 

+ + +  +    

Nielsen & Parker 
(2008, 2012); Parker & 
Nielsen (2012b) 

Corporate compliance in 
Australia 

+ + + + + + +  

Note: A = deterrence; B = operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance; C = descriptive 
social norms; D = morals; E = generally duty to obey; F = procedural justice; G = ability to obey; 
H = legal knowledge; + signifies that it is relevant.  

The pattern approach assumes that compliance motivations in relation 

to regulatory compliance are different variables (Nielsen & Parker, 2012: 

429), that is, the regulated actors hold multiple or mixed motives. The 
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 Many studies make claims, but only a few actually study these claims. This table 
summarizes a number of these studies. 
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authors of these studies show that different variables behave in specified 

conjunctions or configurations to produce effects on specific dependent 

variables. Some of them provide a general explanation of a given 

phenomenon, which hypothesizes about how variables operate individually 

and independently, and aims to explore a singular pattern explaining how 

and why individual variables work on shaping compliance. Among them, a 

few studies have made efforts to explore broadly how multiple variables 

affect compliance (e.g., Winter & May, 2001; May, 2004; Thornton et al., 

2005). Other scholars largely focus on one specific perspective and explain 

how the variables involved contribute to compliance, like Tyler (1990) who 

analyzed compliance from a procedural justice and general duty to obey 

perspective, and Paternoster and Simpson (1993; Simpson & Rorie, 2012) 

who viewed compliance from an economic or material perspective. 

Basically, these scholars have sought to find a “fixed” and significant pattern 

of a “variable-oriented” constellation.  

Other studies provide plural and contingent patterns showing how and 

under what conditions variables behave in specified conjunctions to 

produce effects on compliance (e.g., Kagan et al., 2012; Nielsen & Parker, 

2008, 2012). In Lee’s (2008) study of how regulated actors’ identity as 

formulated by socio-political contexts influences compliance, he argued 

that different patterns of social and political relations lead to situational 

judgments of the regulated actors’ identities of self and others which, in 

turn, lead to differences in behavioral choices. Nielsen and Parker (2012) 

distinguished three categories of compliance motives: economic, social and 

normative. Using data from a quantitative survey of the thousand biggest 

companies in Australia, they found that corporations do not divide into 

types motivated exclusively by singular priorities, but rather, each firm 

exhibits a different constellation of these three motives shaping 

compliance.  

Generally, the pattern approach explains compliance by combinations 

of variables. However, there are differences in the proposed explanations of 

the complexity of patterns. Some studies see compliance as a journey along 

a predetermined or fixed behavioral path (Lee, 2008). Compliance is 

considered a mathematical formula, that is, if we have this plus and this 

minus, then we may have compliance. This ignores the complexity of 

regulated actors and focuses on the direct effects of compliance 
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motivations but without addressing the basis for different motivations. 

Others take the notion that constellations of compliance motives differ. 

Thus, the pattern approach largely explains the interaction and complexity 

of compliance motivations without systematically examining how the 

interacting motivations affect compliance.  

6.2.2 Understanding the Ideal Typical Approach 

Another part of the literature recognizes that compliance variables can be 

grouped into ideal types. While these scholars did not directly mention 

ideal types in their studies, this chapter we define each ideal type as 

representing one or several motives that play vital roles for a typology of 

the regulated entity. Some recent studies that distinguish different ideal 

types when analyzing compliance are summarized in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2 The ideal types in some regulatory compliance studies 
Author (s) Specific 

regulatory 
context  

Ideal types 
involved  

Brief descriptions 

Kagan & 
Scholz (1984) 

General 
corporate 
regulation 

Amoral 
calculation 

Motivated by profit-seeking 

Principled 
agreement 

Motivated by belief in the rule of law or 
long-term interests 

Competence  Restricted by the competence of the 
regulated entity 

Braithwaite 
(2003, 2009) 

Tax 
regulation 

Commitment Motivated by moral obligation 
Capitulation Motivated by an acceptance of the 

authority as a legitimate power to pursue 
the collective’s goals 

Resistance Motivated by doubts about the authority 
Disengagement Motivated by ignorance of the authority 

and the law 
Game playing Motivated by seeking possibilities to 

increase the regulated entities’ own 
interests 

Kirchler 
(2007; et al., 
2008; & 
Wahl, 2010; 
Muehlbacher 
et al., 2011) 

Tax 
regulation 

Voluntary 
compliance 

Motivated by profound trust in the 
authority 

Enforced 
compliance 

Motivated by low trust of the authority, 
but strong power of the authority to 
effectively audit and sanction wrong 
behaivor 

Tax avoidance  Motivated by intention to reduce taxes 
within the legal range of the law but 
deterred from illegal reductions 

Tax evasion Motivated by both low trust in authority 
and weak power of the authority 
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Table 6.3 The ideal types in some regulatory compliance studies (continued) 
Author (s) Specific 

regulatory 
context  

Ideal types 
involved  

Brief descriptions 

Law 
Enforcement 
Expertise 
Center 
(LEEC) of the 
Dutch 
Ministry of 
Justice 
(2004) 

General 
regulation 

Unconscious 
compliance 

Affected by other influences despite 
limited legal knowledge 

Unconscious 
non-compliance 

Restricted to limited legal knowledge  

Spontaneous 
compliance 

Motivated spontaneously even if without 
any enforcement whatsoever, 
given the condition of knowing the law 

Spontaneous 
non-compliance 

Motivated spontaneously regardless of 
the risks of inspection and detection, 
punishment or the severity of the 
potential punishment, given the 
condition of knowing the law 

Conscious/ 
calculating 
compliance 

Motivated by calculation under the 
conditions of enforcement activities and 
of knowing the law 

Conscious/ 
calculating 
non-compliance 

Motivated by calculation under the 
conditions of enforcement activities and 
of knowing the law 

The good ones Motivated by great respect for the 
authority 

The bad ones Motivated by great disrespect for the 
authority 

 

As presented in Table 6.2, Kagan and Scholz (1984) were the initial 

scholars who extracted ideal types of regulatory compliance. They primarily 

defined three images of the regulated entities: amoral calculators who are 

profit seeking; political citizens who comply partly because of their belief in 

the rule of law and partly as a matter of long-term self-interest; and 

potentially incompetent entities who may violate owing to organizational 

failure. They explicitly analyzed the three types of regulated entities and 

corresponding enforcement strategies. In addition, they concluded that if 

enforcement and regulation are confined to one of the ideal types, it will 

fail, and each ideal type has its own limits. Braithwaite (2003, 2009) 

analyzed tax compliance by distinguishing five ideal types, namely 

motivational postures that describe the stance of taxpayers or the way they 

position themselves in relation to the regulatory authority: commitment, 

capitulation, resistance, disengagement and game playing. Commitment 

refers to taxpayers’ beliefs about the law and moral obligation to public 

interest; capitulation refers to their acceptance of the tax authority as 

legitimate to exercise power and set up to pursue the collective’s goals; 

resistance refers to their doubt about the intentions of the authority to 
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behave cooperatively; disengagement refers to their negative orientation 

towards the authority which correlates with resistance; game playing refers 

to their detection of possibilities to increase their own interests in front of 

the authority and the law. In their definition, the first two postures reflect 

an overall positive orientation to authority, while the latter three are 

defiant. They further developed detailed indicators measuring the five 

postures of Australian taxpayers. Inspired by Braithwaite’s postures, 

Kirchler and his co-authors (2007; & Wahl, 2010) defined four ideal types in 

the tax regulatory regime: voluntary versus enforced compliance, tax 

avoidance and tax evasion, and developed a standardized inventory to 

measure different facets of compliance. Such a standardized inventory 

consists of 20 items for the four scales, and can be used as a tool for 

measuring compliance in its entirety, or for distinguishing between and 

measuring single scales independently. Here the four ideal types largely 

resulted from Kirchler’s “slippery slope” framework. It was a conceptual 

tool graphically presented in a three-dimensional space with the power of 

authorities, trust in authorities, and tax compliance as dimensions. The 

framework was proposed to capture the interaction of power and trust 

dimensions in relation to compliance. In the tax regulatory context, they 

defined that power is related to variables like tax legitimacy, the budget 

allocated to them by a government, support from the population, and 

knowledge and attitudes; trust indicates the opinions of individuals and 

social groups (Kirchler et al., 2008; Muehlbacher et al., 2011; Kirchler & 

Wahl, 2010). In 2004, the IEEC of the Dutch Ministry of Justice developed 

the “Table of Eleven” for monitoring the level of compliance with 

legislation, which has been broadly used within the Dutch government. The 

“Table of Eleven” consists of eleven dimensions: knowledge of the rules; 

costs/benefits expressed in time, money and effort; degree of acceptance of 

the policy and rules; respect for authority; non-governmental control/social 

control; risk of reporting; risk of inspection; risk of detection; selectivity; 

risk of sanction; severity of sanction.89 Built on the eleven dimensions, 

so-called “Compliance Estimates” were developed which depict eight ideal 

                                                           
89 

For more detailed information concerning the eleven dimensions, see the IEEC of the Dutch 
Ministry of Justice (2004). 
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types. They are: unconscious compliance/noncompliance; spontaneous 

compliance/noncompliance; calculating compliance/noncompliance; the 

good/bad ones. 90 

Generally, the ideal-types approach explains compliance by grouping 

compliance motives into several typologies, which provides an alternative 

way to analyze compliance motives, distinguish different typologies of the 

regulated entities, and develop responsive enforcement strategies to 

enhance compliance. Nevertheless, although emphasizing that these ideal 

types should be considered together, most of these studies did not 

elaborate on the interaction of compliance motivations as well as how these 

ideal types with multiple motives interact to produce compliance. A few 

scholars like Kirchler (et al., 2008; Kirchler & Wahl, 2010) have made efforts 

to advance the theory of interaction of compliance motivations. They 

proposed the “slippery slope” framework to depict a dynamic picture of 

power-trust dimensions by analyzing how they interact to shape 

compliance. However, how the two dynamically interact to shape 

compliance is not proven in reality. 

To sum up, this chapter concludes that different compliance variables 

interact in the form of set patterns or can be categorized into ideal types. 

Accordingly, it aims to explore how different variables interact together in 

shaping compliance and if the QCA data analyzed can be understood in the 

form of patterns or ideal types.  

6.3 Methodology 

This chapter seeks to explore and explain how compliance variables 

interact to shape the vegetable farmers’ pesticide behavior. As already 

discussed in chapter 2, this study analyzes compliance by combing both 

quantitative and qualitative methods by interviewing a medium-sized 

sample of respondents (for the specific sampling strategy, see chapter 2 

about case selection), which benefits from a broader representativeness and 

better understanding of the subjective and contextual perspective of the 

regulated actors. All 119 farmers interviewed should be considered as 
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 For more detailed information concerning the “Compliance Estimate” and the eight ideal 
types, see the IEEC of the Dutch Ministry of Justice (2004). 
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diverse combinations of compliance motivations as conditions, which has 

been a difficult issue to tackle using conventional statistical techniques. 

Consequently, this chapter employs a specific case-oriented configurational 

comparative method (csQCA) to connect theory and the collected case data 

better. Configurational comparative methods are supposed to be a good 

way of fully understanding the conditions under which the outcome occurs. 

Rather than focus on the net effects of causal conditions, case-oriented 

explanations emphasize their combined effects (Ragin, 2000; Ragin & 

Sonnett, 2004; Mahoney & Goertz, 2006; Verweij et al., 2013; Befani, 2013).  

So far, QCA has been widely applied in the social sciences. It has 

encountered some criticisms like being essentially static, its weak ability in 

chronological process-tracing, and the adoption of a simplification method 

by dealing with cases that exist logically but do not exist empirically, which 

goes beyond the scope of this contribution (Boswell & Brown, 1999; Rihoux, 

2003; 2006; Befani, 2013). This chapter employs QCA mainly for the 

following reasons. First, different from strictly quantitative statistical or 

qualitative studies, QCA enables us to capture a representative yet still 

richer set of data about a phenomenon. Second, QCA appears a helpful tool 

to understand better the various combinations of variables that may be 

involved in explaining a phenomenon, for instance compliance. Building on 

QCA logic and tools, each case is considered as a whole (holistic approach) 

and represents configurations of variables that bring about a certain 

outcome (Ragin, 2008a; Rihoux, 2013). Unlike a purely statistical 

variable-oriented method that assumes that causal conditions are 

“independent” variables whose effect on the outcome is both linear and 

additive, QCA assumes that the causation is complex and dependent. The 

key to QCA is that it sees cases as configurations of conditions and lists and 

counts all the combinations of variables to analyze casual configurations by 

using the so-called truth table (Ragin, 1987; Ragin & Sonnett, 2004; Ragin, 

2008a). Third, QCA helps clarify required conditions by comparing 

different configurations of cases with conjunctional conditions. In QCA, 

causal combinations are expressed in terms of necessity and sufficiency. 

Necessity refers to the situation that the outcome cannot be produced 

without a condition; sufficiency refers to the situation that a condition itself 

can produce the outcome without the help of other conditions (Ragin, 

2000, 2008a; Schneider & Wagemann, 2010; Verweij et al., 2013).  
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This study was designed around collecting binary data, which allowed 

us to use the conventional csQCA (crisp-set QCA) method.91 CsQCA 

demands binary-coded data, with 1 indicating membership and 0 indicating 

non-membership (Ragin, 2008a). The detailed coding system for both 

dependent and independent variables is shown in the appendix (see Part E 

Measuring Compliance and Compliance Motivations for CsQCA in the 

Appendix). The csQCA analysis allows us to see what patterns there are in 

the variables and then to summarize these variables into combinations 

which may or may not be grouped into broader ideal types. As such, it 

studies compliance variable combinations inductively, looking at whether 

there are patterns in them and also whether they conform to the ideal types 

as discussed in the existing literature. This helps to explore whether the 

existing clusters of variables or the ideal types are adequate heuristics to 

explain compliance, in other words, whether the patterns and ideal types 

found in the study fit the clusters of variables and ideal types that the 

existing literature has found. 

QCA is based on Boolean principles by which, first, a case is a data set 

defined as a combination of both independent and dependent variables in 

the form of “present” or “absent” (Ragin, 1987). Second, the specific logical 

inference Boolean minimization is applied to simplify/reduce the number 

of inferences to a minimum. Boolean minimization is a straightforward rule 

for simplifying and reducing primitive expressions and formulating more 

succinct Boolean statements. The principle is: if two Boolean expressions 

differ in only one causal condition yet produce the same outcome, then the 

causal condition that distinguishes the two expressions can be considered 

irrelevant and can be eliminated to create a simpler and combined 

expression (Ragin, 2008a: 38). Van der Heijden’s (2009) painters example is 

helpful for understanding the QCA logic and steps: Imagine two 

painters/cases who both have green paint on their pallet after mixing 

several other colors. That is, green is the outcome/dependent variable. 

Then after analyzing their boxes of paints, it is found that the 
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 A conventional/crisp set is dichotomous, with a variable either in or out of a set. Thus, 
comparably it can be coded in a binary way, e.g., with 1 indicating “in”, and 0 indicating “out”. 
For data collected and coded by multiple categories, e.g., in the interval between 0 and 1, 
fuzzy-set QCA (fsQCA) can be used (see Ragin, 2000; 2008b). 
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causes/independent variables for the first painter could be blue, red, and 

yellow; while for the other, they are only blue and yellow. Thus, for the first 

QCA step, the first case may be presented as: “blue present”, “yellow 

present” and “red present”, and thus “green present”; the other as: “blue 

present”, “yellow present” and “red not present”, and thus “green present”. 

Then comes the Boolean minimization step. Because red is the only cause 

that distinguishes the two cases that have the same outcome, then the use 

of red can be removed as a cause of the outcome “green” (Van der Heijden, 

2009: p96-97).  

Specifically, the csQCA analysis steps for this chapter are presented as 

follows: 92  first, the original combinations of input values and their 

associated output values for all cases were “synthesized” by csQCA (see 

Tables F-1(a), F-2(a) and F-3(a) in the Appendix), with both compliance and 

compliance as negation included (Ragin, 1987, 2008a; Rihoux & De Meur, 

2009; Caramani, 2009; Befani, 2013). Notice that after creating a table from 

the raw data, the researcher should develop a rule for classifying some 

combinations as relevant and others as irrelevant based on their frequency 

and then distinguish configurations that are subsets of the outcome from 

these that are not based on the consistency threshold (Ragin, 2008a: 46). 

Since the total N is moderately large, we set 2 as the frequency threshold to 

make sure some of the uninteresting cases were deleted.93 The consistency 

threshold was kept as the default 0.8 (Ragin, 2008a: 47). Second, these 

models based on the Boolean minimization principle were logically 

simplified. Here it is necessary to decide how to deal with the simplified 

logical inferences that result in a complex, intermediate, or parsimonious 

solution (Ragin, 2008a). This chapter chose the complex solution as it is the 

most conservative method and leads to the most complex results since it 

only focuses on the empirical information (Schneider & Wagemann, 2006; 

Verweij et al., 2013). Moreover, unlike most compliance studies focussing 

on exploring factors that contribute to compliance, QCA also provided a 

                                                           
92

 This chapter employs the fs/QCA 2.0 software developed by Charles C. Ragin, Kriss A. Drass 
and Sean Davey. The software can be downloaded from the website:  
http://www.u.arizona.edu/~cragin/fsQCA/. 
93

 Here the frequency threshold is selected based on the number of cases shown in the 
number column, and it should be 1 or 2 when the total number of cases is relatively small 
(Ragin, 2008a: 46).  
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logical channel to figure out possible patterns contributing to 

noncompliance, which helps us to understand why some regulated actors 

do not comply with the law while others do. Moreover, original 

combinations that each simplified pattern relates to were illustrated (see 

csQCA solutions and simplified pattern charts in Part F of the Appendix).  

6.4 Understanding Compliance as Patterns of Variables 

Compliance can be simplified by either patterns or ideal types. This section 

mainly examines how the “pattern” approach is adapted to the selected 

group of vegetable farmers. Based on the QCA logic and tools, how and why 

vegetable farmers with different memberships in various causal categories 

comply or do not comply with relevant pesticide rules is analyzed (see 

Table 6.3).  

Table 6.4 Simplified patterns for compliance to different pesticide behaviors 
Use of types of 
pesticides 

No. of 
cases  

Disposal of 
pesticide 
containers 

No. of 
cases 

Time interval No. of 
cases  

P1. b* C * F * G * H 
* I * j 

48 P1. b * c * d * e * G 
* H * j 

22 P1. b * C * d * e * 
F * G * H * j 

18 

P2. a * b * C* E * F 
* G * H* j 

27 P2. b * d * e * G * 
H * I * j 

 24 P2. A * b * C * d * 
e * F * H * i * j 

4 

P3. a * b * d * e * F 
* G * H * I * j 

9 P3. A * b * C * e * 
G * H * I * j 

11 P3. a * b * d * e * 
F * G * H * I * j 

 14 

P4. a * b * C * D * 
E * F * G * H * I 

10   P4. A * b * C * e * 
F * G * H * I * j 

7 

Note: P = simplified patterns based on QCA logic and tools; A = family gross income 2011; B = 
legal knowledge from the law; C = legal knowledge from other related sources; D = deterrence 
from the state; E = deterrence from other sources; F = operational cost-benefit calculation of 
compliance; G = descriptive social norms of compliance; H = morals; I = generally duty to obey; 
J = procedural justice; the lower-case letters represent the absence of a given causal factor; * 
signifies logical AND. 

This study did not find a singular path for different compliance 

behaviors. It always found complex patterns with combinations of 

attributes that explain the three pesticide behaviors, with each pattern 

involving a group of cases.  

As shown in Table 6.3, different pesticide behaviors possess different 

clusters of variables. Specifically, for the use of types of pesticides, there are 

four patterns involving many variables contributing to the vegetable 

farmers’ compliance; for disposal of pesticide containers, there are three 

patterns stimulating compliance; for the time interval, there are four 
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complex patterns involving different combinations of variables contributing 

to compliance. In general, for each pesticide behavior, within the selected 

cases, complex patterns with multiple combinations of variables interacted 

to stimulate or hamper compliance.  

In addition to the pattern varying for the different pesticide behaviors, 

variation also exists for different types of vegetable farmers. There are three 

types in this study, and each type is alike in terms of family gross income, 

acknowledgement of legal knowledge, and even the sources and the 

descriptive social norms. Nevertheless, they cannot be captured by one 

pattern, even within each type. Specifically, for the use of types of pesticide, 

individual and SCA vegetable farmers who indicated compliance distribute 

among different patterns; for disposal of pesticide containers, individual, 

SCA and MLC vegetable farmers distribute among different patterns; for 

time interval, all three types of vegetable farmers distribute among different 

patterns. Thus, for each type of farmer, multiple patterns were always 

found involving many variables contributing to their compliance behavior 

(for more details, please see Part F in the Appendix).  

Furthermore, although there is no singular pattern for pesticide 

compliance, some variables were found to recur in all the patterns 

identified for compliance behavior94, i.e., required conditions. For all 

vegetable farmers who indicated compliance with the legal use of 

pesticides, the presence of an operational cost-benefit calculation of 

compliance, descriptive social norms of compliance, and morals are likely 

the necessary conditions, while legal knowledge obtained from the law is 

likely never necessary for compliance. Specifically, for all vegetable farmers 

who indicated applying legal types of pesticides, none of them expressed 

correct legal knowledge obtained from the law. All of them made a positive 

operational cost-benefit calculation of the legal use of types and believed 

that most people comply with the law like they do. They also stated 

negative opinions on the illegal use of types of pesticides. For all vegetable 

farmers who indicated compliance with rules on container disposal, the 

presence of descriptive social norms of compliance and morals are likey the 
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 Note that defining always necessary conditions should be further justified by analyzing 
consistency and coverage of the necessary conditions (see Schneider & Wagemann, 2012, 
Chapter 5, and 9). 
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necessary conditions, while legal knowledge obtained from the law, 

deterrence from other sources and procedural justice are likely not 

necessary. Specifically, all of these vegetable farmers believed that most 

people comply with the law like they do. They also expressed negative 

views on illegal disposal. None of them indicated getting legal knowledge 

on the disposal of pesticide containers from the law, deterrence from other 

sources, or positive views concerning procedural justice. For all vegetable 

farmers who indicated compliance with rules on the time interval, 

operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance and morals are likely 

always necessary conditions, while legal knowledge obtained from the law, 

deterrence from other related sources, and procedural justice are likely 

never necessary for compliance.  

The logical channel for exploring possible patterns to explain the 

regulated actors’ violation behaviors can also be achieved by QCA logic and 

tools (see Table 6.4).  

Table 6.5 Simplified patterns for compliance as absent for different pesticide 
behaviors 
Use of types of 
pesticides 

No. of 
cases  

Disposal of 
pesticide 
containers 

No. of 
cases 

Time interval No. of 
cases  

P5. b * C * d * e * f 
* g * h * i * j 

4 P4. b * c * d * e * g 
* I * j 

34 P5. a * b * d * e * 
f * g * j 

36 

P6. a * b * C * d * e 
* f * g * h * j 

5 P5. a* b * d * e * g 
* I * j 

29 P6. b * d * e * f * 
g * I * j 

42 

P6. a * b * c * d * e 
* g * h * i 

9 P7. a * b * C * d * 
e * f * g * h * i 

5 

P7. A * b * c * d * e 
* g * H * j 

4 P8. a * b * c * d * 
e * f * g * h * I 

14 

Note: abbreviations: see Table 6.3. 

Specifically, we found that there are two patterns explaining vegetable 

farmers who indicated violating the regulatory rules on the use of types of 

pesticides, four patterns for these who indicated violating the rules on the 

disposal of pesticide containers, and four patterns for these who indicated 

disobeying the rules on the time interval (for more details, please see Part F 

in the Appendix). Similarly, there are multiple patterns involving many 

variables that produce pesticide violation behaviors. In addition, some 

conditions always recur for the patterns identified for different violation 

behaviors. Generally, this helps us to explore the difference between these 
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who comply and these who do not, and further our understanding of the 

complexity of compliance patterns as well as of violation patterns. 

Short Summary 

This section employed the QCA method to analyze data collected from the 

selected group of respondents through the variable pattern approach. First, 

it found that there were some conditions that recurred in all the patterns 

contributing to compliance. Second, different regulatory rules and different 

types of farmers elicited different combinations of compliance motivations. 

In terms of each type of vegetable farmers’ pesticide behavior, there were 

some complex patterns involving many variables that contributed to their 

compliance or violation behaviors. As Kagan et al. (2012) have argued, 

compliance motivations often differ from nation to nation, from region to 

region within nations, from firm to firm, and sometimes even from facility 

to facility within the same corporation. To sum up, the variable pattern 

approach employed in this section helps simplify and clarify all the 

compliance variables, discover complex patterns with plural and contingent 

clusters of variables that produced compliance, and figure out that the type 

of behavior and the type of farmer were two key variables explaining 

variations in patterns of compliance. It also helps demonstrate and support 

the earlier complex findings concerning compliance variables and their 

interactions discovered in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. 

6.5 Understanding Compliance as Ideal Types 

The ideal typical approach emphasizes that compliance motivations can be 

simplified by grouping different motives into broader ideal types, with each 

type labeled as an independent path to compliance. This section examines 

how the variables involved in each discovered pattern can be summarized 

into broader ideal types.  

Based on Kagan and Scholz’s (1984) defined broader categories, this 

chapter groups all the variables into three ideal types: capacity (ability to 

obey and legal knowledge), amoral calculation (deterrence and operational 

cost-benefit calculation of compliance), and legitimacy (descriptive social 

norms, morals, general duty to obey and procedural justice). In order to 

clearly explore the levels of different ideal types, a specific strategy was 
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developed: i) low capacity indicates the absence of both family gross 

income and legal knowledge from either the law or other sources; medium 

capacity indicates the presence of any of the two variables; high capacity 

indicates the presence of both; ii) low amoral calculation indicates the 

absence of both deterrence from either the state or other related sources 

and the operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance; medium 

calculation indicates the presence of any of the two variables; high amoral 

calculation indicates the presence of both; note that for the disposal of 

pesticide containers, low amoral calculation indicates the absence of 

deterrence from either the state or other related sources, and high amoral 

calculation indicates the presence of deterrence from either the state or 

other related sources; iii) low legitimacy indicates the absence of all four 

variables involved; medium legitimacy indicates the presence of any two 

variables involved; high legitimacy indicates the presence of any three or all 

four variables. Specific simplified ideal types for different pesticide 

compliance behaviors are presented in Table 6.5. 

Table 6.6 Simplified ideal types for different pesticide compliance behaviors 
Use of types of 
pesticides 

No. of 
cases  

Disposal of 
pesticide 
containers 

No. of 
cases 

Time interval No. of 
cases  

S1. Medium 
capacity * medium 
amoral calculation * 
high legitimacy 

48 S1. Low capacity * 
low amoral 
calculation * 
medium 
legitimacy 

22 S1.  Medium 
capacity * medium 
amoral calculation * 
medium legitimacy 

18 

S2. Medium 
capacity * high 
amoral calculation * 
medium legitimacy 

27 S2. Low capacity * 
low amoral 
calculation * high 
legitimacy 

 24 S2. High capacity * 
medium amoral 
calculation * low 
legitimacy 

4 

S3. Low  capacity * 
medium amoral 
calculation  *  
high legitimacy 

9 S3. High capacity * 
low amoral 
calculation * high 
legitimacy 

11 S3. Low capacity * 
medium amoral 
calculation * high 
legitimacy 

14 

S4. Medium 
capacity * high 
amoral calculation * 
high legitimacy 

10 S4. High capacity * 
medium amoral 
calculation * high 
legitimacy 

7 

Note: S = simplification in the broader categories; * signifies logical AND. 

Based on the developed strategy, and when focussing on each pattern 

that contributes to compliance, this chapter finds that none fits any 

singular ideal type as there are always multiple variables involved. Using 

the ideal typical approach does not immediately make it much easier to 
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find coherent patterns in the data. There are complex constellations of the 

three broader categories. In light of Kagan and Scholz’s (1984) definition of 

the three ideal types, the level of each category varies in each pattern. Some 

categories provide a better explanatory framework at certain times than at 

others. Specifically, in terms of compliance with the use of types of 

pesticides, medium capacity works on the three patterns except S3, where 

there is a low capacity, and amoral calculation could be at either the 

medium level or high level, which is the same for legitimacy; regarding 

compliance with pesticide container disposal, capacity could be either high 

or low, amoral calculation is always low, and legitimacy is at least medium; 

in terms of compliance with time interval, capacity varies at all three levels, 

amoral calculation is at least medium, and legitimacy also varies at all three 

levels. Thus, this chapter finds that, as Kagan and Scholz (1984) have 

argued, there is no singular ideal type that produces compliance, nor is a 

simplified combination of ideal types found in the data.  

Nevertheless, the ideal typical approach can serve as a tool to reveal 

the balances that shape compliance. It helps to uncover the dynamic 

interactions of capacity-amoral calculation-legitimacy dimensions in 

shaping the vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance. This section, in light 

of Kagan and Scholz’s (1984) ideal types, continues to explore the dynamic 

interactions between compliance and compliance variables.  

Specifically, for the use of pesticide types, there are four constellations 

of the broader ideal types (see Table 6.5). The four constellations as well as 

the interactions amongst the three ideal types are summarized and 

illustrated in Figure 6.1. Generally speaking, the constellations suggest that 

vegetable farmers always indicated compliance with at least a medium 

capacity (except S3). Note that for vegetable farmers who indicated a low 

capacity, they indicated compliance with a medium amoral calculation and 

a high legitimacy (S3). Moreover, amoral calculation and legitimacy always 

need to be balanced, with one at least at a high level. This is similar to some 

extent to Kirchler et al.’s findings (2007). Kirchler and his co-authors are 

among the very few scholars who explored the determinants’ dynamic 

interactions for understanding regulatory compliance, and constructed a 

“slippery slope” framework to explain how the power-trust dimensions and 

their interactions jointly influence the level of tax compliance. He depicted 

a dynamic picture which predicted not only a dynamic relationship 
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between tax compliance and trust-power dimensions but also a lively 

interaction built on the reciprocal principle for the trust and power 

dimensions. 

 

 

Figure 6.1 Interaction of compliance categories for use of types of pesticides 

Regarding the disposal of pesticide containers, there are four 

constellations of the three broader ideal types, which are illustrated in 

Figure 6.2. In general, vegetable farmers indicated compliance under the 

condition of at least a low capacity, amoral calculation was always low, and 

legitimacy was at least medium. Note that for vegetable farmers with a high 

capacity, they indicated compliance with a low amoral calculation and a 

high legitimacy (S3). All three combinations suggest that compliance only 

occurs under conditions of at least the presence of both descriptive social 

norms of compliance and morals (see Table 6.3). 

 

 

Figure 6.2 Interaction of compliance categories for container disposal 

With regard to the time interval, there are four constellations of 

variables designated in the three broader ideal types (see Table 6.5). 

Generally speaking, vegetable farmers indicated compliance under the 

condition of at least a medium capacity (except S3), as well as at least a 

medium amoral calculation and a medium legitimacy (except S2). Note that 

for vegetable farmers with a low capacity, they indicated compliance under 
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conditions of a medium amoral calculation and a high legitimacy (S3); and 

for vegetable farmers with a low legitimacy, they indicated a high capacity 

and a medium amoral calculation (S2). Figure 6.3 summarizes and depicts 

the four constellations as well as the interactions amongst the three ideal 

types. 

 

 

Figure 6.3 Interaction of compliance categories for time interval 

Short Summary 

To summarize, based on the ideal typical approach that analyzed QCA data 

collected from the selected group of respondents, it was found first that, in 

terms of each pesticide behavior of every type of vegetable farmer, there are 

always multiple constellations of ideal typical explanations for their 

compliance. Second, compliance categories dynamically interacted to 

stimulate or hamper their compliance behavior. For example, for the use of 

types of pesticide, amoral calculation and legitimacy balanced each other to 

produce compliance. Third, all three categories played important roles in 

stimulating compliance behavior, while the influence of amoral calculation 

and legitimacy was more obvious, and sometimes legitimacy was even more 

vital. Taking pesticide container disposal as an example, the presence of the 

legitimacy elements, including descriptive social norms of compliance and 

morals, was likely a necessary condition for compliance, and sometimes the 

two of them could constitute sufficient conditions to stimulate compliance. 

6.6 Chapter Conclusion 

The preceding analyses provide evidence for identifying and simplifying 

multiple variables leading to the vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance 

behavior. As with any empirical research, a number of caveats apply to this 

study. First, the setting was limited to vegetable farmers’ pesticide 
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regulatory practices in only one country. The definitive statement made for 

both the regulatory regime and theoretical implications should be 

deliberated. The second caveat is that the data were collected through 

interviews and observation, which may result in bias or misunderstanding 

between the interviewer and interviewee, and thus affect the compliance 

rates and compliance variables measured. Third, the findings in this 

chapter was based on a moderately large number of respondents selected 

by a stratified sampling method, making it more difficult to highlight the 

representativeness of research findings in comparison to other, larger data 

sets. Fourth, the variable pattern and ideal typical explorations of 

compliance did not play a strong behavioral prediction role like some 

traditional theories. There is a contingency logic instead of an optimization 

or a pre-established guidance of consensual behavior. However, the key 

emphasis here is the strength of the systematic research design and 

structured approach to data collection as well as analyses in a field 

characterized by highly anecdotal works, and most importantly the 

employment of a qualitative comparative method characterized by 

explorations of complex patterns and typological explanations for 

compliance. In brief, based on this specific group of respondents, this 

chapter concludes that there are complex patterns with interactive 

variables shaping their compliance behaviors, which may have larger 

implications for how we think about enforcement and compliance.  

 

Implications for Enforced Pesticide Regulation in the Developing 

Context 

Based on the comparison of the 119 respondents interviewed in Hunan 

province, this chapter notes that some vegetable farmers continued to 

violate despite legal rules, regulatory enforcement, environmental, health 

and sustainability costs, which stimulated the issue of how pesticide 

regulatory authorities should better regulate vegetable farmers who may 

have been involved in illegal pesticide usage.  

First, the findings revealed that a number of conditions recurred in all 

patterns identified. For each pesticide behavior, the vegetable farmers’ 

normative legitimacy (i.e., personal morals) and operational cost-benefit 
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calculation of compliance95 were likely always the necessary conditions 

affecting their compliance. This suggests the enforcement authorities’ 

efforts should focus on providing possible financial support, positive 

guidance as well as social responsibility education for these regulated 

actors.  

A second conclusion is that compliance was not the result of singular 

ideal types nor of set patterns even in these highly similar cases from one 

national and local setting, one area of regulation and one agricultural 

setting, with similar enforcement and cultural norms. This has implications 

for these seeking to enhance compliance through singular approaches. To 

enforce pesticide regulatory compliance, a holistic approach is necessary; it 

is necessary for enforcers to consider all the contexts and use a mixed 

enforcement strategy after discretion. 

A final conclusion is that regulatory compliance and compliance 

motivations did differ according to different pesticide behaviors and the 

nature of the regulated entities. For the three types of vegetable farmers 

who engaged in each pesticide behavior, although some of them indicated 

compliance with the same causal conditions, the frequent variations among 

quite similar farmers were sufficient to reinforce the importance of 

pesticide behavior and the nature of the regulated entity. On the one hand, 

for each pesticide behavior, different patterns involving different 

combinations of variables interacted to shape compliance; on the other 

hand, for each type of farmer, there were also complex patterns consisting 

of different variables influencing compliance. Given that there is no 

one-size-fits-all regulation, deliberating the situational and circumstantial 

compliance may suggest more or less feasible regulatory strategies for 

policy makers.  

 

Implications for Studying Compliance Motivations 

Recently, a lot of the regulatory literature has been focusing on 

exploring regulated entities’ compliance motivations. It is not surprising 

that the findings in terms of compliance motivations from a variety of 
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studies are somewhat disparate. While such differences could be attributed 

to the nature of the regulated actor or methodology undertaken or a 

combination of the two, this chapter shows that even within the same 

regulatory regime and context as well as with the employment of the same 

structured data collection approach, disparate patterns with many 

compliance variables could be found that interacted to shape compliance or 

violation. This demonstrates that there is no singular pattern explaining 

why the regulated actor complies with or violates a particular regulation. 

In addition, unlike most recent ideal typical explorations, this chapter 

demonstrates that the QCA data does not seem to confirm the ideal typical 

approach. There was no singular combination of the three broader 

categories. Nevertheless, the ideal typical approach could be used as a tool, 

to some extent, for simplifying complex patterns and understanding how 

variables interacted to shape compliance. It can also be used to understand 

the dynamics of compliance variables.  

Finally, this chapter provides a methodological path to focus on slight 

differences among the regulated entities. The csQCA logic and tools 

employed in this chapter helped reveal the complexity of compliance. In 

contrast to the conventional quantitative view that takes the 

effects-of-causes approach and commonly directs investigations to infer 

systematically how much a cause contributes on average to an outcome 

within a given population (Bennett & Elman, 2006), QCA can indicate the 

set-theoretical relationship as one being a subset of the other and reveal the 

presence of necessary and causal conditions (Pennings, 2003). Thus, the 

chapter provides a remarkable advance as through the systematical QCA 

method, complex patterns can be found, while with statistical analysis, 

logically one significant pattern is normally found by these studying 

compliance motivations. Applications of QCA have been mostly restricted 

to fields like political science and sociology. This chapter initially applies 

the QCA method in a socio-legal domain and provides an alternative way to 

analyze compliance variables and their associations with compliance. 
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Important thing in science is not so much to obtain new facts as to discover 

new ways of thinking about them. 

- Sir William Bragg(1862 - 1942) 
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7.1 Introduction 

The implementation of law in China is challenging. The media frequently 

report on implementation problems within a wide range of issues like food 

safety, environmental protection, corruption, education, housing, 

expropriation and demolition. This book has looked at the implementation 

of law in China and taken the perspective of the regulated actor in the case 

of compliance with pesticide regulation. It has employed a comprehensive 

analytical framework from the compliance literature, which includes 

elements of amoral rational calculation, legitimacy and capacity. It should 

be noted that this literature is dominated by case studies and scholars from 

Western societies. By applying this framework, this thesis hopes to enhance 

the understanding of compliance in China as well as provide implications 

for future pesticide regulation for Chinese policymakers and enforcers. 

Moreover, it hopes to add a Chinese compliance case to the 

Western-oriented compliance theory.  

The study began by looking at how amoral calculation influences 

compliance. It found that such a calculation was both contextual and 

subjective. Both elements of amoral calculation (operational cost-benefit 

calculation and deterrence) appeared to be highly complex. These 

complexities could be largely explained by some contextual variables 

including the types of norms, the kinds of vegetable farmers, their 

geographic location, the nature of the vegetables they planted, and their 

knowledge and experience. These variations were also found to be highly 

subjective and could be influenced by their personal views and preferences. 

In addition, when examining how the two amoral calculation elements 

affect compliance, it was found that they were almost always positively 

related to the farmers’ pesticide compliance, except for a few compliant 

farmers reporting low amoral calculation.96 

Then the study looked at how legitimacy shapes compliance. 

Legitimacy was operationalized into four aspects: descriptive social norms 

(social legitimacy), morals (moral legitimacy), general duty to obey 
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(systematic legitimacy) and procedural justice (procedural legitimacy). 

First, it was found that the legitimacy elements manifested themselves in a 

situational manner. Such variations could be explained by the kind of 

vegetable farmer, the type of violation, the geographic location, the local 

economic development, the nature of the plants, their education level and 

pesticide training and knowledge, and their personal experiences or other 

related experiences. Second, there seemed to be a positive relationship 

between the farmers’ pesticide compliance and their social norms or 

morals, but no clear association between their indicated general duty to 

obey or procedural justice and their pesticide compliance.97 

After that, the study examined how capacity influences compliance. 

The results showed, first, that vegetable farmers indicated various capacity 

elements, including ability to obey and legal knowledge. The variations 

concerning financial ability could be explained by the type of vegetable 

farmer, the geographic location, the local economic development, and the 

local governmental policies. Regarding legal knowledge, vegetable farmers 

indicated different legal or extralegal actors acting as legal translators. Such 

variations could be explained to a great extent by the kind of vegetable 

farmer, the type of norms, and the trustworthiness and consistency of the 

message from the translators. Second, there was no clear association 

between the vegetable farmers’ financial ability and pesticide compliance; 

there was a moderate positive relationship between their legal awareness 

and pesticide compliance, with some notable exceptions. Furthermore, 

different sources of legal knowledge played different roles in stimulating 

compliance, with these farmers who indicated relevant legal knowledge 

directly from the law or from legal actors reporting compliance more 

frequently. 98 

Finally, this study analyzed how all the combined variables interacted 

to shape compliance. Building on a configurational, comparative method, 

crisp-set qualitative comparative analysis (csQCA), multiple patterns were 

found with plural and contingent combinations of variables leading to 

pesticide compliance, instead of a single one. In addition, a csQCA analysis 
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of the data indicates that they reflect not singular but rather complex 

constellations of ideal types with varied degrees shaping compliance. It 

does suggest that ideal types are useful to simplify and capture how 

variables interact to shape compliance as well as figure out possible 

underlying compliance dynamics. 

7.2  Key Insights from the Pesticide Case 

This study explores compliance in a Chinese context by using 

Western-oriented compliance theory. It can be expected to create some 

new insights into the Chinese case by comparing it to other studies of 

compliance within or outside of China. Building on the findings presented 

in this study, this section abstracts and presents some key theoretical and 

methodological insights.  

7.2.1 Key Theoretical Insights 

 Significance of exploring variables 

Understanding compliance requires looking not only at how 

compliance variables influence compliance, but also at the performance of 

these variables in a given context. This study has sought to develop a more 

comprehensive analytical framework of the variables that shape compliance 

and provide an in-depth understanding of each variable through qualitative 

methods, culminating in the analysis of individual variables in broader 

categories and all of them together.99  

This is different from quantitative statistical studies that focus on 

examining how individual variables affect compliance (Winter & May, 2001; 

May, 2004, 2005; Thornton et al., 2005; Tyler, 1990). By using a large 

number of respondents, these studies examined how variables affect 

compliance independently, but they normally find one significant pattern 

explaining compliance and are limited to deep explorations of the 

performance of these variables. They hardly trace the underlying 

mechanisms or factors shaping the performance of different variables and 

thus influencing compliance. The interactions among different variables 
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cannot be captured either. Focusing on compliance variables in this study 

helps us to figure out the underlying factors that shape variables, and also 

helps us to explore how variables interact.  

This resembles some qualitative empirical studies that characterize 

compliance variables with deep exploration and nuanced understanding 

(Gunningham et al., 2003; Kagan et al., 2012, Huisman, 2001). These studies 

normally concentrate on a small number of cases and track the process of 

events and causes. While such a method pays more attention to explaining 

how compliance is constructed in a specific context, it does not provide 

details about how each compliance variable specifically performs. Similarly, 

this study collected rich materials to understand the multiple variables 

involved, analyzing variations among their performance and exposing 

underlying factors that construct such variations, while it operated in a 

more systematic manner and provided a clearer structure, beginning with 

analyzing each variable and its variation separately and then analyzing 

them altogether by using a qualitative comparative approach. This helps us 

to systematically examine compliance variables and uncover how combined 

variables perform in particular configurations to shape compliance. 

 

 Great variation of the key compliance variables 

This study explicitly explores the performance of each variable and 

variations in them before analyzing how they affect compliance. It found a 

great variation in the existence of key compliance variables, which set the 

foundation for interpreting compliance performance further. 

Most of the variables examined in the study proved to be rather 

complex. The regulated actors’ perceptions of amoral rational calculation, 

normative legitimacy and capacity vary among all the cases. Although these 

variables were coded rigidly in a binary way in this study (positive/negative 

or high/low), farmers indicated multiple discourses even within the two 

groups. For example, when asked about their personal norms regarding the 

illegal use of types of pesticides, farmers who indicated negative attitudes 

toward the illegitimate conduct stated discourses such as “economic 

consideration”, “prohibited by government”, “it is bad”, “harmful to human 

health/environment”, “it is a responsibility”, and “conscience 
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consideration”.100 This suggests that studies exploring compliance variables 

should focus on variations within variables. 

Furthermore, even the variables of quite similar cases with similar 

contexts like geographic backgrounds, economic levels and types of plants 

sometimes displayed different performances. The most prominent ones 

were deterrence and legal knowledge, for which the regulated actors 

indicated quite different perceptions as well as different sources of such 

perceptions.101 This adds the insight that variables vary within similar 

cases, and to understand the variations of variables, we should consider the 

specific case context.  

 

 Contextual and subjective explanations for variations of variables  

Analyzing the variations of compliance variables yielded significant 

findings: such variations are partly contextual in terms of the type of rules, 

the type of regulatees and the type of operations, and partly subjective for 

similar cases with different performance.  

This situational variation is clearly evident in the three types of legal 

norms studied, which all yielded very different compliance variable 

responses. Different pesticide rules are shown to differ greatly in terms of 

compliance variables and compliance effects. For example, the majority of 

farmers stated that using legal types of pesticides was less costly and more 

effective than using illegal types, and thus there was a positive operational 

cost-benefit calculation of compliance; far fewer farmers reported a positive 

cost-benefit calculation of compliance in terms of time interval. This 

implies that there is no general enforcement approach for different 

pesticide rules. The enforcement authority should consider the 

characteristics of the particular rules and behaviors enforced.  

The influence of different legal norms is not everything as there are 

frequently variations even within one legal norm. This can be explained by 

another factor: the type of the regulated actor and his/her characteristics 

(e.g., locality, personal knowledge and experiences) and operation (e.g., the 

types of plants) shape most compliance variables. This yields implications 
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such as the needs-based enforcement approach. Currently, most 

enforcement is targeted at larger-scale operations with high potential risks, 

but they normally have a positive cost-benefit calculation, positive 

legitimacy and capacity and thus do not require much enforcement. In 

contrast, the individual or small-scale operation normally has less positive 

performance in terms of compliance variables and thus needs more 

enforcement. 

Moreover, such variations are partly contextual, depending on the type 

of norms and the objective conditions of the regulated actor (the type of 

regulatees and the type of operational processes they have) and partly 

subjective as actors with similar objective conditions still have different 

understandings and views and thus variations on key compliance variables. 

Thus, simply understanding the regulated actors’ objective conditions is 

not enough, and to achieve a full understanding, we still need to 

understand their subjective perceptions of legal norms.  

 

 Variations of variables shape variations in compliance 

As shown above, compliance variables are rather contextual and 

subjective, which in turn contributes to variations in compliance 

performance. 

The pesticide study revealed that there are qualitative differences 

between the vegetable farmers’ indicated compliance variables. They 

suggested multiple discourses in terms of each variable. Meanwhile, these 

variables frequently influence each other (e.g., some farmers’ perceptions of 

moral values were influenced by their social norms or rational 

calculations;102 some farmers’ perceptions of general duty to obey the law 

were influenced by their evaluations of procedural justice of the 

enforcement agency103). Furthermore, building on the systematic csQCA 

logic and techniques, different combinations/configurations of variables 

that combine to produce compliance were captured. Thus, it is concluded 

that different performances of compliance variables (and their 

combinations) shape variations in compliance. Thus, understanding 
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compliance requires understanding performance and especially variations 

among compliance variables. 

 

 Multiple explanatory paths for compliance  

Following on from the above, variations of variables shape variations in 

compliance through interactions among the compliance variables that 

cannot be captured well by a singular pattern, but instead by multiple 

patterns.  

This is different from the conventional quantitative method that 

analyzes compliance variables separately and normally traces one path 

leading to compliance (Winter & May, 2001; May, 2004, 2005; Thornton et 

al., 2005). It resembles some qualitative empirical research. For example, 

the Lake Dianchi study of compliance and violation argued that compliance 

is complex, and it requires understanding a whole range of variables as well 

as their mutual interactions (Van Rooij, 2006: p223); the pulp and paper 

study revealed that the relationship between compliance variables and 

compliance is complex (Gunningham et al., 2003). This study takes a new 

perspective by figuring out interacting compliance variables as well as the 

multiple patterns they produce that lead to compliance. This shows that it 

is not feasible to develop a general compliance theory based on 

combinations of compliance variables. More case-based analyses are 

necessary and more in-depth understanding of all the variables and their 

variations and interactions in a single case should guide both 

policy-making and enforcement.  

7.2.2 Key Methodological Insights 

 Larger N qualitative method 

As defined by Parker and Nielsen (2012), there are two main 

approaches to empirical compliance research: one is objectivist 

theory-testing research which hypothesizes explanations for associations 

between compliance and compliance variables and tests the theory 

deductively; the other is interpretive and social constructionist research 

that aims at understanding the processes by which compliance is 

constructed. The former usually analyzes compliance by examining its 

relationship with individual compliance variables in an independent 
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manner, using a quantitative statistical method (e.g., Winter & May, 2001; 

May, 2004, 2005; Thornton et al., 2005). The latter usually explains 

compliance by using a qualitative explanatory method to understand the 

regulated actors’ interpretations, motives and intentions (e.g., Gunningham 

et al., 2003; Kagan et al., 2012; Huisman, 2001). Some of them view 

compliance as a complex process (Edelman et al., 2001; Edelman, 2007, 

2008; Talesh, 2009; Edelman & Talesh, 2012; Fairman & Yapp, 2005). In 

these studies, compliance is understood as a social process in which its 

meaning and law are constructed, and then it produces one socially 

accepted understanding and influences the meaning or law. Both 

approaches, as Parker and Nielsen (2012) suggested, share similar concepts, 

typologies and relationships, and explore and test the interactions of a 

complex range of factors and processes. 

However, this study differs to some extent from these recent 

compliance studies. I employ the so-called objectivist theory-testing 

method by deductively testing the explanatory variables from the existing 

compliance theories. A larger N of respondents was selected, and an 

attempt was made to take advantage of both in-depth understanding and 

broader representativeness. On the one hand, it enabled the collection of 

rich data and material to understand how the regulated actors explain each 

compliance variable and the variation among their explanations; on the 

other hand, it allowed the systematic analysis of how all the compliance 

variables interact to shape compliance. Nevertheless, such a larger N 

method may be criticised by traditional statistical studies with large-scale 

groups of respondents and broader representativeness, or by purely 

qualitative studies featuring more process tracing and interpretive abilities.  

 

 Subjective approach and a “dialogic” strategy 

This study concentrates on analyzing “the other side” of the 

compliance relationship (Gray & Silbey, 2011). Instead of focusing on the 

enforcement activities of the regulators, it examines how the regulated 

actors perceive the compliance elements as well as how such perceptions 

influence their compliance performance. Accordingly, this study employs a 

subjective approach throughout. This approach provides space for 

substantial information hardly achieved by other approaches, such as 
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multiple actors involved in the deterrence system, multiple legal translators 

disseminating legal knowledge, and interactions between different 

compliance variables.  

A dialogic strategy is useful for such a subjective approach. In this 

study, appropriate dialogues were designed to collect the regulated actors’ 

subjective information. The dialogues flowed naturally by asking the 

vegetable farmers open questions. This allowed us to deal with some 

challenges during the process of interviewing, like issues of sensitivity or 

misunderstanding.104 Nevertheless, I must stress that this strategy was 

achieved through interviews between the interviewer and interviewee, 

which could have resulted in bias or misunderstandings and thus 

influenced the reliability of the data collected. 

 

 An innovative csQCA method for compliance  

In order to understand the interactions between conditions (i.e., 

compliance variables) and uncover/unravel what combination(s) of 

compliance variables are sufficient for the outcome under study (i.e., 

compliance), I employed a specific set-theoretic method called csQCA. 

Through such a systematic, qualitative, comparative method, the 

interactions between compliance variables as well as multiple patterns 

leading to compliance can be captured and depicted. This is different from 

these statistical compliance studies that logically find just one significant 

path. 

The QCA method is being increasingly applied in the social sciences 

(Amenta & Poulsen, 1996; Ford et al., 2005; Katz et al., 2005; Hudson & 

Kühner, 2013; Warren et al., 2013; Van Der Heijden, 2009; Verweij et al., 

2013). Applications of QCA are now mostly limited to fields such as political 

science and sociology, and restricted to phenomena like national policies, 

crises, social movements, public policies and firms. This study initially 

applied it in a socio-legal area, to provide an alternative way to explain 

compliance. Nevertheless, as with other csQCA studies, this study can be 

criticized in terms of the dichotomization of the data, and its static essence 
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and weak ability in chronological process-tracing (Rihoux, 2003, 2006; 

Befani, 2013). 

7.3 Regulatory and Policy Implications for Enhancing 

Pesticide Compliance in China 

This study finds great variation in the compliance variables and in their 

interactive patterns shaping compliance. There is no singular compliance 

theory that can be generalized for different rules, different regulatees, and 

different operational processes with set combinations of variables. This 

means that it is difficult for regulators to know theoretically or beforehand 

what the objective conditions and subjective understanding are for each 

actor, and thus their approach might not fit both contextual and subjective 

understanding. Regulators need to be aware that variables vary partly 

according to different norms, regulatees and operational processes, and 

partly subjectively depending on the regulated actors’ views and 

preferences. They should spend time and effort to get to know such 

variations before designing legal norms and enforcement.  

This can lead to a form of responsive regulation in which basic 

information about how actors perceive the key variables forms the basis for 

setting regulatory norms and policies and engaging in a responsive 

relationship as proscribed in the existing literature (Ayres & Braithwaite, 

1992; Braithwaite, 2006; 2011; Braithwaite et al., 2007; Freedman, 2012). 

Responsive regulation has been designed in the Western context. However, 

as suggested by Braithwaite (2006), it could also be adopted by developing 

economies with limited regulatory capacity. The basic idea of responsive 

regulation is that the state and administrative regulators should be 

responsive to the regulatee’s conduct when deciding varying degrees of 

interventions (Ayres & Braithwaite, 1992). They created the so-called 

responsive regulatory pyramid, with the self-regulation approach at the 

base of the pyramid, moving up to enforced self-regulation with an 

escalated punitive approach (enforced self-regulation and thus enforced 

compliance). At the top of the pyramid is command regulation by imposing 

civil or criminal penalties (command regulation and thus command 

compliance).  
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Although there is an increasing trend in regulatory studies to advocate 

responsive regulation, criticisms accompany the approach, which are 

explicitly summarized and grouped by Baldwin and Black (2008) into three 

aspects: the policy or conceptual, the practical, and the principled 

criticisms.105 Among them, one prominent criticism is that the pyramid 

enforcement responses are based on state regulation and only focus on two 

parties: the state regulator and the regulatee, without considering how best 

to employ a range of parties. Regulatory scholars have increasingly 

elaborated the existence and functions of various third parties in empirical 

studies (Gunningham et al., 1998; Hutter, 2006, 2011; Nielsen & Parker, 2008; 

Van Rooij, 2013).  

Gunningham et al. (1998), for example, emphasized the need to go 

beyond the responsive regulation and consider the possibility of regulation 

using a mix of instruments implemented by different parties and not 

merely by the government. They expanded the responsive pyramid model 

and proposed a model featuring three-sided pyramids, with each pyramid 

representing first parties (government), second parties (the regulatee) and 

relevant third parties, respectively. In contrast to the Braithwaite pyramid 

escalating up to more coercive state interventions, the three-sided pyramid 

escalates up any face of the pyramid (Gunningham et al., 1998: 398-99).  

Building upon the empirical and theoretical analyses presented 

previously, some specific lessons for designing a responsive regulation are 

identified for pesticide policy-makers and regulators. 

 

 Case-based enforcement strategy 

First and foremost, a responsive regulation requires a case-specific 

enforcement strategy. The pesticide study shows that there is no 

generalized compliance theory and that generalization is hardly possible 

beyond the particular context of each case. Setting pesticide norms and 

enhancing pesticide compliance require understanding the basic 

information of the regulated actors in each very specific case.  
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In this study, compliance variables varied in almost all of the cases, 

and even quite similar cases with similar contexts sometimes had different 

variable performances. Moreover, compliance was not the product of 

singular ideal types or set patterns. It was performed differently even in one 

national and local setting, in one field of regulation and in one agricultural 

setting. Thus, there is no single theory of compliance and, accordingly, no 

single enforcement strategy for all cases. There is no doubt that an optimal 

strategy for pesticide policy-makers and enforcement authorities should 

involve case-specific examinations about the condition(s) under which a 

specific compliance or violation occurs, while in reality this is difficult to 

achieve considering the frequently limited enforcement resources and 

complex context of the regulated actors. Thus, some principles or 

guidelines should be suggested. The priority should be considering the 

basic context and characteristics of the regulated actors involved, which 

will be discussed next.  

 

 Responsiveness of contextual and subjective conditions  

A responsive regulation should respond to the regulated actors’ 

compliance motivations. In this study, the compliance variables varied 

partly contextually in terms of types of pesticide norms and the objective 

conditions of the regulated actor (types of regulatees; types of operational 

process), and partly subjectively in terms of the different views of the 

regulated actors. Thus, pesticide policy-making should adapt to the 

contextual as well as the subjective conditions of the regulated actors and 

how they respond to the regulatory action. Understanding the contextuality 

and subjectivity of compliance variables is a precondition for establishing 

and improving successful responsive regulation. As already discussed106, 

considering the limited enforcement capacity, the priority for 

policy-makers and enforcers could be to do some field investigations and 

collect data to understand the specific contextual conditions of the 

regulated actors (e.g., the local economic context, the way they are 

organized, the type of vegetables they plant, and some other general 

characteristics that may influence compliance). Next, they could select 
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samples in the administrative area unit (villages, towns or counties) and 

conduct some investigations to understand their subjective attitudes 

toward different variables, which could play a guiding role to some extent 

for pesticide policy-making and enforcement.  

 

 A mix of enforcement approaches 

Pesticide compliance is complex and motivated by multiple variables 

(and combinations of them). Governmental enforcement is often restricted 

by its limited capacity and requires complementary and supportive 

enforcement approaches. Specifically, enhancing pesticide compliance 

requires a combination of enforcement approaches tailored to the specific 

performance of compliance variables.  

The pesticide case shows that there is an objectively weak 

governmental regulation, in terms of enforcement capacity and 

enforcement autonomy. 107 Because of the complexity of the regulated 

farmers and the pesticide norms, pesticide enforcement needs 

complementary regulatory approaches to enhance compliance. Along with 

stringent regulatory penalties, economic support or incentives, publicizing 

the rules, educating and informing the farmers are also feasible and 

complementary approaches strengthening compliance. The selection of 

combinations is dependent on the regulated actors’ compliance 

motivations and their contextual and subjective characteristics. For 

example, the pesticide authority could offer more economic support to 

increase the individual or small cooperative/association (SCA) farmers’ 

positive cost-benefit calculations for the legal time interval; 108  the 

pesticide agency could pay more attention to education and changing the 

individual or SCA farmers’ descriptive social norms of compliance for 

disposal and time interval; 109 governmental financial support could be 

used combined with education to stimulate the individual farmers’ positive 

moral attitudes toward legal performance, especially for disposal and time 

interval.110 As Kagan and Scholz (1984) have argued, there is no single 
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theory of compliance and consequently no single optimal enforcement 

strategy. What is necessary is to deliberate which one(s) is/are likely to be 

most appropriate and when by considering the specific context and 

conditions that shape compliance. 

 

 Empowerment of “third parties” 

The pesticide study shows that there are various non-state actors or 

“third parties” stimulating deterrence and thus influencing compliance. 

Confronted with weak enforcement capacity and enforcement autonomy, 

state and administrative regulators may want to resort to multiple third 

parties.111 Thus, enhancing pesticide compliance in China should consider 

pluralizing the regulatory landscape by engaging with multiple regulatory 

actors. In this regard, “third parties” are crucial and highly case dependent 

and require knowledge about their own potential and how they are 

perceived by the regulated actor. The next issue is how to make use of the 

strengths of these third parties.  

The starting point is to understand the characteristics of the new 

actors. As Benjamin et al. (2014) argued, in the Chinese environmental 

context, regulatory pluralism has an authoritarian logic. According to such 

logic, the state supports but also restricts new environmental actors 

including citizens, NGOs, prosecutors and judges because of the 

contradiction of controlling risk and maintaining stability. Thus, 

advocating these third parties is restricted by China’s currently 

authoritarian regulatory characteristics and limited liberal democracies.  

The pesticide case found multiple third parties that offered deterrent 

threats: vegetable vendors, vegetable associations or cooperatives, and 

customers. It also found multiple actors acting as legal translators 

promoting the regulated actors’ legal awareness: pesticide stores, 

cooperatives or associations, pesticide instructions, and newspapers or TV. 

In contrast to the new environmental actors who normally perform social 

protests and collective actions, these third parties could help control 

pesticide risks, while causing less harm to stability. In an authoritarian 

Chinese context, they find it difficult to operate spontaneously and require 
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government acts as a catalyst or facilitator to activate their quasi-regulatory 

capacities and potentials, i.e., a so-called government-enforced third-party 

regulation.  

Thus, the government may empower and facilitate these parties to 

relieve their heavy regulatory burdens. For example, the pesticide authority 

may provide adequate information for customers and improve their 

knowledge about pesticide rules and other pesticide knowledge; the 

pesticide authority may also provide funding support for some 

non-commercial vegetable associations or cooperatives; the provision of 

legal standing for third parties may also be helpful.  

In sum, a strategy of a responsive regulation is essential for pesticide 

policy-makers and enforcement authorities. Specifically, it should follow a 

case-specific enforcement strategy, combining a mix of regulatory 

approaches and engaging with a range of parties. Such combinations and 

engagement should respond particularly to the contextual and subjective 

conditions of the regulated actors. 

The pesticide study shows that the type of pesticide norms and the 

type of farmers are key factors that can explain variations in the compliance 

variables and thus variations in compliance. Taking these two factors as an 

example, this chapter proposes a matrix of key combinations of approaches 

and parties for different types of farmers and different pesticide norms (see 

Table 7.1 below). The matrix was largely developed according to the 

findings with different variables found in the previous chapters. All the 

enforcement approaches and parties for different types of farmers and 

different pesticide norms are proposed based on a needs-based 

enforcement approach, that is, they are suggested to enhance the 

performance of these variables that need more enforcement. 

Table 7.1 Key combinations of enforcement approaches and parties for different 
types of farmers and different pesticide norms 
Pesticide 
behaviors 

Types of vegetable farmers 

Ind. farmers SML farmers  MLC farmers  

Use of types 
of 
pesticides  

Education, information 
and publicization (first and 
third parties); economic 
support (first party); 
command and control 
(first and third parties) 

Education, information 
and publicization (first and 
third parties); economic 
support (first party);  
command and control 
(first and third parties) 

Economic 
incentives (first 
party); 
publicization 
(first party) 
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Table 7.2 Key combinations of enforcement approaches and parties for different 
types of farmers and different pesticide norms (continued) 
Pesticide 
behaviors 

Types of vegetable farmers 

Ind. farmers SML farmers  MLC farmers  

Disposal of 
pesticide 
container 

Education, information 
and publicization (first and 
third parties); economic 
support (first party) 

Education, information 
and publicization (first and 
third parties); economic 
support (first party) 

Economic 
incentives (first 
party); 
publicization 
(first party) 

Time 
interval 

Education, information 
and publicization (first and 
third parties); economic 
support (first party) 

Education, information 
and publicization (first and 
third parties); economic 
support (first party) 

Economic 
incentives (first 
party); 
publicization 
(first party) 

 

Taking the individual farmers’ use of pesticide types as an example, 

compliance could be enhanced by using an information approach to 

improve their legal knowledge (the state enforcement agency could 

empower and facilitate relevant third parties such as pesticide store 

owners), combining education and economic approaches to strengthen 

their moral attitudes towards the use of legal types (the state enforcement 

agency could educate and provide financial support), publicizing the 

legitimacy of legal rules or enforcement agencies, improving their 

agreements with general duty to obey or procedural justice (the state 

enforcement agency could increase publicization); the state enforcement 

authority could also change the individual farmers’ operational cost-benefit 

calculation of compliance by providing them with economic support like 

reducing the cost of legal pesticides; to enhance the deterrent threats, the 

enforcement agency could also increase legal sanctions, or support and 

encourage third parties like vegetable vendors or customers to supervise 

the farmers’ illegal actions.  

While some key combinations of enforcement approaches and parties 

are suggested in terms of different types of norms and different types of 

farmers, the above provides an example considering the main influential 

compliance variables constructed by the two conditions of farmers. In 

reality, the contextual and subjective conditions influencing pesticide 

compliance are more complex and multifaceted. There is no single 

approach or party (or combination of them) that is optimal for enforcing 

pesticide compliance. An improved case-based or case-specific 
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understanding of all compliance variables and their interactions is 

necessary for both pesticide policymakers and enforcers.  

7.4 Possibilities of Future Research 

Throughout this book, a number of questions have arisen and remained 

unsolved. This may be of interest for future research. Five aspects are 

highlighted below.  

First, future research may want to explore the influences of personality 

and individual preferences on compliance. This study analyzed compliance 

from the perspective of the regulated actor and examined a theoretical 

framework comprising a few of the most common compliance variables. 

However, variations concerning compliance were frequently found among 

individual farmers from quite similar localities and background. Such 

variations could partly be explained by the farmers’ personal experiences 

(e.g., general duty to obey and procedural justice). Some personal 

characteristics including personality and individual preferences were not 

explored in this study.112 Future research may want to resort to these 

psychological factors. In addition, the influence of other relevant abilities 

on compliance (e.g., technical ability) other than financial ability requires 

further exploration.113  

Second, some broader compliance contexts might be of interest for 

future research. This study analyzed compliance from the perspectives of 

the individual vegetable farmers. A broader social context including 

organizational characteristics could also be examined (Gray, 2006; Gray & 

Silbey, 2012; Parker & Gilad, 2012). For the pesticide case, some broader 

village contexts including village homogeneity and cohesion, the level of 

village organization, village leadership, vegetable selling methods, and 

history and habit of pesticide application are also important and worthy of 

exploration. To some extent, studying pesticides is not that politically 

sensitive compared to some criminal issues like corruption in China. 
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Accompanying the dramatic development of the economy, food safety 

issues are increasingly important. The Chinese government is paying more 

attention to controlling the risks of food safety. Nevertheless, this does not 

mean that the political context is irrelevant in influencing compliance. Van 

Rooij (2006b), for example, argued that the political context played a role in 

compliance and violation at Lake Dianchi. It may be of interest to consider 

the influence of the broader political context in pesticide compliance and 

compare the Chinese political context with others outside of China. 

Third, a study of pesticide enforcement may be of interest for future 

research on pesticide regulation in China. This study took the perspective 

of the regulated actors and focused on analyzing their compliance behavior. 

Less attention was paid to the regulators and their enforcement activities, 

apart from a brief mention when analyzing objective deterrence.114 Future 

research may also want to make contributions to studying pesticide 

enforcement from the perspective of the pesticide regulator. 

Fourth, this study employs a configurative comparative csQCA method 

to analyze how all the compliance variables proposed interacted to shape 

compliance, which proves helpful for revealing complex compliance 

patterns as well as the dynamics of variables leading to compliance. 

However, the data collected only allowed for a binary coding, and thus the 

csQCA method was chosen. Such dichotomization of the collected data 

may lead to a loss of information (Rihoux, 2003). Future research could 

compare the csQCA results with these of fsQCA, which may provide a 

chance to strengthen the findings on associations between compliance 

variables and compliance.  

Fifth, it goes without saying that future research may prove to what 

extent the theoretical framework and methodology applied and the 

research findings are applicable in Chinese regulatory areas other than the 

pesticide regulatory context. This study mainly applies compliance theories 

from the West to study a specific Chinese regulatory topic, and to some 

extent reflects back on and adds to the present dominant compliance 

theory. Thus, this may provide more insights for further compliance studies 

in China. The pesticide study revealed that the compliance model 
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developed in the West could be adopted in a Chinese context (e.g., most 

compliance variables from the Western model proved to be significant in 

explaining pesticide compliance), but at the same time, understanding 

compliance in China requires considering the specific regulatory and legal 

system and other relevant background information (e.g., China’s 

developmental and authoritarian characteristics, China’s acquaintance 

society and Chinese “guanxi”). 
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Appendix 

Part A The Legal Context of the Pesticide Case 

A.1 The Legal Framework of the Pesticide Case in China 

 

Figure A.1 The legal framework of the pesticide case in China 

As illustrated in Figure A.1, at present, relevant laws, rules and regulations 

concerning pesticide and vegetable safety regulation in China mainly include:  

National 
laws 

National 
regulations 

National 
provisions 

Local 
regulations 

Local 
administrative 
measures 

Local 
provisions 

Food 
Safety Law 
of the 
People’s 
Republic 
of China 

Law of the 
People’s Republic 
of China of Quality 
and Safety of 
Agricultural 
Products 

Agricultural 
Law of the 
People’s 
Republic of 
China 

Regulations on the 
Implementation of the 
Food Safety Law of the 
People’s Republic of China 

Regulations on 
Pesticide 
Administration 

The Measures 
for the 
Implementation 
of Regulations 
on Pesticides 
Administration 

Provisions 
for Safe 
Use of 
Pesticides 

The Provisions on 
the 
Administration 
for Restricting the 
Use of Pesticides 

… 

Regulations of Hunan 
Province on Agricultural 
Environmental Protection 

Administrative 
Measures on the 
Quality and Safety of 
Agricultural Products 
of Hunan Province 

Interim Provisions of Discretion 
of Agricultural Administrative 
Penalty of Hunan Province 

… 

… 

Measures for 
Implementation of 
Examinations of 
Pesticide Operational 
Conditions 

… 

… 
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Laws and rules concerning pesticide and vegetable safety regulation at the national 
level 
 

 Food Hygiene Law of the People’s Republic of China
115

 

 Food Safety Law of the People’s Republic of China
116

 

 Agricultural Law of the People’s Republic of China117 

 Law of the People’s Republic of China of Quality and Safety of Agricultural 

Products
118

 

 Regulations on the Implementation of the Food Safety Law of the People’s 

Republic of China
119

 

 Regulations on Pesticide Administration
120

 

 The Measures for the Implementation of Regulations on Pesticide 

Administration
121

 

 Other related national laws and rules 

 

                                                           
115

 Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Shipin Weisheng Fa (Food Hygiene Law of the People’s 
Republic of China) was the first state-legislated food safety law in the People’s Republic of 
China. It was adopted at the 16

th
 Session of the 8

th
 standing committee of the National People’s 

Congress on 30 October 1995, and according to Article 104, Food Safety Law of the People’s 
Republic of China, it was abolished as of 1 June 2009. 
116

 Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Shipin Anquan Fa (Food Safety Law of the People’s Republic 
of China) was adopted at the 7

th
 Session of the Standing Committee of the 11

th
 National 

People’s Congress of the People’s Republic of China on 28 February 2009, and it is effective as 
of June 1, 2009. 
117

 Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Nongye Fa (Agricultural Law of the People’s Republic of 
China) was adopted at the 2

nd
 Meeting of the Standing Committee of the 8

th
 National People's 

Congress on 2 July 1993 and was amended at the 31
st
 Meeting of the Standing Committee of the 

9
th

 National People's Congress on 28 December 2002. It went into effect on 1 March 2003. 
118

 Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Nongchanpin Zhiliang Anquan Fa (Law of the People’s 
Republic of China of Quality and Safety of Agricultural Products) was adopted at the 21

st
 

meeting of the Standing Committee of the 10
th

 National People’s Congress on 29 April 2006 
and went into effect on 1 November 2006. 
119

 Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Shipin Anquanfa Shishi Tiaoli (Regulations on the 
Implementation of the Food Safety Law of the People’s Republic of China) was adopted at the 
73

rd
 Standing Committee Meeting of the State Council on 8 July 2009 and has been effective 

from the date of issuance.  
120

 Nongyao Guanli Tiaoli (Regulations on Pesticide Administration) was promulgated by 
Decree No. 216 of the State Council of the People's Republic of China on 8 May 1997 and 
amended in accordance with the Decision of the State Council on Amending the Regulations 
on Pesticide Administration on 29 November 2001. 
121

 Nongyao Guanli Tiaoli Shishi Banfa (The Measures for the Implementation of Regulations 
on Pesticide Administration) was adopted by Decree No. 20 of the Agricultural Ministry of the 
People's Republic of China and went into effect on 24 July 1999 and was amended by Decree 
No. 18 of the Agricultural Ministry in 2002, Decree No. 38 of the Agricultural Ministry in 2004 
and Decree No. 9 of the Agricultural Ministry in 2007. 
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Regulations and provisions concerning pesticide and vegetable safety 

regulation at the local level: taking Hunan province as an example 

 

 Regulations of Hunan Province on Agricultural Environmental 

Protection
122

 

 Administrative Measures on the Quality and Safety of Agricultural 

Products of Hunan Province
 123

 

 Interim Provisions of Discretion of Agricultural Administrative Penalty of 

Hunan Province
124

 

 Other related local regulations and rules 

A.2 The Regulatory Framework of the Pesticide Case in China 

 

                                                           
122

 Hunansheng Nongye Huanjing Baohu Tiaoli (Regulations of Hunan Province on Agricultural 
Environmental Protection) was published at the 32

nd
 meeting of the Standing Committee of 

the 9
th

 Hunan Provincial People’s Congress on 29 November 2002 and went into effect on 1 
February 2003. 
123

 Hunansheng Nongchanpin Zhiliang Anquan Guanli Banfa (Administrative Measures on 
Quality and Safety of Agricultural Products of Hunan Province) was adopted by the 58

th
 

standing meeting of the Provincial People’s Government and went into effect on 1 August 
2005. 
124

 Hunansheng Nongye Xingzheng Chufa Ziyou Cailiangquan Shiyong Zanxing Guiding 
(Interim Provisions of Discretion of Agricultural Administrative Penalty of Hunan Province) 
was promulgated by the Agricultural Bureau of Hunan province on 26 February 2001. 
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As illustrated in Figure A.2, China has a multilevel and multifunctional 

pesticide and vegetable safety control system. According to relevant laws, rules and 

regulations,
125

 the responsibilities of the relevant regulatory divisions at the 

national and local levels are introduced as follows: 

 

 Food Safety Committee of the State Council; the State Council shall establish the 

Food Safety Committee, with the responsibilities determined by the State 

Council.  

 State Administration on Industry and Commerce (SAIC) and subordinate 

bureaus; the authorities for the administration of industry and commerce 

under the State Council shall be responsible for food distribution according to 

the law and the requirements of the State Council. 

 Ministry of Health (MOH) and subordinate bureaus; the health authorities 

under the State Council are responsible for the overall coordination of food 

safety, food safety assessment, development of food safety standards, 

publishing of food safety information, development of the certification 

conditions for qualification of the food inspection and testing agencies, 

specification of the inspection and testing, and investigating and treating 

significant food safety accidents. 

 General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine 

(AQSIQ) and subordinate bureaus; the authorities for quality supervision, 

inspection and quarantine under the State Council shall be responsible for the 

supervision and management of food production according to the law and the 

requirements of the State Council. 

 State Food and Drug Administration (SFDA) and subordinate bureaus; the 

authorities for FDA under the State Council shall be responsible for the 

catering service according to the law and the requirements of the State Council. 

 The administrative departments for health, agriculture, quality supervision, 

industry and commerce and FDA at the county level or above shall strengthen 

communication and close cooperation, exercise the rights and bear the 

responsibilities according to the work division. 

 Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) and subordinate bureaus; the administrative 

departments for agriculture under the people's governments at or above the 

county level shall be responsible for the supervision and control of the quality 

                                                           
125

 They are mainly Food Safety Law of the People’s Republic of China (cited from: 
www.lawinfochina.com/),  Regulations on Pesticide Administration (translated and published 
by GOV.cn, Chinese Government’s Official Web Portal, http://english.gov.cn/), and 
Environmental Protection Law of the People’s Republic of China (translated and published by 
CHINA.ORG.CN, http://www.china.org.cn/). 

http://www.lawinfochina.com/
http://english.gov.cn/
http://www.china.org.cn/
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and safety of agricultural products. Agricultural products here refer to the 

primary products from agriculture, i.e., the plants, animals, microorganisms 

and their products obtained in the course of agricultural activities.  

 Specifically, the competent administrative department of agriculture of the 

State Council is responsible for the pesticide registration and pesticide 

supervision and administration throughout the country. The competent 

administrative departments of agriculture of the people's governments of 

provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities directly under the Central 

Government shall assist the competent administrative department of 

agriculture of the State Council in conducting pesticide registration within 

their respective administrative areas, and are responsible for the pesticide 

supervision and administration within their respective administrative areas. 

The competent administrative departments of agriculture of the people's 

governments at the county level and the people's governments of cities divided 

into districts and autonomous prefectures are responsible for the pesticide 

supervision and administration within their respective administrative areas. 

 Ministry of Environmental Protection (MOEP) and subordinate bureaus also 

have some responsibilities related to pesticide and vegetable safety; the 

competent department of environmental administration under the State 

Council shall conduct unified supervision and management of the 

environmental protection work throughout the county. The competent 

departments of the environmental protection administration of the local 

people’s government at or above the county level shall conduct unified 

supervision and management of the environmental protection work within 

areas under their jurisdiction.  
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Part B Key Variables and Measurements 

Table B.1 Dependent variables and measurements 
Dependent 
variables 
 

Summary of questions 
asked in dialogues (see 
below in details) 
 

Coding method 

Compliant Noncompliant 

Compliance 
behavior 1: use 
of types of 
pesticides 

Which pesticide(s) do 
you usually use on what 
vegetables for what pests 

or diseases? (您现在主

要使用的农药有哪些

呢？它们分别用来治什

么虫呢？ 分别用在哪些

蔬菜上呢？) 

Does not indicate in 
any way that he/she 
has applied or will 
apply any type of 
illegal pesticides 
 

In any way indicates 
that he/she has applied 
or will apply any type 
of illegal pesticides 
 

Compliance 
behavior 2: the 
disposal of 
pesticide 
containers 

How do you usually 
dispose of pesticide 
containers after 
pesticide application? (

您一般打完药后农药袋

子怎么处理呢？） 

In any way indicates 
that he/she generally 
disposes by means of 
recycling or burying 
in ground far away 
from water sources 
and residential areas 
or other legal ways 

In any way indicates 
that he/she generally 
disposes of pesticide 
containers by throwing 
away on farm or in 
village, or other illegal 
ways 

Compliance 
behavior 3: 
time interval 

What is your general 
time interval between 
the last pesticide 
applying and vegetable 

harvesting? （您一般打

完药后过几天采摘呢？） 

In any way indicates 
that he/she generally 
harvests vegetables at 
least a week after 
pesticide spraying 

In any way indicates 
that he/she generally 
harvests vegetables 
within a week after 
pesticide spraying 
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Table B.2 Amoral calculation and measurement 
Amoral calculation Summary of questions 

asked in dialogues (see 
below in details) 

Coding method 

Positive Negative 

Operational 
cost-benefit 
calculation of 
compliance 

How is your behavior 
(legal or illegal) in 
comparison with the 
alternatives

126
 (illegal or 

legal) in terms of price 
and effectiveness (for use 
of types of pesticides)/ 
cost and earnings (for a 

time interval)? （跟其他

人的做法相比（不合法或

者合法），您的做法(合法

或者不合法)成本是不是

更加低呢？效益怎么样

呢？） 

In any way 
indicates 
comparing with 
the violation 
behavior, any of 
the two specific 
compliance 
behaviors is less 
costly and more 
effective/profitable
127

 / (Cb-Cc) > 
(Vb-Vc)

128
 

In any way 
indicates 
comparing with the 
violation behavior, 
any of the two 
specific compliance 
behaviors is more 
costly and less 
effective/profitable 
/(Cb-Cc) < (Vb-Vc) 

Deterr
-ence 

Detection 
probability 

Assume that someone 
similar to you violates the 
use of 
types/disposal/time 
interval, is there a 
possitibilty of being 

found out? (如果有一个

跟您一样种菜的人做了

（三种具体的违法行为中

的一种），他/她有可能被

发现吗?） 

In any way 
indicates a 
possibility of being 
discovered by the 
inspection 
bureau/other 
sources 

In any way 
indicates no 
possibility of being 
discovered by the 
inspection 
bureau/other 
sources 

Height of 
the 
detection 
probability 

How high is the 
possibility? By whom? (

被发现的可能性怎么样呢

？被谁发现呢？) 

In any way 
indicates a high 
possibility of being 
discovered 

In any way 
indicates a low 
possibility of being 
discovered 

Sanction 
impact 

What negative and the 
most serious effects 
would happen if being 

punished? (如果他被处

罚的话，会有什么后果

呢？最严重的后果是什

么？） 

In any way 
indicates an impact 
of punishment 

In any way 
indicates no or a 
low impact of 
punishment 

 

                                                           
126

 Notice that only two pesticide behaviors are compared, since it is assumed in advance that 
there is no interaction of operational cost-benefit calculation and disposal of pesticide 
containers according to the pilot study, the vegetable farmers indicated that there is no direct 
and obvious costs and benefits calculation concerning disposal. 
127

 For the specific coding method for more costly but more profitable middle cases, please see 
C1 in Part C. 
128

 (Cb-Cc) > (Vb-Vc) indicates that the benefits of compliance minus the costs of compliance 
are greater than the benefits of violation minus the costs of violation.  
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Table B.5 Capacity and measurement 

Capacity 
Key interviewing 
questions 

Coding method 

High Low 

Ability to 
obey 

Financial 
ability What was your family 

gross earning last year? 

(您家去年的毛收入大概

是多少呢？) 

In any way indicates 
family income > 
40,000 RMB  

In any way 
indicates 
family gross 
income < 
40,000 RMB  

 
Technical 
ability 

If you have 
technological 
difficulties, to whom do 
you often turn for help? 
Have you ever taken 
part in any 
technological training? 
Organized by whom? 

(如果您有技术上的困

难，一般向谁求助呢？您

曾经参加过任何蔬菜方

面的技术培训吗？是谁

组织的呢？) 

In any way indicates 
low necessity of 
technical support or 
indicates high 
necessity of technical 
support but 
sufficient technical 
training 
opportunities 

In any way 
indicates high 
necessity of 
technical 
support but 
insufficient 
technical 
training 
opportunities  

Legal 
knowledge 

 Do you know if the state 
has published any rules 
on use of types of 
pesticides/disposal of 
pesticide 
containers/time 
interval? If yes, please 
specify. How do you 

know this? (您知道国家

有关于（三种农药行为中

的任一种）方面的法律法

规吗？如果知道的话，

具体规定是什么呢？您

是从哪里知道的呢？) 

In any way indicates 
relevant legal 
knowledge on use of 
types of 
pesticides/disposal of 
pesticide 
containers/time 
interval from the 
law/other sources 

In any way 
indicates 
irrelevant legal 
knowledge on 
use of types of 
pesticides/ 
disposal of 
pesticide 
containers/ 
time interval 
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Part C The Specific Coding Method for Independent and 

Dependent Variables 

From what is shown in Tables B-1 to B-4, if interviewees give untruthful answers, 

their compliance and compliance determinants are defined in a rigid way, that is, 

vegetable farmers indicate in any way that any noncompliance should be defined as 

a violation, and they indicate any compliance in any way, then it should be defined 

as obedient. Specifically, for these who indicated in any way that they have applied 

or will apply any type of illegal pesticides on vegetables are defined as 

noncompliant129. The interviewer should first figure out the vegetable farmers’ own 

language on what to call all kinds of pesticides through the pilot study as well as 

figure out which illegal ones are used most frequently. Respondents were first asked 

to reply to an open-ended question on which kinds of pesticides they usually use on 

vegetables. After volunteering types of pesticides as best they can, the interviewer 

then asked them about the most commonly used illegal ones to assure that all 

possibly forbidden and restricted pesticides are checked. Vegetable farmers who 

indicated generally disposing of pesticide containers by throwing them away on the 

farm or in the village or in other inappropriate ways are defined as noncompliant; 

these who indicated generally picking vegetables one week after pesticide spraying 

or spraying pesticides only after vegetable harvesting are defined as compliant. 

Notice that compliance with the time interval was defined in a compromise way as 

in current China the situation is that vegetable farmers can rarely comply strictly 

with the safety interval. Different types of pesticides demand different time 

intervals. In rural China, most vegetable farmers apply medium-toxic or low-toxic 

pesticides which demand a longer time interval than biological pesticides. Generally 

speaking, vegetables should not be picked within a week after spraying 

medium-toxic or low-toxic pesticides. The questions about disposal of pesticide 

containers and time interval are not so sensitive and the interviewee often gave 

truthful answers, because they regard them as normal things that frequently happen 

in rural areas.  

 

C1 Operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance 

 

If indicated in any way: behavior A (compliant) is cheaper/ less costly and more 

effective/ more profitable than behavior B (violated), it is coded as positive; 

                                                           
129

 For the selection of types of pesticides, please see the chart of types of pesticides, D4, Part 
D. 
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If indicated in any way: behavior B (violated) is cheaper/ less costly and more 

effective/ more profitable than behavior B (complaint), it is coded as negative. 

 

Notice that for middle cases if: behavior A (compliant) is more expensive but 

more effective/profitable than that of behavior B (violated), it is coded as positive, 

and vice versa. The coding method here is based on how vegetable farmers 

themselves weigh both aspects. As they indicated, pesticide effectiveness/earning is 

the most important aspect that influences their final gain, while pesticide cost is 

generally not that important. On the one hand, the costs of pesticides only take up a 

small proportion of their gross income; on the other hand, these who choose the 

more costly behavior believe that it is more effective and can guarantee their 

harvest, although they need to pay a higher price. So for them the price is not the 

key factor that affects their general calculation of compliance.  

 

C2 Deterrence 

 

C2.1 Detection probability 

 

If indicated in any way: a probability of being discovered, it is coded as positive; 

If indicated in any way: no probability of being discovered, it is coded as negative. 

 

C2.2 Height of detection probability 

 

If indicated in any way: a high possibility of being discovered, it is coded as 

positively high; 

If indicated in any way: a low possibility of being discovered, it is coded as 

negatively high. 

 

C2.3 Sanction impact 

 

If indicated in any way: a sanction impact, it is coded as positive;  

If indicated in any way: no or a low sanction impact, it is coded as negative. 

 

Notice that in the research, sanction impact rather than sanction severity is 

examined. For vegetable farmers who indicated some economic or financial impact 

like “our vegetables would be prohibited from being sold on the market” or “no one 

would come to buy our vegetables” or “loss of Guanxi and thus financial loss” or 

other sanctions ultimately affecting their earnings, it is coded as positive. 

Nevertheless, based on some vegetable farmers’ indications about how they 
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themselves weigh the impact, they mostly regard the sanction impact as severe as 

they are generally poor and mainly live from vegetable production. 

 

C3 Descriptive social norms of compliance 

 

C3.1 If indicated in any way: most similar other vegetable farmers comply with the 

rules on any of the three pesticide behaviors, it is coded as positive;  

C3.2 If indicated in any way: most similar other vegetable farmers do not comply 

with the rules on any of the three pesticide behaviors, it is coded as negative. 

 

C4 Morals 

 

C4.1 If indicated in any way: negative views on any of the three relevant violation 

behaviors, it is coded as positive; 

C4.2 If indicated in any way: positive views on any of the three relevant violation 

behaviors, it is coded as negative. 

 

C5 General duty to obey 

 

C5.1 If indicated in any way: in such conditions the law should be obeyed, it is coded 

as positive; 

C5.2 If indicated in any way: in such conditions the law need/should not be obeyed, 

it is coded as negative. 

C5.3 If indicated in any way: he/she has no idea about this question/it is hard to 

say/disregarding the law, it is coded as elusive/missing. 

 

C6 Procedural justice 

 

C6.1 If indicated in any way: positive views on all three questions of procedural 

justice, it is coded as positive; 

C6.2 If indicated in any way: negative views on all three questions of procedural 

justice, it is coded as negative; 

C6.3 If indicated in any way: positive views on any one or two of the three questions 

concerning procedural justice, it is coded as mixed;  

C6.4 If indicated in any way: he/she has no idea about any of the three questions, or 

cannot give any judgment as he/she has never dealt with local agricultural bureau 

officers or the officers never come, it is coded as elusive/missing.  

 

C7 Ability to obey 
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C7.1 Financial ability (using annual family gross income as a proxy) 

 

C7.1.1 If indicated: family income > 40,000 RMB
130

, it is coded as high
131

; 

C7.1.2 If indicated: family gross income < 40,000 RMB, it is coded as low. 

 

C7.2 Technical ability (using the subjective need of technology as a proxy)
132

 

 

C7.2.1 If indicated: no necessity of technical assistance or high need of technical 

assistance but sufficient technical training opportunities, it is coded as high;  

C7.2.2 If indicated: high need of technical assistance but insufficient technical 

training opportunities, it is coded as low. 

 

C8 Legal knowledge
133

 

 

C8.1 If indicated: relevant134legal knowledge (on use of types of pesticides/disposal 

of pesticide containers/time interval) from the law/other sources, it is coded as 

high135;  

                                                           
130

 Notice that here according to the Chinese Peasant Economic Status Report published by 
the China Rural Institute of Central China Normal University in 2012, the average family cash 
income in rural areas in 2011 was 38,894.38 RMB. Thus, in this research, we set 40,000 RMB as 
the standard level for analyzing vegetable farmers’ financial ability to obey the law. For these 
farmers who earn less than the average family income, it is more difficult for them to obey the 
law at the cost of family income. Hence, in this study we defined these who earn less than the 
average family as these who have low financial ability to comply. 
131 

Here compared to defining a positive/negative ability to obey, it is better to define a 
high/low ability to obey, as it is very difficult to decide on which level of financial ability that 
vegetable famers have engouth to obey the law; rather, we can say that the higher their 
financial ability, the higher their ability to obey. 
132 

Here technical ability was indirectly measured by asking farmers’ subjectively reported need 
of technology including the necessity of technology and the technical opportunity of obtaining 
technical training. 
133 

Notice that here vegetable farmers responded to questions about what the law dictates 
rather than the right thing or the proper thing to do. For these who indicated legal knowledge 
from relevant parties or by reading instructions, they also indicated legal knowledge as they 
thought that the state publishes the rules on the pesticide instructions, or through other 
parties. 
134

 Here instead of defining correct/incorrect, relevant/irrelevant legal knowledge is measured 
as it is difficult for farmers to indicate correct legal knowledge as exactly what the law says. 
Similar to the ability to obey, here high/low legal knowledge is measured.  
135

 Notice that here legal knowledge is defined as a compromise. Specifically, for the use of 
types of pesticides, it is clear that these who can state all the types of prohibited pesticides are 
defined as having a high legal knowledge, but it is not necessary for farmers to name all the 
types of prohibited pesticides. They just need to indicate that these highly-toxic pesticides are 
prohibited for use on vegetables or only these low-toxic ones are permitted for use on 
vegetables, and also indicated that they can know about which specific highly toxic pesticides 
are prohibited by consulting relevant parties like the pesticide sellers or enforcement officers 
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C8.2 If indicated: irrelevant legal knowledge (on use of types of pesticides/disposal 

of pesticide containers/time interval), it is coded as low. 

Part D Flowcharts on Specific Interviewing Questions for 

Vegetable Farmers 

The research employs a dialogue strategy to deal with some challenges during the 

interviewing process. Taking the measurement of the operational cost-benefit 

calculation of compliance as an example, the first challenge is the sensitivity, that is, 

asking the respondents directly about comparing legal behavior with illegal will 

make the whole conversation more sensitive. Here the approach is to ask smoothly 

through a dialogue leading them to state what they do (legal or illegal) and what is 

the opposite of that (illegal or legal), and then to compare the two. Consider for 

instance a dialogue below: 

 

The interviewer: Which pesticide/pesticides in the chart do you usually use on 

what vegetable for what pest or disease? (shows the respondent a chart of collected 

types of pesticides (most frequent ones with mixed legal and illegal types)) 

Respondent A: Now I use some bio-pesticides like Avermectins for killing 

pests, and Fenaminosulf ( 敌 克 松 ) for sterilization … But I do not use 

Methamidophos (甲胺磷，a type of illegal pesticides). It is too toxic. I sometimes 

use Carbofuran (呋喃丹, a type of illegal pesticides)… 

The interviewer: Do most similar others use Carbofuran？ 

Respondent A: Yes. It is for killing soil insects… 

The interviewer: Any other alternatives? 

Respondent A: Yes. A lot of new brands can kill soil insects.  

The interviewer: In comparison with these new alternatives, is carbofuran 

cheaper? 

                                                                                                                                    

or cooperatives or associations. This is consistent with the rules on types of pesticides, because 
according to the rules, these prohibited pesticides are all highly toxic or extremely toxic ones. 
Second, for these who indicated that based on the rules, pesticide containers should be 
disposed of by recycling or burying in the ground or burning are defined as having a high legal 
knowledge. Third, these farmers who indicated that the general safety interval is one week 
based on the rules are defined as having relevant legal knowledge. These who did not directly 
indicate the general time interval, but instead indicated that they can learn about safety 
interval by reading pesticide instructions or consulting other relevant parties like these who 
indicated having relevant legal knowledge. Here the two kinds of discourses are both 
consistent with the law, as according to the law, the regulated actors should obey the safety 
interval based on the pesticide instructions. Generally, the basic rule for safety interval is seven 
days. But the specific time interval on the pesticide instructions varies from three days to 
seven days or even longer, so both are coded as indicating having relevant legal knowledge.  
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Respondent A: Yes, I think it is cheaper. 

The interviewer: How about its effectiveness? 

Respondent A: The effectiveness is better. (Quotes from case D.T.No.2) 

 

The second challenge is about the misunderstanding. In the study, the 

interviewees are vegetable farmers who are generally less well educated. If the 

questions are asked too broadly, it may be too abstract for them to understand the 

question. So questions like costs and benefits are operationalized into simpler ones: 

is pesticide A or B cheaper than the alternatives? How about its effectiveness? The 

specific dialogues for each variable are illustrated below in the format of flowchart. 

 

D1 First questions 

 

 
 
D2 Main questions 
 
D2.1 Compliance behavior one: use of types of pesticides 

 

 

The interviewer picks one 
type of illegal pesticide 
the respondent uses and 
asks: Do most similar 
others like you use the 

same as you do？ 

The interviewer picks one or some types of legal 
pesticides the respondent uses and asks: Do 
most similar others like you use the same as you 

do？ 
Do they have any alternatives (or what did you 
use before or are there any old brands)? 
Do they have any alternatives? 

If not  

  

Where do you usually buy pesticides? Why go there? (open question) 

 

The interviewer shows the respondent a chart of collected types of pesticides (most 
frequent ones with mixed legal and illegal types) and asks: Which pesticide(s) in 
the chart do you usually use on what vegetable for what pest or disease? (open 
question, for the chart, please see C4 Chart of types of pesticides) 

If the respondent indicates in 
any way that he/she hasn’t 
applied or will not apply any 
type of illegal pesticides 

--- For financial 
ability 

How long have you grown vegetables? How many acres of vegetables do 
you plant? Do you plant alone? Or does someone else help you? How 
old are you? What is your educational background? (open question) 

What kind(s) of vegetables do you plant? Where do you sell your 
vegetables? How was your business last year? What was your 
family gross earning last year? (open question) 
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Flowchart of interviewing questions I 

 

If the 
respondent 
indicates yes 

 
If the 
respondent 
indicates yes 

If not If not 

   

What negative and most 
serious effects would happen if 
punished? (open question) 

The 
interviewer 
asks: What do 
most similar 
others use? 
(make sure 
the 
interviewee 
talks about 
legal types) 

The interviewer 
asks: Any 
alternatives? Or 
what else do you 
use? Or are there 
any other brands? 
Or assume someone 
uses the alternatives 
(make sure the 
interviewee talks 
about legal types) 

The 
interviewer 
asks: What 
do most 
similar others 
use? (make 
sure the 
interviewee 
talks about 
illegal types) 

The interviewer 
asks: Any 
alternatives? Or 
what did you use 
before? Any any old 
brand? Or assume 
someone uses the 
alternatives (make 
sure the 
interviewee talks 
about illegal types) 

 

The interviewer asks: In comparison with the alternatives, is what you use 
cheaper? How about its effectiveness? (open question) 

What do you think of people who 
use the alternatives to control 
serious pests? (open question) 

What do you think of people who use 
the pesticide (the illegal type picked) to 

control serious pests? (open question) 

 

The interviewer asks: Assume that someone similar to you applies X (one type of 
illegal pesticide), can they be found out? (open question) 

If no If yes 

By whom? How high is 
the possibility? (open 
question) 

What negative and most serious 
effects would happen if 
punished? (open question) 

Do you know if the state has published any rules on use of types of 
pesticides? If yes, please specify. How do you know that? (open question) 
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D2.2 Disposal of pesticide containers 
 

 
 

Flowchart of interviewing questions II 

 

The interviewer asks: How many pesticide containers do you often have after 
pesticide spraying each time? Do you take them home? If not, how do you 
usually dispose of them? (open question) 

 If the respondent indicates in any 
way that he/she generally 
disposes by means of recycling or 
burying in ground far away from 
water sources and residential 
areas or other legal ways 

 

If not 

 

If not 

  

What do you think of people who do 
the same as you do for disposal? 
(open question) 

Do most similar other 
vegetable farmers do the 
same as you do for disposal?  

If the 
respondent 
indicates yes 

Do most similar other 
vegetable farmers do the 
same as you do for disposal?  

 
If the 
respondent 
indicates yes 

What do you think of people who do 
the alternatives for disposal? (open 
question) 

If not If yes 
 

By whom? How high is the 
possibility? (open question) 

What negative and most 
serious effects would happen if 
punished? (open question) 

The interviewer asks: Asssume that someone similar to you throws pesticide 
containers everywhere, can they be found out? (open question) 

 

 

What negative and most serious 
effects would happen if punished? 
(open question) 

 

Do you know if the state has published any rules on the disposal of 
pesticide containers? If yes, please specify. How do you know that? 
(open question) 

 

 

If not 
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D2.3 Time interval 

 
 
 

 

If not  

 

The interviewer asks: What is your general time interval between last pesticide 
applying and vegetable picking? (open question) 

   
If the 
respondent 
indicates yes 

If not 

If the 
respondent 
indicates yes 

If not 

 

A test question: What would someone similar to you do whose 
vegetables need to be harvested and sold if he just applied pesticides? 
(open question) 

If the respondent indicates in 
any way that he/she generally 
harvests vegetable at least a week 
later after pesticide spraying 

The interviewer asks: Do most 
similar others do the same as you do 

The interviewer asks: Do most similar 
others do the same as you do 

 

What do you think of people who do 
the same as you do for time interval? 
(open question) 

The interviewer 
asks: Any 
alternatives? Or 
assume someone 
does the 
alternatives 
(make sure the 
interviewee 
talks about 
illegal time 
interval) 

The interviewer 
asks: What do 
most similar 
others do? 
(make sure the 
interviewee 
talks about 
illegal time 
interval) 

The interviewer 
asks: Any 
alternatives? Or 
assume someone 
does the 
alternatives (make 
sure the 
interviewee talks 
about legal time 
interval) 

The interviewer 
asks: What do 
most similar 
others do? 
(make sure 
the 
interviewee  
talks about 
legal time 
interval) 

    

The interviewer asks: in comparison 
with the alternatives, is what you do 
cheaper?  How about the profit? 
(open question) 

The interviewer asks: in comparison 
with the alternatives, is what you do 
cheaper?  How about the profit? 
(open question) 

What do you think of people who do 
the alternatives for time 
interval?(open question) 
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Flowchart of interviewing questions III 
 

D2.4 General duty to obey and procedural justice 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D3 Final questions 

 

 

Have you ever read any law or law-related documents? (open question) 

If you have technological difficulties, to whom do you often 
turn for help? Have you ever taken part in any technological 
training? Organized by whom? (open question) 

--- For technical 
ability 

 

Do you know if the state has published any rules on time interval? If yes, please 
specify. How do you know that? (open question) 

If no 
 

If yes 

By whom? How high is the 
possibility? (open question) 

What negative and most serious 
effects would happen if punished? 
(open question) 

 
 

What negative and most serious 
effects would happen if punished? 
(open question) 

Do you know if the state has published any rules on time interval? If yes, please 
specify. How do you know that? (open question) 

 

The interviewer asks: Assume that someone similar to you deals with the time 
interval inappropriately, can they be found out? (open question) 

 

  

 

 

Do you agree with the following statement: people should obey the law, 
even if it is a bad law, even if it is not enforced, or even when costs of 
obeying it are high? Why? (open question) 

Do you agree with the following statements: officers of the local agricultural bureau 
are honest; decisions of local agricultural bureau are always fair; overall how do you 
assess the work of the local agricultural bureau? (open question) 
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D4 Chart of types of pesticides 

 

Below are selected types of pesticides (in Chinese), including illegal ones;
136

 they 

were listed by referring to relevant laws, rules and regulation, and legal ones were 

selected by consulting the local agricultural officers, village leaders and several 

vegetable farmers. Then all the selected legal and illegal pesticides were mixed to 

avoid untruthful answers. It is notable that all types of prohibited highly toxic 

pesticides as well as some most frequently used pesticides are included in the chart, 

but these illegal and extremely highly toxic pesticides are excluded, except DDT, 

BHC and chlorphenamidine, because they are seldom applied by farmers based on 

the pilot interview. Another reason is that these extremely highly toxic ones were 

prohibited in the early 1980s, and are now seldom sold on the rural market. Thus, 

there are 22 illegal ones included in the chart.  

The types of pesticides in bold are high-ly toxic (only visible to the 

interviewer), and these in brackets are some old brand names that may still be used 

by vegetable farmers. 

 

Chart of types of pesticides 

阿维菌素 

（灭虫灵） 
 

毒·氯氰 

（除虫净） 
 高效氯氰菊酯  

溴氰菊酯 

（敌杀死） 
 

氰戊菊酯 

（速灭杀丁） 
 

甲基对硫磷 

(甲基 1605) 
 

氯氰菊酯 

（灭百可） 
 啶虫脒  

哒螨灵  
甲拌磷 

(3911/西梅脱) 
 克螨特  

甲胺磷 

(多灭磷) 
 

敌敌畏  多菌灵  
农地乐 

（好乐士） 
 辛硫磷  

毒死蜱 

（乐斯本） 
 

对硫磷 

(1605) 
 

甲霜灵·锰锌 

（瑞毒霉锰锌） 
 

磷胺 

(大灭虫/迪

莫克) 

 

克百威 

(呋喃丹) 
 甲基异柳磷  

杀虫双 

（杀虫丹） 
 

甲基硫环磷 

(甲基棉安

磷) 

 

                                                           
136

 For the prohibited pesticides, according to No. 194 and No. 199 of the Announcement of 
Ministry of Agriculture of the People’s Republic of China, 18 extremely highly-toxic types of 
pesticides are completely prohibited by the state, and the other 19 highly-toxic types are 
prohibited for application on vegetables, fruit trees, teas and traditional Chinese herbal 
medicines. types of pesticides are prohibited by the state; according to No.274, No. 322 and 
No.632 of the Announcement of Ministry of Agriculture of the People’s Republic of China, 5 of 

the 19 highly-toxic organophosphorus pesticides, methamidophos(甲胺磷), parathion-methyl (

甲基对硫磷), Parathion（对硫磷）, Monocrotophos（久效磷）and Phosphamidon（磷胺）are 
completely prohibited for use in agriculture. 
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定虫隆（抑太保

/7899） 
 

苯线磷(力满库/克线

磷/线威磷) 
 

霜脲氰·锰锌 

（克露/霜露） 
 

硫环磷 

(棉安磷 

/乙基硫环

磷) 

 

灭线磷 (丙线磷/

益收宝) 
 

吡虫啉 

（一遍净、蚜虱净） 
 

涕灭威 (铁灭克/丁

醛肪威才) 
 

三唑酮 

（粉锈宁） 
 

氧化乐果  
地虫硫磷 

(地虫磷/大风雷) 
 

恶霜·锰锌 

（杀毒矾） 
 

氢氧化铜 

（可杀得） 
 

乐果  滴滴涕  百菌清  代森锰锌  

敌克松  
氯唑磷 

(异唑磷) 
 

丙森锌 

（安泰生） 
 

久效磷 

(纽克瓦/铃

杀) 

 

爱多收（丰产素、

谷粒宝） 
 

腐霉利 

（速克灵） 
 

特丁硫磷 

(特丁磷) 
 

乙酰甲胺磷 

（高灭磷） 
 

甲基托布津  
氟虫腈 

（锐劲特） 
 康宽  

氟虫脲 

（卡死克） 
 

治螟磷 

(苏化 203) 
 

内吸磷 

(1059) 
 普尊  

丁硫克百威 

（好年冬） 
 

蝇毒磷 

(蝇毒硫磷) 
 

溴虫腈 

（除尽/虫螨腈） 
 六六六  

毒·辛 

（地虎净） 
 

Part E Measuring Compliance and Compliance Motivations for 

CsQCA 

Brief interview questions as well as the specific scoring arrangement based on 

csQCA methods and tools are shown below in Table E.1.  

Table E.1 Measuring compliance and compliance variables for csQCA 
Items Brief introduction of 

interview questions 
Scoring arrangement  
0 1 

Compliance behaviors 

Use of types 
of pesticides 

Which pesticides 
do you usually use 
on what vegetables 
for what pests or 
diseases? 

In any way indicates that 
he/she has applied or will 
apply any type of illegal 
pesticides  

Does not indicate in 
any way that he/she has 
applied or will apply 
any type of illegal 
pesticides  

Disposal of 
pesticide 
containers 

How do you usually 
dispose of pesticide 
containers after 
pesticide 
application? 

In any way indicates that 
he/she generally disposes by 
means of recycling or 
burying in ground far away 
from water sources and 
residential areas or other 
legal ways 

In any way indicates 
that he/she generally 
disposes of pesticide 
containers by throwing 
away on farm or in 
village, or other illegal 
ways 
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Table E.2 Measuring compliance and compliance variables for csQCA (continued) 
Items Brief introduction of 

interview questions 
Scoring arrangement  
0 1 

Time interval What is your general 
time interval 
between the last 
pesticide applying 
and vegetable 
picking? 

In any way indicates 
that he/she generally 
harvests vegetables at 
least a week after 
pesticide spraying 

In any way indicates 
that he/she generally 
harvests vegetables 
within a week after 
pesticide spraying 

Compliance variables 

Amoral calculation   

Deterrence 
(Becker, 1968; 
Thornton et 
al., 2005; 
Winter & May, 
2001) 
 

Assume that 
someone in the same 
business area with 
you does (any of the 
three specific 
violation behaviors), 
can they be found 
out? How high is the 
possibility? By 
whom? What 
negative and most 
serious effects would 
happen if punished?  

In any way indicates 
low possibility of being 
discovered by the 
inspection 
bureau/other sources as 
well as no sanction 
impact 

In any way indicates 
high possibility of being 
discovered by the 
inspection 
bureau/other sources as 
well as an sanction 
impact 

Operational 
cost benefit 
calculation of 
compliance 
(Kagan & 
Scholz, 1984; 
Winter & May, 
2001) 

How is your behavior 
(legal or illegal) in 
comparison with the 
alternatives (illegal or 
legal) in terms of 
price and 
effectiveness (for use 
of types of 
pesticides)/ cost and 
earnings (for a time 
interval)? 

In any way indicates 
comparison with the 
violation behavior, any 
of the two specific 
compliance behaviors is 
less/more costly and 
less effective/profitable  

In any way indicates 
comparison with the 
violation behavior, any 
of the two specific 
compliance behaviors is 
less/more costly and 
more 
effective/profitable 

Legitimacy 

Descriptive 
social norms of 
compliance 
(Cialdini, 2007;  
Tyran et al., 
2002) 

Do most other 
vegetable farmers do 
the same as you do 
on (any of the three 
specific behaviors)? 

In any way indicates 
that most other 
vegetable farmers do 
not comply with the 
rules on (any of the 
three specific pesticide 
behaviors) 

In any way indicates 
that most other 
vegetable farmers 
comply with the rules 
on (any of the three 
specific pesticide 
behaviors) 

Morals 
(Tyler,1990) 

How do you think of 
people who do (any 
of the three specific 
violation behaviors)? 

In any way indicates in 
such conditions the law 
should not be obeyed 

In any way indicates in 
such conditions the law 
should be obeyed 
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Table E.3 Measuring compliance and compliance variables for csQCA (continued) 
Items Brief introduction of 

interview questions 
Scoring arrangement  
0 1 

General 
duty to obey 
(Tyler, 1990; 
McGraw & 
Scholz, 1991) 

Do you agree with the 
following statement: 
people should obey the 
law, even if it is a bad 
law, even if it is not 
enforced, or even when 
costs of obeying it are 
high? 

In any way indicates 
negative views on 
general duty to obey

137
 

In any way indicates 
positive views on 
general duty to obey 

Procedural 
justice 
(Tyler 1990 ) 

Do you agree with the 
following statements: 
officers of the local 
agricultural bureau are 
honest; decisions of local 
agricultural bureau are 
always fair; overall, how 
do you assess the work of 
the local agricultural 
bureau? 

In any way indicates 
negative views or mixed 
views toward the three 
aspects concerning 
procedural justice

138
 

In any way indicates 
positive views toward 
all three aspects 
concerning procedural 
justice 

Capacity 

Ability to 
obey 
(Winter & 
May, 2001; 
Kagan & 
Scholz; 
1984) 

What was your family 
gross earning last year? 
 

In any way indicates 
family gross income < 
40,000 RMB  

In any way indicates 
family income >40,000 
RMB 

Legal 
knowledge 
(Winter & 
May, 2001; 
kim, 1998) 
 
 

Do you know if the state 
has published any rules 
on (use of types of 
pesticides/disposal of 
pesticide containers/time 
interval)? If yes, please 
specify. How do you 
know this? 

In any way indicates 
irrelevant legal 
knowledge on (use of 
types of 
pesticides/disposal of 
pesticide 
containers/time 
interval) from the 
law/other sources 

In any way indicates 
relevant legal 
knowledge on (use of 
types of 
pesticides/disposal of 
pesticide 
containers/time 
interval) from the 
law/other sources 

 

From what is shown in Table E-1, compliance behaviors and compliance 

determinants are defined in a binary way. For pesticide compliance, any way 

vegetable farmers indicate any noncompliance should be defined as absent and 

scored as 0, and any way they indicate any compliant, it should be defined as 

present and scored as 1. Notice that here only vegetable farmers’ annual family gross 

income in the last year was used as a proxy for their ability to obey, without 

                                                           
137

 Notice that for cases who indicated elusive/missing discourses concerning general duty to 
obey, they were coded as missing. 
138

 Notice that for cases who indicated elusive/missing discourses concerning procedural 
justice, they were coded as missing. 
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considering the technical ability. As discussed in chapter 5, vegetable farmers’ 

indications about technical ability including necessity of technical support and 

opportunity of getting sufficient technical support turn out to be quite similar and 

less comparable and thus are ignored as an index for measuring ability to obey. 

These farmers whose reported annual family gross income was 40,000 RMB or more 

are defined as indicating the presence of a high annual family gross income and 

thus scored as 1, and vice versa. Notice that procedural justice here is defined in a 

rigid way. For these who in any way indicate positive views on all three aspects 

concerning procedural justice, procedural justice is defined as present; otherwise, it 

is defined as absent. 

Part F CsQCA Analysis 

The steps of csQCA analyses for the three pesticide behaviors are given below. 

Table F.1 Truth table for use of types of pesticides 

Capacity  Amoral calculation  Legitimacy No. of cases V O 

A B C D E F G H I J 

1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 10 1 O1 

0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 9 1 O2 

0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 9 1 O3 

1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 8 1 O4 

0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 7 1 O5 

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 7 1 O6 

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 5 1 O7 

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 4 1 O8 

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 4 1 O9 

1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 O10 

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 O11 

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 3 1 O12 

0 0 1 
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 O13 

1 0 1 
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 O14 

0 0 1 
 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 O15 

Note: V = value of use of types of pesticides; O= original combinations of characteristics; A = 
family gross income 2011; B = legal knowledge direcetly from the law; C = legal knowledge from 
other sources; D = deterrence from the state; E = deterrence from other sources; F = operational 
cost-benefit calculation of compliance; G = descriptive social norms of compliance; H = morals; 
I = generally duty to obey; J = procedural justice; frequency cutoff: 2; consistency cutoff: 0.8.  
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Table F.2 CsQCA solutions for use of types of pesticides 

 P S No. of 
cases  

O1a P1. b* C * F * G * H * I 
* j  

S1.Medium capacity * medium amoral 
calculation * high legitimacy 

48 

P2. a * b * C* E * F * G 
* H* j  

S2.Medium capacity * high amoral calculation * 
medium legitimacy 

27 

P3. a * b * d * e * F * G 
* H * I * j 
 

S3. Low capacity * medium amoral calculation * 
high legitimacy 

9 

P4. a * b * C * D * E * F 
* G * H * I 

S4. Medium capacity * high amoral calculation * 
high legitimacy 

10 

O1b  P5. b * C * d * e * f * g * 
h * i * j 

S5.Medium capacity * low amoral calculation * 
low legitimacy 

4 

P6. a * b * C * d * e * f * 
g * h * j 

5 

Note: O1a = logically possible patterns for compliance as present; O1b = logically possible 
patterns for compliance as absent; P= simplified patterns based on csQCA logic and tools; S = 
simplification in the broader categories; the lower-case letters represent the absence of a given 
causal factor; * signifies logical AND; abbreviations: see Table F-1 (a).  

Table F.3 Simplified pattern chart for use of types of pesticides 

P Original combinations of characteristics 
O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O8 O9 O 

10 
O 
11 

O 
12 

O 
13 

O 
14 

O 
15 

P1 × × × ×  × ×   ×  ×    
P2  ×   × ×   ×       
P3       × ×        
P4      ×     ×     
P5             × ×  
P6             ×  × 

Abbreviations: see Table F-1 (a), F-1 (b).  

Table F.4 Truth table for disposal of pesticide containers 

Capacity  Amoral calculation  Legitimacy No. of cases V O 

A B C D E G H I J 

1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 1 O1 

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 1 O2 

1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 5 1 O3 

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 7 1 O4 

1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 6 1 O5 

1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 6 1 O6 

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 5 1 O7 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 11 0 O8 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 O9 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 O10 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 O11 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 7 0 O12 

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 O13 

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 O14 
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Table F.5 Truth table for disposal of pesticide containers (continued) 

Capacity  Amoral calculation  Legitimacy No. of cases V O 

A B C D E G H I J 

1 0 0  0 0  0 1 1 0 2 0 O15 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 14 0 O16 

Note: V = value of disposal of pesticide containers; frequency cutoff: 2; consistency cutoff: 0.8; 
abbreviations: see Table F-1 (a).  

 

Table F.6 CsQCA solutions for disposal of pesticide containers 

 P S No. of 
cases 

O2a P1. b * c * d * e * G * H 
* j 

S1. Low capacity * low amoral calculation * 
medium legitimacy 

22 

P2. b * d * e * G * H * 
I * j 
 

S2. Low capacity * low amoral calculation * high 
legitimacy 

 24 

P3. A * b * C * e * G * 
H * I * j 

S3. High capacity * low amoral calculation * high 
legitimacy 

11 

O2b  P4. b * c * d * e * g * I 
* j 

S4. Low capacity * low amoral calculation * low 
legitimacy 

34 

P5. a* b * d * e * g * I 
* j 

29 

P6. a * b * c * d * e * g 
* h * i 

9 

P7. A * b * c * d * e * g 
* H * j  

S5. Medium capacity * low amoral calculation * 
low legitimacy 

4 

Note: O2a = logically possible patterns for compliance as present; O2b = logically possible 
patterns for compliance as absent; abbreviations: see Table F-1 (a), F-1 (b).  

 

Table F.7 Simplified pattern chart for disposal of pesticide containers 

P Original combinations of characteristics 
O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O8 O9 O 

10 
O 
11 

O 
12 

O 
13 

O 
14 

O 
15 

O 
16 

P1 × ×  ×  × ×          
P2    × × × ×          
P3   ×  ×            
P4        ×    ×   × × 
P5        ×   ×  ×   × 
P6         × ×       
P7              × ×  

Abbreviations: see Table F-1 (a), F-1 (b). 
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Table F.8 Truth table for time interval 

Capacity  Amoral calculation  Legitimacy No. of cases V O 

A B C D E F G H I J 

1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 O1 

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 8 1 O2 

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 6 1 O3 

1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 O4 

1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 3 1 O5 

1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 4 1 O6 

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 5 1 O7 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 5 0 O8 

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 4 0 O9 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 0 O10 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 O11 

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 6 0 O12 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 O13 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 O14 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 O15 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 O16 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 O17 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 O18 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 O19 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 6 0 O20 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 12 0 O21 

Note: V = value of time interval; frequency cutoff: 2; consistency cutoff: 0.8; abbreviations: see 
Table F-1 (a).  

Table F.9 CsQCA solutions for time interval 

 P S No. of 
cases  

O3a P1. b * C * d * e * F * 
G * H * j 

S1. Medium capacity * medium amoral 
calculation * medium legitimacy 

18 

P2. A * b * C * d * e * 
F * H * i * j 

S2. High capacity * medium amoral calculation * 
low legitimacy 

4 

P3. a * b * d * e * F * 
G * H * I * j 

S3. Low capacity * medium amoral calculation * 
high legitimacy 

14 

P4. A * b * C * e * F * 
G * H * I * j 

S4. High capacity * medium amoral calculation * 
high legitimacy 

7 

O3b  P5. a * b * d * e * f * g 
* j 

S4. Low capacity * low amoral calculation * low 
legitimacy 

36 

P6. b * d * e * f * g * I 
* j 
 

S5. Low capacity * low amoral calculation * low 
legitimacy 

42 

P7. a * b * C * d * e * f 
* g * h * i 

S6. Low capacity * low amoral calculation * low 
legitimacy 

5 

P8. a * b * c * d * e * f 
* g * h * I 

S7. Medium capacity * low amoral calculation * 
low legitimacy 

14 
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Note: O3a = logically possible patterns for compliance as present; O3b = logically possible 
patterns for compliance as absent; abbreviations: see Table F-1 (a), F-1 (b).  

Table F.10 Simplified pattern chart for outcome O3 

P Original combinations of characteristics 
O
1 

O
2 

O
3 

O
4 

O
5 

O
6 

O
7 

O
8 

O
9 

O 
1
0 

O 
1
1 

O
1
2 

O
1
3 

O
1
4 

O
1
5 

O 
1
6 

O 
1
7 

O 
1
8 

O 
1
9 

O 
2
0 

O 
2
1 

P
1 

× ×   ×  ×               

P
2 

×   ×                  

P
3 

  × ×                  

P
4 

    × ×      ×    ×      

P
5 

       ×   ×  × × ×   ×  × × 

P
6 

       × × ×  ×      × × × × 

P
7 

             ×   ×     

P
8 

               ×     × 

Abbreviations: see Table F-1 (a), F-1 (b).  

Part G Additional Interviews 

Prior to the formal interviews with vegetable farmers, some semi-structured 

interviews were conducted with several farmers to collect some detailed and 

directive information. In addition, local pesticide regulatory officers (informants in 

the local agricultural bureau and some other relevant informants), village 

committee members, relative insiders in agricultural integration organizations 

(vegetable cooperatives with large farms, vegetable cooperatives or associations 

cooperating with local vegetable farmers with small farms) and related informants 

in agricultural materials companies (pesticide operation stores or pesticide 

operation branches) were selected for semi-structured interviews to collect 

supplementary materials. All of these interviews were mainly conducted by 

conversations and observation. It was felt to be much more important to know 

about things rather than measure things. The detailed interview questions are listed 

below separately.  

 

G1 Preparatory interviews with several vegetable farmers in the pilot phase 

 

This was an essential and preparatory stage for the formal case interviews. It served 

to provide information and materials, seeking for an appropriate way to draw up the 

formal case interview questions, and checking and getting truthful answers. Several 
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vegetable farmers were selected and interviewed. In order to collect truthful and 

honest answers, the interviewer selected these farmers who trusted her the most 

and these whom she knew well, these with experience in vegetable planting who 

were well-known in the village because of vegetable planting were also considered. 

The detailed interview outline is given below.  

The interviewer showed every vegetable farmer the chart of types of pesticides 

and asked them the following:  

 

G1.1 How do vegetable farmers recognize and name the kinds of vegetable pesticides 

on the chart
139

? Do they continue to call them by their brand name? Or do they 

begin to use the changed common names or simplified common names? If neither, 

how do they recognize and name these pesticides now? By the pesticide producer or 

the trademark?  

Note: these questions are designed to figure out the farmers’ own language of 

what they call different kinds of pesticides, which is helpful when asking them 

questions about pesticide usage in their own languages and to overcome any 

misunderstanding. After asking the question, the interviewer should note down the 

farmers’ own way of naming the kinds of pesticides.  

 

G1.2 Are there any changes in the vegetable farmers’ use of types of pesticide?  

If yes, since when? Why did that happen? Which pesticides did vegetable 

farmers use before?140 (let farmers speak first and then show them the chart and ask 

them to identify items). Can vegetable farmers continue to buy these old pesticides? 

If yes, from where? Which pesticides do vegetable farmers usually use now? (show 

them the chart and ask them to identify first and then supplement).  

If no, what types of pesticides do vegetable farmers usually use? (show them 

the chart and ask them to recognize first and then to supplement).  

                                                           
139

 According to Article 8, The Procedures for the Administration of Pesticide Labels and 
Guidelines, Article 2 Decree No.009 of the Ministry of Agriculture of the People’s Republic of 
China, and Decisions about Revising Measures for the Implementation of Regulations on 
Control of Agricultural Chemicals, pesticide names refer to pesticide common names or 
simplified common names, which came into effect on 8 January 2008.  
140

 In 2002, 37 types of extremely toxic and highly toxic pesticides were prohibited for use on 
vegetables by the Ministry of Agriculture, including 18 types of pesticides that were no longer 
permitted to be used, while the remaining 19 types were prohibited for application on 
vegetables, fruit trees, teas and traditional Chinese herbal medicines. (For more details, please 
see Announcement No. 199 of the Ministry of Agriculture of the People’s Republic of China). 

Later in 2003, five high-ly toxic organophosphorus pesticides (methamidophos(甲胺磷)，

parathion-methyl（甲基对硫磷），Parathion（对硫磷），monocrotophos（久效磷）and 

Phosphamidon（磷胺）) were completely prohibited for use in agriculture (For more details, 
please see Announcement No. 322 of the Ministry of Agriculture of the People’s Republic of 
China.) 
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Note: these questions were designed to clarify whether there had been a big 

change in the use of pesticide types after the change of pesticide regulations, and to 

simplify the types of pesticides in the chart while making sure that some frequently 

used pesticides are listed. These illegal types should not be deleted. The interviewer 

should mark and remember these pesticides frequently used by farmers, and 

supplement the banned pesticides in the chart. Also delete these types they never or 

seldom use.  

 

G1.3 What are the main functions of pesticides listed in the chart (including these 

types supplemented during the above process)? Are there any alternatives for each 

pesticide listed? 

Note: these questions are designed to understand the main functions of all 

kinds of pesticides, and to seek alternatives for each illegal pesticide, which is 

helpful for comparing legal and illegal alternative pesticides (specifically for 

measuring the operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance). Note that the 

interviewer should write down the functions of pesticides and ask about the 

functions of these illegal pesticides as well as figure out their possible alternatives.  

 

G1.4 What kinds of pesticide containers pesticides are usually used? How do 

vegetable farmers dispose of these containers? Are there different methods of 

disposing of different kinds of containers? 

Note: these questions are designed to clarify the vegetable farmers’ possible 

disposal methods. 

 

G1.5 How do vegetable farmers deal with the time interval between the last pesticide 

application and vegetable harvesting? What is their general time interval? Do they 

have any rules? If so, how do they decide on the time interval? According to 

traditional experience? Or by the nature of different types of pesticides? Or by the 

weather? Or by vegetable quotation? Or by reading the pesticide instructions? Or 

by asking other farmers in the village?  

 

Note: these questions are designed to understand the vegetable farmers’ 

considerations of the time interval between the last pesticide application and 

vegetable marketing, which is helpful for seeking a suitable and 

non-confrontational method for interviewing respondents and checking their 

answers.  

 

G1.6 Did the local government organize any pesticide training courses? If yes, which 

agencies conducated them? For whom? Did they publicize any rules concerning the 
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use of types of pesticides, or disposing of pesticide containers, or time interval? 

How? Was there any influence on the farmers’ pesticide behaviors? 

 

G1.7 What do you think about the local agricultural bureau’s pesticide regulatory 

measures? Are they doing a good job? 

 

Note: these questions are designed to understand the enforcement 

performance of the local pesticide regulatory agency as well as its effect on pesticide 

compliance, which is helpful for obtaining background information on the objective 

pesticide enforcement.  

 

G2 Interviews with some local pesticide regulatory officers (officers in the local 

agricultural bureau or other informants) 

 

The interviewer first sought possible “guanxi” in the local agricultural bureau and 

then introduced herself to the agency that as a sociologist who would like to learn 

about the pesticide laws and rules. Then she conducted interviews with some 

relevant officers based on the pre-designed interview outline. During the process, 

she encouraged the dialogues to flow in a certain order and allowed the informants 

to continue the dialogues themselves. She paid attention to the conversation 

continuity and gave some appropriate guidance when they digressed from the 

subject. The interview outline is presented as follows. 

 

G2.1 What are the responsibility divisions of the local agricultural bureau (e.g., the 

agricultural law enforcement brigade)? What is their daily working schedule for 

pesticide regulation (e.g., pesticide market investigations; random field inspections; 

training for vegetable farmers; forecasts of diseases, pests and weeds; activities of 

organizing and promoting safe and effective pesticides, etc.)? 

 

G2.2 What are the training services or instructions carried out to promote vegetable 

farmers’ legal, quality and safety awareness of vegetable products and safety level of 

pesticide application (e.g. financial support; publicity of basic knowledge of 

pesticide laws and rules; basic knowledge of pesticides, and technological 

knowledge of pesticide application; promotions of awareness of applying pesticides 

in correct ways, etc.)?  

 

G2.3 What are the enforcement instruments of the agricultural law enforcement 

brigade? What are its enforcement resources (including quantity and quality of law 

enforcement officers, funds, etc.)? 
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G2.4 What do you think of the performance of the local vegetable farmers’ pesticide 

compliance behavior? To what extent do they comply or not comply? Do you have 

any ideas about why they comply or do not comply? Do you have any suggestions 

for regulating farmers’ pesticide compliance behavior? 

 

G2.5 Please indicate if any critical pesticide violation cases of vegetable farmers 

happened in the past 5 years. What happened? What were the results?  

Note: the interviewer should pay attention to writing down some other useful 

information during the conversation and process of observation. If possible, the 

interviewer should accompany officers on an inspection, focus on aspects including 

how they choose inspection areas, how many cars they have, what they do if they 

find someone is violating pesticide laws and rules, how the farmers respond to 

them, how they issue sanctions and are the farmers deterred, do they help farmers if 

the farmers do not know about the law and what do they do, etc. 

 

G3 Interviews with some local village committee members 

 

G3.1 What are the population and geographic characteristics of your village? (e.g. 

number of villagers, number of vegetable farmers, male and female ratio, arable 

land area, vegetable planted area, vegetable species, the constitution of vegetable 

farmers, history of village development, and the development of vegetable 

production, etc.) 

 

G3.2 Are there any vegetable associations or cooperatives in the village? How do 

they operate?  

 

G3.3 What do you think about the performance of the local vegetable farmers’ 

pesticide compliance behavior? To what extent do they comply or not comply? Do 

you have any ideas about why they comply or do not comply? Do you have any 

suggestions for regulating the farmers’ pesticide compliance behavior? 

 

G3.4 What do you think about the local agricultural bureau’s pesticide regulatory 

measures? Are they doing a good job? 

Note: the interviewer should pay attention to writing down some other useful 

information during the conversation and process of observation. 
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G4 Interviews with some insiders in agricultural integration organizations 

(vegetable cooperatives, vegetable associations or farmer-based vegetable 

cooperatives)  

 

G4.1 How does your organization operate? Do you have any regulations? Do you 

cooperate with local farmers, and how does the organization regulate their pesticide 

behavior? Do you have any contact with the local enforcement agency? 

 

G4.2 What do you think about the local vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance 

behavior? To what extent do they comply or not comply? Do you have any ideas 

about why they comply or do not comply? Do you have any suggestions for 

regulating the farmers’ pesticide compliance behavior? 

 

G4.3 What do you think about the local agricultural bureau’s pesticide regulatory 

measures? Are they doing a good job? 

Note: the interviewer should pay attention to writing down some other useful 

information during the conversation and process of observation. 

 

G5 Interviews with some informants in the agricultural materials company 

(pesticide operational stores or pesticide operational branches) 

 

G5.1 What are the main sources of the vegetable pesticides sold in your company? 

Which one(s) sell(s) best? Have you ever stocked unqualified or fake pesticides? If 

yes, have you ever taken any actions to protect your rights and benefits? If yes, what 

happened? What were the results? 

 

G5.2 Do you know of any governmental initiatives prohibiting the use of highly and 

extremely toxic pesticides? What do you think about this? Does it affect your 

pesticide business (both negative and positive)? 

 

G5.3 What do you think about the local vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance 

behavior? To what extent do they comply or not comply? Do you have any ideas 

about why they comply or do not comply? Do you have any suggestions for 

regulating the farmers’ pesticide compliance behavior? 

 

G5.4 What do you think about the local agricultural bureau’s pesticide regulatory 

measures? Are they doing a good job? 
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G5.5 Do you think that some pesticide operation branches or stores in the rural 

areas still sell any prohibited highly or extremely toxic pesticides? Which one(s)? 

Note: the interviewer should pay attention to writing down some other useful 

information during the conversation and process of observation. 



 

 

Summary 
 

Why Chinese Farmers Obey the Law: 

Pesticide Compliance in Hunan Province, China 

 

Huiqi Yan 

 

The goal of this study is to analyze pesticide compliance in China. By doing 

so, this study seeks to provide a more comprehensive understanding of 

compliance and some feasible and adaptive suggestions for enhancing 

pesticide enforcement effectiveness in China. It seeks to benefit from both 

qualitative and quantitative methods, and uses a larger N qualitative 

approach which allows for systematic analysis and in-depth exploration.  

Chapter 1 begins by describing the weak implementation of Chinese 

laws and rules, and emphasizes the necessity and importance of a 

compliance perspective in China that focuses on why the regulated actors 

obey or break the law. It reviews some recent compliance and pesticide 

compliance literature in both developed and developing economies. The 

theoretical and methodological relevance as well as innovations are 

presented by illustrating the gaps in the existing literature. Building on all 

these, this chapter proposes the main research questions. 

The first one is: what are the main factors and how do they interact to 

shape vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance or violation behavior in Hunan 

Province in China? The second one is: what are promising strategies to 

coordinate and strengthen pesticide regulation in China, with the aim to 

increase pesticide compliance? The third one is: what are the theoretical 

implications from this pesticide compliance study in the Chinese regulatory 

context for regulatory compliance theory? 

In order to define and understand pesticide compliance better, this 

chapter briefly introduces the background and legal context of the pesticide 

case, including the legal framework, and the regulatory divisions and 

responsibilities. Specifically, this study focuses on three aspects to measure 
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vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance: use of types of pesticide, disposal 

of pesticide containers, and time interval between pesticide spraying and 

vegetable harvesting. It also concentrates on the county agricultural bureau 

responsible for enforcing pesticide compliance locally. The last two sections 

of this chapter deal with research limitations and an outline of the other 

chapters. 

Chapter 2 presents the theoretical framework underlying this study. It 

operationalizes compliance into three aspects: definition, causality and 

measurement of compliance. It defines compliance and regulatory 

compliance, proposes compliance motivations, and explains how to 

measure compliance in a specific regulatory context. Specifically, 

compliance is understood here as the regulated actor’s conformance with 

regulatory laws and rules. Eight individual compliance variables were 

examined: (1) operational cost-benefit calculation, (2) deterrence, (3) 

descriptive social norms, (4) morals, (5) general duty to obey the law, (6) 

procedural justice, (7) ability to obey, and (8) legal knowledge. These 

variables were classified into three broad categories: amoral calculation, 

legitimacy and capacity.  

Subsequently, chapter 2 addresses the methodology by illustrating the 

process of case selection and case interview, the specific data measurement, 

and the coding method. This study employed a stratified sampling method 

for selecting respondents. Altogether, 119 vegetable farmers in ten villages 

in three counties of Hunan Province in China were selected, with 

complementary interviews with another 31 informants or insiders during 

the case interview period. Three specific case interview phases were done: 

the pilot study phase, the in-depth case interview phase, and the 

supplementary material and data analysis phase. The three phases 

coherently connect with one another, with the preceding phase preparing 

for and supporting the next. In the pilot study phase, some background 

information and a refined and structured interview question outline were 

prepared; in the in-depth case interview phase, a specific dialogical strategy 

was employed for conducting in-depth interviews with respondents, which 

enabled the interview to flow naturally; some supplementary materials 

were collected after the interview period. All the data collected were 

analyzed by means of descriptive data analysis, texts and quotes. In 

addition, a specific crisp-set Qualitative Comparative Analysis method 
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(referred to as csQCA) was employed to analyze how all the variables 

defined interact to produce compliance. Finally, this chapter examines the 

vegetable farmers’ self-reported pesticide compliance behavior. The 

majority of them indicated compliance with rules on the use of types of 

pesticides, but fewer of them indicated compliance with rules on disposal 

and time interval. 

Chapter 3 begins by exploring the first compliance paradigm: amoral 

compliance calculation. It seeks to examine how the vegetable farmers’ 

perceptions of amoral calculation (including operational cost-benefit 

calculation and deterrence) affect their pesticide compliance behavior. In 

this study, the variable of operational cost-benefit calculation is used to 

help analyze compliance by looking at how the actors make rational amoral 

decisions on how to use pesticides based on their expected costs and their 

yields or gross return. The variable of deterrence helps analyze compliance 

by examining how the regulated actors are motivated by threats of possible 

costs with regards to punishments or legal sanctions. A subjective utility 

approach, built on a specific dialogical scheme, is employed to look at how 

the regulated actors perceive the amoral calculation elements. 

Based on the collected data, this chapter concludes that, first, the 

operational cost-benefit calculation of compliance is almost always 

positively associated with the vegetable farmers’ pesticide compliance, 

while deterrence has more mixed results, especially with quite a few 

compliant farmers reporting low deterrence. Second, both elements of 

amoral calculation were shown to be highly contextual, with clear 

differences among different vegetable farmers, showing the relevance of the 

idea of “deterrability” and the benefits of using a subjective dialogical 

approach to amoral calculation. Some offenders (cooperatives or 

associations instead of individual vegetable farmers) and offences (use of 

types of pesticides instead of disposal and time interval) are more 

susceptible to deterrence. Other factors such as their geographic location, 

the nature of the vegetables they plant, and their knowledge and 

experience also contribute to variations in their subjective amoral 

cost-benefit calculation. However, this chapter finds that context is not 

everything as even very similar farmers can have different calculations, and 

thus more individualistic elements such as personality and individual 

preferences and knowledge may be involved. 
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Chapter 4 analyzes how the legitimacy of law is related to compliance. 

The vegetable farmers’ perceptions of legitimacy elements, including 

descriptive social norms, morals, general duty to obey the law and 

procedural justice, as well as how such perceptions stimulate or hinder 

their pesticide compliance behavior are examined. Specifically, descriptive 

social norms assume that regulated actors are motivated by what most 

similar others do (social legitimacy), morals look at the regulated actor’s 

intrinsic moral judgment (moral legitimacy); general duty to obey the law 

assumes that regulated actors’ compliance behavior is shaped by their belief 

in the legitimacy of the state power of imposing regulations (systematic 

legitimacy); procedural justice examines the regulated actors’ discernment 

of the enforcing officers’ honesty, the enforcement authorities’ procedural 

fairness, and the overall assessment of the enforcement agencies 

(procedural legitimacy). 

Based on the collected data, this chapter concludes that, in general, 

there is compliance legitimacy which is situational. Except for procedural 

justice, the farmers’ indicated descriptive social norms of compliance, 

morals, and general duty to obey the law are situational and circumstantial. 

The three elements of legitimacy are shown to be rather contextual and 

highly varied among different vegetable farmers in different settings. The 

variations might be explained by variables including the type of vegetable 

farmer, the geographic location, the type of the vegetables they plant, their 

education level and pesticide training and knowledge, the local economic 

development, and their personal experience with pesticide compliance or 

other relevant experiences. The farmers’ perceived or indicated descriptive 

social norms of compliance as well as morals being positively related to 

their self-reported compliance behaviors is a situational issue. In other 

words, vegetable farmers only report compliance when they focus on either 

of the two elements. However, there seems to be no obvious association 

between their indicated general duty to obey the law as well as their 

perceptions of procedural justice and their reported compliance behavior. 

Chapter 5 deals with the third compliance paradigm: capacity. 

Capacity consists of two elements: ability to obey and legal knowledge. The 

former assumes that the regulated actors’ compliance is shaped by their 

ability to obey the law; the latter analyzes compliance by looking at the 

regulated actors’ knowledge about the relevant laws and rules. This chapter 
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analyzes the vegetable farmers’ indicated financial and technical abilities 

(using annual family gross income and reported need of technology as 

proxies) as well as knowledge of pesticide rules, and how the indicated 

capacity elements influence their pesticide compliance behavior. 

Based on the systematically collected data from the 119 vegetable 

farmers, this chapter concludes that, first, there is a moderate relationship 

between the vegetable farmers’ legal awareness and their compliance 

behavior, with these who indicate high awareness of legal rules more 

frequently indicating compliance. Moreover, the farmers’ different sources 

of legal knowledge also influence their pesticide compliance differently, 

with these who indicate obtaining legal knowledge directly from the law or 

translated by an official source more frequently indicating compliance. 

Second, the vegetable farmers’ indications of capacity elements vary. For 

financial ability, such a variation could be explained by some circumstantial 

variables like the type of vegetable farmer, the geographic location, the 

local economic development and the local governmental policies. For 

technical ability (using reported need of technology as a proxy) little 

variation was found, although the vegetable farmers showed varied legal 

knowledge. Moreover, they specified differing legal and extralegal actors 

providing legal translation. Such variations could be largely explained by 

the type of vegetable farmer and the pesticide behaviors studied. 

Furthermore, vegetable farmers tend to choose legal translators by the 

trustworthiness and consistency of the sources. Third, no obvious 

association was found between the vegetable farmers’ financial ability 

(using annual family gross income as a proxy) and their pesticide 

compliance behavior. 

In contrast to the previous three chapters, which examined categorized 

compliance variables, Chapter 6 seeks to understand better how all the 

compliance variables interact to shape compliance. Using csQCA logic and 

tools, this chapter explores the data in two ways: (1) by discussing the 

interaction between all individual variables and seeking to explore (a) 

path(s) through which variables interact to produce compliance, and (2) by 

discussing the interaction between the variables when grouped into the 

“ideal” types found in existing compliance literature: capacity, amoral 

calculation and legitimacy.  
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This chapter draws conclusions as follows: first, complex paths were 

found with plural and contingent combinations of variables leading to 

compliance; second, the csQCA data do not confirm the approach of the 

“ideal” types. Plural constellations of the three broader categories rather 

than singular ones were seen. Nevertheless, the ideal typical approach 

could be used as a tool, to some extent, to simplify complex patterns and 

understand how variables interact to produce compliance, as well as 

figuring out the possible underlying compliance dynamics. 

Chapter 7 concludes the research. It starts by summarizing the results. 

Building on these findings, it presents some key theoretical and 

methodological insights as well as regulatory and policy implications. From 

the theoretical perspective, this research shows the significance of 

exploring how variables behave, the variation of key compliance variables, 

contextual and subjective explanations for variations of variables; variations 

of variables shape variations in compliance and many explanatory paths for 

compliance. From the methodological perspective, this research shows 

insights by means of a larger N qualitative method study which features 

both in-depth qualitative understanding and enlarged representativeness of 

the respondents, a subjective utility approach and a “dialogical” strategy, 

and the use of the csQCA method to analyze compliance. 

With regards to regulatory and policy implications, in general, a form 

of responsive regulation is suggested. Specifically, it should follow a 

case-specific enforcement strategy, combining a mix of regulatory 

approaches and engaging various parties. Meanwhile, such combinations of 

approaches and broader engagement should particularly respond to the 

contextual and subjective conditions of the regulated actors. 

Finally, some possibilities for future research are discussed, such as 

explorations of the influence of individual preferences and personality on 

compliance behavior, explorations of the influence of much broader social 

and political contexts on compliance, focusing on the perspective of 

pesticide regulators, and usage of other QCA tools and techniques. 



 

 

Samenvatting 

 

Waarom Chinese Boeren Zich aan de Wet Houden: 

Naleving van pesticidenwetgeving in de provincie Hunan, 

China 

 

Huiqi Yan 

 

Dit proefschrift beschrijft een onderzoek naar naleving van wetgeving 

omtrent gewasbeschermingsmiddelen, oftewel “pesticidenwetgeving”, in 

China. Hierbij wordt geprobeerd om een uitgebreider beeld te verschaffen 

van naleving en om enkele geschikte en toepasbare suggesties te doen voor 

het verbeteren van de effectiviteit van handhaving van pesticidenwetgeving 

in China. Er wordt geprobeerd te profiteren van de voordelen van zowel 

kwalitatieve als kwantitatieve onderzoeksmethoden en er is gebruik 

gemaakt van een grotere “n” kwalitatieve benadering, hetgeen 

systematische analyse en diepte-onderzoek mogelijk maakt.  

Hoofdstuk 1 begint met een beschrijving van de zwakke implementatie 

van Chinese wetten en regels en benadrukt de noodzaak en het belang van 

een nalevingsperspectief in China dat zich focust op waarom men zich wel 

of niet aan de wet houdt. Recente literatuur over naleving en naleving van 

pesticidenwetgeving in zowel economisch ontwikkelde landen als 

ontwikkelingslanden wordt besproken. De theoretische en 

methodologische relevantie en vernieuwingen worden gepresenteerd door 

de hiaten in de bestaande literatuur te belichten. Op basis hiervan, worden 

in dit hoofdstuk de centrale onderzoeksvragen uiteengezet. 

De eerste onderzoeksvraag is: wat zijn de hoofdfactoren en hoe 

beïnvloeden ze elkaar bij het genereren van nalevingsgedrag of schending van 

pesticidenwetgeving door groentetelers in de provincie Hunan, China? De 

tweede onderzoeksvraag is: wat zijn veelbelovende strategieën om de 

pesticidenwetgeving in China te coördineren en versterken met als doel de 

naleving van pesticidenwetgeving te verbeteren? De derde onderzoeksvraag 
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is: wat zijn de theoretische implicaties voor theorie over naleving van 

regelgeving (“regulatory compliance theory”) naar aanleiding van dit 

onderzoek naar naleving van pesticidenwetgeving in de Chinese 

wetgevingscontext? 

Om de naleving van pesticidenwetgeving beter te definiëren en 

begrijpen, worden in dit hoofdstuk kort de achtergrond en wettelijke 

context van pesticiden geïntroduceerd, inclusief het wettelijke kader en de 

regulerende instanties met hun verantwoordelijkheden. Deze studie focust 

specifiek op drie aspecten om naleving van pesticidenwetgeving door 

groentetelers te meten: het gebruik van verschillende typen pesticiden, het 

weggooien of recyclen van pesticide verpakkingsafval, en de tijdsspanne 

tussen het besproeien van groentegewassen met pesticiden en de oogst. 

Daarnaast wordt gekeken naar het landbouwbureau op county-niveau dat 

verantwoordelijk is voor de handhaving van lokale naleving van 

pesticidenwetgeving. De laatste twee delen van dit hoofdstuk bespreken 

onderzoeksbeperkingen en geven een overzicht van de erop volgende 

hoofdstukken. 

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt het onderliggende theoretisch kader van het 

onderzoek gepresenteerd. Hierbij wordt naleving in drie aspecten 

geoperationaliseerd: de definitie, de causaliteit en de meting van naleving. 

Naleving en naleving van wet- en regelgeving worden gedefinieerd, 

motivaties voor naleving worden gesuggereerd, en er wordt uitgelegd hoe 

naleving te meten in een specifieke wet- en regelgevingscontext. Om 

precies te zijn, wordt hier onder naleving verstaan: het conformeren van 

“de gereguleerde burger” met regulerende wetten en regelgeving. Acht losse 

variabelen van naleving worden onderzocht: (1) praktische kosten-baten 

berekeningen, (2) afschrikking, (3) descriptieve sociale normen, (4) morele 

waarden, (5) de algemene plicht tot naleving van de wet, (6) justitieel 

procedurele rechtvaardigheid, (7) de mogelijkheid om de wet te na te leven 

en (8) kennis van de wet. Deze variabelen worden ingedeeld in drie brede 

categorieën: amorele berekeningen, legitimiteit en capaciteit.  

Vervolgens wordt in hoofdstuk 2 de methodologie bestudeerd door het 

proces te beschrijven van de casusselectie en casus-interviews, van 

specifieke datameting en van de coderingsmethode. Bij dit onderzoek is 

gebruik gemaakt van een gestratificeerde samplingsmethode voor het 

selecteren van respondenten. In totaal zijn 119 groentetelers geselecteerd 
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uit tien dorpen in drie counties van Hunan waarbij aanvullende interviews 

zijn gedaan met nog eens 31 informanten of “insiders” tijdens de 

casus-interview periode. Er waren drie specifieke fasen van de 

casusinterviews: de pilot study fase, de fase van diepte-interviews en de fase 

van verzameling van aanvullend onderzoeksmateriaal en van data-analyse. 

Deze drie fasen waren logisch met elkaar verbonden, waarbij elke volgende 

fase tijdens en in de vorige fase voorbereid en ondersteund werd. In de pilot 

study fase werd enige achtergrondinformatie en een verfijnde en 

uitstippeling van vragen voor het gestructureerde interview voorbereid. In 

de diepte-interviews fase werd een specifieke dialogische strategie 

toegepast voor het afnemen van de diepte-interviews, welke zorgde voor 

een vloeiend verloop van de interviews. En daarna werd enig aanvullend 

onderzoeksmateriaal verzameld. Alle verzamelde data werden geanalyseerd 

met behulp van beschrijvende data analyse, teksten en citaten. Daarnaast 

werd gebruik gemaakt van de specifieke crisp-set methode van Kwalitatief 

Vergelijkende Analyse (crisp-set Qualitative Comparative Analysis, 

“csQCA”) om te analyseren hoe alle gedefinieerde variabelen elkaar 

beïnvloeden om naleving te bewerkstelligen. Tot slot wordt in dit 

hoofdstuk zelf-gerapporteerd nalevingsgedrag van pesticidenwetgeving van 

groentetelers bekeken. De meerderheid van hen gaf aan de regelgeving na 

te leven met betrekking tot het gebruik van verschillende soorten 

pesticides, maar minder mensen gaven aan de regelgeving na te leven met 

betrekking tot afvalafhandeling en tijdsspanne tussen pesticidegebruik en 

oogst. 

Hoofdstuk 3 begint met de bestudering van het eerste 

nalevingsparadigma: amorele berekening van naleving. Hierbij wordt 

gepoogd te onderzoeken hoe het nalevingsgedrag met betrekking tot 

pesticidenwetgeving bij groentetelers beïnvloed wordt door hun percepties 

over amorele berekening, met daaronder de variabelen van praktische 

kosten-baten berekeningen en afschrikking. In dit onderzoek wordt 

praktische kosten-baten berekening gebruikt voor de analyse van naleving 

door te kijken naar hoe men rationeel amorele beslissingen maakt met 

betrekking tot pesticidengebruik op basis van verwachte kosten en baten of 

bruto-rendement. Afschrikking wordt gebruikt voor de analyse van naleving 

door te kijken naar hoe men gedreven wordt door de dreiging van 

eventuele kosten met betrekking tot straffen en wettelijke sancties. Een 
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subjectieve utiliteitsbenadering, gebaseerd op een specifiek dialoogschema, 

wordt gebruikt om te bestuderen hoe men aankijkt tegen deze elementen 

van amorele berekening. 

Op basis van de verzamelde data wordt in dit hoofdstuk allereerst 

geconcludeerd dat praktische kosten-baten berekening van naleving bijna 

altijd positief geassocieerd is met naleving van pesticidenwetgeving door 

groentetelers, terwijl afschrikking meer wisselende resultaten oplevert, 

voornamelijk doordat een redelijk aantal van de zich aan de wet houdende 

boeren laag scoort op afschrikking. Ten tweede blijken beide elementen 

van amorele berekening hoog contextueel te zijn, met duidelijke verschillen 

tussen verschillende groentetelers, wat de relevantie van het idee van 

“afschrikbaarheid” en het belang van een subjectieve dialogische 

benadering bij amorele berekening laat zien. Sommige overtreders 

(samenwerkingsverbanden of verenigingen in plaats van individuele 

groentetelers) en overtredingen (gebruik van verschillende soorten 

pesticiden in plaats van het wel of niet weggooien en de tijdsspanne tussen 

gebruik en oogst) blijken vatbaarder voor afschrikking. Andere factoren 

zoals geografische locatie, het soort geteelde groenten en kennis en 

ervaring dragen ook bij tot variaties in subjectieve amorele kosten-baten 

berekening. Desalniettemin, blijkt in dit hoofdstuk dat context ook niet 

alles kan verklaren, aangezien zelfs zeer vergelijkbare boeren verschillende 

berekeningen maken en individualistischer elementen zoals 

persoonlijkheid en individuele voorkeur en kennis dus mogelijkerwijs een 

rol spelen. 

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt geanalyseerd hoe legitimiteit van recht 

gerelateerd is aan naleving. De percepties van groentetelers over elementen 

van legitimiteit (o.a. bestaande uit: descriptieve sociale normen, morele 

waarden, de algemene plicht tot naleving van de wet en justitieel 

procedurele rechtvaardigheid) worden onderzocht, alsook hoe deze 

percepties het nalevingsgedrag op het gebied van pesticidenwetgeving 

bevorderen of verminderen. Nader beschouwd, wordt bij descriptieve 

sociale normen aangenomen dat men beïnvloed wordt door wat de meeste 

soortgelijke anderen doen (sociale legitimiteit); bij morele waarden wordt 

gekeken naar iemands intrinsiek morele oordeel (morele legitimiteit); bij 

de algemene plicht tot naleving van de wet wordt aangenomen dat 

nalevingsgedrag gevormd wordt door eenieders geloof in de legitimiteit van 
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de staat bij het opleggen van regelgeving (legitimiteit van het systeem); bij 

justitieel procedurele rechtvaardigheid wordt eenieders 

onderscheidingsvermogen onderzocht van zowel de eerlijkheid van de 

wetshandhaver als van de procedurele eerlijkheid van de handhavende 

autoriteiten, alsook eenieders algehele beoordeling van de handhavende 

instanties (procedurele legitimiteit). 

Op basis van de verzamelde data, wordt in dit hoofdstuk 

geconcludeerd dat er in het algemeen sprake is van situationele legitimiteit 

van naleving. Behalve de procedurele rechtvaardigheid, zijn de door de 

boeren aangegeven descriptieve sociale normen van naleving, alsook hun 

morele waarden en de algemene plicht tot naleving van de wet, situationeel 

en weinig betekenend. De drie elementen van legitimiteit blijken tamelijk 

contextueel en zeer gevarieerd te zijn onder verschillende groentetelers in 

verschillende settingen. Deze variatie kan mogelijk verklaard worden door 

variabelen zoals het type groenteteler, de geografische locatie, het soort 

geteelde groenten, opleidingsniveau, training en kennis op het gebied van 

pesticiden, de lokale economische ontwikkeling, en persoonlijke ervaringen 

op dit gebied of andere relevante ervaringen. De positieve relatie tussen de 

door de boeren waargenomen of aangegeven descriptieve sociale normen 

van naleving of morele waarden en de zelfrapportage van nalevingsgedrag 

is ook een situationele kwestie. Met andere woorden: de groentetelers 

rapporteren slechts naleving wanneer zij zich focussen op één van de twee 

elementen; er lijkt geen duidelijk verband te zijn tussen hun 

gerapporteerde nalevingsgedrag en hun aangegeven gevoel van algemene 

plicht tot naleving van de wet of hun perceptie over procedurele 

rechtvaardigheid. 

Hoofdstuk 5 heeft betrekking op het derde nalevingsparadigma: 

capaciteit tot naleving. Deze capaciteit bestaat uit twee elementen: het 

vermogen om de wet te gehoorzamen en wettelijke kennis. Bij het eerste 

element wordt aangenomen dat naleving gevormd wordt door eenieders 

vermogen de wet te gehoorzamen; bij het tweede element wordt naleving 

geanalyseerd door te kijken naar eenieders kennis over relevante wetten en 

regels. In dit hoofdstuk worden de door de groentetelers aangegeven 

financiële en technische vermogens geanalyseerd (waarbij het jaarlijks 

bruto inkomen per gezin en de gerapporteerde behoefte aan technologie als 

indicatoren gehanteerd worden) alsook hun kennis over de pesticiden 
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regelgeving en hoe de aangegeven capaciteitselementen hun 

nalevingsgedrag op het gebied van pesticidenwetgeving beïnvloedt. 

Gebaseerd op de systematisch verzamelde data onder de 119 

groentetelers, wordt in dit hoofdstuk allereerst geconcludeerd dat er een 

middelmatig verband is tussen het wetsbesef van de groentetelers en hun 

nalevingsgedrag: diegenen die aangeven een sterke mate van wetsbesef te 

hebben, geven aan vaker de wet na te leven. Bovendien blijken de 

verschillende bronnen van wettelijke kennis van de boeren ook van 

verschillende invloed te zijn op hun naleving van pesticidenwetgeving: 

diegenen die aangeven dat ze hun wettelijke kennis direct van de wetstekst 

of van een vertaalde officiële bron hebben, geven vaker aan 

pesticidenwetgeving na te leven. Ten tweede wordt geconcludeerd dat de 

capaciteitselementen die door de groentetelers aangegeven worden, 

verschillen. Op het gebied van financiëel vermogen kan dergelijke niet 

wetsgerelateerde variatie verklaard worden door allerlei variabelen zoals 

het type groenteteler, de geografische locatie, de lokale economische 

ontwikkeling en lokaal overheidsbeleid. Op het gebied van technische 

vermogens werd (bij gebruik van gerapporteerde behoefte aan technologie 

als indicator) weinig variatie gevonden, maar de groentetelers hadden wel 

verschillende wetskennis. Bovendien specificeerden ze verschillende 

juridische en niet-juridische bronnen van de juridische vertalingen. 

Dergelijke variaties kunnen grotendeels verklaard worden door het type 

groenteteler en nalevingsgedrag dat bestudeerd wordt. Verder hebben 

groentetelers de neiging om juridische vertalers of vertalingen te kiezen op 

basis van betrouwbaarheid en consistentie van de bronnen. Ten derde 

wordt er geen duidelijk verband gevonden tussen de financiële capaciteiten 

van de groentetelers (waarbij het jaarlijks bruto inkomen per gezin als 

indicatoren gehanteerd wordt) en hun nalevingsgedrag op het gebied van 

pesticidenwetgeving. 

In de voorgaande drie hoofdstukken worden de verschillende 

gecategoriseerde variabelen van naleving onderzocht. In hoofdstuk 6 wordt 

vervolgens geprobeerd te kijken naar hoe alle nalevingsvariabelen elkaar 

beïnvloeden en zo naleving vormgeven. Met behulp van csQCA logica en 

instrumenten, worden in dit hoofdstuk de data op twee manieren 

geëxploreerd: (1) door de interactie tussen alle individuele variabelen te 

bespreken en te bekijken hoe de variabelen elkaar beïnvloeden en zo 
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naleving bewerkstelligen; en (2) door de interactie tussen de variabelen te 

bespreken in gegroepeerde vorm: op basis van de “ideale” type 

nalevingsmotivaties uit de bestaande literatuur over naleving: capaciteit, 

amorele berekening en legitimiteit. 

In dit hoofdstuk worden de volgende conclusies getrokken: ten eerste 

worden complexe patronen gevonden via welke meervoudige en 

onwillekeurige combinaties van variabelen tot naleving leiden; ten tweede 

blijken de csQCA data de benadering van het “ideale” type 

nalevingsmotivaties niet te bevestigen. Er was eerder sprake van 

meervoudige dan van eenvoudige constellaties van de drie bredere 

categorieën. Desondanks kan deze benadering tot op zekere hoogte 

gebruikt worden als instrument om complete patronen te vereenvoudigen 

en om te begrijpen hoe variabelen elkaar beïnvloeden en zo naleving 

bewerkstelligen, alsook om de mogelijke onderliggende nalevingsdynamiek 

te achterhalen. 

Hoofdstuk 7 is het afsluitende hoofdstuk van het proefschrift. Hierin 

worden eerst de resultaten samengevat. Op basis van deze bevindingen 

worden vervolgens enkele belangrijke theoretische en methodologische 

inzichten alsook implicaties voor regelgeving en beleid gepresenteerd. 

Vanuit theoretisch perspectief toont dit onderzoek het belang van 

bestudering van hoe variabelen zich gedragen, de variatie van 

fundamentele nalevingsvariabelen en contextuele en subjectieve 

verklaringen voor variaties van variabelen: variaties van variabelen dragen 

bij tot verschillen in naleving en in de vele verklarende patronen via welke 

naleving ontstaat. Vanuit methodologisch perspectief toont dit onderzoek 

inzichten aan de hand van een grotere “n” kwalitatieve studie welke zowel 

inzicht geeft door kwalitatieve diepte studies als door de vergrote 

representativiteit van de respondenten, een subjectieve utiliteitsbenadering 

en een “dialogische” strategie, alsook door het gebruik van de csQCA 

methode om naleving te analyseren.  

Met betrekking tot implicaties op het gebied van regelgeving en beleid 

wordt, alles beschouwend, casus-gerelateerde responsieve regulering 

voorgesteld. Nader bekeken, zou bij regulering een casus-specifieke 

handhavingsstrategie gevolgd moeten worden met daarbij een combinatie 

van gemixte reguleringsbenaderingen waarbij verschillende partijen 

betrokken worden. Daarnaast zouden zulke combinaties van benaderingen 
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en bredere betrokkenheid vooral moeten een antwoord moeten zijn op de 

contextuele en subjectieve omstandigheden van gereguleerde personen. 

Tot slot worden een aantal mogelijke onderwerpen voor verder 

onderzoek besproken, zoals onderzoek naar de invloed van individuele 

voorkeuren en persoonlijkheid op naleving, onderzoek naar de invloed van 

veel bredere sociale en politieke contexten op naleving, onderzoek met een 

focus op het perspectief van de handhavers van pesticidenwetgeving en 

onderzoek met gebruikmaking van andere QCA onderzoeksinstrumenten 

en -technieken. 




